
Allied
Fighters

World War II saw a stunning evolution in the capability of the single-seat

fighter aircraft. Few people observing the light, short-range aircraft of the first

year of the war would have predicted the multitude of tasks to come its way in

such a short time.

When devastating war once
more burst on Europe in

September 1939 the state of
preparedness of the Allied air
forces varied from the RAF's
optimistic mediocrity to the
downright ineptness of the
French and Polish air forces,
generally born of years of pacifism
and parsimony. The monoplane
fighter was in widespread use,
albeit with little more than a cou-
ple of years' service behind it in
most cases. Biplanes still served, if
only to fill gaps yet to be occu-
pied by more modern aircraft.

The finest Allied fighter in
service in 1939, the immortal
Supermarine Spitfire, served on
only a handful of squadrons, was
not regarded as fully operational,
and demanded special servicing
facilities at three or four nominat-
ed fighter bases. Yet within a year
this aeroplane came to epitomize
everything that was best in the
RAF's fight against the Luftwaffe.
Indeed it left its early partner, the
Hawker Hurricane, far behind in
the race to forge a weapon capa-
ble of matching Germany's great
duo of fighters, the Messerschmitt
Bf 109 and Focke-Wulf Fw 190. By
1941 RAF Fighter Command had
adopted the Spitfire Mk VB, with
its two 20mm cannon and four
rifle-calibre machine-guns, as its
standard equipment.

A group of USAAF long-range North American P-51 Mustang
fighters - a superlative aircraft, believed by many to be the best
of the war. It entered service in 1943 and achieved its 3347km
(2080 mile) range by using wing drop tanks.

It was the shock introduction
in 1941 by the Luftwaffe of the
superb Fw 190, however, that
fired the starting gun for the
technological race to accelerate
fighter development. The Spitfire
Mk IX was rushed into service,
as was the Hawker Typhoon, the
latter still with many engine and
airframe problems yet unresolved.
US entry into the war at the end
of 1941 did little to improve
the fighter scene, neither the
Bell P-39, Curtiss P-40 nor
Republic P-43 being regarded
as any match for the German

fighters. In due course, however,
the marriage of the superlative
Rolls-Royce Merlin to the North
American P-51 Mustang produced
the war's finest long-range single-
seat fighter, entering service in
late 1943.

On the Eastern Front,
Germany's attack on the Soviet
Union was accompanied by
almost total destruction of the
outdated indigenous equipment
of the Red Air Force in 1941, a
disastrous situation that was to
some extent alleviated by the sup-
ply of Western aircraft to bolster

Soviet resistance in the air. In an
amazingly short time, however,
having moved the aircraft indus-
try far to the East, the Soviets
managed to introduce a number
of promising new fighters, the
YakovlevYak-3 and Lavochkin
La-5 among them.

The last two years of the war
found the Allies almost entirely
re-equipped with fighters whose
development had been undertak-
en wholly during the war, thereby
drawing on combat experience.
The Hawker Tempest joined the
Typhoon (which nevertheless
proved an excellent ground-attack
weapon), while Griffon-powered
Spitfires formed a large propor-
tion of Fighter Command's air
combat force. The USAAF was
almost entirely equipped with
the classic Lockheed P-38, P-47
and P-51 trio as well as late-series
P-40s. In the Red Air Force the
Lavochkin La-7 and Yakovlev Yak-9
were proving more than a match
for the majority of Luftwaffe fight-
ers, flown as they were by hastily
trained young pilots, while in the
Pacific the American and British
fighters all but annihilated the air
forces of Japan. In the field of jet
fighters, where in airframes
Germany unquestionably led the
Allies, only the RAF managed to
introduce very small numbers of
early Gloster Meteors.
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Lavochkin LaGG-3
Designed by a bureau headed by Se
myon Lavochkin and including V. Gor-
bunov and M. Gudkov, the Lavochkin
LaGG-3 stemmed from the LaGG-1,
whose prototype (the 1-22) was first "
flown on 30 March 1940. These aircraft
were unusual in retaining an all-wood
structure; only the control surfaces
(and later the landing flaps) were met-
al. This excellent little fighter was
ordered into production m 1940 as the
LaGG-1 with a 783-kW (1,050-hp) Kli-
mov M-105 V-12 engine, but was too
late to see service during the Winter
War with Finland in 1939-40. With a top
speed of 605 km/h (376 mph) and an
armament of one 20-mm and two 12.7-
mm (0.5-in) guns, the LaGG-1 was cer-
tainly one of the world's best fighters
early m 1941, but pilots complained of
poor climb performance and heavy
controls, and a new version, the LaGG-
3, was introduced by way of the 1-301
prototype after several hundred
LaGG-Is had been delivered. At the
time of the German attack two air reg-
iments still flew the older aircraft, but
within a year four regiments had re-
ceived the LaGG-3, their task being to
provide escort for the Ilyushin 11-2
close-support aircraft; they carried a
variety of armament combinations, in-
cluding wing attachments for six 8.2-
cm (3,23-m) rockets or light bombs.
The LaGG-3 featured a constant-
speed propeller and improved rudder
balancing, and was popular in service;
it proved very robust and was capable
of sustaining considerable battle dam-
age, A better fighter was urgently
needed, and the three designers each
built new versions with the M-82 ra-
dial. In 1942 the liquid-cooled LaGG
went out of production after about
6,528 had been built,

This LaGG-3 was flown by Captain C.A. Crigoryev in the win ter of 1942/3, on
the 6th Fighter Aviation Sector of the Central Front.

Specification
Lavochkin LaGG-3
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 925-kW (1,240-hp)
M-105PF V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
575 km/h (357 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); initial climb rate 900 m
(2,950 ft) per minute; service ceiling
9700 m (31,825 ft); range 650 km (404
miles)

Weights: empty 2620 kg (5,776 Ib);
maximum take-off 3300 kg (7,275 Ib)
Dimensions: span 9.80 m (32 ft 1.75 in);
length 8.81 m (28 ft 11 in); height 2.70 m
(8 ft 10 in); wing area 17.51 irf
(188.5 sq ft)
Armament: one 20-mm ShVAK hub-
firing cannon and two 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
UBS machine-guns or two 7.62-mm
(0.3-m) ShKAS machine-guns, plus
provision for six underwing 8.2-cm

LaGG-3s of the 9th IAP (Fighter
Aviation Regiment) serving on the
Black Sea. The LaGG did not fare well
at the hands of the Luftwaffe,
although this was more a reflection of
respective pilot training than of any
failure of the aircraft.

(3.23-m) rockets or four 50-kg (110-lb)
bombs

USSR

Lavochkin La-5 and La-7
As the Soviet armies reeled back after
the initial assault by Germany in the
East during 1941, frantic demands
were made for modern equipment to
be supplied to the Soviet air force. In
October 1941 Semyon Lavochkin
started work on the Lavochkin LaG-5
fighter with 1194-kW (1,600-hp) M-82
radial, passing on almost immediately
to a development, the La-5, with cut-
down rear fuselage which gave im-
proved visibility for the pilot. The pro-
totype completed its acceptance trials
in May 1942 and entered production
two months later; by the end of the
year no fewer than 1,182 examples had
been completed. In March 1943 the
next and principal version, the La-5FN,
entered production, a total of 21,975
aircraft including the later La-7 being
produced before the end of the war;
the La-5FN featured the 1231-kW
(1,650-hp) ASh-82FN engine, but its
two 20-mm cannon were sup-
plemented by four 8.2-cm (3.23-m) RS
82 rocket projectiles or two PTAB anti-
tank weapons. A two-seat trainer ver-
sion, the La-5UTI, was also produced.
Later aircraft were armed with two 23-
mm guns m place of the 20-mm
weapons. In 1944 the La-7 appeared
with an armament of three 20- or 23-
mm cannon, an uprated ASh-82FN en-
gine and a top speed of 680 km/h (423
mph). The first large-scale use of the
La-5 was during the fighting around
Stalingrad in November 1942; it was
essentially a low/medium-altitude
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fighter, and during the great armour
battles at Kursk in July 1943 La-5s were
employed in a tank-busting role, and
after having discharged their hollow-
charge missiles against ground targets
they would climb to give fighter cover
to the slower Ilyushin 11-2 support air-
craft, The highest-scoring of all Allied
fighter pilots of the war, Ivan Kozhe-
dub, achieved all his 62 combat victor-
ies while flying La-5s, La-5FNs and La-
7s between 26 March 1943 and 19 April
1945.

A re finement of the La-5, itself a
development of the LaGG-3, the La-7
was to be the last of Lavochkin 's
mixed wood and metal construction
fighters. By the time of its
introduction to the battle in spring
1944, the Germans were in retreat all
along the Eastern Front.

Ivan Kozhedub was the top-scoring
Allied fighter pilot of the war. The
La-7 shown is that in which hemade
the last of his 62 'kills', on 19 April
1945.



Kozhedub fìew this La-5FNin the
summer of 1944. The aircraft had
been presen ted to the unit by the
father of Hero oftheSoviet Union
Lieutenant-Colonel Konyev in
m em ory of his son.

Specification
LavochkinLa-5FN
Type: single-seat fighter/fighter-
bomber
Powerplant: one 1231-kW(l,650-hp)
ASh-82FN radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
647 km/h (402 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
5.0 minutes; service ceiling 11000 m
(36,090 ft); range 765 km (475 miles)
Weights: empty 2605 kg (5,743 Ib);
normal take-off 3360 kg (7,408 Ib)
Dimensions: span 9.80 m (32 ft 1.75 in);
length 8.67 m (28 ft 5.3 in); height
2.54 m (8 ft 4 in); wing area 17.59 m2

( 189.3 sg ft)
Armament: two nose-mounted 20-mm
ShVAK cannon (on later aircraft 23-mm
NS cannon), plus provision for four 8.2-
cm (3.23-in) RS-82 rockets or 150 kg
(33 lib) of bombs

Semyon Lavochiris La-7 featured an
uprated engine, giving it a top speed of
680 tan/h (423 mph) and many minor
improvements which made this aircraft
one of the most effective of the war.
Those made at the Moscow factory
carried two cannon, whilst those built at
Yaroslavl had three.

USSR

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-3
Gaming a reputation as a 'hot ship' in
the early years, the Mikoyan-Gurevich
MiG-3 was plagued by difficult hand-
ling and very poor armament, and
although among the fastest of Soviet
fighters of that period, it proved no
match for the German Bf 109G or Fw
190. Flown in prototype form as the 1-61
in the spring of 1940, the initial design
included the 895-kW (1,200-hp) Miku-
lin AM-35 V-12 engine, and this was
retained in the production MiG-1,
which started appearing in September
1940, Handicapped by the overall
length of the engine, which resulted in
poor pitch and directional stability,
and armed with only three machine-
guns, the MiG-1 suffered heavily in the
opening months of Operation 'Barbar-
ossa', and the MiG-3, delivered during
the second half of 1941, proved little
better with a 1007-kW (1,350-hp) AM-
35A engine, which gave the fighter a
top speed of 640 km/h (398 mph); intro-
duced at the same time was a constant-
speed propeller, increased wing
dihedral and sliding cockpit canopy.
Handling was only marginally im-
proved, so the MiG-3 was transferred
to attack bomber escort and close sup-
port duties; in 1942 two 12.7-mm (0.5-
in) machine guns were added in
underwing fairings by operational un-
its, but gradually the aircraft was re-
placed by radial-engine fighters such
as the La-5. Total production was 3,422,
of which 100 were the earlier MiG-1.

A MiG-3 of the 34IAP operating from
Vnukovko in the defence of Moscow
in the winter of 1941/2. The aircraft is
adorned with that most potent of
Soviet slogans, 'For the Father land!'

Specification
Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-3
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 1007-kW (1,350-hp)
Mikulm AM-35 A V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
640 km/h (398 mph) at 7000 m
(22,965 ft); initial climb rate 1200 m
(3,935 ft) per minute; service ceiling
12000 m (39,370 ft); range 1250 km (777
miles)
Weights: empty 2595 kg (5,721 Ib);
maximum take-off 3350 kg (7,385 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.30 m (33 ft 9.5 in);

length 8.15 m (26 ft 9 in); height 2.67 m
(8 ft 9 in); wing area 17.44 mr

(187.7sqft)
Armament: one 12.7-mm(0.5-m)
Beresm BS and two 7.62-mm (0.3-m)
ShKAS nose-mounted machine-guns
(later increased by two 12.7-mm/0.5-m
underwing guns), plus provision for six
8.2-cm (3.23-in) underwing rockets or
two 100-kg (220-lb) bombs

The MiG-3 had been designed for a
high-altitude role but combats on the
Eastern Front took place below
6000 m (19,685 ft), where the
German Bf 109 had a distinct
performance advantage.
Consegue/7tly attrition was high,
although many who were to become
aces made their first 'kills'in theMiG
fighter.
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Yakovlev Yak-1, Yak-3, Yak-7 and Yak-9
It is said that 37,000 Yakovlev fighters
were produced during World War II,
of which the vast majority were of the
Yakovlev Yak-9 that could outfight the
German Bf 109G as early as the time of
the Stalingrad campaign. Developed
progressively from the Yak-1 (which
first flew in January 1940), through the
Yak-7B which served from early 1942,
the Yak-9 was first flown in its produc-
tion form in the summer of that year,
returning a speed of 600 km/h (373
mph). Numerous versions of this versa-
tile fighter were developed, including
the Yak-9T anti-tank fighter with 940-
kW (1,260-hp) Klimov VK-105PF V-12
engine and 37-mm hub-firing cannon,
the Yak-9B fighter-bomber with provi-
sion for 400 kg (882 lb) of bombs, the
Yak-9D long-range fighter and the
Yak-9DD very long-range escort
fighter, the latter being flown as escort
for USAAF bombers on shuttle raids
between the UK and the Soviet Union
late in the war. The Yak-9U fighter,
with 1231-kW (1,650-hp) VK-107A en-
gine and a top speed of 700 km/h (435
mph), was the final version to see com-
bat during the war and represented
the point at which Soviet technology
may be said to have finally caught up
with that of the West, and came to be
much respected by the best Luftwaffe
pilots in their final generation of Bf
109K and Fw 190D fighters. The Yak-3
was perhaps the war's most manoeuvr-
able monoplane fighter, and entered
service in 1944 as a lightened deriva-
tive of the Yak-1 series.

Right: The early production Yak-1
came to the front in large numbers in
the early days of Barbarossa, and
was disliked by som e pilo ts wh o
were used to the less advanced
aerodynamics of the Polikarpov
biplanes which had equipped many
Soviet aviation regiments.

Senior Lieutenant M.D. Baranov flew
this Yak-1 in the summer of 1942. The
patriotic slogan behind the cockpit
reads 'Death to the Fascists', a
popular sentiment at the time.

By late 1944, the phenomenally agile Yak-3 was being replaced by improved
models, but senior officers such as Major-General C.N. Zakharov of the 303
Fighter Aviation Division often kept them as personal mounts.

Specification
Yakovlev Yak-9U
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 1231-kW (1,650-hp)
VK-107A V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
700 km/h (435 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
3.8 minutes; service ceiling 11900 m
(39,040 ft); range 870 km (540 miles)
Weights: empty 2575 kg (5,677 lb);
normal take-off 3098 kg (6,830 ft)
Dimensions: span 9.77 m (32 ft 0.6 in);
length 8.55 m (28 ft 0.6 in); height
2.44 m (8 ft 0 in); wing area 17,25 nf'
(185.7 sq ft)
Armament: one 23-mm hub-firing VYa-
23V cannon and two 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
UBS machine-guns, plus provision for
two 100-kg (220-lb) bombs

Above: Yak-9Ds of a Guards
regiment operating in the Crimea.
The nearest aircraft is the mount of
Colonel Avdyeyev and bears the
Order of the Red Banner. By the
summer of 1944, when thephotowas
taken over Sevastopol, Soviet
fighters were often superior.

Righ t: This Yak- IMwas presen ted by
the young Communists of Alma Alta
and was flown by Sergei Lugansky,
victor at the time over 32 enemies.
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Lockheed P-38 Lightning
Representing Lockheed's first fighter
aircraft project, the twin-engine, twin-
boom Lockheed P-38 Lightning was
designed to meet a 1937 requirement
for a high-altitude interceptor, First
flown on 27 January 1939, the XP-38
was followed by production P-38s with
nose armament of one 37-mm and four
12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns and powered by
Allison V-1710-27/29 engines; their top
speed of 628 km/h (390 mph) was grea-
ter than any other twin-engine fighter
in 1941. The first version to be consi-
dered fully operational was the P-38D,
however, and this was reaching
squadrons at the time of Pearl Harbor.
The first of an order for 143 aircraft for
the RAF arrived in the UK in Decem-
ber 1941, but after evaluation the Light-
ning was rejected (on account of a ban
imposed on the export of turbochar-
gers) and the contract cancelled. In
the USAAF the P-38D was followed by
the P-38E, in which the 37-mm cannon
was replaced by a 20-mm weapon.
The P-38F, with provision for up to a
907-kg (2,000-lb) bombload under the
wings, was followed by the P-38G with
minor equipment changes; the P-38H
could carry up to 1452 kg (3,200 Ib) of
bombs. In the P-38J (of which 2,970
were produced) the radiators were lo-
cated in deep 'chin1 fairings im-
mediately aft of the propellers; with
maximum external fuel load this ver-
sion had an endurance of about 12
hours, and it was in this model of the
P-38 that America's top scoring fighter
pilot of the war, Major Richard I. Bong,
gained the majority of his 40 victories.
The P-38L was the most-built version (a
total of 3,923) and differed from the

A P-38J of the 432nd Fighter Squadron based on New Guinea in late 1943. The
'J'models were the first to have relocated radiators and leading-edge
tankage.

P-38J only in having -111/113 engines in
place of the -89/9 Is previously used.
Photo-reconnaissance conversions,
the F-4 and F-5, were also widely used
in Europe and the Far East. Production
of all Lightnings totalled 9,394.

Specification
Lockheed P-38L Lightning
Type: single-seat fighter/fighter-
bomber
Powerplant: two 1100-kW(l,475-hp)
Allison V-1710-111/113 V-12 piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
666 km/h (414 mph) at 7620 m
(25,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in
7,0 minutes; service ceiling 13410 m
(44,000 ft); range 724 km (450 miles)
Weights: empty 5806 kg (12,800 Ib);
maximum take-off 9798 kg (21,600 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.85 m (52 ft 0 in);
length 11,52 m (37 ft 10 in); height
2.99 m (9 ft 10 in); wing area 30.42m2

(327.5 sq ft)
Armament: one 20-mm and four 12.7-
mm (0.5-m) guns in the nose, plus a
bombload of up to two 726-kg( 1,600-
Ib) bombs under the wings

Above: A t theAAF Tactical Cen ter in
Orlando, Florida, technicians load a
P-38 with bombs before a skip
bombing run. With the retention of
th e full figh ter nose armament of
20-mm and 12.7-mm guns, theP-38
could provide its own Hak
suppression at low level.

Below: The big Lockheed fighter saw
service in a number of variants, the
P-38M being a night fighter. This two-
seat, radar-equipped model was
used operationally in the Pacific
during the latter stages of the war. It
retained the full weapon fit of the day
fighter versions.

USA

Bell P-39 Airacobra
The radical Bell P-39 Airacobra single-
seat fighter was designed around the
hub-firing 37-mm T-9 cannon which
had given impressive demonstrations
in 1935. The Allison V-12 engine was
located amidships behind the cockpit,
driving the propeller by an extension
shaft, and nosewheel landing gear was
adopted. The prototype XP-39 was first
flown in April 1939; production P-39D
aircraft entered service with the
USAAC in 1941 and first saw combat in
the Pacific theatre in April 1942. P-
39Ds also served with US forces in
Europe but suffered heavily in action;
they also flew with one RAF squadron
(No. 601) but persistent problems
caused them to be withdrawn after
scarcely a single action. The Airacob-

ra flew with much better results with
three USAAF groups based in North
Africa from the end of 1942. The P-39D
was followed by the P-39F, which intro-
duced an Aeroproducts propeller in
place of the former Curtiss type, the
P-39J with V-1710-59 engine, the P-39K
with -63 engine and Aeroproducts
propeller, and the P-39L with -63 en-
gine and Curtiss propeller. The P-39M

introduced the -83 engine with large-
diameter propeller. Final and most-
built versions were the P-39N and P-
39Q with -85 engine; production
amounted to 2,095, bringing the total of
all P-39s to 9,558, Of these, no fewer
than 4,773 were shipped to the Soviet
Union in response to Stalin's desperate
appeals for military assistance.

A Bell P-39L Airacobra, opera ted by
the 93rd FS, SlstFCin Tunisia in
1943. Successful in Soviet hands, the
P-39 proved no match for theagile
Zero in the Pacific, but was
reasonably effective in North ff fr.-~~
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Specification
BellP-39NAiracobra
Type: single-seat üghter bomber
Powerplant: one 895-kW ( 1,200-hp)
Allison V-1710-85 V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed 642
km/h (399 mph) at 2955 m (9,700 ft);
climb to 4570 m ( 15,000 ft) in 3.8
minutes; service ceiling 11735 m
(38,500 ft); range 1207 km(750miles)
Weights: empty 2566 kg (5,657 Ib);
maximum take-off 3720 kg (8,200 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.36 m (34 ft 0 in);
length9.19 m (30 ft 2 in); height 3.78 m
(12 ft 5 in); wing area 19.79m2

(213.0 sq ft)
Armament: one hub-firing 37-mm gun,
two 12,7-mm(0.5-in) machine-guns in
nose decking, and four 7.62-mm (0.3-
m) guns in the wings, plus provision for
one 227-kg (500-lb) bomb under the
fuselage

Originally designed as an
interceptor, theAiracobra was used
also a t low level, where its h ub-
mounted 37-mm cannon was to
prove most effective in ground
attack. Soviet pilots, fighting at low
level, also achieved considerable
success in air combat.

USA

Curtiss P-40 Warhawk
The USA's most important fighter at the
time of the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, the Curtiss P-40 continued to
give valuable service for the remain-
der of the war, though it never match-
ed the excellence of the famous P-38/
P-47/P-51 trio. It had, after all, first
flown as the X17Y (later the P-36 with
Pratt & Whitney R-1830 radial) and
been re-engmed as the XP-40 with su-
percharged Allison V-1710 V-12 en-
gine in October 1938. Large orders fol-
lowed, but most P-40A aircraft went to
the RAF (as the Tomahawk Mk I). The
P-40B followed with cockpit armour
and an armament of two 12.7-mm (0.5-
m) and four 7.62-mm (0.3-in) guns (the
Tomahawk Mk IIA in the RAF). The
P-40C (Tomahawk Mk Iffi) featured
self-sealing fuel tanks. The P-40D intro-

duced a slightly shortened nose with
r a d i a t o r moved f o r w a r d and
deepened, this marked change in
appearance being identified by a
change of name to Kittyhawk in the
RAF (all P-40s in American service
being termed Warhawk); the P-40D
corresponded with the Kittyhawk Mk I
in RAF service. The first major USAAF
version was the P-40E (Kittyhawk Mk
IA), with six 12.7-mm (0.5-in) wing
guns, 2,320 being built. A Packard-
built Rolls-Royce Merlin powered the
P-40F (Kittyhawk Mk II). Most-
produced version was the P-40N (of
which 5,219 were built), this version
reverting to the Allison V-1710 engine
and featuring shackles for up to 680 kg
(1,500 Ib) of bombs; in RAF service it
became the Kittyhawk Mk IV. The

majority of USAAF P-40s served in the
Pacific, although many served in the
Mediterranean theatre alongside the
Commonwealth Tomahawks and Kitty-
hawks. Total USAAF production was
12,014, 1,182 Tomahawks and 3,342 Kit-
tyhawks being built on British con-
tracts.

Specification
Curtiss P-40N-20 Warhawk (Kittyhawk
MklV)
Type: single-seat fighter/fighter-
bomber
Powerplant: one 1015-kW(l,360-hp)
Allison V-1710-81V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
609 km/h (378 mph) at 3200 m
(10,500 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
6.7 minutes; service ceiling 11580 m

(38,000 ft); range 386 km (240 miles)
Weights: empty 2722 kg (6,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 5171 kg ( 11,400 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.38 m (37 ft 4 in);
length 10.16 m (33 ft 4 in); height 3.76 m
(12 ft4 m); wmgarea21.92nr
(236.0 sq ft)
Armament: six 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
machine-guns in the wings, plus a
bombloadof up to three 227-kg
(500-lb) bombs

The P-40E, seen here in 1942, was the
first to serve extensively with the
USAAF in Europe and North Africa.
Called Kittyhawk in RAF service and
Warhawk with the American forces,
the P-40 bore the brun t of the initial
fighting in the Pad fie.
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Republic P-47 Thunderbolt
Evolved from Major Alexander P. de
Seversky's radial-powered P-43, the
big Republic P-47 Thunderbolt was
designed under the leadership of
Alexander Kartveli to become one of
America's three outstanding fighters of
the war, First flown on 6 May 1941, the
XP-47B was designed around the 1492-
kW (2,000-hp) Pratt & Whitney R-2800
with exhaust-driven turbocharger in
the rear fuselage; armament was eight
12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-guns in the
wings. 171 production P-47B fighters
were built with minor improvements
and a top speed of 691 km/h (429 mph),
this version being brought to the UK in
January 1943 by the 56th and 78th
Fighter Groups; they were first flown in
combat on 8 April that year, flying
escort for B-17s. Early P-47s proved to
possess poor climb and manoeuvrabil-
ity, but were popular on account of
their ability to survive heavy battle
damage. A lengthened fuselage and
provision for an under-fuselage drop
tank identified the P-47C. The majo^
version (of which no fewer than 12,60
were built) was the P-47D with water
injection power boost, and cut-dowi
rear fuselage with 'bubble' hood 01
later sub-variants; P-47Ds served n
the UK, the Mediterranean and the Fa
East. In Burma 16 RAF squadrons flev
the P-47B (as the Thunderbolt Mk I
and P-47D (Thunderbolt Mk II), a tota
of 826 being delivered. Developed a:
a result of demands for a 'sprint' ver
sion, the P-47M with improved turbo
charger and a top speed of 762 km/1
(473 mph) at 9755 m (32,000 ft) reachec

Fighters from the 82nd FS, 78th FG on
the line after a mission over Germany ir
the autumn of 1944. Aircraft from this
squadron claimed the first Me262 to be
destroyed by the 8th Air Force on 29
August that year.

This P-47M Thunderbolt was based
atBoxtedin the UK in early 1945. It
was opera ted by the 63rd FS in the
famed 56th Fighter Croup.

Europe at the end of 1944, while the
P-47N with blunt-tipped enlarged
wing and increased fuel capacity was
developed purely for service in the
Pacific; a total of 1,816 was produced
and these flew escort for B-29s in their
raids on Japan in 1945, A total of 15,675
P-47s was produced.

Specification
Republic P-47D-25 (Thunderbolt
Mkll)
Type: single-seat long-range fighter
Powerplant: one 1716-kW(2,300-hp)
Pratt & Whitney R-2800-59 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
689 km/h (428 mph) at 9145 m
(30,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in
9.0 minutes; service ceiling 12800 m

(42,000 ft); maximum range 2028 km
(1,260 miles)
Weights: empty 4536 kg (10,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 8800 kg (19,400 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.43 m (40 ft 9'/2 in);
length 11.01 m (36 ft 1% in); height
4.32 m (14 ft 2 m); wing area 27.87 m2

(300.0 sq ft)
Armament: eight 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
machine-guns in the wings, plus up to
two 454-kg (1,000-lb) bombs

USA

North American P-51 Mustang
One of the truly great fighters of the
war, the North American P-51 Mustang
was originally designed in 1940 to a
British requirement. The prototype
NA-73 was first flown in October that
year with a 820-kW (1,100-hp) Allison
V-1710-F3F but, although two early air-
craft were evaluated by the USAAF as
XP-51 aircraf t , the type was not
adopted by that air force. Most of the
early aircraft were supplied to the RAF
(620 aircraft as Mustang Mk IA and
Mustang Mk II). Their outstanding low-
level speed and range resulted in their
assignment to the ground support
(army co-operation) role. After the
USA's entry into the war the USAAF
adopted the aircraft, ordering 148 P-
51s which had four 20-mm cannon (in-
stead of four 0.5-in and four 0.3-in) wing
bomb shackles in the attack category
as the A-36A, The British in the mean-
time had re-engmed four Mustangs
with Rolls-Royce Merlins, and this ex-
pedient transformed the aircraft. In
America the armament was reduced
to four 12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns, all in the
wings, and an 895-kW (1,200-hp) Alli-
son V-1710-81 was used in the P-51 A,
310 being ordered in 1942. So spec-
tacular were the benefits of the Merlin
that a Packard-built Merlin (as the V-
1650) was used in the P-51B, of which

By the invasion of Normandy in June 1944, the Mus tang was in extensive service with the USAAF. This P-51 B
operated out of Bottisham with the374thFS, 361stFC, of the 8th Air Force over the invasion beaches.

1,988 were produced at Inglewood;
1,750 of the similar P-51C were built at
Dallas, Texas. Later aircraft had the
armament restored to six guns, while
increased fuel capacity extended the
range to a maximum of 3347 km (2,080
miles), enabling Mustangs to escort
American bombers to Berlin. The P-
5ID featured a cut-down rear fuselage
and 'tear-drop' canopy. The Merlin P-
51 joined the RAF as the Mustang Mk
HI (P-5 IB and P-51C) and Mustang Mk
IV (P-5ID). Fastest of all versions was
the lightened P-5 IH with a top speed of
784 km/h (487 mph), 555 being built

during the war. Total production of the
P-51 was 15,586, including 7,956 P-
5 IDs and 1,337 generally similar P-5 IK
fighters with an Aeroproducts prop-
eller.

Specification
North American P-5 ID (Mustang
MkW)
Type: single-seat long-range fighter
Powerplant: one 1112-kW ( 1,490-hp)
Packard Rolls-Royce Merlin V-1650-7
V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
704 km/h (437 mph) at 7620 m

(25,000 ft); climb to 9145 m (30,000 ft) in
13.0 minutes; service ceiling 12770 m
(41,900 ft); maximum range 3347 km
(2,080 miles)
Weights: empty 3232 kg (7,125 Ib);
maximum take-off 5262 kg ( 11,600 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11,28 m (37 ft 0 1/4 in);
length 9.85 m (32 ft 3% in); height
3.71 m(.12ft2m);wmgarea21,65m2

(233.2 sq ft)
Armament: six 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
machine-guns in the wings, plus
provision for up to two 454-kg ( 1,000-
Ib) bombs or six 127-mm (5-in) rocket
projectiles
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Supermarine Spitfire
Classic creation of designer R.J. Milch-
ell, the Supermarine Spitfire was the
descendant of the race-winning
Schneider Trophy seaplanes. First
flown on 5 March 1936, the Spitfire Mk I
with Merlin II engine and eight
machine-guns entered RAF service in
August 1938, this version being heavily
committed to combat in the Battle of
Britain. The Spitfire Mk II with Merlin
XII followed in September 1940, the
Spitfire Mk IIB being armed with two
20-mm guns and four machine-guns.
The photo-reconnaissance Spitfire Mk
IV was followed in March 1941 by the
excellent Spitfire Mk V (of which 6,479
were produced) with 1074-kW (1,440-
hp) Merlin 45; the Spitfire Mk VC
fighter-bomber could carry one 227-
kg (500-lb) or two 113-kg (250-lb)
bombs. The Spitfire Mk VB remained
the mainstay of Fighter Command be-
tween mid-1941 and mid-1942 when
the Spitfire Mk IX, with 1238-kW
(1,660-hp) Merlin 61 with two-stage,
two-speed superchart ?r joined the
RAF. The Spitfire Mk Xl and Spitfire
Mk VII were high-altitude fighters with
extended wingtips, but the definitive
Spitfire Mk VIII fighter and fighter-
bomber was used principally m the
Mediterranean and Far East, being ful-
ly tropicalized

The Spitfire Mk X and Spitfire Mk XI
were unarmed photo-reconnaissance
versions and the Spitfire Mk XVI, with
a top speed of 652 km/h (405 mph) was
produced in fighter and fighter-
bomber versions. All the foregoing (of
which 18,298 were built) were pow-
ered by the Rolls-Royce or Packard
Merlin, and the first with 1294-kW
(1,735-hp) Griffon IV was the Spitfire
Mk XII, introduced m 1943 to counter
the Fw 190 fighter-bomber. It was fol-
lowed by the 1529-kW (2,050-hp) Grif-
fon 65-powered Spitfire Mk XTV fighter
and fighter-bomber. The fighter-
reconnaissance Spitfire Mk XVIII was
just joining the RAF at the end of the
war and had a top speed of 712 km/h
(442 mph). In the Fleet Air Arm Seafire
variants also served in large numbers
with both Merlin and Griffon engines.
Total production of the Spitfire was
20,351, plus 2,334 Seafires.

Specification
Supermarine Spitfire Mk VB
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: one 1074-kW(l,440-hp)
Rolls-Royce Merlin 45/46/50 V-12
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
602 km/h (374 mph) at 3960 m
(13,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) m
7.5 minutes; service ceiling 11280 m
(37,000 ft); range on internal fuel

756 km (470 miles)
Weights: empty 2313 kg (5,100 Ib);
maximum take-off 3078 kg (6,785 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.23 m (36 ft 10 in);
length 9.11 m (29 ft 11 in); height 3.48 m
(11 ft 5 in); wing area 22.48 n/(242.0
sqft)
Armament: two 20-mm cannon and
four 7.7-mm (0.303-m) machine-guns m
the wings

A Spitfire Mk VB of No. 306 (Polish)
Squadron is depicted as it would
have looked on Figh ter Command's
'Rh ubarb ' sweeps over occupied
France.

Two Spitfire MklXs are seen over
Anzio in January 1944. TheMklXwas
a hasty adaptation oftheMkV
airframe to accept a Merlin 61
engine. Nevertheless, 5,665 were
built, second in numbers only to the
MkV.

UK

Hawker Hurricane
The first monoplane fighter and the
first with a top speed of over 483 km/h
(300 mph) to enter RAF service, the
Hawker Hurricane was designed by
Sydney Camm and first flown on 6
November 1935, joining the RAF m De-
cember 1937. The Hurricane Mk I with
768-kW (1,030-hp) Rolls-Royce Merlin
II and an armament of eight 7.7-mm
(0.303-m) machine-guns was Fighter
Command's principal fighter m the
Battle of Britain in 1940, and destroyed
more enemy aircraft than all other de-
fences combined. It was followed by
the Hurricane Mk IIA with 955-kW
(1,280-hp) Merlin XX before the end of
1940, the Hurricane Mk IIB with 12
machine-guns and the Hurricane Mk
IIC with four 20-mm cannon during
1941. These versions were also able to
carry up to two 227-kg (500-lb) bombs,
drop tanks or other stores under the
wings; they served as fighters, fighter-
bombers, night-fighters, intruders and
photo-reconnaissance aircraft on all
fronts until 1943, and in the Far East
until the end of the war. The Hurricane

Mk IID introduced the 40-mm anti-tank
gun in 1942. Two of these weapons
were carried under the wings, and this
version was particularly successful m
North Africa. The Hurricane Mk IV fea-
tured a 'universal wing' which allowed
carriage of up to eight 27,2-kg (60-lb)
rocket projectiles or any of the exter-
nal stores carried by the Mk II. It is
believed 14,231 Hurricanes were pro-
duced, including 1,451 built in Canada
(Hurricane Mks X, XI and XII). This
total, also included many Sea Hurri-
cane models of which early versions

were catapulted from merchant ships
and flown from converted merchant
aircraft carriers, and later served
aboard Royal Navy fleet carriers. Al-
ways regarded as somewhat slow
among RAF fighters, the Hurricane
was highly manoeuvrable and capable
of withstanding considerable battle
damage.

Specification
Hawker Hurricane Mk IIC
Type: single-seat fighter and fighter-
bomber

In February 1938, Squadron Leader
J. W. Cillan of No. 111 Squadron flew
his then-brand-new Hurricane from
Edinburgh toNortholt, averaging
657 km/h (408 mph) with a tail wind.

Powerplant: one 955-kW (1,280-hp)
Rolls-Royce Merlin XX V-12 piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
541 km/h (336 mph) at 3810 m
(12,500 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) m
9.1 minutes; service ceiling 10850 m
(35,600 ft); range on internal fuel
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Axis
Fighters

The superb fighter aircraft of Germany and Japan achieved substantial

air superiority over the Allies, which greatly assisted the advance of their

respective armies. By contrast, the Italians, short of first-class fighters,

were rapidly outmatched.

Tie air forces of the three prin-
;ipal Axis partners, trained and

eqviipped for wholly differing con-
cepts of warfare, possessed fighter
aircraft of widely varying qualities
and capabilities at the start of
World War II. Germany, whose
Luftwaffe was intended mainly as a
support arm of the Wehrmacht,
possessed what was perhaps the
world's finest fighter in 1939, the
Messerschmitt Bf 109, albeit some-
what less well-armed than the
Supermarine Spitfire. Moreover, it
had gained a workout during the
war in Spain, while the Spitfire
was still hamstrung by tactical lim-
itations. However, like the RAF's
fighter, the Bf 109 underwent con-
tinuous development through
World War II and remained the
cornerstone of the Jagdverband
(fighter arm) to the end.

Intended as a Bf 109 replace-
ment, the Focke-Wulf Fw 190
entered service in 1941 and was
roughly equivalent in concept to
the RAF's Hawker Typhoon. It was
infinitely superior in combat, yet
was itself to become the

Sturmjager (assault fighter) par
excellence, being called on to take
over from the highly vulnerable
Junkers Ju 87 as the Wehrmacht
reeled under the gigantic blows of
the Red Army after Stalingrad.

Italy was particularly unfortu-
nate during 1940 in not possessing

The Luftwaffe had some superb fighter aircraft. The
Messerschmitt Bf 110 (above), however, did not fare well
against the RAF's Hurricanes and Spitfires and was reassigned
to the fighter-bomber role; it later excelled as a night fighter.

aircraft engines comparable with
the Rolls-Royce Merlin and
Daimler-Benz DB 601, and had
thus to make do with small air-
cooled radiais whose development
potential was very limited, so that
the early Regia Aeronautica fight-
ers, such as the Fiat CR42 and G

50, were scarcely a match for the
Hawker Hurricane and Curtiss
P-40 Tomahawk against which
they were ranged in Greece and
the Western Desert. The Macchi
C.202 was a marked improvement,
but was itself two years too late to
turn the tide in the Mediterranean.

In the Far East, Japan embarked
on an intended two-year campaign,
the basis of which was seaborne
assault across the Pacific.
Accordingly priority had been
afforded to the development of the
carrierborne fighter, of which the
famous Mitsubishi A6M Zero was

probably the best in the world in
1941. Even in 1943 it was capable
of holding its own against Allied
naval aircraft; but by then the
fortunes of Japan were already on
the decline and in 1944, as the
Americans pushed back the
enemy, there was no truly effective

metropolitan-based interceptor
available to combat the heavily
armed and escorted Boeing B-29
bombers. Such an eventuality had
never entered the Japanese war
planners' minds.

Perhaps the most astonishing
facet of the fighters' war was the
superb quality of the German
Jagdverband, with regard to the
task for which it was originally
intended: patrol in the skies over
the battlefield. It was never envis-
aged that it would be employed for
bomber escort (as in the Battle of
Britain), or that it would be called
on to defend the Reich against
massed bombers. When misused, it
suffered accordingly. Only by 'bolt-
ing on' special armament was the
latter failing partly overcome.

A measure of the excellence of
the German fighter pilot is afford-
ed by the all-time highest scorer,
Erich Hartmann: his ultimate tally
of 352 accredited victories was
achieved in three and a half years;
of these, 260 were Allied fighters,
and all were destroyed while flying
the Bf 109. He himself was shot
down only twice, and at the end of
the war he was aged just 23.

By contrast the highest-scoring
Allied pilot, a Soviet, reached a
tally of 62, while the RAF's top
score (gained by the South
African, Pattle) was 41, a high pro-
portion of them Italian biplanes.
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Fiat CR.42 Falco
Often compared in concept and de-
sign with the Gloster Gladiator, against
which it frequently fought in 1940-1, the
Fiat CR.42 Falco (falcon) biplane did
not first fly until 1939, however, and
such an anachronism is difficult to
understand. Employing the same War-
ren truss system of interplane struts as
the 1933 CR.32, from which it was de-
veloped, Celestino Rosatelli's CR.42
was powered by a 626-kW (840-hp)
Fiat A74 R 1C 38 radial and had a top
speed of 441 km/h (274 mph). By
September 1939 the Falco equipped
three stormi and, while the RAF was
hurriedly reducing its Gladiator
strength, the Regia Aeronautica was
increasing its CR.42 inventory, so that
when Italy entered the war in June
1940 there were 330 in service with
four stormi in the Mediterranean plus
two squadriglie in Italian East Africa.
The Falco first saw combat in the brief
French campaign, and later 50 aircraft
accompanied the Corpo Aero Italiano
to bases in Belgium for attacks on
southern England at the end of the Bat-
tle of Britain, suffering heavily to the
guns of RAF Hurricanes. In the Middle
East the Falco fared better, however,
being more of a match for the widely-
used Gladiator; during the Greek cam-
paign one gruppo of three CR.42
squadriglie was committed and, ex-
cept on a few occasions, acquitted it-
self well; but when Hawker Hurricanes
eventually arrived the Italian biplane
losses mounted steadily. In East Africa
51 crated CR.42s were received to
supplement the 36 aircraft delivered to
the 412a and 413a Squadriglie, but in
due course they were destroyed in the
air or on the ground, although they took
a heavy toll of the antiquated aircraft of
the RAF and SAAF. In the Western
Desert CR.42 fighters were joined by
the CR.42AS fighter-bomber version
adapted to carry two 100-kg (220-lb)
bombs, and these continued in service
with the 5°, 15° and 50° Stormi Assalti
until November 1942. A total of 1,781
CR.42s was built (some serving in
Sweden and Hungary), but at the time
of the Italian armistice in September
1943 only 64 remained serviceable.

Spécification
Fiat CR.42 Falco

Spanish Civil War experience led the Italian air ministry to believe there was
still a role for the biplane fighter, but the anachronistic CR.42 proved to be
disagreeably vulnerable to enemy monoplanes.

CR.42s committed to the Battle of Britain suffered heavy casualties, but they
enjoyed a brief period of success over Greece and Libya.

Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 626-kW (840-hp) Fiat
A74 R1C 38 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
441 km/h (274 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in

Italy's CR.42s soldiered on through
1942 despite sufferingmoun ting
losses. The type was also exported to
Belgium, where they were quickly
destroyed during the German
invasion, and to Hungary, which
used them against Yugoslavia and in
the 1941 Russian campaign.

9.0 minutes; service ceiling 10100 m
(33,136 ft); range 780 km (485 miles)
Weights: empty 1784 kg(3,933 Ib);
maximum take-off 2295 kg (5,060 Ib)
Dimensions: span 9.70 m (31 ft 9.9 in);
length 8.26 m (27 ft 1,2 in); height
3.05 m (10 ft 0.1 in); wing area 22.40m2

241.1sqft
Armament: two 12.7-mm(0.5-in)
Breda-SAFAT machine-guns in nose
(some aircraft with two extra 12.7-mm/
0.5-in machine-guns under lower
wing), plus provision for two 100-kg
(220-lb) bombs

Fiat G.50 Freccia
Representing the first design essay of
the young technician Giuseppe Gab-
rielli with the Fiat company, the Fiat
G.50 fighter was designed in 1935-6
but, although a break from the tradi-
tional biplane formula, offered much
less in operational potential than the
contemporary Hawker Hurricane and
Messerschmitt Bf 109. The prototype
G.50 first flew on 26 February 1937 and
was the first all-metal monoplane with
constant-speed propeller and retract-
able landing gear to be evaluated by
the Regia Aeronautica. Named Frec-
cia (arrow), the G.50 was ordered into
production with the CMASA company
(a subsidiary of Fiat) and 12 of the first
aircraft were sent to Spam for oper-
ational evaluation. Despite the super-
iority of the Macchi C, 200, it was de-
cided to go ahead and equip one stor-
mo and one gruppo with the G.50, and
an initial order for 200 aircraft was
placed. In November 1939 the type
was delivered to the 51° Stormo, and
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soon afterwards to the 52° Stormo, and
when Italy entered the war in the fol-
lowing June 118 Freccias were in ser-
vice. In November 1940 48 G.SOs of the
51° Stormo moved to Belgium to take
part in the air attacks on the UK;
however, they saw little action, being
principally engaged in 'surveillance'
duties. In September that year the pro-
totype of a new version, the G.SObis,
had flown, and with improved cockpit
armour and increased fuel this entered
production for eventual service with

five gruppi in North Africa. With a
maximum speed of only 460 km/h
(286 mph) and an armament of two
machine-guns, the G.50 was hardly a
ma tch fo r RAF f ighters in the
Mediterranean, yet survived in ser-
vice until July 1943. Production even-
tually reached 245 G.50 and 421
G.SObis fighters, and 108 of a dual-
control two-seat trainer, the G.50B.
G.SOs were also supplied to the Croa-
tian and Finnish air forces.

Specification
Fiat G.50 Freccia
Type: single-seat fighter

Powerplant: one 626-kW (840-hp) Fiat
A 74RC 38 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
460 km/h (286 mph) at 4000 m
(13,123 ft); climb to 4000 m (13,123 ft) m
4.6 minutes; service ceiling 10750 m
(35,269 ft); range 580 km (360miles)
Weights: empty 1965 kg (4,332 Ib);
maximum take-off 2400 kg (5,291 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.00 m (36 ft 1.1 in);
length 7.80 m (25 ft 7.1 in); height
3.28 m (10 ft 9.1 in); wing area 18.25 m2

(196.45 sq ft)
Armament: two nose-mounted 12.7-
mm (0.5-in) Breda-SAFAT machine-
guns

A Fiat G.SObis of 20 Gruppo, 51 Stormo based at Ursel, Belgium, in October
1940. Lack of range and poor armament severely restricted the type's
participation in the Battle of Britain.

ITALY
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Fiat G.55 Centauro
The Fiat G.55 Centauro (centaur) was
an all-metal low-wing monoplane sing-
le-seat fighter designed by Giuseppe
Gabrielli, and represented a great im-
provement by comparison with the
previous Fiat monoplane fighter to go
into production, the G.50. Great care
was taken to blend an aerodynamical-
ly advanced airframe with a structure
which was robust and would lend itself
to mass production. Its configuration
included fully-retractable landing
gear and a raised cockpit providing an
excellent view. Fast and maneouvr-
able, the type proved popular with its
pilots.

The first of three prototypes was
flown on 30 April 1942; the third (MM
493) was the only one to carry arma-
ment , comprising one engine-
mounted cannon and four fuselage-
mounted machine-guns. It was evalu-
ated under operational conditions
from March 1943, but by then the Ita-
lian air ministry had already decided
on mass production of the G.55.
Howeve r , on ly 16 G.55/0 pre-
production and 15 G.55/I initial produc-
tion aircraft had been delivered to the
Regia Aeronautica by September
1943, production thereafter being for

the Fascist air arm flying alongside the
Luftwaffe. Before wartime production
ended 274 more were completed and
a further 37 were abandoned at an adv-
anced construction stage.

Before the armistice of September
1943, G.55s had participated in the de-
fence of Rome with the 353a Squadrig-
lia of the Regia Aeronautica. The post-
armistice operations were rnamly with
the Fascist air arm's Squadriglia 'Mon-
tefusco', based at Venezia Reale, then
with the three squadriglie which
formed the 2° Gruppo Caccia Terres-
tre, but losses were heavy, as a result
mainly of Allied attacks on the airfields.
While the war was still in progress, Fiat
flew two prototypes of the G.56, which
was developed from the G. 55 to accept
the more powerful Daimler-Benz DB

The main users of the Fiat G.55 were the squadrons of the Fascist Air Arm.
This example belonged to Squadriglia 'Montefusco'.

603A engine. Built during the spring of
1944, they incorporated minor structu-
ral changes and had the fuselage-
mounted machine-guns deleted. The
first prototype survived the war and
was used subsequently by Fiat as a
test-bed.

Specification
FiatG.55/I
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 1100-kW(l,475-hp)
Fiat RA 1050 RC-58 Tifone (licence-
built DB 605 A) 12-cylmder mverted-
Vee piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
630 km/h (391 mph); climb to 6000 m

(19,685 ft) in 7 minutes 12 seconds;
service ceiling 12700 m (41,667 ft);
range 1200 km (746 miles)
Weights: empty equipped 2630 kg
(5,798 Ib); maximum take-off 3718 kg
(8,197 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.85 m (38 ft
10.5 in); length9.37 m (30 ft 8.9 in);
heights. 13 m (10 ft 3.2 in); wing area
21.11m? ' (227,23sqft)
Armament: one 20-mm Mauser MG
151/20 engine-mounted cannon, two
similar wing-mounted cannon, and two
fuselage-mounted 12.7-mm(0.5-in)
Breda-SAFAT machine-guns, plus
provision for two 160-kg(353-lb)
bombs on underwing racks

ITALY

Macchi C.200 Saetta
Handicapped by Italy's pre-war lack of
a powerful engine suitable for fighters,
Mario Castoldi's radial-powered Fiat
C.200 was so underpowered and
undergunned that when it arrived in
service in 1939 it was already outclas-
sed by the Hawker Hurricane which
had joined the RAF two years earlier.
Indeed the first C.200 unit, the 4° Stor-
mo, expressed a preference for the
CR.42 and accordingly reverted to the
biplane in 1940. First flown on 24 De-
cember 1937 by Giuseppe Burei, the
C.200, named the Saetta (lightning),
went on to equip the 1°, 2°, 3°, 4° (in
mid-1941) and 54° Stormi, and the 8°,
12°, 13°, 21" and 22° Gruppi, a total of
about 1,200 aircraft being produced by
Macchi, Breda and SAI Ambrosmi. On
the date that Italy entered the war, 10
June 1940, two home-based stormi
were combat-ready with the C.200,
being first flown in action over Malta in
September that year, and it was large-
ly the losses suffered by the Italian
fighter arm at this time and during the
Greek campaign that prompted the
Luftwaffe to deploy X Fliegerkorps in
the Mediterranean to bolster the Regia
Aeronautica's flagging resources.
C.200s were heavily committed in
North Africa, and were fairly evenly
matched with the early Hurricane Mk
Is, weighed down by tropical air filters,
but the attrition suffered by all Italian
air force units (principally through
poor serviceability and air attacks on
their airfields) quickly reduced the
number of C.200s. Some 51 Saettas of
the 22° Gruppo operated in the Odessa
zone of the Eastern Front from August
1941 onwards, proving capable of

The C.200 Saettas saw their first
combat over Malta in 1940 and were
subsequently deployed to North
Africa, where they held their own
against Hurricane Mk Is
encumbered by tropical air filters.
But their numbers were rapidly
reduced by poor maintenance and
British air attacks.

matching the older Soviet fighters in
the early stages of that campaign, By
the time of the Italian armistice in
September 1943, however, the Regia
Aeronautica's total inventory of ser-
viceable C.200s stood at only 33.

Specification
Macchi C.200 Saetta (Breda-built
Series 6)
Type: single-seat fighter/fighter-

The 649-kW (870-hp) engine was fitted to the Macchi C.200 against the wishes
of the designer Castoldi, and handicapped the aircraft in action with more
powerful opponents such as the Hurricane and Kittyhawk.

bomber
Powerplant: one 649-kW (870-hp) Fiat
A 74 RC 38 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
504 km/h (313 mph) at 4500 m
(14,764 ft); climb to 4000 m (13,123 ft) in
4.55 minutes; service ceiling 8900 m
(29,199 ft); range 570 km (354 miles)
Weights: empty 1960 kg (4,321 Ib);

maximum take-off 2395 kg (5,280 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.58 m (34 ft 8,5 in);
length 8.25 m (27 ft 0.8 in); height
3.05 m (10 ft 0.1 in); wing area 16,80 m2

(180,8sqft)
Armament: two 12.7-mm(0,5-m)
Breda-SAFAT machine-guns in nose,
plus provision for two 150-kg(331-lb)
bombs
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Macchi C.202 Folgore
One of the best Italian fighters of the
mid-war years, Mario Castoldi's Mac-
chi C.202 Folgore (thunderbolt) was
developed from the radial-engined
C.200, but was powered by a Daimler-
Benz DB 601 produced under licence
as the Alfa Romeo R A 1000 RC 411.
First flown by Carestiato on 10 August
1940, the C.202 Series 1 production
version entered service with the 1°
Stormo at Udine in the summer of 1941,
this unit arriving in Libya in the follow-
ing November. The Folgore was a low-
wing monoplane wi th inward-
retracting landing gear and an arma-
ment of two 12.7-mm (0.5-m) Breda-
SAFAT machine-guns in the nose;
there was also provision for two 7.7-
mm (0.303-in) guns in the wings. En-
gine production was slow and severe-
ly delayed the build-up of the Folgore
in service.

The aircraft underwent very little
change and development during its
life span, and was produced in 11
series. It eventually served with 45
Squadriglie ol±e 1°, 2°, 3°, 4°, 51°, 52°,
53° and 54° Stormi in North Africa, Sici-
ly, Italy, the Aegean and Russia. Pro-
duction amounted to about 1,500, of
which 392 were produced by the pa-
rent company and the remainder by
Breda, In combat the Folgore proved
to be well-matched with the Super-
marine Spitfire Mk V in performance,
but was badly undergunned and,
although slightly superior to American
fighters such as the Bell P-39 Airacob-
ra, this armament deficiency pre-
vented Folgore pilots from knocking
down many Allied bombers.

Ultimate wartime development of
the C. 200/202 series of Italian fighters
was the Daimler Benz-powered C.205;
only 66 were in service by the time of
Italy's withdrawal from the Axis. The
C.205V Veltro (greyhound) would
have been capable of meeting most
Allied fighters on equal terms.

Macchi C.202 Serie III Folgore of 378
Squadriglia, 155° Gruppo, 51°
Stormo. The C.202 was the most
effective oftheltalian fighters but
suffered from lack of armament.

Specification
Macchi C.202 Series IX Folgore
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 802-kW (1,075-hp)
Alfa Romeo RA 1000 RC 411 12-
cylmder inverted-Vee piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
600 km/h (373 mph) at 5600 m
(18,373 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,404 ft) in
4.6 minutes; service ceiling 11500 m
(37,730 ft); range 610 km (379 miles)
Weights: empty 2490 kg (5,490 Ib);
maximum take-off 2930 kg (6,460 Ib)
Dimensions:span 10,58 m (34 ft 8.5 in);
length 8.85 m (29 ft 0.4 in); height
3.50 m (11 ft 5,8 in); wing area 16.80 m2

(180,8sqft)
Armament: two 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
Breda-SAFAT machine-guns in the
nose, plus provision for two 7.7-mm
(0.303-in) guns in the wings

The ultimate production Macchi figh ter was the C.205 Veltro, exemplified
here by an aircraft ofla Squadriglia, I ° Gruppo.

This C.202 was captured in Italy and C.202s saw action in North Africa,
transported to Wright-Patterson Italy and on the Eastern Front.
Field at Dayton, Ohio, for evaluation.

Reggiane Re.2000 series
Officine Meccaniche Reggiane SA be-
gan development of a single-seat
fighter which was based very closely
on the US Seversky Aircraft Corpora-
tion's P-35 designed by Alexander
Kartveli . Competitive evaluation
against the Macchi MC. 200 resulted in
this latter aircraft being ordered into
production for the Regia Aeronautica,
although the Reggiane Re.2000 had
shown itself to be superior in manoeuv-
rability, even when flown against the
Messerschmitt Bf 109E, The type was
ordered by the Hungarian govern-
ment, which also acquired a manufac-
turing licence. Re. 2000s were supplied
also to Sweden, being operated until
1945 by the Flygvapen under the de-
signation J 20. And though rejected by
the Regia Aeronautica, the Italian navy
acquired 12 Re.2000 Serie II fighters
especially strengthened for catapult
launching, followed by 24 Re.2000
Serie III aircraft with increased fuel
capacity for deployment as long-range
fighters.

Installation of the Daimler-Benz DB
601A-1 engine led to the Re.2001 Falco
II, first used operationally by the Regia
Aeronautica over Malta in 1942. Luft-
waffe priorities for DB 601 engines
meant that the Re.2001 had to be po-
wered by a licence-built version of this
engine, the Alfa Romeo RA.1000 RC

41-la Monsonie, but with the Macchi
MC.202 having first call on production
of these engines the manufacture of
Re. 200 Is was limited to only 252.

About 50 Re.2002 Ariete (ram)
fighter-bombers followed for service
with the Regia Aeronautica, these
being powered by the 876-kW (1,175-
hp) Piaggio P. XIX RC 45 radial engine
mounted in a slightly lengthened and
strengthened fuselage. The type first
saw operational service in 1942, suffer-
ing heavy losses while contesting the
Allied landings on Sicily. Last of this
related family of fighters, and one of
the best produced in Italy during
World War II, the Re.2005 Sagittario
(archer) had the same general con-
figuration as its predecessors. Howev-
er, its design incorporated consider-

able structural redesign, and refined
landing gear, and the type reverted to
the inline engine. First flown in
September 1942 with a Daimler-Benz
DB 605A-1, the Re.2005 led to a pro-
duction model, of which deliveries be-
gan in 1943, with a licence-built ver-
sion of this engine, the Fiat RA. 1050 RC
58 Tifone. Only 48 had been delivered
before finalisation of the armistice with
the Allies, these aircraft fighting in the
defence of Naples, Rome and Sicily,
the survivors battling above the
crumbling rums of Berlin.

Specification
Reggiane Re.2005 Sagittario
Type: single-seat fighter/fighter-
bomber
Powerplant: one 1100-kW(l,475-hp)

Re.2000 Hejjalofl.il Szazad, Önallo
Vadâsz Ostâly (Independent Fighter
Group) attached to the Hungarian
army fighting in the USSR in 1942.

Fiat RA. 1050 RC 58 Tifone 12-cylmder
inverted Vee piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
630 km/h (391 mph) at 6950 m
(22,802 ft); climb to 2000 m (6,562 ft) in
1.58 minutes; service ceiling 12190 m
(39,993 ft); range 1265 km (786 miles)
Weights: empty 2600 kg (5,732 Ib);
maximum take-off 3560 kg (7,848 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.00 m (36 ft 1,1 in);
length 8.73 m (28 ft 7.7 in); height
3,15 m (10 ft 4 in); wing area 20.40 mz

(219.59 sq ft)
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Reggiane Re.2001 ofthe362a

Squadriglia, 22° Gruppo, 52°Stormo
a t Capodichino in May 1943. The DB
601 engine was licence-built by Alfa
Romeo.

Armament: three 20-mm cannon and
two 12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-guns, all
forward-firing, plus up to 630 kg
( 1,389 Ib) of bombs when operated as a
fighter-bomber

GERMANY

Focke-Wulf Fw 190
Proposed in 1937, as the Bf 109 was
joining the Luftwaffe, Kurt Tank's
Focke-Wulf Fw 190 surprisingly fea-
tured a large air-cooled BMW radial
engine. First flown on 1 June 1939, the
prototype was followed by short- and
long-span pre-production Fw 190A-0
aircraft with BMW 801 14-cylmder ra-
dials. The long-span version was
selected for production. Fw 190A-1
fighters joined the Luftwaffe in mid-
1941 and proved superior to the
Spitfire Mk V. A-senes variations in-
cluded the Fw 190A-3 with BMW
801D-2 and two 7.92-mm (0.31-in) and
four 20-mm guns, the Fw 190A-4 with
water-methanol power-boosting (with
fighter-bomber, bomber-destroyer
and tropicalized sub-variants). The Fw
190A-5 featured a slightly lengthened
nose and sub-variants included ver-
sions with six 30-mm guns (A-5/U12)
and torpedo-fighters (A-5/U14 and
U15) The Fw 190A-7 and Fw 190A-8
entered production in December 1943
and featured increased armament and
armour. The Fw 190A-8/U1 was a two-
seat conversion trainer. The next main
production version, the Fw 190D, fea-
tured a lengthened nose and Junkers
Jumo 213 liquid-cooled engine in an
annular cowling. The Fw 190D-9 was
the mam service version, which joined
the Luftwaffe in the autumn of 1944, and
was generally regarded as Germany's
best wartime piston-engine fighter;
w i t h a t op speed of 685 km/h
(426 mph), it was armed with two can-
non and two machine-guns, and was
powered by a w a t e r - m e t h a n o l
boosted 1670-kW (2,240-hp) Jumo
213A engine. Other late versions in-
cluded the Fw 190F and Fw 190G spe-
cia l ized g r o u n d - a t t a c k f igh te r -
bombers capable of carrying up to
1800 kg (3,968 Ib) of bombs.

A development of the Fw 190D was
the long-span Focke-Wulf Ta 152 with
increased armament and boosted
Jumo 213E/B (top speed 760 km/h;
472 mph at 12500 m/41,010 ft); a small
number of Ta 152H-1 fighters reached
the Luftwaffe shortly before the end of
the war.

Specification
Focke-Wulf 190A-8
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 1566-kW (2,100-hp)
BMW 801D-2 radial piston engine with
water-methanol boosting
Performance: maximum speed
654 km/h (406 mph) at 6000 m

TheFwl 90G-2 was a specialized
ground attack version with wing
racks for bombs or tanks, and an
ETC 501 centreline rack for a 1800-kg
(3,968-lb) bomb (in this case an SC
500 500-kg/l, 102-lb bomb is carried).
Strengthened landing gear was
necessary for the heaviest load.

The Focke-Wulf Fw 190 was outnumbered on the Eastern Front by the MesserschmittBfl09G. ThisFw
190A-5 flew with II/JG 54 'Grünherz' at Petseriin Estonia during 1944.

Above: Carrying 'Defence of the Reich'fuselage
bands, this Fw 190A-9flew with 1/JG 6 at
Delmenhorst in the winter of 1944-5.

Below: Fw 190D-9 ('Dora-9') of Stab/
JG 4, based a t Babenhausen in early
1945 for the defence oftheReich.

(19,685 ft); initial climb rate 720 m
(2,362 ft) per minute; service ceiling
11400 m (37,402 ft); normal range
805 km (500 miles)
Weights: empty 3170 kg (6,989 Ib);

maximum take-off 4900 kg (10,803 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.50 m (34 ft 5.4 in);
length 8.84 m (29 ft 0 in); height 3.96 m
(13 ft 0 in); wing area 18.30 m2 (196.99
sqft)

Armament: two 7.92-mm (0.31-in) guns
in nose and up to four 20-mm guns in
wings, plus provision for wide range of
underfuselage and underwing bombs,
guns and rockets
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Messerschmitt Bf 110
Germany's first essay in the twin-
engined two-seat 'heavy fighter' (or
Zerstörer, destroyer) category was th
Messerschmitt Bf 110, conceived in
1934 and first flown on 12 May 1936;
pre-production Bf 110A-0 fighters fol-
lowed in 1937-8 with Junkers Jumo
21 OB engines. Production started with
the Bf HOB in 1938 with Jumo 210Gs
and forward armament of two 20-mm
and four 7.92-mm (0.31-in) guns plus
one 7,92-mm (0.31-in) gun in the rear
cockpit. Daimler-Benz DB 601A-
powered Bf HOC aircraft joined the
Luftwaffe in 1939 in time for the attack
on Poland, and were employed as
fighters and fighter-bombers through-
out 1940; the Bf 110C-5 was a recon
naissance version.

The long-range Bf 110D entered ser-
vice in 1940, and sub-variants were the
first Bf 110s to be employed as night-
fighters; there were also tropicalizec
and fighter-bomber versions. The Bi
110E fighter-bomber was powered b1/
DB GOlNs and the Bf 110F by DB 601 Es.

Despite its high top speed, the Bf 110
was quickly shown to be no match for
opposing single-engine fighters, and
from 1941 development was confined
mainly to ground-attack and night-
fighter versions. The Bf 110F-4 intro-
duced two 30-mm guns under the
fuselage, and theBf 110F-4/U1 featured
twin upward- f i r ing 20-mm guns
(schräge Musik installation). The Bf

This Bfl 1OE-1 was flown by an '
operational conversion unit
(Ergänzungszerstörergruppe) from
Deblin-Irena in Poland during 1942.

110G with DB 605Bs was produced in
Zerstörer, fighter-bomber, recon-
naissance and night-fighter versions,
and sub-variants introduced the 37-
mm gun under the fuselage. Radar-
equipped Bf HOGs formed the prin-
cipal night-fighter equipment of the
Luftwaffe between 1943 and 1945, as
well as participating in the daylight air
defence battles over Germany during
this period.

Flown by Luftwaffe crews, several Bf 11 OD-3s of 4./ZG 76 supported Iraqi
insurgen t forces in May 1941. Tanks were carried for extra range.

Specification
Messerschmitt Bf 110C-4
Tyce: two-seat heavy fighter
Powerplant: two 820-kW (1,100-hp)
Daimler-Benz DB 601A 12-cylmder
inverted-Vee piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
560 km/h (348 mph) at 7000 m
(22,966 ft); initial climb rate 660 m
(2,165 ft) per minute; service ceiling
10000 m (32,808 ft); normal range
775 km (482 miles)

Weights: empty 5200 kg (11,464 Ib);
maximum take-off 6750 kg (14,881 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.27 m (53 ft 4.6 in);
length 12.65 m (41 ft 6 in); height 3.50 m
(11 ft 5.8 m); wing area 38.40 m2 (413.3
sqft)
Armament: two 20-mm MG FF cannon
and four 7.92-mm (0.31-in) MG 17guns
in the nose, firing forward, and one
7.92-mm (0.31-m) MG 15 machine- gun
on trainatale mounting in the rear
cockpit firing aft

BfllOs were a t their best opera ting
athigh altitude away from the

restrictions of having to escort
bombers.

After the debacle over Britain, the Bf
110 was switched to other thea très

such as the Mediterranean, where its
heavy armament proved useful.

Kawanishi NIKI Shiden
In 1941 Kawanishi was still engaged in
design of an attractive float-equipped
fighter, the Kawanishi NIKI, intended
as a naval fighter to support an island-
hopping conquest in the Pacific with-
out dependence on carriers or shore
bases; in due course 98 of these
fighters (Allied reporting name 'Rex')
were produced, However, while their
design was still in progress Kawanishi
undertook a wheel-landing gear ver-
sion, designated the N1K1-J Shiden
(violet lightning). The prototype of the
new fighter was flown on 27 December
1942 powered by the new 18-cylmder
Nakajima Homare radial. Production
got under way m 1943 of the N1K1-J
with Homare 21 radial and an arma-
ment of two 7.7-mm (0.303-m) nose
guns and four 20-mm wing cannon (two
of which were carried in underwmg
fairings). Despite being plagued by
constant engine troubles and an in-à
herently weak landing gear, the
Shiden was an excellent aircraft in
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combat, proving an equal match for the
Grumman F6F Hellcat; given the re-
porting name 'George' by the Allies, it
was widely considered to be one of
Japan's best wartime fighters. Three
other main production versions were
produced: the NIKI-Ja with nose guns
deleted and all cannon mounted inside
the wings; the NIKl-Jb with underwmg
racks for two 250-kg (551-lb) bombs;
and the NIKl-Jc with racks for four
250-kg (551-lb) bombs, A new version,
the N1K2-J, with improved landing

gear, redesigned airframe structure
and c l eane r e n g i n e c o w l i n g ,
appeared during the last year of the
war and proved even better than the
NIKI; an instance occurred when a
single Japanese pilot, Warrant Officer
Kmsuke Muto, fought off 12 Hellcats,
shooting down four. A total of 1,435 N l K
Shiden landplane fighters was pro-
duced,

Specification
Kawanishi N1K1-J
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 1484-kW(l,990-hp)
Nakajima NK9H Homare 21 radial

piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
584 km/h (363 mph) at 5900 m
(19,357 ft); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
7.8 minutes; service ceiling 12500 m
(41,010 ft); range 1432 km (890 miles)
Weights: empty 2897 kg (6,387 Ib);
maximum take-off 4321 kg (9,526 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.00 m (39 ft 4.4 in);
length 8.89 m (29 ft 2 in); height 4.06 m
(13 ft 3,8 in); wing area 23.50 m2

(252.95 sqft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-m) Type
97 machine-guns in nose and four
wing-mounted 20-mm Type 99 cannon

Kawanishi N1K2-J Shiden of the 343rd Kokutai. The
type gave a good account of itself despite niggling
early problems.
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Kawasaki Ki-61 Hien
Sometimes described as a cross be-
tween a Messerschmitt Bf 109 and a
North American P-51 Mustang, the
Kawasaki Ki-61 certainly had the dis-
tinctive nose shape associated with an
inverted V-12 inline engine, the Kawa-
saki Ha-40 being in effect a Daimler-
Benz DB 601A built under licence. The
Ki-61's designers, Takeo Doi and Shin
Owada, had moreover worked under
the German Richard Vogt, In Decem-
ber 1940 they were instructed to go
ahead with the Ki-61, and one year
later the prototype was flown. The first
production Ki-61-I fighters were de-
ployed operationally in April 1943
when the 68th and 78th Sentais arrived
in New Guinea. Named Hien (swallow)
in service-(and codenamed 'Tony' by
the Allies), the new aircraft proved
popular with its pilots, being unusually
well-armed and armoured, and the
type was at least a match for opposing
American fighters. Its armament (of
four 12.7-mm/0.5-m machine-guns)
proved inadequate to knock down
enemy bombers, however, and the Ki-
61-1 KAIc was introduced with a pair of
20-mm cannon in the nose, these being
replaced in a small number of Ki-61-I
KAId fighters by two 30-mm cannon.
The Ki-61-I and Ki-61-I KAI remained
in production until 1945, but in 1944
they were joined in service by the Ki-
61-II with more powerful Kawasaki Ha-
140 engine (producing 1119-kW/1,500-
hp); with a top speed of 610 km/h
(379 mph) this would have been an ex-
cellent fighter but for constant engine
problems; yet when fully serviceable
the Ki -61- I I was one of the few
Japanese fighters fully able to combat
the Boeing B-29 at its normal operating
altitude, particularly when armed with
four 20-mm cannon. Excluding pro-
totypes and development aircraft, pro-
duction totalled 1,380 Ki-61-Is, 1,274 Ki-
61-I KAIs and 374 Ki-61-Ils.

The Ki-61 was one of few Japanese
fighters that could really take on the
B-29s a t their opera ting altitude.

This Ki-61-I KAIc served with the 3rd
Chutai, 19th Sentai flying from
Okinawa during the American attack
on that island.

Specification
Kawasaki Ki-61-I KAIc
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 880-k W ( 1,180-hp)
Kawasaki Ha-40 V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
590 km/h (367 mph) at 4260 m

(13,976 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,404 ft) in
7.0 minutes; service ceiling 10000 m
(32,808 ft); range 1800 km ( 1,118 miles)
Weights: empty 2630 kg (5,798 Ib);
normal loaded 3470 kg (7,650 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.00 m (39 ft 4.4 in);
length 8,94 m (29 ft 4 in); height 3.70 m

Ki-61-I KAIc of the HQ Chutai, 244th
Sentai, Chofu, Tokyo, Hying
interception sorties against the B-29.

(12 ft 1.7 in); wing area 20.00 m2

(215.3 sq ft)
Armament: two 20-mm Ho-5 cannon in
nose and two 12.7-mm(0.5-m)Type 1
machine-guns m wings

JAPAN

Kawasaki Ki-100
The Kawasaki Ki-61-II with the com-
pany's Ha-140 engine was seen as an
interim high-altitude interceptor to
tackle the USAF's Boeing B-29s at their
cruising altitude of some 9144m
(30,000ft). However, development of
the Ha-140 as a reliable powerplan^
was terminated finally when the
Akashi factory where the engine was
built was destroyed during an air raid.
With the requirement becoming daily
more urgent, Kawasaki was instructed
to convert the 275 Ki-61-II airframes
gathering dust in the Kagamigahara
factory with alternative powerplant.
No other similar engine was available
and adaptation of the slender fuselage
of the Ki-61 to allow installation of a
large-diameter radial engine at first
appeared impractical. However,
Kawasaki's design team converted
three airframes to serve as prototypes,
installing a Mitsubishi Ha-112-11 engine
which had the same power output as
the unreliable Ha-140. When the first of
these was flown, on 1 February 1945,
Kawasaki discovered that it had a first-
class fighter, one that some commenta-
tors have described as Japan's pre-
mier fighter aircraft of the Pacific war.
By the end of May 1945 all of the re-

maining 272 Ki-61 airframes had been
converted to the new configuration,
entering service as the Army Type 5
Fighter Model 1A, which was iden-
tified by the company as the Kawasaki
Ki-100-Ia.

With the Ki-100 proving such a suc-
cess, it was decided to initiate produc-
tion of this aircraft, the resulting Ki-100-
Ib differing only by having the cut-
down rear fuselage and all-round-view
canopy that had been designed for the
proposed Ki-61-III. A total of 99 of this
version was built before production
was brought to an end by the growing
weight of USAAF air attacks, A more
effective version had been planned, to
be powered by the Mitsubishi Ha-112-

The Ki-100-Ib in troduced a cut-down rear fuselage over the original Ki-61
shape, which improved pilot vision. This aircraft is from the 3rd Chutai, 59th
Sentai.

Ilru engine which incorporated a tur-
bocharger to improve high-altitude
performance, but only three of these
Ki-100-11 prototypes had been built
and flown by the end of the war.

Specification
Kawasaki Ki-100-Ia/b
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: one 1119-kW(l,500-hp)
Mitsubishi Ha-112-1114-cylmder radial
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
590 km/h (367 mph) at 10000 m
(32,810 ft); climb to 10000 m (32,810 ft)

in 20 minutes; cruising speed 350 km/h
(217 mph); service ceiling 10670 m
(35,007 ft); range 2000 km ( 1,243 miles)
Weights: 2700 kg (5,952 Ib); maximum
take-off 3670 kg (8,09 l ib)
Dimensions: span 12,00 m (39 ft 4.4 in);
length 8.80 m (28 ft 10.5 in); height
3,75 m ( 12 ft 3.6 in); wing area 20.00 m?'
(215.3 sq ft)
Armament: two fuselage-mounted
12.7-mm(0.5-m)Ho-103(Type 1)
machine-guns and two wing-mounted
20-mm Ho-5 cannon, plus two drop-
tanks or two 250-kg (551 -Ib) bombs
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Mitsubishi J2M Raiden
Although designed to a 1939 require-
ment, at a time when Japanese war
leaders scarcely imagined a situation
requiring a home defence fighter, the
Mitsubishi J2M Raiden (thunderbolt)
only came into its own while defending
the Japanese homeland against Amer-
ican raids in the last year of the war.
The Japanese navy's emphasis upon
speed and climb rate, rather than its
customary demands for range and
manoeuvrability, prompted the desig-
ner Jiro Hinkoshi to adopt a squat sing-
le-engine design with long-chord ra-
dial engine cowling, laminar-flow
wings and high-raked, curved wind-
screen. First flight of the prototype
J2M1 took place on 20 March 1942, but
the aircraft soon attracted criticism
from navy pilots on numerous counts,
not least that the view from the cockpit
was inadequate. Modifications to rec-
tify these shortcomings were delayed
owing to Mitsubishi's preoccupation
with the A6M. Production J2M2 fighters
left the factory slowly and entered ser-
vice with the 381st Kokutai late in 1943,

and were followed by the J2M3 with a
stronger wing stressed to mount four
20-mm cannon. The heavier armament
now restricted the performance of the
Raiden to the extent that it no longer
met the original demands, and the
J2M4 was an attempt to restore the per-
formance by including a turbocharger.
The final production variant, the J2M5
(34 built), was powered by a 1357-kW
(1,820-hp) Mitsubishi Kasei 26a radial.
In all, 476 J2Ms were built. In acknow-
ledgement of the fact that J2Ms could
not combat the Boeing B-29s at their
operating altitudes, some J2M3s were
armed with two upward-firing 20-mm

Conceived as a fast-climbing interceptor, the J2M suffer ed from reliability
problems but scored well against the American bombers.

cannon in addition to their wing guns.
(The Allies selected the reporting
name 'Jack' for the J2M).

Specification
Mitsubishi J2M3
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 1342-kW(l,800-hp)
Mitsubishi Kasei 23a radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
588 km/h (365 mph) at 5300 m
(17,388 ft); climb to 10000 m (32,808 ft)

in 19.5 minutes; service ceiling
11700 m (38,386 ft); range 925 km (575
miles)
Weights: empty 2460 kg (5,423 Ib);
normal loaded 3435 kg (7,573 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.80 m (35 ft 5.2 in);
length 9.95 m (32 ft 7.7 in); height
3.95 m (12 ft 11.5 in); wing area
20.05 m2 (215.82 sq ft)
Armament: four wing-mounted 20-mm
Type 99 cannon; some aircraft were
also armed with two upward-firing 20-
mm Type 99 cannon.

JAPAN

Nakajima Ki-27
When in mid-1935 Kawasaki, Mitsu-
bishi and Nakajima were instructed by
the Imperial Japanese Army to build
competitive prototypes of advanced
fighter aircraft, Nakajima responded
with a single-seat monoplane fighter
derived from the company's Type P. E.,
which it had started to develop as a
private venture. Service trials proved,
the Kawasaki Ki-28 to be fastest of the
three contenders, but the Nakajima Ki-
27 was by far the most manoeuvrable
and, on that basis, 10 pre-production
examples were ordered for further
service evaluation. Following further
testing m late 1937 the type was
ordered into production as the Army
Type 97 Fighter Model A (Nakajima
Ki-27a). Late production aircraft which
introduced some refinements, includ-
ing a further improved cockpit canopy,
had the designation Ki-27b.

Nakajima could not have guessed
that 3,399 aircraft would be built, by
Nakajima (2,020) and Mansyu (1,379),
before production came to a halt at the
end of 1942, but the type's entry into
service over northern China in March
1938 gave an immediate appreciation
of its capability, the Ki-27s becoming
masters of the airspace until con-
fronted later by the faster Soviet Poli-
karpov 1-16 fighters. At the beginning
of the Pacific war the Ki-27s took part in
the invasion of Burma, Malaya, the
Netherlands East Indies and the Phil-
ippines. Allocated the Allied code-
name 'Nate' (initially 'Abdul' in the Chi-
na-Burma-India theatre), the Ki-27 had

considerable success against the
Allies in the initial stages before more
modern fighters became available.
When this occurred they were trans-
ferred for air defence of the home is-
lands, remaining deployed in this
capacity until 1943 when they became
used increasingly as advanced train-
ers. As with many Japanese aircraft,
their final use was m a kamikaze role,

Specification
Nakajima Ki-27a
Type: single-seat fighter
Powerplant: one 529-kW (710-hp)
Nakajima Ha-lb 9-cylmder radial
piston engine

Performance: maximum speed
470 km/h (292 mph) at 3500 m
(11,483 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,404 ft) in
5.36 minutes; service ceiling 12250 m
(40,190 ft); range 1710 km (1,063 miles)
Weights: empty 1110 kg (2,447 Ib);
maximum take-off 1790 kg (3,946 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.31 m (37 ft 1.3 in);
length 7.53 m (24 ft 8,5 in); height
3.25 m (10 ft 8 m); wing area 18,55 m2

( 199.68 sq ft)

Seen in pre-war colours, this group
ofKi-27s is typical of the aircraft
which had performed so well against
the Polikarpov figh ters over China
and Manchuria. The Ki-27 proved
useful for training after replacem en t
by m ore m oder n types.

Armament: two forward-firing 7.7-mm
(0.303-m) Type 89 machine-guns

JAPAN

Nakajima Ki-43 Hayabusa
With its relatively low-powered radial
engine, two-blade propeller and twin
rifle-calibre machine-gun armament,
the Nakajima Ki-43 Hayabusa (pere-
grine falcon) was the most dangerous-
ly underestimated Japanese fighter of
the early months of the Pacific war; yet,
with its outstanding manoeuvrability, it
gained complete mastery over Brews-
ter Buffaloes and Hawker Hurricanes
in Burma. It was the result of a 1937
design which emerged as a hght-
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Ki-43-IIb of the 3rd Ch u tai, 25th Hiko Sen tai, flying from Hankow, China, in
January 1944. Even at this late date, the Ki-43 still formed the bulk of fighter
assets on the China-Burma front.



ThisHayabusa is a Ki-43-IIb of the
Headquarters Chutai, 77th S entai, in
Burma.

weight fighter-bomber that required
no more than its 709-kW (950-hp) to
meet its speed demands. In common
with other Japanese fighters of the
time, however, its armament was puny
by RAF standards, and it possessed
neither armour nor self-sealing fuel
tanks. As the Allied air forces pulled
themselves together after the first
shock of defeat, the Ki-43-I's weaknes-
ses were discovered and increasing
losses suffered, resulting in the intro-
duction of the Ki-43-II (codenamed
'Oscar' by the Allies), with pilot
armour, rudimentary self-sealing fuel
tanks and reflector gunsight; the en-
gine was also changed to the 858-kW
(1,150-hp) Nakajima Ha-115 radial
which increased the top speed to
530 km/h (329 mph), roughly the same
as that of the Hurricane Mk II. The
Ki-43-IIb entered mass production in
November 1942, first with Nakajima
and six months later with Tachikawa.
Final variant was the Ki-43-III with 917-

Right:AKi-43-Ib of the 47th
Independent Fighter Chutai at rest
on a Japanese airfield. After service
in all theatres throughout the war,
the Ki-43 soldiered on against the
Allies, but many were expended in
kamikaze attacks.

kW (1,230-hp) engine and a top speed
of 576 km/h (358 mph), but relatively
few examples reached operational un-
its. The Ki-43 was numerically the most
important of all Japanese army air
force aircraft, production totalling
5,886, plus 33 prototypes and trials air-
craft.

Specification
Nakajima Ki-43-IIb
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: one 858-kW (1,150-hp)
Nakajima Ha-115 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
530 km/h (329 mph) at 4000 m
(13,123 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,404 ft) in

Nakajima Ki-43-Ic of the 1st Chu tai,
50th Sentai, at Tokorozawa in June
1942. By this time, theKi-43-Ic's
shortcomings were being cruelly
exposed, leading to the more
powerful Ki-43-II.

5.8 minutes; service ceiling 11200 m
(36,745 ft); range 1760 km (1,094 miles)
Weights: empty 1910 kg (4,211 Ib) ;
maximum take-off 2925 kg (6,449 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.84 m (35 ft 6.8 in);
length 8.92 m (29 ft 3.2 in); height

3.27m(10ft8.7in);wmgarea21.40m2

(230.36 sq ft)
Armament: two 12.7-mm (0.5-m) Ho-
103 machine-guns in wings, plus two
250-kg (551-lb) bombs carried under
the wings

Nakajima Ki-44 Shoki
Of similar general configuration to the
Ki-43, the Nakajima Ki-44 prototypes
incorporated the manoeuvring flaps
that had been introduced on that air-
craft, and carried an armament of two
7.7-mm (0.303-m) and two 12.7-mm
(0.5-m) machine-guns. First flown in
August 1940, the Ki-44 was involved m
a series of comparative trials against
Kawasaki's Ki-60 prototype, based on
use of the Daimler-Benz DB 601 en-
gine, and an imported Messerschmitt
Bf 109E. The result of this evaluation,
and extensive service trials, showed
the Ki-44 to be good enough to enter
production, and it was ordered under
the designation Army Type 2 Single-
seat Fighter Model 1A Shoki (demon),
company designation Ki-44-Ia, which
carried the same armament as the pro-
totypes. A total of only 40 Ki-44-I air-
craft was produced, including small
numbers of the Ki-44-Ib armed with
four 12.7-mm (0.5-m) machine-guns,
and the similar KI-44-Ic with some
minor refinements.

When introduced into service the
high landing speeds and limited man-
oeuvrability of the Shoki made it un-
popular with pilots, and very soon the
Ki-44-II with a more powerful Naka-
jima Ha-109 engine was put into pro-
duction. Only small numbers of the Ki-
44-IIa were built, the variant being fol-

lowed by the major production Ki-44-
Ilb. The Ki-44-IIc introduced much
heavier armament, comprising four 20-
mm cannon or, alternatively, two 12.7-
mm (0.5-in) machine-guns and two 40-
mm cannon, and these proved to be
very effective when deployed against
Allied heavy bombers attacking Japan.
Final production version was the Ki-44-
III with a 1491-kW (2,000-hp) Nakajima
Ha-145 radial engine, an increase m
wing area and enlarged vertical tail
surfaces.

This photograph ofaKi-44-IIb
emphasizes the powerful lines of this
interceptor. When armed with
cannon, the Ki-44 proved very
effective against the B-29 raids, as its
high ra te of climb enabled it to reach
the bomber streams quickly.

This Ki-44-IIb was employed by the 23rd Sentai for home island defence in late
1944. Most home defence aircraft carried a white square around the
Hinomaru.
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Nakajima had built a total of 1,225
Ki-44s of all versions, including pro-
totypes, and these were allocated the
Allied codename Tojo'. They were
deployed primarily in Japan, but were
used also to provide an effective force
of interceptors to protect vital targets,
as in Sumatra where they defended
the oil fields at Palembang,

Specification
Nakajima Ki-44-IIb
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: one 1133-kW (1,520-hp)
Nakajima Ha-109 14-cylmder radial
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed

605 km/h (376 mph) at 5200 m
(17,060 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,404 ft) in
4.28 minutes; service ceiling 11200 m
(36,745 ft); maximum range 1700 km
(1,056 miles)
Weights: empty 2105 kg(4,641 Ib);
maximum take-off 2993 kg (6,598 Ib)

Dimensions: span 9.45 m (31 ft 0 in);
length 8,79 m (28 ft 10.1 in); height
3.25 m (10 ft 8 in); wing area 15.00 m2

(161.46 sq ft)
Armament: two fuselage-mounted and
two wing-mounted 12.7-mm(0.5-in)
Ho-103 machine-guns

Lacking the agility of other Japanese
fighters, theKi-44 followed a more
Western approach, proving fast and
stable with good climb and dive
properties. This Ki-44-IIb flew from
Canton in China with the 85th Sentai
during 1944.

Nakajima Ki-84 Hayate
Best of all Japanese fighters available
in quantity during the last year of the
war, the Nakajima Ki-84 Hayate (gale)
not only possessed a reasonable per-
fo rmance but (unusua l among
Japanese aircraft) carried a powerful
armament capable of knocking down
the heavily armed and armoured
American bombers, Not flown in pro-
totype form until April 1943, the Ki-84
met with immediate approval by
Japanese army air force pilots, but was
subjected to lengthy service trials
which undoubtedly delayed its intro-
duction to combat operations. Produc-
tion got under way at Nakajima's Ota
plant in April 1944, pre-production air-
craft having equipped the 22nd Sentai
in China the previous month. Im-
mediately afterwards 10 sentais of the
Ki-84-I, codenamed 'Frank' by the
Allies, were deployed in the Philip-
pines to confront the advancing Amer-
ican forces. In an effort to accelerate
production of the excellent new
fighter, Nakajima opened up a new
line at its Otsonomiya plant, and as
Boeing B-29 raids began to take their
toll of Japanese cities a new 'bomber
destroyer', the Ki-84-Ic, was produced
with an armament of two nose-
mounted 20-mm cannon and two wing-
mounted 30-mm cannon. Some mea-
sure of the importance attached to the
Ki-84 may be judged by the fact that in
the last 17 months of war 3,382 aircraft
were completed, this despite the
tremendous havoc wrought by the B-
29 raids and the fact that, owing to such
damage at Musashi, Nakajima's engine
plant had to be transferred elsewhere.

Specification
Nakajima Ki-84-Ia
Type: single-seat fighter and fighter-
bomber
Powerplant: one 1342-kW(l,800-hp)
Nakajima Ha-45 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
631 km/h (392 mph) at 6120 m
(20,079 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,404 ft) in
5.9 minutes; service ceiling 10500 m
(34,449 ft); range 1695 km (1,053 miles)
Weights: empty 2660 kg (5,864 Ib);
maximum take-off 3890 kg (8,576 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.24 m (36 ft
10.5 in); length9.92 m (32 ft 6.6 in);

The Ki-84 was a fine figh ter which
proved a hand fui for American
pilots. Fortunately for them, the
aircraft was not available in large
numbers and these were
overworked, resulting in
maintenance and reliability
problems.

Below: Ki-84-Ia of the Headquarters
Chutai, 29th Hiko Sentai, operating
over Taiwan in the summer of 1945.

Above: One of the early Hay a tes, this
iti-84-Ia saw service with the 1st
Chutai, 73rdHiko-Sentai over the
Philippines in late 1944.

height 3.39 m (11 ft 1.5 in); wing area
21,00m2 (226,05 sq ft)
Armament: two nose-mounted 12,7-

mm (0.5-m) Ho-103 machine-guns and
two wing-mounted 20-mm Ho-5
cannon, plus two 250-kg (551 -Ib)
bombs under the wings

Above: This Ki-84-I a served with the
183rd Shimbutai (Special Attack
Group) from Tatebayashi,Japan,
during the last few days of the war.
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Heavy
Bombers

American general Billy Mitchell had predicted that large forces of heavy bombers

could alone win a war. His ideas were slow in being transformed into aircraft, but

eventually mighty new warplanes took to the skies. Great dramas unfolded as the

enemies set out to destroy each other's homelands.

"Y^y Then Hitler embarked on his
W subjugation of Europe, the

Luftwaffe's role was largely con-
fined to providing air support for
the German army, with little
emphasis laid upon the use of
strategic bombers, any plans for
such a force having been aban-
doned in 1937. Thus at the out-
break of war in September 1939
the Luftwaffe's bombing arm
comprised excellent medium
bombers (the Dornier Do 17,
Heinkel He 111 and Junkers Ju
88) which were regarded as ade-
quate for the task of defeating
Europe (which was expected to
take no more than three years).
With little to fear from opposing
fighters, these aircraft also proved
perfectly capable of carrying out
daylight raids well beyond the
advancing German armies.

The RAF, on the other hand,
was steeped in the bomber tradi-
tion, recognizing the potential
war-winning role of the bomber,
and went to war with a trio of
medium/heavy bombers (the
Vickers Wellington, Armstrong
Whitworth Whitley and Handley
Page Hampden) in which a much
greater emphasis had been laid
on long range.

However, the manner in which
the fortunes of war changed for
Germany (starting with her inabil-
ity to crush the British during the

Britain's RAF Bomber Command was equipped with an array of
aircraft types during World War II - among them a trio of four-
engine heavy bombers, one of which was this Short Stirling Mk
III, seen here being readied for a mission.

summer of 1940) brought about a
progressive reassessment of the
Luftwaffe's capacity to carry the
air war beyond the English
Channel, tigether with the night
Blitz of 1940-1, represented an
unpremeditated use of its relative-
ly small bombers for strategic pur-
poses and, in view of Britain's
wholly inadequate night
defences, these achieved far more
by night than had proved possible
by day. But the proliferation of
battlefronts in 1941 forced a dis-
persal of German bombers away
from the Channel and, as a result

of growing demands for fighters
and ground support aircraft, the
Luftwaffe's bomber force hence-
forth declined both in strength
and relative quality.

Meanwhile RAF Bomber
Command was, in 1941, reaping
the harvest from the strategic
seeds sown in 1936 with the
arrival on operations of the Short
Stirling and Handley Page Halifax
four-engine heavy bombers, later
joined by the magnificent Avrò
Lancaster, all of which had been
conceived as dedicated long-range
strategic night heavy bombers.

Thereafter the strength of the
British heavy bomber force
increased steadily throughout the
war. In 1942 Bomber Command
was joined by the United States'
mighty 8th Air Force, whose
Boeing B-17s and Consolidated
B-24s were to hit Germany by day
in ever-growing strength in part-
nership with the RAF.

Thus by the time the Allies were
ready to set foot in continental
Europe in mid-1944 their day and
night bomber fleets were capable
of delivering devastating blows far
beyond the ground battle, inflicting
appalling damage on the enemy's
ability to sustain his war machine.
By contrast Germany, beset on all
sides in the air and on the ground,
had largely forsaken its bomber
force, preferring to accord priority
to the production of fighters with
which to defend the Reich.

The fateful decision by
Germany to abandon plans for a
strategic bomber force long
before the war, while fatally com-
promising the Luftwaffe's ability
to strike at long range, was in all
probability of little consequence
in the end. Such a force, operating
radially from within continental
Europe, could never have
matched the potential strength of
the Allies' massive resources, dis-
persed as they were to strike dia-
metrically across Festung Europa.
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Armstrong Whitworth Whitley

It is unlikely that any other operational
aeroplane of World War II came near
to matching the austere, angular
appearance of the Armstrong Whit-
worth Whitley, or to emulating its cur-
ious nose-down gait when flying
'straight and level'. Developed from
the Armstrong Whitworth A.W.23
bomber/transport, the Whitley was
designed to Specification B.3/34 and
was first flown on 17 March 1936. That
year it was selected to become the
new Bomber Command's standard
heavy bomber, replacing the Handley
Page Heyford biplane. A total of 80
aircraft had been ordered, and these
materialized as 34 Whitley Mk I bom-
bers with two 682-kW (920-hp) Arm-
strong Siddeley Tiger IX radiais, and
46 Whitley Mk II bombers with Tiger
VIIIs, Early Whitley Mk Is possessed
no dihedral on their outer wings. First
squadron to receive Whitley Mk Is was
No. 10 at Dishforth in March 1937,

The Whitley Mk I was already dis-
appearing from front line service when
war broke out (although the last exam-
ples did not leave No. 166 Squadron
until April 1940). In the meantime the
Whitley Mk III (also with Tiger VIIIs)
had appeared; this version, of which 60
were produced, featured a retractable
'dustbin' ventral gun position. It served
on Nos 7, 51, 58, 77, 97, 102 and 166
Squadrons, entering RAF service in
August 1938. Also introduced that year
was the Whitley Mk IV with 768-kW
(1,030-hp) Rolls-Royce Merlin IV V-12
engines and the Whitley Mk IVA with
854-kW (1,145-hp) Merlin Xs; only 40
were produced, but they served to in-
troduce a new power-operated four-
gun Nash and Thompson tail turret (the
'dustbin' being abandoned).

The main production version was
the Whitley Mk V, whose delivery
started to Nos 77 and 78 Squadrons in
September 1939, and of which 1,476
were built before June 1943, when pro-
duction was halted. Also powered by
Merlin Xs, the Whitley Mk V featured a
38-cm (15-in) longer fuselage and
straight leading edges to the fins,

Although it was the Tiger-powered
Mk III that performed almost all the
early leaflet-dropping sorties of the
first six months of the war (including
the first sortie over Germany on the
night of 3-4 September 1939 by 10
Whitleys of Nos 51 and 58 Squadrons),
it was the Whitley Mk V that assumed
the bombing role from March 1940 on-
wards; and on 11-12 May, immediately
after the German attack in the West,
Whitleys and Handley Page Hamp-
dens dropped the first RAF bombs on
the German mainland in an attack on
railway targets near München Glad-
bach.

The following month Whitleys were
the first RAF bombers to attack targets
in Italy, flying from the UK and refuell-

ing in the Channel Islands to attack
Turin and Genoa. Though never to
achieve fame for outstanding exploits,
the immensely rugged Whitley gave
yeoman service with Bomber Com-
mand despite being obviously slow
and vulnerable in the face of fast im-
proving enemy night defences. They
were for instance among the aircraft
that first raided Berlin on the night of
25-26 August 1940, and it was as the
pilot of a Whitley during a raid on Col-
ogne on 12-13 November that year that
Leonard Cheshire (later Group Cap-
tain, VC) was awarded the DSO. Wing
Commander P. C. Pickard (later to
achieve fame as the Mosquito leader in
the raid on Amiens gaol) led Whitleys
of No. 51 Squadron in the airborne raid
on the radar installation at Bruneval on
27-28 February 1942.

Whitleys flew their last raid with
Bomber Command during an attack on
Ostend on the night of 29-30 April 1942.

Specification
Armstrong Whitworth Whitley Mk V
Type: five-man bomber

A Whitley MkV of No. 78Sqn,RAFin
early 1942, shortly before the
squadron re-equipped with
Halifaxes. The Whitley saw good
service during the early years but
was relega ted to limited nigh t
operations by mid-war. It then
passed on to coastal and glider-
towing duties.

Powerplant: two 854-kW (1,145-hp)
Rolls-Royce Merlin X V-12 piston en-
gines
Performance: maximum speed
370 km/h (230 mph) at 5 0 0 0 m
(16,400 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
16 minutes; service ceiling 7925m
(26,000 ft); range 2415 km (1,500 miles)
with normal tankage
Weights: empty 8777kg (19,350 Ib);
maximum take-off 15196 kg (33,500 Ib)
Dimensions: span 25.60m (84ft Om);
length 21.11 m (69 ft 3 in); height 4.57 m
( 1 5 f t O m ) ; wing area 105.63m2

(1,137.00 sq ft)
Armament: one 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-gun in the nose turret and
four 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-guns in
the tail turret, plus a maximum bomb-
load of 3175 kg (7,000 Ib)

Ground crew prepare a Whitley M k
V for operations in 1940. The aircraft
Hew from Dishforth and sports
typical camouflage for the period.
The Whitley MkV was themainstay
of Bomber Command along with the
Wellington until the arrival of the
Halifax and Lancaster.

Avrò 683 Lancaster

No one would dispute the statement
that the Avrò Lancaster was the finest
British heavy bomber of World War II;
indeed many would even argue that it
was the finest heavy bomber serving
on either side during the conflict, and it
is therefore strange to recall that it had
its genesis in the unsuccessful twin-
engine Avrò Manchester.

However, it is not entirely true to say
that the Lancaster was virtually a four-
engine Manchester, as four-engine in-
stallations in the basic airframe had
been proposed before Manchester
deliveries to the RAF began. But the
prototype Lancaster was, in fact, a con-

verted Manchester airframe with an
enlarged wing outer panels and four
1,145-hp (854-kW) Rolls-Royce Merlin
Xs. This prototype initially retained the
Manchester's triple tail assembly, but
was later modified to the twin fin and
rudder assembly which became stan-
dard on production Lancasters,

The prototype flew on 9 January
1941 and later that month went to the
Aeroplane and A r m a m e n t Ex-
perimental Establishment, Boscombe
Down, to begin intensive flying trials.

The new bomber was an immediate
success, and large production orders
were placed. Such was the speed of

development in wartime that the first
production Lancaster was flown in
October 1941, a number of partially
completed Manchester airframes
being converted on the line to emerge
as Lancaster Mk I (from 1942 redesig-
nated Lancaster B.Mk I) aircraft.

Lancasters soon began to replace
Manchesters, and such was the im-
petus of production that a shortage of
Merlin engines was threatened, This
was countered by licence-production
by Packard in the USA of the Merlin
not only for Lancasters but for other
types. An additional insurance was
effected in another way, the use of

By cutting away the underfuselage
and removing nose and dorsal
turrets tosave weight, theLancaster
B.Mk Is (Special) of No. 617Sqn at
Waddington were able to carry the
22,000'lb(9979-kg) 'Grand Slam',
first used to great effect on the
Bielefeld Viaduct.

1,735-hp (1294-kW) Bristol Hercules VI
or XVI radial engines.

Meanwhile, the Merlin Lancasters
were going from strength to strength.
The prototype's engines gave way to
1,280-hp (954-kW) Merlin XXs and 22s,
or 1,620-hp (1208-kW) Merlin 24s in
production aircraft, Early thoughts of
fitting a ventral turret were sadly dis-
carded, and the Lancaster B.Mk I had
three Frazer-Nash hydraulically-
operated turrets with eight 7.7-mm
(0.303-in) Browning machine-guns:
two each in the nose and mid-upper
dorsal positions and four in the tail tur-
ret, The bomb-bay, designed origmal-
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Lancaster B.Mkl of No. 467 Sqn,
Royal Australian Air Force, flying
from Waddington. Now preserved at
the RAF Museum, the aircraft Hew
137 sorties and bore the inscription
'No enemy aircraft will fly over the
Reich territory': Coering'sinaccurate
and ironic prophecy.

ly to carry 1814 kg (4,000 Ib) of bombs,
was enlarged progressively to carry
bigger and bigger bombs: up to 3629
and 5443 kg (8,000 and 12,000 Ib) and
eventually to Barnes Wallis' enormous
9979-kg (22,000-lb) 'Grand Slam1, the
heaviest bomb carried by any aircraft
in World War II.

The Lancaster's existence was not
revealed to the public until 17 August
ofthat year, when 12 aircraft from Nos
44 and 97 Sguadrons carried out an
unescorted daylight raid on Augsburg.
Flown at low level, the raid inflicted
considerable damage on a factory pro-
ducing U-boat diesel engines, but the
cost was high, seven aircraft being lost,
Squadron Leaders Nettleton and Sher-
wood each received the Victoria
Cross, the latter posthumously, for
leading the operation, which perhaps
confirmed to the Air Staff that un-
escorted daylight raids by heavy bom-
bers were not a practicable proposi-
tion.

It would be true to say that develop-
ment of the Lancaster went hand-m-
hard with development of bombs, The
early Lancasters carried their bomb
loads in normal flush-fitting bomb
bays, but as bombs got larger it be-
came necessary, in order to be able to
close the bomb doors, to make the
bays deeper so that they protruded
slightly below the fuselage line. Even-
tually, with other developments, the
bomb doors were omitted altogether
for certain specialist types of bomb.

The German battleship Tirpitz was
attacked on several occasions by Lan-
casters until, on 12 November 1944, a
combined force from Nos 9 and 617
Squadrons found the battleship in
Tromso Fjord, Norway, and sank her
with 5443-kg (12,000-lb) Tallboy'
bombs, also designed by Barnes Wal-
lis. The ultimate in conventional high
explosive bombs was reached with
the 9979-kg (22,000-lb) 'Grand Slam', a
weapon designed to destroy concrete
by exploding some way beneath the
surface, so creating an earthquake
effect. No. 617 Squadron first used the
'Grand Slam' operationally against the
Bielefeld Viaduct on 14 March 1945,
causing considerable destruction
amongst its spans.

In spite of the other variants built
from time to time, the Lancaster B.Mk I
(Lancaster B.Mk 1 from 1945) re-
mained in production throughout the
war, and the last was delivered by
Armstrong Whitworth on 2 February
1946. Production had encompassed
two Mk I prototypes, 3,425 Mk Is, 301
Mk Us, 3,039 Mk Ills, 180 Mk VIIs and

Lancaster Mkllls pour off the
production lineatA.V. Roe's
Woodford factory. A total of 7,377
aircraft were built by a variety of
manufacturers, and the sheer
volume of this effort combined with
the considerable qualities of the
aircraft played a considerable part in
the destruction oftheReich.

Right: A summer evening in 1943:
briefing is over, pre-flight checks
completed, the aircraft bombed-up;
soon the calm of the dispersal area
will be shattered by the sound of
Merlins. The nightly raids were
inevitably met by fierce AA and nigh t
fighters, and the nearest aircraft's
seven missions are no small feat.

430 Mk Xs, a total of 7,377. These were
built by Avrò (3,673), Armstrong Whit-
worth (1,329), Austin Motors (330),
Metropolitan Vickers (1,080), Vickers-
Armstrongs (535) and Victory Aircraft
(430). Some conversions between
different mark numbers took place.

Statistics show that at least 59 Bom-
ber Command squadrons operated
Lancasters, which flew more than
156,000 sorties and dropped, in addi-
tion to 608,612 tons (618,350 tonnes) of
high explosive bombs, more than 51
million incendiaries,

Specification
Avrò Lancaster B.Mk I
Type: seven-seat heavy bomber
Powerplant: four 1223-kW (1,640-hp)
Rolls-Royce Merlin XXIV V-12 piston
engines
Performance: max imum speed
462 km/h (287 mph) a t 3505m
(11,500ft); cruising speed 338 km/h

(210 mph) at 6096 m (20,000 ft); service
ceiling 7470m ( 2 4 , 5 0 0 f t ) ; range
4070km (2,530 miles) with 7,000-lb
(3175-kg) bombload
Weights: empty 16738kg (36,900 Ib);
maximum take-off 31751 kg (70,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 31.09 m (102 ft 0 in);
length 21.18 m (69 ft 6 in); height 6.10 m

( 2 0 f t O m ) ; wing area 120.49 m ? '
( l ,297.0sqft)
Armament: 7.7-mm (0.303-m) machine-
guns (two each in nose and dorsal tur-
rets, and four in tail turret), plus bomb
load comprising one (9979-kg (22,000-
lb) bomb or up to 6350 kg ( 14,000-lb) of
smaller bombs.
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Handley Page Halifax

Second only in importance to the Avrò
Lancaster in Bomber Command's
great night offensive between 1941
and 1945, the four-engine Handley
Page Halifax was originally designed
around a pair of Vulture engines but,
when first flown on 25 October 1939,
the choice of four Merlins had been
made. The first aircraft arrived in No.
35 Squadron in November 1940 and
flew their first raid on 10-11 March
1941. Production was widely sub-

contracted and quickly accelerated,
the Merlin X-powered Halifax Mk I
with two-gun nose turret and no dorsal
turret being followed by the Halifax
Mk IIA Series 1 with Merlin XXs and a
two-gun dorsal turret. In the Halifax
Mk II Series 1A a large transparent
fairing improved the whole nose
shape, this version also introducing a
Defiant-type four-gun dorsal turret.
The Halifax Mk III was powered by
Bristol Hercules XVI radiais, and later

examples introduced a wing span in-
creased from 30.12m (98ft 10 in) to
31,75 m (104 ft 2 in), The Halifax Mk V
with Dowty landing gear served with
Coastal and Bomber Commands; the
Halifax Mk VI with Hercules 100 en-
gines and Halifax Mk VII with Her-
cules XVIs (both versions with in-
creased fuel capacity) joined Bomber
Command in 1944. Halifax Mks III, V
and VII versions also served in para-
trooping and glider towing roles with

Sporting the distinctive tail markings
adopted by squadrons of Bomber
Command'sNo. 4 Group, this Halifax
Mklll of No. 466 Sqn, RAAF, was
basedatLeconfieldin themid-war
years. The aircraft features the large
HzSradome under the rear fuselage.

the airborne forces (being the only air-
craft to tow the big Hamilcar) and were
joined by the Halifax Mk VIII just be-
fore the end of the war. Production
totalled 6,176 Halifaxes, the bomber
versions flying a total of 75,532 sorties
and dropping 227,610 tons of bombs.

Specification
Handley Page Halifax Mk VI
Type: seven-crew night heavy bom-
ber
Powerplant: four 1,800-hp (1343-kW)
Bristol Hercules 100 radial piston en-
gines
Per formance : maximum speed
502 km/h (312 mph) at 6705m
(22,000 ft); climb to 6096 m (20,000 ft) in
50 minutes; service ceiling 7315m
(24,000 ft); range with 5897-kg (13,000-
Ib) bombload 2028km (1,260 miles)
Weights: empty 17690kg (39,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 30845 kg (68,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 31.75 m (104 ft 2 in);
length 21.82 m (71 ft 7 in); height 6.32 m
( 2 0 f t 9 m ) ; wing area 118.45m2

(l,275.0sqft)
Armament: one 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-gun in nose and four 7,7-mm
(0.303-in) machine-guns in each of dor-
sal and tail turrets, plus a maximum
bombload of 5897 kg (13,000 Ib)

Two Merlin-powered Halifax M k II
Series 1 of No. 35 (Madras
Presidency) Sqn, the first unit
equipped with the type, are seen on
air test during the winter of 1941. The
dorsal turret created much drag and
some later models had this removed.

UK

Short Stirling
The Short Stirling was the first of RAF
Bomber Command's trio of four-engine
heavy bombers that mounted the great
night offensive over Europe during the
last four years of the war, and the only
one conceived from the outset as a
four-engine aircraft. Designed to a
1936 specification, the Stirling was in-
itially flown as a half-scale prototype in
1938, this being followed by the full-
size prototype which was destroyed
on its first flight in May 1939, Produc-
tion deliveries were first made to No. 7
Squadron in August 1940 (at the height
of the Battle of Britain) and the Stirling
Mk I flew its first operation on 10-11
February 1941. The type first bombed
Berlin two months later. The Stirling
Mk I of which 756 were produced, was
powered by Hercules XI radiais, but
the Stirling Mk II with Wright Cyclones
did not progress beyond the prototype
stage, The Stirling Mk III was powered
by Hercules XVIs and, with 875 built
(plus many Mk Is converted) consti-

The Stirling was hampered
throughout its bombing career by an
inability to reach the optim urn
operating altitude of 6100 m
(20,000 ft), due to too short a
wingspan, anda bomb bay which
could not be adapted to carry the
ever-larger bombs being produced.
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StirlingMk I Series 1 bombers were
delivered in January 1941 with no
dorsal turret. These early deliveries
were camouflaged in dark green and
dark earth down the fuselage sides
and were assigned to escorted
daylight missions, in this instance
withNo.JSqn.

tuted the main bomber variant; it also
introduced the two-gun dorsal turret.
Stirlings were the first operational air-
craft to carry the original form of 'Oboe1

navaid in 1941, and in August 1942 took
part in the first Pathfinder operations.
Two posthumous VCs were won by
Stirling pilots (Flight Sergeant R. H.
Middleton of No. 149 Squadron and
Flight Sergeant A. L Aaron of No. 218
Squadron), both during raids on north-
ern Italy. By 1944 the Stirling Mk III was

obsolescent, and flew its last raid in
September that year. The Stirling Mk
IV (of which 577 were built) was a
transport/glider tug without nose and
dorsal turrets, and was widely used on
operations by the airborne forces dur-
ing the last year of the war. The Stirling
Mk V transport (160 built), without
armament, joined the RAF in January
1945, Stirling bombers equipped 15
squadrons.

Specification
Short Stirling Mk III
Type: seven- or eight-crew night
heavy bomber
Powerplant: four 1,650-hp (1231-kW)
Bristol Hercules XVI radial piston en-
gines
Performance: max imum speed
435 km/h (270 mph) at 4 4 2 0 m
( 1 4 , 5 0 0 f t ) ; service ceiling 5180m
(17,000 ft); range with 6350-kg (14,000-
Ib) bombload 949 km (590 miles)

Weights: empty 19596kg (43,200 Ib);
maximum take-off 31790 kg (70,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 30.20 m (99 ft 1 in);
length 26.50 m (87 ft 3 in); height 6.93 m
( 2 2 f t 9 in) ; wing area 135,60m2

(1,460.0 sq ft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-guns m each of nose and dor-
sal turrets, and four 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
guns m tail turret, plus a maximum
bombload of 6350 kg (14,000 Ib)

Vickers Wellington

No. 425 (Alouette) Sqn, RCAFflew
Wellington Mk Ills from Dishforth,
and this aircraft was lost in a raid on
Stuttgart. Bomber Command's
Wellingtons Hew their last mission in
October 1943, but the type soldiered
on in coastal and transport units until
the war's end.

Employing the efficient geodetic lat-
tice structure, the twin-engine Vickers
Wellington continued in service with
Bomber Command until 1943, far lon-
ger than its contemporaries, the Hand-
ley Page Hampden and Armstrong
Whitworth Whitley. Designed to meet
a 1932 requirement, the Wellington
first flew on 15 June 1936 and in its
Wellington Mk I form with Pegasus ra-
dials joined the RAF (No. 9 Squadron)
m October 1938. The Wellington Mk
IA (with Nash and Thompson nose and
tail gun turrets) and the Wellington Mk
1C (with lateral guns in place of the
ventral turret) followed, together with
the Merlin-powered Wellington Mk II
and Hercules III- or XI-powered Wel-
lington Mk III, and at the begimng of
the war six squadrons were flying the
Wellington. Early daylight raids re-
sulted in heavy losses owing to the
Wellington's large defenceless arcs
and in 1940 the aircraft joined the night
bombing force. On 1 April 1941 a Wel-
lington dropped the RAF's first 1814-kg
(4,000-lb) bomb. Subsequent bomber
versions included the Twin Wasp-
powered Wellington Mk IV, and Wel-
lington Mk V and Mk VI high-altitude
aircraft with pressure cabins and Her-
cules or Merlin engines respectively;
these latter versions did not see com-
bat service. The Wellington Mk X with
Hercules XVIIIs was the final bomber
version, and the last raid by Bomber
Command Wellingtons took place on
8-9 October 1943. In the meantime
Wellingtons had been flying on mari-
time duties, the Wellington DW. Mk I
with large mine-exploding hoops hav-
ing operated m 1940 and Wellington
Mk 1C minelayers soon after this, Coas-
tal Command versions included the
Wellington GR.Mk VIII with Pegasus
engines and ASV radar, the Welling-
ton GR.Mks XI, XII and XIV with Her-
cules, Leigh Light and provision for

two torpedoes; the Wellington T. Mks
XVII and XVIII were trainers, and
many Mk Xs were converted to 'flying
classrooms'. Wellingtons were also
used as test-beds for early jet engines.
The Wellington C.Mks XV and XVI
were transport conversions of the Mk
1C. A total of 11,461 aircraft was pro-
duced.

Specification
Vickers Wellington Mk III
Type: six-crew night medium bomber
Powerplant: two 1119-kW (1,500-hp)
Bristol Hercules XI radial piston en-

gines
Performance: maximum speed
4 1 1 km/h (255 mph) a t 3 8 1 0 m
(12,500ft); initial climb 283m (930ft)
per minute; service ceiling 5790 m
(19,000ft); range with 2041-kg (4,500-
Ib) bombload 2478km (1,540 miles)
Weights: empty 8605kg (18,970 Ib);
maximum take-off 15422 kg (34,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 26.26m (86ft 2 in);
length 19.68m (64ft 7 in); height 5m
(17 ft 5 in); wing area 78.04 m2 (840.0 sq
ft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-guns in nose turret, four 7.7-

mm (0.303-m) guns in tail turret, and
two 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-guns in
beam positions, plus a maximum
bombload of 2041 kg (4,500 Ib)

Armourers prepare the fuses of500-
Ib (227-kg) bombs before moving the
bomb train under the fuselage of a
Wellington. The aircraft had a poor
start on day missions, proving easy
meat for German fighters, but found
itself a dmirably suited for nigh t ops,
setting the trend for RAF bombing
throughout the war.
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Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress
This Boeing B-17G, A Bit o'Lace of the
711 th BS, 447th EG was based at
Rattlesden. Spectacular nose art
became a speciality of the US Army
Air Force, and art tea turing the
female form was in variably well
executed. This contrasted with a
virtual ban on nose art by RAF
Bomber Command.

Pursuing an operational theory that
high flying, heavily armed bombers
were the surest means of striking
strategic targets in daylight, the US
Army Air Corps issued a requirement
in 1934 for which the Boeing Model 299
Flying Fortress was designed and first
flown on 28 July 1935. Twelve Y1B-17
(later B-17) service test aircraft en-
tered service in 1937 and were fol-
lowed by small numbers of B-17B and
B-17C bombers in 1940-1, and by the
B-17D in 1941. The B-17E introduced
the enlarged vertical tail surfaces and
tail gun position characteristic of all
subsequent B-17s, as well as power-
operated twin-gun turrets aft of the
cockpit and below the centre fuselage,
512 B-17Es were produced, this ver-
sion being the first US Army Air Force
heavy bomber to see combat in
Europe with the 8th Air Force. A total
of 3,400 B-17F bombers, with enlarged
one-piece nose transparency, was

produced during 1942-3, and these
were followed by the principal variant,
the B-17G, which, in reply to calls for
improved nose armament to counter
the Luftwaffe's head-on attacks, intro-
duced the two-gun 'chin' turret; pro-
duction totalled 8,680 B-17G aircraft by
Boeing, Douglas and Lockheed-Vega.
The Fortress was deployed principally
in Europe during the war, with much
smaller numbers operating in the Far
East. The type carried out many epic
raids, large formations of bombers,
each bristling with heavy machine-
guns and providing mutual protection
against enemy fighters, pounding
across the daylight skies over Hitler's
Reich. In due course heavy losses
forced the Americans to introduce
escort fighters - the P-38, P-47 and P-
51. One temporary expedient involved
the use of a small number of B-17s
modified as YB-40 'escort' aircraft,
some aircraft carrying up to 30

Boeing B-17F Flying Fortress cutaway drawing key
1 Rudderconstruction
2 Ruddertab
3 Ruddertab actuation
4 Tail gunner's station
5 Gunsight
6 Twin0.5-in(12.7-mm

machine guns)
7 Tail cone
8 Tail gunner's seat
9 Ammunition troughs

10 Elevator trim tab
11 Starboardelevator
12 Tailplane structure
13 Tailplane front spar
14 Tailplane/fuselage

attachment
15 Control cables
16 Elevator control

mechanism
17 Rudder control linkage
18 Rudderpost
19 Ruddercentre hinge
20 Fin structure
21 Rudder upper hinge
22 Fin skinning
23 Aerial attachment
24 Aerials
25 Fin leading-edge de-icing

boot
26 Port elevator
27 Pqrttailplane
28 Tailplane leading-edge de-

icing boot
29 Dorsal fin structure
30 Fuselage frame
31 Tailwheel actuation
32 Toilet
33 Tailwheel (retracted)

fairing
34 Fully-swivelling retractable

tailwheel
35 Crew entry door
36 Control cables
37 Starboard waist hatch
38 Starboard waist 0.5-in

(12.7-mm) machine gun
39 Gun support frame
40 Ammunition box
41 Ventral aerial
42 Waist gunners'positions
43 Port waist 0.5-in (12.7-mm)

machinegun
44 Ceiling control cable runs
45 Dorsal aerial mast
46 Ball turret stanchion

support
47 Ball turret stanchion
48 Ball turret actuation

mechanism
49 Support frame
50 Ball turret roof
51 Twin 0-5-in (12.7-mm)

machineguns
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52 Ventral ball turret
53 Wingrootfillet
54 Bulkhead
55 Radio operator's

compartment
56 Camera access hatch
57 Radio compartment

windows (port and
starboard)

58 Ammunition boxes
59 Single 0.5-in (12.7-mm)

dorsal machinegun
60 Radio compartment roof

glazing
61 Radio compartment/bomb-

bay bulkhead
62 Fire extinguisher
63 Radio operator's station

(port side)
64 Handrail links
65 Bulkhead step
66 Wing rear spar/fuselage

attachment
67 Wingroot profile
68 Bomb-bay central catwalk
69 Vertical bomb stowage

racks (starboard
installation shown)

70 Horizontal bomb stowage
(port side shown)

71 Dinghy stowage
72 Twin0.5-in(12.7-mm)

machineguns
73 Dorsal turret
74 Portwingflaps
75 Coolingairslots
76 Aileron tab (port only)
77 Port aileron
78 Port navigation light
79 Wing skinning
80 Wing leading-edge de-icing

boot
81 Port landing light
82 Wing corrugated inner skin
83 Port out wing fuel tank

(nine inter-rib cells)
84 No 1 engine nacelle
85 Cooling gills
86 Three-blade propellers
87 No 2 engine nacelle
88 Wing leading-edge de-icing

boot
89 Port mid-wing (self-

sealing) fuel tanks
90 Flightdeck upperglazing
91 Flight deck/bomb-bay

bulkhead
92 Oxygen cylinders
93 Co-pilot's seat
94 Co-pilot's control column
95 Headrest/armour
96 Compass installation
97 Pilot's seat

98 Windscreen
99 Central control console

pedestal
100 Side windows
101 Navigation equipment
102 Navigator's compartment

upperwindow
(subsequently replaced by
ceiling astrodome)

103 Navigator's table
104 Sidegun mounting
105 Enlarged cheek windows

(flush)
106 Ammunition box
107 Bombardier's panel
108 Norden bombsight

installation
109 Plexiglas frameless nose-

cone

110 Single0.5-in(12.7-mm
nose machine gun

111 Optically-flat bomb-aiming
panel

112 Pilot head fairing (port and
starboard)

113 D/F loop bullet fairing
114 Port mainwheel
115 Flight deck underfloor

control linkage
116 Wingroot/fuselage fairing
117 Wing front spar/fuselage

attachment
118 Battery access panels

(wingroot leading edge)
119 No 3 engine nacelle spar

bulkhead
120 Intercooler pressure duct
121 Mainwheel well
122 Oil tank (nacelle inboard

wall)
123 Nacelle structure
124 Exhaust
125 Retracted mainwheel

(semi-recessed)
126 Firewall
127 Coolinggills
128 Exhaust collector ring

assembly
129 Three-blade propellers
130 Undercarriage retraction

struts
131 Starboard mainwheel
132 Axle
133 Mainwheel oleo leg
134 Propeller reduction gear

casing
135 1,200 hp Wright R-1820-65

machine-guns. Fortresses (B-17Cs, Fs
and Gs) served in small numbers with
RAF Bomber and Coastal Commands.

Specification
Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress
Type: 10-crew daylight medium/heavy
bomber
Powerplant: four 895-kW (1,200-hp)
Wright Cyclone R-1820-97 radial pis-
ton engines
Performance: maximum speed
462 km/h (287 mph) at 7620m
(25,000 ft); climb to 6096 m (20,000 ft) in
37 minutes; service ceiling 10850 m

(35,600ft); range with 2722-kg (6,000-
Ib) bombload 3220 km (2,000 miles)
Weights: empty 16391kg (36,1351b);
maximum take-off 32660 kg (72,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 31.62 m (103 ft 9 in);
length 22.78 m (74 ft 9 in); height 5.82 m
( 1 9 f t 1 in); wing area 131,92m2

(l,420.0sqft)
Armament: twin 12.7-mm (0.5-in) gun
turrets under nose, aft of cockpit,
under centre fuselage and in tail, and
single-gun mountings in sides of nose,
in radio operator's hatch and in waist
(beam) positions, plus a maximum
bombload of 7983 kg (17,600 Ibi

136 Exhaust collector ring
137 Engineupperbearers
138 Firewall
139 Engine lower bearers
140 Intercoolerassembly
141 Oil tank (nacelle outboard

wall)
142 Supercharger
143 Intake
144 Supercharger waste-gate
145 Starboard landing light
146 Supercharger intake
147 Intercooler intake
148 Ducting
149 No4 engine nacellespar

bulkhead
150 Oil radiator intake
151 Main spar web structure

152 Mid-wing fuel tank rib cut-
outs

153 Auxiliary mid spar
154 Rearspar
155 Landing flap profile
156 Coolingairslots
157 Starboard outer wing fuel

tank (nine inter-rib cells)
158 Flap structure
159 Starboard aileron
160 Outboard wing ribs
161 Sparassembly
162 Wing leading-edge de-icing

boot
163 Aileron control linkage
164 Wing corrugated innerskin
165 Wingtip structure
166 Starboardnavigationlight
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6-17 Flying Fortress
in Action
One of the most famous bombers of all time, the
Boeing B-17 was so impressive when the pro-
totype appeared in July 1935 that it was dubbed
'the Flying Fortress'. The name stuck and be-
came a registered trademark. The US Army
Air Corps had merely asked for a 'multi-engine'
bomber, to carry a 2,000-lb (907-kg) bombload.
Rival companies built twin-engine machines,
but Boeing went for four engines to get more
speed and altitude. Eventually the first B-17
was delivered on 1 March 1937, with a crew of
eight distributed around the tube-like fusel-
age, five of them each manning a defensive
machine-gun. Amidships was a short but deep
bomb bay housing up to 2177 kg (4,800 Ib) of
bombs, with a catwalk down the centre.

By 1940 the production model was the B-17C,
with 1,200-hp (895-kW) turbosupercharged
Cyclone engines giving a maximum speed of
515 km/h (320 mph), much faster than later
models. In 1941 the RAF was given 20 because
the US Army wanted to see how this model,
with more guns, self-sealing tanks and armour,
performed in combat. The result was a disas-
ter, nine being destroyed m a few weeks, but a
lot of the trouble was bad luck and bad man-
agement. Enough was learned, however, for
Boeing to redesign the B-17 and the resulting
B-17E flew on 5 September 1941,

The B-17E had a giant dorsal fin, giving bet-
ter bombing accuracy at high altitudes, and a

An un usually clean B-17C is
marshalled to a halt on delivery to a
unit in England. Such pristine
condition would not be long-lived;
nose art and battle damage would
soon make the aircraft look more
businesslike.

larger tailplane. There were many internal
changes, but the mam difference was in radi-
cally better defensive firepower, with 10 12.7-
mm (0,5-m) Brownings and two or three of 7.62-
mm (0.3-in) calibre. The small guns were
manually aimed from the nose, while the big
weapons were in a two-gun power-driven dor-
sal turret, a twin manual installation in the roof
of the radio compartment, two manual waist
positions, a manual tail turret (filling what was
previously a blind spot) and under the fuselage
a powered ball turret whose occupant had to
be small. In the event of a belly landing the ball
turret had to be vacated, and if the door jam-
med the whole turret had to be severed from
the aircraft by a special spanner carried on
board, the occupant then escaping as it fell. On
at least one occasion it was found the special
tool was not on board, and the operations
officer of an 8th Air Force bomb group took off
in another B-17 and passed the implement
across trailing on a long piece of string.

In April 1942 the B-17F introduced many im-
provements including a frameless Plexiglas
nose which in later versions had two 12,7-mm
(0.5-in) guns in left and right cheek mountings.
Hundreds of B-17Fs formed the backbone of
the growing might of the 8th Air Force, which
from August 1942 operated over Germany and
other European countries. After much action
the Luftwaffe decided head-on attacks were
especially effective and to counter these the
main change in the B-17G was to add a chin
turret with two more guns, making a total of 13,
all of 12,7-mm (0.5-m) calibre (only one gun was
fitted in the roof of the radio compartment,
making the odd number, and later this was
often omitted). The B-17G was the final main-
stream variant, and 8,680 were built, the last
7,000 or so being unpamted instead of olive-
drab.

© Pilot Press Limited
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Consolidated B-24 Liberator
OneofthelastB-24s toget into
action, this B-24J-190 was given a
particularly flamboyant paint job by
the 43rdBomb Group operating
against the Japanese mainland from
leShimain the spring of 1945. The
dorsal turret was omitted, reflecting
the approach of victory.

Used as an electronic warfare
aircraft, this Liberator B.Mk IV flew
with No. 223 Sqn, RAF. Flying in
ahead of bombing formations, these
aircraft jammed German ground
and night fighter radars.

The RAF flew several hundred
Liberators in India, where they were
the major weapon used to bomb
Japanese targets in Burma and
China.

Produced in larger numbers than any
other American aircraft during the war
(and any other four-engine aircraft in
history) the Consolidated B-24 Liber-
ator did not enter the design stage until
1939, and the prototype XB-24 was
flown on 29 December that year. Minor
development batches followed in 1940
before the first major production ver-
sion, the B-24D, appeared late in 1941,
A policy decision to concentrate B-24s
primarily in the Pacific theatre (where
the type's long range was used to good
effect) resulted in most of the 2,738 B-
24Ds being deployed against Japan,
but the 8th and 9th Air Forces in
Europe and North Africa also received
the aircraft, one of their outstanding
raids being the attack on the Ploesti oil
refineries on 1 August 1943. A total of
791 B-24E bombers with changed
propellers was produced before pro-

duction switched to the B-24G, of
which 430 were built. This version in-
troduced a two-gun nose turret to
counter German head-on fighter
attacks and was followed by 3,100 B-
24H aircraft with various makes of nose
turret. Major production version was
the B-24J, of which 6,678 were built,
incorporating a Motor Products nose
turret, new-type autopilot and bomb-
sight. The B-24L (1,667 built) featured
two manually operated tail guns in a
Consolidated turret, and the B-24M
(2,593 built) introduced a Motor Pro-
ducts two-gun tail turret. This huge
manufacturing effort (which produced
a total of 18,313 aircraft in five and a half
years) involved Consolidated, Doug-
las, Ford and North American plants,
the total including many aircraft for the
RAF (in which Liberators served with
42 squadrons) and US Navy (with

whom Liberators served under the de-
signation PB4Y) and also the 25-
passenger C-87 version, of which 282
were produced.

Specification
Consolidated B-24J Liberator
Type: e igh t / t en -c rew dayl ight
medium/heavy bomber
Powerplant: four 1,200-hp (895-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-1830-65 radial piston
engines
Per fo rmance : maximum speed
467 km/h (290 mph) a t 7 6 2 0 m
(25,000 ft); climb to 6096 m (20,000 ft) in
25 minutes; service ceiling 8535 m
(28,000 ft); range 3220 km (2,000 miles)
with a 3992-kg (8,800 Ib) bombload
Weights: empty 16556kg (36,500 Ib);
maximum take-off 29484 kg (65,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 33.53 m (110 ft 0 in);
length 20.47 m (67 ft 2 in); height 5.49 m

( 1 8 f t O i n ) ; wing area 97 .36m 2

(1,048.0 sq ft)
Armament: two-gun turrets in nose,
tail, upper fuselage aft of cockpit and
under centre fuselage, and single
manual guns in waist (beam) positions
for a total of 10 12,7-mm (0.5-m)
machine-guns, plus a normal bomb-
load of 3992 kg (8,800 Ib)

Formation flying is an art in itself,
and formating a heavy aircraft while
joining up in formations of 40 or
more, often in partial cloud, took
concentration. The Americans used
brightly coloured'assembly ships',
usually with polka dots to facilitate
the forming of combat boxes. Such
gaudy aircraft did not fly on missions
but returned to base when the
formation had set course.
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Boeing B-29 Superfortress A feature of the B-29 's gun
armament was the use of
remotely con trolled
turrets, periscopically
sigh ted by gunners
located within the
fuselage. The aircraft
illustrated, carrying BTO
(bombing through
overcast) radar, was
based on Tinian for the
final raids on Japan.

Design of the Boeing B-29 Superfor-
tress heavy bomber started in 1940 to
meet a US Army Air Corps require-
ment for a 'Hemisphere Defense
Weapon', an aircraft capable of car-
rying 907kg (2,000 Ib) of bombs for
8582km (5,333 miles) at 644 km/h
(400 mph); only after the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor put an end to
trie USA's isolationism was the project
given top priority, and the first XB-29
was flown on 21 September 1942. The
very big four-engine mid-wing bom-
ber had by then been ordered in large
numbers and in 1943 the decision was
taken to deploy the B-29 only, against
Japan, concentrating the new bombers
in the XX Bomber Command on bases
in India and China. The first YB-29 ser-
vice test aircraft were delivered to the
58th Bomb Wing in July 1943 and were
followed by B-29-BW production bom-

bers three months later. Production
was concentrated at Boeing, Wichita
(BW), Bell, Marietta (BA), Martin,
Omaha (MO), and a new Boeing-run
factory at Renton (BN.). Four groups of
B-29s moved to India early in 1944,
making their first raid on Bangkok on 5
June, and on the Japanese mainland 10
days later. For the first nine months the
B-29s were principally employed in
high-level daylight raids, but on 9
March 1945, when operations were run
primarily from five vast bases in the
Marianas islands, they switched to
low-level night attacks with devastat-
ing incendiary raids on Japanese cities
(the first of which on Tokyo caused
80,000 deaths). Two other mam ver-
sions of the B-29 appeared during the
war, the B-29A-BN with four-gun for-
ward upper turret and increased wing
span, and the B-29B-BA with reduced

gun armament and increased bomb-
load. The B-29-45-MOs£uoJa Gay and
Bock's Car of the 393rd Bomb Squad-
ron dropped the atomic bombs 'Little
Boy' and 'Fat Man' on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki on 6 and 9 August 1945 re-
spectively, bringing the war to an end.
Total B-29 production was 3,970.

Specification
Boeing B-29A Superfortress
Type: 10-crew heavy strategic bom-
ber
Powerplant: four 1641-kW (2,200-hp)
Wright R-3350-57 radial piston engines
Per formance: max imum speed
576 km/h (358 m p h ) at 7 6 2 0 m
(25,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in
38 minutes; service ceiling 9695 m
(31,800 ft); range 6598 km (4,100 miles)
Weights: empty 32369kg (71,3601b);
m a x i m u m t a k e - o f f 6 4 0 0 3 k g

(141,100 Ib)
Dimensions: span 43.36 m (142 ft 3 in);
length 30.18 m (99 ft 0 in); height 9,01 m
( 2 9 f t 7 in); wing area 161 .27m 2

(1,736.0 sq ft)
Armament: four-gun turret over nose,
two-gun turrets under nose, under and
over rear fuselage, all with guns of
12.7-mm (0.5-in) calibre, and one 20-
mm and two 12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns in
tail, plus a bombload of up to 9072 kg
(20,000 Ib)

The mighty Superfortress. One of the
most remarkable achievemen ts of
the war was the design,
development and production of this
bomber in the space of four years. All
B-29s were assigned to the assault on
Japan, the two aircraft here-YB-29s
- being flown by the 58th Bomb Wing
(Very Heavy).

Mitsubishi G4M 'Betty'

Codenamed 'Betty' by the Allies, the
Mitsubishi G4M long-range medium
bomber remained in service with the
Japanese navy from the first to the last
day of the war: it took part in the attack
that sank the British warships HMS
Prince of Wales and HMS Repulse in
December 1941, and it carried the
Japanese surrender delegation on 19

August 1945. Designed to a 1937 re-
quirement for a long-range bomber,
the G4M1 prototype made its first flight
on 23 October 1939, and during trials
recorded an extraordinary perform-
ance of a 444-km/h (276-mph) top
speed and 5555-km (3,450-mile) range,
albeit without bombload. The first pro-
duction G4Mls (Navy Type 1 Attack

Bomber Model 11) were initially de-
ployed against China in mid-1941 but
on the eve of the attack on Malaya the
bombers moved to Indo-China and
within a week had successfully attack-
ed the Prince of Wales and Repulse.
When Allied fighter opposition even-
tually increased to effective propor-
tions, the G4M1 was seen to be very

Identified by its dihedral tailplane,
the Mitsubishi C4M3 'Betty'was
produced in limited n umbers during
the last two years of the war. The
main improvement over previous
models was increased protection for
the crew. The aircraft portrayed flew
with the YokosukaKokutai.Atsugi
during the last days of the war.

vulnerable, possessing little armour
protection for crew and fuel tanks, and
it was m a pair of G4Mls that Admiral
Yamamoto and his staff were travelling
when shot down by P-38s over
Bougainville on 18 April 1943. Little im-
provement had been secured in the
Navy Type 1 Attack Bomber Model 22
with revised powerplant. The G4M2
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was therefore introduced with in-
creased armament, increased fuel and
1,800-hp (1343-kW) Mitsubishi Kasei
radiais, and this version (Navy Type 1
Attack Bomber Model 22A and Model
22B) remained in production until the
end of the war m steadily improved
Navy Type 1 Attack Bomber Model 24
variants. A further improved version,
the G4M3, with increased crew pro-
tection, was also produced m small

numbers as the Navy Type 1 Attack
Bomber Model 34. Product ion
amounted to 1,200 G4Mls, 1,154
G4M2s and 60 G4M3s.

Specification
Mitsubishi G4M2 'Betty'
Type: seven-crew land-based naval
bomber

Powerplant: two 1,800-hp (1343-kW)
Mitsubishi MK4P Kasei 21 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
438 km/h (272 mph) at 4600m
(15,090 ft); climb to 8000 m (26,245 ft) in
32,4 minutes; service ceiling 8950m
(29,365 ft); range 6059 km (3,765 miles)
Weights: empty 8160kg (17,9901b);
normal loaded 12500 kg (27,558 Ib)
Dimensions: span 25.00 m (82 ft 01A in);

length 20,00m (67ft 7% in); height
6 .00m ( 1 9 f t SVUn); wing area
78.125ma(840.93sqft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-in) Type
92 machine-guns in nose, one 7.7-mm
(0.303-in) Type 92 machine-gun in
each side blister position, one 20-mm
Type 99 cannon in dorsal turret and
one 20-mm Type 99 in tail, plus 1000 kg
(2,2051b) of bombs or one 800-kg
(1,764-lb) torpedo

USSR

Ilyushin 11-4

One of the great bombers of the war,
the Ilyushin 11-4 has not unnaturally
been overshadowed in Western think-
ing by the great British and American
aircraft, yet well over 5,000 Il-4s were
produced between 1937 and 1944, the
vast majority in the last three years.
The original prototype of this low-wing
twin-engine bomber, designated the
TsKB-26, flew in 1935, was developed
through the TsKB-30, and entered pro-
duction in 1937 as the DB-3B (DB being
a Soviet contraction denoting long-
range bomber), Early examples were
powered by 765-hp (571-kW) M-85 en-
gines, but these were replaced by 960-
hp (716-kW) M-86s m 1938. Although a
tough and relatively simple design, the
aircraft suffered from a poor defensive

armament of single nose, dorsal and
ventral 7,62-mm (0.3-in) guns, and lost
heavily to such aircraft as the Bristol
Bulldog, Gloster Gladiator and Fokker
D.XXI during the Winter War against
Finland in 1939-40. In 1939 a modified
version with lengthened nose and
more armour (the DB-3F) appeared,
and in 1940, in conformity with
changed Russian practice, the de-
signation became 11-4 (denoting the
designer, Sergei Ilyushin). Soon after
the German attack on the USSR
opened in 1941 it was decided to with-
draw 11-4 production to newly opening
plants in Siberia, at the same time re-
placing a large proportion of the metal
structure by less strategically critical
wood. Il-4s also entered service with

Soviet Naval Aviation, and it was a nav-
al-manned force of these bombers that
first raided Berlin from the east on 8
August 1941. Thereafter the 11-4 paid
frequent visits to the German capital
and other targets in Eastern Europe. In
1944 production ended, although the
11-4 served until the end of the war and
afterwards. Apart from increasing the
calibre of its guns and giving it a torpe-
do-carrying ability, the 11-4 remained
virtually unchanged between 1941 and
1944.

Specification
Ilyushin 11-4
Type: four-crew bomber/torpedo-
bomber

The Ilyushin 11-4 was roughly in the
same class as the HeinkelHe 111 and
first saw service in the Winter War
with Finland. It was the first Soviet
bomber to raid Berlin, and served
until the last few months of the war,
when it was relega ted to glider
towing.

Powerplant: two 1,100-hp (821-kW) M-
88B radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
410 km/h (255rr .ph) a t 4 7 2 5 m
(15,500ft); initial climb rate 270m
(886 ft) per minute; service ceiling
10000 m (32,810 ft); range with bomb-
load 2600 km (1,616 miles)
Weights: empty 6000kg (13,228 Ib);
maximum take-off 10000 kg (22,046 Ib)
Dimensions: span 21,44 m (70 ft 4'/4 in);
length 14.POm (48ft 6Va in); height
4.10 m (13 ft 5V2 in); wing area 66,7 m2

(718,0 sq ft)
Armament: single 12.7-mm (0.5-m)
ÜBT machine-guns in nose, dorsal tur-
ret and ventral positions, plus a max-
imum bombload of 1000kg (2,2051b)
or three 500 kg (1,102 Ib) torpedoes

GERMANY

HeinkelHe 111
Longest-serving medium bomber of
the Luftwaffe, the Heinkel He 111 stem-
med from a design by Siegfried and
Walter Günther for a dual-purpose
commercial transport/bomber pro-
duced in 1934 and flown on 24 Febru-
ary 1935. Early versions featured a
conventional stepped windscreen and

elliptical wing leading edge, and a
bomber version with these features,
the He 111B-1, served with the Legion
Condor in the Spanish Civil War. The
first production version with straight
wing leading edge was the He 11 IF,
and the He 11 IP incorporated a fully-
glazed asymmetric nose without exter-

nal windscreen step. He 11 IPs with DB
601Aa engines were delivered to the
Luftwaffe in 1939 before production
switched to the most widely-used
variant, the He 11 IH with Junkers Jumo
211 engines; sub-variants of this series
formed the backbone of the Luftwaffe's
bomber force between 1940 and 1943;

Among the bomber units switched
from the night assault on Britain to
the Eastern Front in 1941 wasKGSS
'Greif (Griffon Wing), one of whose
Heinkel HelllHs is seen here being
armed with an externally carried
bomb prior to a raid.



From mid-1940 onwards, with the
arrival in service of bombs too large
to be carried internally, He 11 Is
frequen tly carried their loads
externally. A HeinkelHe 111H-6 in
the markings of KG 26 is shown.

they took part in numerous raids in the
Battle of Britain and were flown by the
pathfinder unit, KGr 100. The first ver-
sion to carry torpedoes was the He
111H-6, followed by the He 111H-15;
the He 111H-8 was fitted with a large
and cumbersome balloon cable fen-
der; the He 111H-11/R2 was a glider
tug for the Go 242, while pathfinder
versions with special radio were the
He 111H-14 and He 111H-18; the He
111H-16 featured increased gun arma-
ment, and the He 111H-20 included 16-

paratroop transport, night bomber and
glider tug sub-variants. The He 111H-
22 carried a single Fi 103 flying bomb
and was used against the UK late in
1944. The most extraordinary of all was
the He 111Z (Zwilling, or Twin) which
consisted of two He l l l H s joined
together with a new wing and fifth en-
gine; it was used mainly to tow the
huge Me 321 Gigant gliders. A total of
about 7,300 He Ills was built.

Specification
HeinkelHe 111H-16
Type: five-crew medium bomber
Powerplant: two 1,350-hp (1007-kW)
Junkers Jumo 21 IF inverted V-12 pis-
ton engines
Per formance : max imum speed
436 km/h (271 m p h ) a t 6 0 0 0 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
42 minutes; service ceiling 6700 m
(21,980 ft); range 1950km (1,212 miles)
Weights: empty 8680kg (19,1361b);
maximum take-off 14000 kg (30,865 Ib)

Dimensions: span 22.60 m (74 ft 1% in);
length 16.40m (53ft 9 Va in); height
3,40 m (13 ft 1 '/4 in); wing area 86.50 mf'
(931.07sqft)
Armament: one 20-mm MG FF cannon
in nose, one 13-mm (0.51-m) MG 131
gun in dorsal position, two 7.92-mm
(0.31-in) MG 15 guns in rear of ventral
gondola and two 7.92-mm (0.31-in) MG
81 guns in each of two beam positions,
plus a bombload of 2000 kg (4,409 Ib)
internally and 2000 kg (4,409 Ib) exter-
nally

GERMANY

Heinkel He 177 Greif
HeinkelHe 177A-5ofIIGruppe,
Kampfgeschwader l 'Hindenburg'
based a t Prowehren, East Prussia,
mid-1944. KG 1 assembled about 90
of these bombers for attacks on
Soviet comm unica tions and military
installations, but unreliability
dogged opera tions.

After the scrapping of German plans
for a strategic bombing force in 1936,
the Luftwaffe abandoned plans to de-
velop a heavy bomber until in 1938 the
RLM approached the Heinkel com-
pany with a requirement for such an
aircraft, resulting in the Heinkel He 177
Greif (Griffon), a four-engine mid-wing
aircraft in which the 1,000-hp (746-kW)
DB 601 engines were coupled in pairs
(termed DB 606s) to drive single prop-
ellers. The first aircraft, the He 177 VI,
was flown on 19 November 1939. Con-
tinuing engine overheating problems
as well as persistent structural failures
delayed production, the first He 177A-
1 not reaching I/KG 40 for operational
trials until July 1942; in the course of
these He 177s took part in raids on the
UK, but generally they proved dis-

appointing in service. Several sub-
variants of the He 177A-3 were pro-
duced, including the He 177A-3/R3
which could carry three Hs 293 anti-
shipping missiles, the He 177A-3/R5
with 75-mm gun in the ventral gondola
and the He 177A-3/R7 torpedo-
bomber. He 177A-3s were used by
KGr 2 to fly supply missions to the be-
leaguered German forces at Staling-
rad in January 1943, The He 177A-5
incorporated a stronger wing to carry
heavier external loads, and a small
number was converted to the Zerstör-
er role with 33 upward-firing rocket
tubes in the space normally occupied
by the bomb bays. Small numbers of
He 177A-5s returned to the night attack
on the UK early in 1944; this version
proved to be the last to serve with the

Luftwaffe (bombers being afforded
low priority during the last year of the
war), but many interesting projects
continued to be pursued, including
one involving the conversion of He 177
V38 as a carrier of Germany's atomic
bomb, which in the event did not
materialize. About 1,160 production
and 30 prototype He 177s were built.

Specification
Heinkel He 177A-5/R2 Greif
Type: six-crew heavy bomber
Powerplant: two 2,950-hp (2200-kW)
Daimler-Benz DB610A-1/B-1 paired in-
verted V-12 piston engines
Performance: max imum speed
488 km/h (303 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685f t ) ; initial climb rate 190m

(623 ft) per minute; service ceiling
8000 m (26,245 ft); range with two Hs
293 weapons 5500 km (3,418 miles)
Weights: empty 16900kg (37,257 Ib);
maximum take-off 31000 kg (68,342 Ib)
Dimensions: span 31.44m (103ft 1%
in); length 20.40 m (66 ft 11 Vt in); height
6 .40m ( 2 0 f t 11% in); wing area
102.00 ma (1,098.0 sq ft)
Armament: one 7.92 (0.31-in) MG 81
gun in nose, one 13-mm (0.51-m) MG
131 gun in forward dorsal turret, one
13-mm (0.51-in) MG 131 gun in rear
dorsal turret, one 13-mm (0.51-m) MG
131 gun in rear of ventral gondola, one
20-mm MG FF cannon in front of ven-
tral gondola and one 20-mm MG FF in
tail, plus a maximum internal bomb-
load of 6000kg (13,2281b) or two Hs
293 missiles

GERMANY

Dornier Do 217

In 1941 KG 2 re-equipped with Do
217Es; this Do 217 E-2 carries the
codes of9.Staffel. This version
introduced an electrically operated
dorsal turret with a single 13-mm
machine-gun.

In the normal process of design evolu-
tion it was recognised that, culminating
from a design compromise, the Dor-
mer Do 17 could at best represent a
stopgap for three or four years in Luft-
waffe service, and in 1937, as that air-
craft was entering operational units,
the manufacturer proposed a slightly
larger and dedicated development,
the Dornier Do 217.

Powered by 1,075-hp (802-kW) DB
601A engines, the prototype Do 217 VI

was flown in August 1938 but at once
showed that many of the excellent
handling qualities of the earlier aircraft
had disappeared; indeed, the pro-
totype soon crashed, Several further
prototypes followed with various mod-
ifications, including enlarged tail sur-
faces to overcome directional instabil-
ity, but none received altogether
favourable response from Luftwaffe
pilots.

Eventual recourse was made to

greatly increased engine power, and
after limited production of the Do 217A
reconnaissance aircraft and Do 217C
bomber, a standard for full production
settled upon the Do 217E, powered by
two 1,550-hp (1156-kW) BMW 80IMA
radiais. Pre-production Do 217E-O air-
craft appeared in 1940, and service Do
217E-1 bombers early in 1941; the lat-
ter carried a bombload of 2000 kg
(4,409 Ib), a crew of four or five, and a
defensive armament of five MG 15

machine-guns and a 15-mm MG 151
cannon,

First to receive the Do 217E bomber,
in March 1941, was II/KG 40 for anti-
shipping duties over the Atlantic, fol-
lowed by all three Gruppen of KG 2. A
large number of sub-variants and Rüst-
sätze (field conversion kits) existed, in-
cluding provision to carry two Hens-
chel Hs 293 missiles, increased armour
protection and armament progressive-
ly increased to seven MG 15s and a
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20-mm cannon. The Do 217E-2, for ex-
ample, introduced an electrically
operated dorsal turret mounting a
single 13-mm (0.51-in) MG 131 heavy
machine-gun. Dormer Do 217Es of KG
2 constituted a large part of the Luft-
waffe bomber force sent against Brit-
ish towns and cities in the so-called
'Baedeker raids' of April and May 1942.

During the autumn of that year a new
version, the Do 217K, joined KG 2;
powered by 1,700-hp (1268-kW) BMW
80ID radiais, this version was in effect
a more powerful counterpart of the Do

217E series and could accommodate
all the Rüstsätze previously applied; it
also eliminated the windscreen 'step'
by introducing a completely new and
bulbous nose profile. Produced almost
simultaneously was the Do 217M,
which was similar to the Do 217K series
but with 1,750-hp (1306-kW) Daimler-
Benz DB 603A liquid-cooled inverted
V-12 engines.

These two versions continued in ser-
vice up to the end of the war, frequent-
ly being employed to deliver such
weapons as the Hs 293A and Fritz-X

both against ships and key land
targets. However, no more than 1,730
Do 217s of all versions were produced,
of which almost half were reconnaiss-
ance aircraft and night-fighters.

Specification
Dormer Do 217M-1
Type: four-seat bomber
Powerplant: two 1,750-hp (1306-kW)
Daimler-Benz DB 603A inverted V-12
piston engines
Per formance : maximum speed
600 km/h (348 mph) at 5 7 0 0 m

(18,700ft); initial climb rate 210m
(690 ft) per minute; service ceiling
9500m (31,180ft); range 2500km
(1,555 miles)
Weights: empty 9065kg (19,985 Ib);
maximum take-off 16700 kg (36,817 Ib)
Dimensions: span 19,00m (62ft 4 in);
length 17,00m (55ft 9% in); height
4.96 m (16 ft 3V2 in); wing area 57.00 ma

(613.54 sq ft)
Armament: eight 7,92-mm (0.31-m) MG
81 and two 13-mm (0.51-in) MG 131
machine-guns, plus up to 4000 kg
(8,818 Ib) of bombs

GERMANY

Junkers Ju 88 (bomber versions)

In terms of versatility and long service
the Junkers Ju 88 bomber matched the
outstanding record of the Messer-
schmitt Bf 109 fighter. Conceived as a
high-speed medium bomber m 1936,
the first prototype Ju 88 VI was flown
by Flugkapitän Kindermann at Dessau
on 21 December the same year. The
three-seat all-metal aircraft was origi-
nally powered by two 1,000-hp (746-
kW) Daimler-Benz DB 600A V-12 en-
gines in annular cowlings. Nine further
prototypes followed before construc-
tion of 10 pre-production Ju 88A-O air-
craft was started in 1939, by which time
the nose arid cabin had been revised
to accommodate a four-man crew.
Dive brakes were now fitted under the
outer wings to enable dive attacks to
be made, and external bomb racks
under the inner wings increased the
bomb load from 500 kg (1,102 Ib), car-
ried internally, to a total of 1500kg
(3,307 Ib).

Production Ju 88A-1 bombers were
joining the Luftwaffe at the outbreak of
war, and about 60 aircraft had been
completed by the end of 1939. The Ju
88 test unit commanded by Hauptmann
Pohl, Erprobungskommando 88, was
redesignated I/KG 25 in August 1939,

and the following month became I/KG
30, carrying out its first operation with
an attack on British warships in the
Firth of Forth on 26 September, A furth-
er raid on the same target followed on
16 October, when two Ju 88s were shot
down by Supermarine Spitfires.

By the time of the German invasion
of Norway seven Gruppen of LG l, KG
30 and KG 51, together with Aufklär-
ungsgruppe 122, had been equipped
or were re-equipping with Ju 88As,
production of which was nearmg 300 a
month. New bomber variants included
the Ju 88A-2 with rocket-assisted take-
off gear, the Ju 88 A-4 with increased
wing span, strengthened landing gear
and 1,340-hp (1000-kW) Junkers Jumo
211J-1 or J-2 engines, and the generally
similar Ju 88 A-5. All these versions
appeared during 1940, the Ju 88A tak-
ing a prominent part in the summer
Battle of Britain and winter Blitz with 17
Gruppen, of which 14 were Kampf-
gruppen. By reason of their relatively
high speed, the Ju 88As proved the
most difficult of the German bombers
to destroy, and carried out a number of
very successful attacks.

The Ju 88A series remained the prm-
cipal bomber version, later sub-

variants including the Ju 88A-6 with
balloon cable fender, the Ju 88A-6/U
three-seat long-range maritime bom-
ber with FuG 200 Hohentwiel search
radar, the Ju 88A-9, Ju 88A-10 and Ju
88A-11 which were tropicalized ver-
sions of the Ju 88A-1, Ju 88A-5 and Ju
88A-4 respectively, the Ju 88A-14 anti-
shipping strike bomber, the Ju 88A-15
with bulged bomb bay capable of en-
closing 3000kg (66141b) of bombs,
and the Ju 88A-17 torpedo-bomber.

Ju 88As saw considerable action in
the Balkans and Mediterranean, and of
course on the Eastern Front. Perhaps
their most outstanding service was
however with HI/KG 26 and KG 30
when based m northern Norway for
operations against the Allied North
Cape convoys in 1.941-2; in all, the 120
Ju 88As involved are estimated to have
sunk 27 merchant ships and seven nav-
al vessels. Ju 88As of LG l operated
with similar success against the Malta
convoys during the summer of 1942.

Towards the end of the war many
redundant Ju 88As were converted to
become the unmanned, explosive-
filled component of the Mistel compo-
site aircraft weapon that was used with
some success m the last desperate
months of the Third Reich.

A disruptive white streaking was
applied over the standard splinter
Mediterranean camouflage of this Ju
88A-4 of I/KG 54 'Totenkopf, (Death's
Head Wing) based at Bergamo, Italy,
in September 1943 during
operations against the Allies at
Salerno.

Specification
Junkers Ju 88A-4
Type: four-seat medium/dive bomber
Powerplant: two 1,340-hp (1000-kw)
Junkers Jumc 211J-1 or 211J-2 inverted
V-12 piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
450 km/h (280 mph) at 6 0 0 0 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 5400 m (17,715 ft) in
23 minutes; service ceiling 8200 m
(26,900 ft); range 2730 km (1,696 miles)
Weights: empty 9860kg (21,7371b);
maximum take-off 14000 kg (30,865 Ib)
Dimensions: span 20.00 m (65 ft 7Vz in);
length 14,40m (47ft 2% in); height
4.85 m (15 ft 11 in); wing area 54.50 m?'
(586.63 sq ft)
Armament: up to seven 7.92-mm (0.31-
m) MG15 or MG81 machine-guns, plus
a maximum internal and external
bombload of 3600 kg (7,935 Ib)

Theju 88 served in the bomber role
throughout the war and in every
theatre. Thisju 88A is seen in the
North African desert (note the white
theatre band on the rear fuselage)
with a pair of 250 kg (551 Ib) bombs
under the wings, inboard of the
engine nacelles.



Light and
Medium Bombers
The light/medium bomber was an ill-defined classification, and many types

can lay claim to having performed this role. Here, the aircraft

typifying this role are described, along with their phenomenal development and

exploits during the course of the war.

Tie light and medium bombers
)f World War II were sand-

wiched between the glamorous
day and night fighters on the one
hand, and the strategic heavy
bombers - such as the Boeing
B-17, Consolidated B-24,Avro
Lancaster and Handley Page Halifax
- on the other. For a multitude of
reasons the Japanese, Germans and
Italians failed to introduce an effi-
cient four-engine long-range heavy
into service: the Heinkel He 177A-5
did become operational, but was in
service with only a few Gruppen,
and such was the nature of its
maintenance and unreliability that
its contribution to the Axis effort
was minimal. The Axis nations
therefore opted for a selection of
light and medium bombers,
restricted their use to tactical and
naval work, and could never mount
anything suggestive of a damaging
campaign of bombing of strategic
concept. Nevertheless much of the
triumphal gain that fell to the Axis
in the first half of World War II was
born on the wings of the light
bomber: for the Luftwaffe, the fabu-
lous Junkers Ju 88 was the work-
horse of 1939-45; and for the
Regia Aeronautica, the 'evil hunch-
back' Savoia-Marchetti S.M.79 and
the graceful CANT Z.1007; and for
the Japanese, the Mitsubishi G3M2
'Nell' and G4M1 'Betty' of the
Imperial Navy's land-based flotillas,

The wooden de Havilland DH 98 Mosquito was a legendary medium bomber which went into
service in an extraordinary variety of configurations, including night fighter and reconnaissance.

and the Kawasaki Ki-48 'Lily' and
Mitsubishi Ki-21 'Sally' of the
Imperial Army's regiments. These
represented the striking force of
the Axis powers and, in their hey-
day before the advent of Allied air
superiority, they were formidable.

The relative importance of
tactical needs over those of a
strategic nature dictated that the
Soviet air forces (V-VS) would
place much reliance on intermedi-
ate-range light bombers: the four-
engine TupolevTB-3 and Petlyakov
Pe-8 served well, but only in small

numbers. The best Soviet bomber
of 1941-4 was the Petlyakov Pe-2;
it was replaced by the Tupolev
Tu-2 in 1944. The Americans had
the immediate advantage of hav-
ing a wide selection of very pow-
erful air-cooled radial engines
when they went to war in 1941.
Also they gained pre-knowledge
of actual operations from their
British ally. The light bombers
produced for the US Army and US
Navy - the North American B-25
Mitchell, the Martin B-26
Marauder, the Douglas A-20 Havoc,

the Lockheed POB-1 and PV-1 and
others - served not only in the US
forces but with a host of grateful
Allies. All were universally effi-
cient: there was not a failure
among them. The Mitchell got the
headlines in the papers for its
daring low-level work in the
Pacific theatre. For the British, the
best was undoubtedly the extra-
ordinary de Havilland Mosquito
bomber series which defied
logical design practice. But over
Germany nothing could catch
them, and a legend was born.
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UK

Bristol Blenheim
Flying for the first time on 12 April 1935
the Bristol Type 142 was a twin-engine
high-speed transport designed at the
request of the press baron, Lord
Rothermere. So startling was the per-
formance that the Type 142, and later
the Type 142M, were adopted for de-
velopment as a light bomber under thej
Air Ministry Specification B. 28/35. Thex
result was the Bristol Blenheim Mk I,
which was ordered straight from the
drawing board. The first examples
went to No, 114 Squadron at Wyton in
March 1937. At the time of the Munich
Crisis in September 1938 the Blenheim
Mk I equipped 16 squadrons in Nos 1, 2
and 5 (Bomber) Groups of Bomber
Command. As early as January 1938
the Blenheim Mk I entered service
with No. 30 Squadron at Habbaniya,
Iraq, while other Blenheim Mk Is were
posted to AHQ India early in the fol-
lowing year. The Blenheim Mk I was
powered by two 840-hp (626-kW) Bris-
tol Mercury VIII radial engines. The
light armament consisted of one 7.7-
mm (0,303-in) machine-gun in the
wing, and one manually-operated 707-
mm (0.3-in) Vickers K gun in a dorsal
turret; 454 kg ( 1,000 Ib) of bombs could
be carried. A total of 1,365 Blenheim
Mk I bombers were produced by Bris-
tol, Avrò and Rootes: 45 were made
under licence by the Finnish VLT
company, and the Ikarus firm of Yugos-
lavia made 16. With its characteristic
short-nosed glazed canopy the
Blenheim Mk I saw service with the
RAF in Greece, Malaya and North Afri-
ca.

Engines of increased power and a
longer, scalloped, nose characterized
the main production variant, the
Blenheim Mk IV, of which 3,286 were
produced, Powered by two 920-hp
(686-kW) Bristol Mercury XV radiais,
the Blenheim Mk IV equipped seven
squadrons in No. 2 (Bomber) Group at
the outbreak of war in September
1939: armament was increased by the
installation of two 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
guns in a Bristol B.I. Mk IV dorsal tur-

Thè crew of a Bristol Blenheim MklV
board their aircraft prior to a raid.
TheBlenheim was the premier light
bomber of the RAF in 1939, and
continued to serve until the more
poten t Mosquito arrived in large-
scale service. Those serving
overseas continued to see action
until late 1942.

ret, while a rearward-firing twin-gun
turret could be installed under the
nose section, sighted by a periscope.
The Blenheim Mk IV scored a number
of 'firsts' in World War II. On 3
September Blenheim Mk IV (N6215) of
No, 139 Squadron, under Flying Officer
A, McPherson, became the first RAF
aircraft to enter German airspace and
p h o t o g r a p h the f l ee t un i t s o f f
Wilhelmshaven. On the following day
Blenheim Mk IVs of Nos 107 and 110
Squadrons made the first offensive
attack by Bomber Command. The
RAF's first U-boat kill was made on 11
March 1940, by a Blenheim Mk IV of
No. 82 Squadron flown by Squadron
Leader M.V. Delap. Blenheim Mk IVs
saw extensive service over France, off
Norway, over Germany, Greece,
Crete, North Africa, India, Malaya and
Sumatra until August 1942 when they

were phased out, Finland and Greece
operated Blenheim Mk IVs, as did
Canada where it was known as the
Bolingbroke. The Blenheim Mk V (945
built) appeared in late 1942, powered
by two 950-hp (708-kW) Mercury 25 or
30 engines, and saw service in North
Africa and Tunisia, and in the Far East,
Underpowered and poorly armed, the
Blenheim lost more crews than any
other RAF type.

Specification
Bristol Blenheim B.Mk IV
Type: three-seat light bomber
Powerplant: two 920-hp (686-kW)
Bristol Mercury XV radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
428 km/h (266 mph) at 3595 m
(11,800 ft); cruising speed 318 km/h
( 198 mph); service ceiling 8310 m

Bristol Blenheim Mkl of No. 114Sqn,
RAF, serving at Larissa, Greece in
1941. The Middle East was a major
theatre for the Blenheim, where its
ability to absorb battle damage
helped it to several successes in the
early years of the war.

(27,260 ft); maximum range 2340 km
(1,460 miles)
Weights: empty 4445 kg (9,790 Ib);
maximum take-off 6537 kg (14,400 Ib)
Dimensions: span 17.17 m (56 ft 4 in);
length 12.98 m (42 ft 7 in); height 2.99 m
(9 ft 10 in); wing area 43.57 nr
(469 sq ft)
Armament: up to five 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-guns (one fixed in wing, two
in dorsal turret, and two optional rear-
firing), plus a normal bombload of
484 kg ( 1,000 Ib)

Handley Page Hampden
As early as 1932, in answer to the Air
Ministry specification B.9/32, a team at
the Handley Page concern under G. R.
Volkert designed the Handley Page
HP.52, a slim twin-engine aircraft
featuring a boom-type fuselage of very
narrow width and considerable depth.
Powered by two Bristol Pegasus
PE.55(a) engines, the HP. 52 Hew for
the first time on 21 June 1935 with Major
J.L.H.B. Cordes at the controls. The first
production HP. 52, now known to the
Royal Air Force as the Handley Page
Hampden Mk I, flew its initial trials
flight on 24 June 1938 following the
issue of promising orders. The first
example to serve with the RAF was
passed to the Central Flying School at
Upavon, and by December 1938 Nos
49, 50 and 83 Squadrons of RAF

Bomber Command were in the
process of re-equipment. On the
outbreak of war Hampden Mk I
bombers were in service with Nos 44,
49, 50, 61, 83, 106, 144 and 185
Squadrons based in Lincolnshire and
H u n t i n g d o n s h i r e unde r No. 5
(Bomber) Group. The Scampton-

based No, 83 Squadron sent an armed
reconnaissance to the Schillig Roads
on 3 September 1939, but fog forced an
early return to base, In common with
other RAF bombers of the period, the
Hampden Mk I was grossly under-
armed: defensive gunnery was limited
to only three 7.7-mm (0.303-m) hand-

Handley Page Hampden Mkl of No.
106 Sqn based a t Finningley,
Yorkshire in the spring of 1940. The
yellow roundel has been painted out
in the interests of camouflage.
During this time, No. 106 Sqn flew
in tensive sorties against Germany,
incurring heavy losses in the process.
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held Vickers K guns. Operating within
a few miles of the German coast in
broad daylight soon brought repercus-
sions. On 29 September Nos 61 and 144
Squadrons were operating over the
German Bight when their Hampdens
were bounced by a mixed formation of
cannon-firing Messerschmitt Bf 109Es
and Bf l lOCs from Jever and Nordholz:
in a running battle five Hampdens
were shot down. Some time later the
Vickers Wellington Mk Is of Bomber
Command encountered similar ex-
periences, and the RAF was forced to
commit its bomber force to nocturnal
operations. On night missions the stur-
dy Hampden Mk I, with its respectable
bombload, performed very well. The
first German land base to be attacked,
Hörnum near Sylt (Westerland), was
raided by Hampdens on 19/20 March
1940. The type made the first attack on
the industrial Ruhr in the company of
Wellingtons on 11/12 May, and it took
part in the first RAF bomber mission to
Berlin on the night of 25/26 August
1940. Two Victoria Crosses went to
crews of Hampdens: the first to Flight
Lieutenant R. A.B. Learoyd (No. 49 Sgn)
for action against the Dortmund-Ems
canal on 12/13 August 1940, and the
second to Sergeant John Hannah (No.
83 Sgn) for putting out a fire over
Antwerp on 15/16 September 1940.

Total production numbered 1,532,
Hampden Mk Is were built by Handley
Page (500), English Electric (770), and

the Canadian CAA (160); 141 Hamp-
den Mk Is were converted to Hamp-
den TB.Mk I torpedo-bombers, which
served with Nos 144, 455 and 408
Squadrons in Coastal Command from
bases in Scotland and the northern
USSR during 1942; two Hampden Mk II
aircraft with 1,100-hp (820-kW) Wright
Cyclones were produced, The 1,000-
hp (745-kW) Napier Dagger VIII en-
gine was installed in the Hampden's
cousin, the Hereford: 100 were built,
saw no action, and nine were con-
verted to Hampden Mk Is. The Hamp-
den was phased out of Bomber Com-
mand's first-line units by August 1942,
but the Hampden TB.Mk I continued in
service until December 1943.

Specification
Handley Page Hampden Mk I
Type: four-seat medium bomber
Powerplant: two 980-hp (731-kW)
Bristol Pegasus XVIII radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
426 km/h (265 mph) at 4725 m
(15,500 ft); cruising speed 269 km/h
(167 mph); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
18 minutes 55 seconds; service ceiling
6920 m (22,700 ft); maximum range
3200 km (1,990 miles)
Weights: empty 5343 kg (11,780 Ib);
maximum take-off 9526 kg (21,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 21.08 m (69 ft 2 in);
length 16.33 m (53 ft 7 in); height 4.49 m
(14 ft 9 in); wing area 62.06 n/

The Hampden did not have any
power-operated gun turrets, and so
with only hand-held guns for tail
defence it was particularly
vulnerable in the presence of
figh ters. This is a Hampden Mkl with
Bristol Pegasus engines.

(669 sq ft)
Armament: initially single 7.7-mm
(0.303-m) Browning and Vickers K
guns in nose (fixed), nose cupola and
rear dorsal and ventral stations, after
January 1940 upgunned by twin 7.7-
mm (0,303-in) Vickers K guns in ventral
and dorsal stations, plus a bombload of
1814 kg (4,000 Ib)

de Havilland Mosquito
In October 1938 the design team under
Geoffrey de Havilland, with R.E.
Bishop and C.C. Walker, started work
on a light bomber constructed entirely
of wood to offset the demand for
strategically vital materials that war
would inevitably bring. After a 1940
order of 50, built to Specification B, I/
40, the first prototype de Havilland
Mosquito flew on 25 November 1940,
powered by two 1,460-hp (1089-kW)
Merlin 21s. It displayed the most out-
standing performance from the very
start, being faster than the RAF's con-
temporary interceptor fighters. Of the
initial production batch 10 were con-
verted to de Havilland Mosquito B.Mk
IV Series I light bombers with glazed
nose and internal bomb bays: the first
of these, W4072, flew for the first time
on 8 September 1941. The main pro-
duction version was the Mosquito
B.Mk IV Series II which had Merlin 21,
23 or 25 engines in lengthened nacel-
les. No. 105 Squadron, then based at
Marham in No. 2 (Bomber) Group, re-
ceived its first Mosquito B.Mk IVs in
the spring of 1942. Its first mission was
to Köln on 31 May 1942, the morning
after the 'One Thousand Bomber' raid.
Crews learned to use the Mosquito's
speed as the primary method of evad-
ing enemy fighters, for the type was
entirely unarmed. Low-altitude mis-
sions with shallow-dive approaches to
the target soon proved to be the Mos-
quito bomber's forte by day, and one of
No. 105 Squadron's first major attacks
was a daring low-level strike on the
Gestapo headquarters in Oslo. Such
was the demand for Mosquitoes as re-
connaissance and night-fighter aircraft
that bomber units were slow in forma-
tion: by the autumn of 1942, No. 139
Squadron was working up on Mosquito
B.Mk IVs. Both Nos 105 and 139 Squad-

ML963 was a Mosquito B.Mk XVI built at Ha tfield in 1944 and seen serving with
No. 571 Sqn a t Oakington in Cambridgeshire. The MkXVI was a developmen t
of the MklX with pressurized cockpit and extra fuel. The enlarged bomb bay
enabled a 1814-kg (4,000-lb) bomb to be carried.

One of a small batch of Hatfield-built B.Mk IX high-altitude bombers, which
set up a fantastic record of night missions with No. 105 Sqn. Ten aircraft
reached 100 missions and two reached 200. The aircraft carries standard
Bomber Command night camouflage.

rons were over Berlin on the morning
of 30 January 1943, and caused fury and
consternation during a series of
speeches by Nazi leaders who were
celebrating an anniversary of the
Fuhrer's appointment as Chancellor of
the Third Reich. Reconnaissance and
bomber Mosquitoes roamed over Ger-
many and the occupied territories at
will during 1943-4. The specialist Jagd-
gruppen Nrn 25 and 50 were formed in
the Luftwaffe in 1943 with souped-up
Messerschmitt Bf 109G-6 fighters, but
gained no success, In Bomber Com-
mand 54 Mosquito B.Mk IVs were

modified with bulged bomb bays to
carry a single 1814-kg (4,000-lb) HC
bomb, and these served in the Fast
Night Striking Force equipped with
Oboe Mk I-III. Canada built the Mos-
quito B.Mk VII with 1,418-hp (1057-
kW) Packard Merlin 31s, Fifty-four
Mosquito B.Mk IX aircraft with extra
bombload and Merlin 72 engines were
produced. The most efficient was the
Mosquito B.Mk XVI with a pressurized
cabin, comprehensive navigational
equipment and a bulged bomb bay.
Canada's de Havilland subsidiary also
produced the Mosquito B.Mk XX and

Mosquito B.Mk 25 before the war's
end. Production totalled 7,785,

Specification
de Havilland Mosquito B.Mk XVI
Type: two-seat medium bomber
Powerplant: two l,680-hp(1253-kW)
Rolls-Royce Merlin 72 V-12 piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
656 km/h (408 mph) at 7925 m
(26,000 ft); cruising speed 394 km/h
(245 mph); initial climb rate 853 m
(2,800 ft) per minute; service ceiling
11280 m (37,000 ft); maximum range
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2389 km (1,485 mues)
Weights: empty 6638 kg (l4,635 lb);
maximum take-off 10433 kg (23,000 lb)
Dimensions:span. 16.51 m(54 ft2 in);
length 12.47 m (40 ft 11 in); height 3,81 m

( 12 ft 6 in); wing area 42.18 m2

(454 sq ft)
Armament: four 227-kg (500-lb) bombs
internally and two more under wings,
or one 1814-kg(4,000-lb)bomb

Flying with No. 139 Sqn from
Marham in the early summer of 1943,
this Mosquito BMklVSrs U shows
the potent lines of the marque. No.
139 Sqn took its Mosquitoes to Wyton

in June that year on Pathfinder
duties, Hying 'spoof attacks and
conducting radar dislocation raids
using 'Window' (chaff).

FRANCE

Breguet693
The Breguet 690 was designed in re-
sponse to a 1934 French air ministry
specification calling for a twin-engined
three-seat fighter. Several manufactur-
ers submitted proposals, and the con-
test was won by the Potez 630. The
Breguet proposal had been heavier
and more powerful than the other sub-
missions, its designers believing it to
be a more versatile, multi-role aero-
plane. Design of the Breguet 690 was
started in 1935 and a prototype was
completed in 1937, first flying on 23
March 1938. The aircraft was found to
have a performance superior to that of
the Potez 630, and Breguet received a
contract to supply 100 aircraft, con-
figured as light attack bombers.

The resulting Breguet 691 was a
clean-looking cantilever mid-wing
monoplane of all-metal construction,
with two wing-mounted engines and a
short fuselage nose reminiscent of that
of the Bristol Beaufighter. Aft of the
wing, however, the fuselage tapered
to a tailplane with twin endplate fins
and rudders. Conversion from Bre.690
to Bre.691 was relatively simple, the
main change being deletion of the
navigator's position to provide a small
bomb bay. Experience with the
Bre.691 proved the Hispano-Suiza
powerplants to be unreliable, and the
Bre.693.01 was introduced with two
Gnome-Rhône 14M-6/7 engines after
only 78 Bre,691s had been built, Two
hundred and thirty four examples of

Righ t: This Breguet Bre. 695 was on
thestrength of the lere Escadrille of
CBA1/51. The Bre. 695 was powered
by the Pratt & Whitney Twin Wasp
Junior engine, but it was severely
outclassed by the German fighters it
encountered.

Above: Formerly of CBA 1/51 of the Armée de l'Air, this Breguet Bre.693 is pictured after being transferred to the
Regia Aeronautica in 1943. The red of the French roundels were retained, with the Italian fasces replacing the blue.
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the Ere. 693 were built, later examples
having two extra 7,5-mm (0.3-in)
machine-guns, one installed in the tail
of each engine nacelle, to improve
self-defence.

Foreign interest in the Bre.690
series was cut short by the German
invasion of France and the single
Bre.694.01 built, intended as a three-
seat reconnaissance aircraft, was deli-
vered directly to the Aéronavale. The
Bre.694 was generally similar to the
original Bre.690 with no bomb bay and
a navigator's compartment, but with
Gnome-Rhône 14M-4/5 engines,

The Bre.695 was virtually identical to
the Bre.693 but with Pratt & Whitney
SB4G Twin Wasp Junior engines. It
was felt désirable to design a version
of the aircraft using foreign engines in
case the supply of French powerplants
was disrupted by enemy action, Fifty
Bre, 695s were built, being delivered to
Groupe 18 in June 1940.

The Bre.696 and 697 were built only
as prototypes and were respectively a
two-seat light bomber and a two-seat
heavy destroyer. The Breguet 693
proved extremely vulnerable and
almost half were lost to enemy action,

Specification
Breguet 693
Type: two-seat light attack bomber
Powerplant: two 700-hp (522-kW)
Gnome-Rhône 14M-6/7 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
490 km/h (304 mph) at 5000 m
(16,400 ft); maximum cruising speed
400 km/h (248 mph) at 4000 m
(13,125 ft); maximum range 1350 km
(839 miles)
Weights: empty 3010 kg (6,636 Ib);
maximum take-off 4900 kg (10,803 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.37 m (50 ft 5 in);

length 9.67 m (31 ft 8% in); height
3.19 m (10 ft 5% in); wing area 29.20m2

(32sqft)
Armament: one 20-mm Hispano-Smza
cannon and two 7.5-mm Darne
machine-guns firing forward, plus one
similar gun on pivoted mount in rear
cockpit, one fixed 7.5-mm gun firing
obliguely aft from ventral position and
(late models) two 7.5-mm guns, one in
each engine nacelle firing aft, and up
to 400 kg (882 Ib) of bombs.

USA

Martin Model 187 Baltimore
A powerful and much modified version
of the Martin Maryland light bomber,
the Martin Model 187 Baltimore was
produced specifically to RAF orders,
the first of 50 Baltimore Mk I aircraft
(AG685) was shipped to the UK in
October 1941 to commence trials at
Burtonwood, near Liverpool. The first
150 Baltimore Mk I and Baltimore Mk II
bombers were delivered without pow-
er-operated dorsal turrets, the single
7.7-mm (0.303-m) Vickers K machine-
gun in the Baltimore Mk Is dorsal posi-
tion being replaced by a twin mount in
the Baltimore Mk II. Because of the
shortage of RAF medium and light
bombers in RAF Middle East Com-
mand, the first Baltimores were deli-
vered to No. 223 Squadron based at
Shandur, Egypt, in January 1942, and
were initially used for conversion
training. The next squadron to re-
equip was No. 55, which took its new
Baltimore Mk III bombers into action
during the Battle of Gazala and the fall
of Tobruk in May 1942: a power-
operated Boulton-Paul turret was in-
stalled in this version with either two or
four 7,7-mm (0.303-m) Browning
machine-guns. Both Nos 55 and 223
Squadrons continued to operate over
Cyrenaica, being based under No. 211
Wing at Aminya along with the Doug-
las Boston Mk Ills of Nos 12 and 24
(SAAF) Squadrons as part of the De-
sert Air Force's light bomber force.
Baltimores were issued to No. 21
(SAAF) Squadron and No. 1437 Flight,
and for maritime reconnaissance
duties to No. 69 Squadron and No, 203
Squadron. Operations by day and by
night were mounted against Benghazi
and Tobruk, against military camps of
the Afrika Korps and on many desert
airfields.

After the 2nd Battle of El Alamem
Baltimores continued to operate over
Libya and Tunisia, before turning to
the pre-mvasion bombing offensive on
Luftwaffe airfields in Sicily, Pantellana
and Sardinia. The type proved to be
sturdy and easy to handle. In 1943, the
RAF took charge of the first Baltimore
Mk IIIA aircraft on Lend-Lease and
produced to an USAAF order for the
A-30: the main difference was the in-
clusion of a Martin 250CE turret with
twin 12.7-mm (0.5-m) Brownings in
place of the Boulton-Paul turret. The
Baltimore Mk IV (A-30A) was similar to
the Baltimore Mk IIIA, while the final
version, the Baltimore Mk V, had up-
rated Wright GR-2600 engines, and
wing-mounted 12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns.
Baltimores served with the RAF over
Sicily and Italy until May 1945, with the
Free French air force and the Italian
co-belligerent air forces, while a num-

ber were sent to Turkey under Lend-
Lease, Production totalled 1,575, the
last being FW880 (a Baltimore Mk V)
that was issued to the RAF in May 1944.

Specification
Martin Baltimore Mk III
Type: four-seat light/medium bomber
Powerplant: two l,660-hp(1238-kW)
Wright Cyclone GR-2600-19 radial
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
486 km/h (302 mph) at 3355 m
(11,000 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
12 minutes 0 seconds; service ceiling

7315 m (24,000 ft); normal range
1530 km (950 miles)
Weights: empty 6895 kg (15,200 Ib);
maximum take-off 10433 kg (23,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 18.69 m (61 ft 4 in);
length 14.77 m (48 ft 5% in) height
5.41 m (17 ft 9 in); wing area 50.03 m2

(538,5 sq ft)
Armament: four 7.7-mm (0,303-in)
wing-mounted Browning machine-
guns, two (or four) 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
Brownings in dorsal turret and two 7.7-
mm (0.303-in) Brownings m ventral
position, plus a maximum bombload of
907 kg (2,000 Ib)

An ex-USAAF Martin A-3QA- IO-MA
Baltimore MkV of No. 232 Wing,
North-west African Tactical Air
Force; comprising Nos 55 and 223
Sqns, the wing Hew the Baltimore
Mk V during the Italian campaign of
1944.

Among the first batch of Baltimores
to arrive wasAC697, a Mkl. As it was
pictured here it had been updated to
Mk II standard with twin dor sal guns.
The subsequen t aircraft fea tured
Boulton-Paul power-operated four-
gun turrets as the Baltimore Mk III.
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Martin B-26 Marauder
High wing-loadings, break-neck land-
ing speeds and malicious single-
engine flying characteristics nearly
put paid to the career of the Martin
B-26 Marauder in October 1942 when a
US Army Air Force committee was cal-
led in to investigate its future, How-
ever, certain improvements were
made and the B-26 went on to become
one of the USAAF's medium bomber
stalwarts. In the competition for
medium and light bombers for the US
Army Air Corps of January 1939, the
Glenn L. Mar t in Company was
awarded a contract for 200 B-26 air-
craft, Going all out for speed, designer
Peyton M. Magruder produced an air-
craft with torpedo-like fuselage, two
huge engines, tricycle landing gear
and stubby wings. Powered by two
Pratt & Whitney R-2800-5 engines the
prototype B-26 first flew on 25 Novem-
ber 1940, by which time orders for
1,131 B-26A and B-26B bombers had
been received. The first B-26s and B-
26As were passed to the US 22nd Bom-
bardment Group at Langley Field in
February 1941. With the outbreak of
war the 22nd BG was the only unit with
B-26s and, after service at Muroc, Cali-
fornia, the group was sent to Brisbane,
Australia, to operate against the
Japanese in the South West Pacific
Area: the 22nd BG made its first raid on
Rabaul on 5 April 1942, in addition to
frequent attacks on Lae, Salamaua, and
Buna. In the epic Battle of Midway four
B-26As with torpedoes attacked the
Japanese fleet, flown by pilots drawn
from the 22nd and 38th Groups. The
B-25 Mitchell was more successful
than the B-26 in this theatre, and by

Though frequently criticized on
account of its tricky handling
qualities, the B-26 packed a heavy
punch and was widely used by the
USAAF in Europe. ThisB-26Bofthe
598th Bomb Sqn, 397th Bomb Wing,
pictured during the invasion of
Normandy, displays an impressive
tally on the nose.

Mara uders served on only two RAF
squadrons, both in the
Mediterranean; the short-span
Marauder MkI shown here flew with

No. 14 Sqn in North Africa from
August 1942 to September 1944.
Later, the long-span Marauder Mk 111
served with No. 39 Sqn.

early 1943 the 22nd BG had been re-
equipped. The B-26B came into the
war in May 1942, powered by R-2800-
5, R-2800-41 or R-2800-43 engines,
without the spinners of the B-26A, with
extra armour and guns, and with en-
larged wing span on the 642nd and
following production aircraft. Martin's
Omaha subsidiary made the B-26C,
which was identical with the m-
creased-span B-26B.

The B-26 saw service in the Aleu-
tians in 1942, and in the Western De-
sert under RAF Middle East Command
as the Marauder Mk I (B-26A),
Marauder Mk IA (B-26B), and Maraud-
er Mk II (B-26C), No. 14 Squadron
being the first recipient. The type
was used by the Free French Air
Force, the SAAF, and as AT-23A and
JM-1 target tugs by the US Army and
US Navy, Four groups of the US 8th Air
Force arrived in England in March
1943, flew low-level attacks over

heavily defended targets and paid the
price: on 17 May 1943 the 322nd BG
was wiped out on the Ijmuiden strike.
Adopting medium-level pattern
bombing, the B-26B and B-26C (with
the US VIII Air Support Command, and
later the US 9th Air Force) were the
backbone of the Allied medium bom-
ber forces to the end of the war in
Europe, Total production was 4,708.

Specification
Martin B-26B Marauder
Type: seven-seat medium bomber
Powerplant: two 2,000-hp (1491-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-2800-41 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
510 km/h (317 mph)at4420 m
(14,500 ft); cruising speed 418 km/h
(260 mph); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
12 minutes 0 seconds; service ceiling
7165 m (23,500 ft); range 1850 km
(1,150 miles)

A Martin B-26B-40 of the 444th Sqn,
320th BG based at Decimomannu,
Sardinia, in 1944. The Marauder was
widely used in Italy, its high speed
and agility suiting it to penetrating
heavy defences. The original aircraft
letter shows through thehastily-
applied olive-drab finish.

Weights: empty 10152 kg (22,380 Ib);
maximum take-off 15513 kg (34,200 Ib)
Dimensions: span 19.81 m (65 ft 0 in);
length 17,75 m (58 ft 3 in); height 6.04 m
(19 ft 10 in); wing area 55,93 m2

(602 sq ft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.3-in)
Browning machine-guns (one each in
nose and ventral stations) or two 12,7-
mm (0,5-m) M2 machine-guns in beam
positions instead of ventral gun, and
four 12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns (two each in
dorsal turret and in tail station), plus a
maximum bombload of 2359 kg
(5,2001b)



JAPAN

Mitsubishi Ki-21
The Mitsubishi Ki-21 (Army Type 97
Heavy Bomber) was produced by en-
gineers Nakata and Ozawa in re-
sponse to an operational specification
issued by the Air Headquarters
(Daihonei) of the JAAF on 15 February
1936. The first of two prototypes flew
on 18 December 1936, the first produc-
tion model being the Mitsubishi Ki-21-
la (Army Type 97 Model 1A). Because
of production bottlenecks it was not
until the end of 1939 that Ki-21-la bom-
bers equipped the first JAAF unit, the
60th Hikosentai (air regiment) based in
China, in totality; the next unit to be
equipped was the 61st Sentai. Early
lessons learned over China demon-
strated lack of firepower and protec-
tion, and the Ki-21-Ib and Ki-21-Ic sub-
variants had extra armour, additional
7,7-mm (0.3-in) Type 89 machine-guns,
more fuel and larger bomb-bays, The
engines were 850-hp (634-kW) Naka-
jima Ha-5 KAI radiais. By the time of
the outbreak of war in December 1941,
the majority of the Mitsubishi Ki-21-Ia,
Ki-21-Ib and Ki-21-Ic bombers had
been relegated to second-line duties,
or to service as operational bomber
trainers. First-line bomber sentais had
by now received the more powerful
Ki-21-II, with 1,500-hp (1119-kW) Mit-
subishi Ha-101 engines in modified
cowlings: production models in ser-

vice in 1941 were the Ki-21-IIa (Army
Type 97 Heavy Bomber Model 2A),
and the Ki-21-IIb which had a pedal-
operated dorsal turret with one 12.7-
mm (0.5-in) Type 1 heavy machine-
gun. Three sentais remained in Japan,
Korea and in Manchuria when the
Japanese high command went to war
in South East Asia. For operations over
the Philippines the JAAF's 5th Air
Group, based in Formosa, mustered
the 14th and 62nd Hikosentais; these
went into action early on the morning
of 8 December 1941 striking at Aparri,
Tuguegarao, Vigan and other targets
in Luzon. Mitsubishi Ki-2 Is of the 3rd
Air Group, based in French Indo-
China, were earmarked for bombing
strikes against Siam (Thailand) and
Malaya: units were the 12th, 60th and
98th Hikosentais. These smashed RAF
and RAAF facilities at Alor Star, Sungei
Pa tan i and But te rwor th , being

escorted by Nakajima Ki-27 and Ki-43
fighters. In the flush of Japanese victory
in 1941-2 the Mitsubishi Ki-21, code-
named 'Sally', performed well; only
over Rangoon over December 1941
and January 1942 did the Ki-2 Is suffer
heavy casualties. The Ki-21-IIb was the
final model to enter service, which was
seen on all fronts in the Pacific and Far
East theatres, Some 2,064 Ki-2 Is were
built,

Specification
Mitsubishi Ki-21-lib
Type: five-seat medium bomber
Powerplant: two 1,500-hp (1119-kW)
Mitsubishi Ha-101 (Army Type 100)
radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
486 km/h (302 mph) at 4720 m
(15,485 ft); cruising speed 380 km/h
(236 mph); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
13 minutes 13 seconds; service ceiling

Mitsubishi Ki-21-lib of the Imperial
Japanese Army. This type was
virtually obsolescent at the outbreak
of the Pacific war but it soldiered on
until 1945, scoring many notable
successes before finally ending its
active life on kamikaze attacks.

10000 m (32,810 ft); maximum range
2700 km (1,680 miles)
Weights: empty 6070 kg (13,382 Ib);
maximum take-off 10610 kg (23,391 Ib)
Dimensions: span 22.50 m (73 ft 9% in);
length 16.00 m (52 ft 6 in); height 4.85 m
(15 ft 11 in); wing area 69.6 n/
(749,16 sq ft)
Armament: five single manually-
operated 7.7-mm Type 89 machine-
guns (in nose, tail, ventral and two
beam stations) and one 12.7-mm (0.5-
in) Type 1 machine-gun (in dorsal
position), plus a maximum bombload of
1000 kg (2,205 Ib)

JAPAN

Nakajima Ki-49 Donryu
The Nakajima Ki-49 Donryu (storm
dragon) was designed early in 1938 to
replace the JAAF's successful Mitsu-
bishi Ki-21 heavy bomber which, in
fact, was only just entering service with
sentais based in China and Manchuria,
Later code-named 'Helen', the Naka-
jima Ki-49 was a workmanlike design
but was destined to be just not good
enough for the conditions prevailing
over the various fronts in 1942, when
the initial production Ki-49-I (Army
Type 100 Heavy Bomber Model 1)
started operations with the 61st
Hikosentai in China. Production was
preceded by the flight of the first pro-
totype in August 1939, powered by two
950-hp (708-kW) Nakajima Ha-5 KAI
radiais: the more powerful 1,250-hp
(932-kW) Ha-41 radial engines were
installed in pre-production versions,
and in the Ki-49-I bomber, In appear-
ance the 'Helen1 was deceptive in size,
for it appeared to be a comparatively
large aircraft because of its propor-
tions: actually, its dimensions were
similar to those of the Lockheed Hud-
son, However, a crew of seven or eight
was crammed into the narrow fusel-
age. In the spring of 1942 the usual
steps were taken to increase perform-
ance, protection and defensive fire-
power. The Nakajima Ki-49-IIa (Army
Type 100 Heavy Bomber Model 2A),
the first of the new series, was pow-
ered by two Nakajima Ha-109 radial
engines with increased ratings. The
aircraft was fast, well protected by 5-
mm (0.2-m) armour plating and
rubberized fuel cells, and heavily
armed. The Ki-49-IIb was upgunned
with 12.7-mm (0.5-in) Ho-103 machine-
guns, Both the Ki-49-IIa and Ki-49-IIb
were in action with the 7th and 61st
Sentais based in China in the summer
of 1942, and made many attacks on
Chungking and air bases of General
C, L, Chennault's China Air Task Force.
'Helen' bombers equipped the 12th

Sentai, based at Medan and Sabang
(Sumatra) under the 3rd Air Army, and
these attacked objectives in Burma
and eastern India, joining Ki-2 Is on
some occasions in raids on Calcutta. In
1943 the KÌ-61S of the 7th and 61st Sen-
tais, now operating from Timor, attack-
ed Darwin to face strong reaction by
the Supermarine Spitfire Mk VCs of
No. 1 Fighter Wing. Units equipped
with Ki-49s suffered most in New
Guinea, where 4th Air Army came
under constant attack on its airfields at
Wewak, But and Dagua after August
1943, when the RAAF and the US 5th
Air Force went onto the offensive, Six
Ki-49-III bombers, powered by very
potent 2,420-hp (1805-kW) engines,
were built as prototypes. Other
variants produced in experimental
form were the Ki-58 escort fighter, and
the Ki-80 escort bomber. Total produc-
tion amounted to 819 aircraft. After ac-
tion in the Philippines in 1944, Ki-49s
were used with increasing frequency
on suicide missions.

Specification
Nakajima Ki-49-IIa Donryu
Type: seven/eight-seat medium
bomber
Powerplant: two l,450-hp(1081-kW)
Nakajima Ha-109 (Army Type 2) radial
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
492 km/h (306 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); cruising speed 350 km/h
(217 mph); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in

13 minutes 39 seconds; service ceiling
9300 m (30,510 ft); maximum range
2950 km (1,835 miles)
Weights: empty 6530 kg (14,396 Ib);
maximum take-off 11400 kg (25,133 Ib)
Dimensions: span 20.42 m (67 ft 0 in);
length 16.50 m (54 ft 1 Vz in); height
4.25 m (13 ft 1114 in); wing area
69,05m2 (743.24 sq ft)
Armament: five single manually-
operated 7.7-mm (0.303-in) Type 89
machine-guns (in nose, tail, ventral
and two beam stations) and one
flexible 20-mm Ho-1 cannon in dorsal
turret, plus a maximum bombload of
1000 kg (2,205 Ib)

A Ki-49-IIa of the 3rd Chutai, 95th
Sentai, operating in north east China
during September 1944. The 'palm-
frond'camouflage was applied in the
field.

Despite its Japanese designation of
'heavy bomber', the Nakajima Ki-49
had a maxim urn bombload of only
1000 kg(2,205 Ib). Itsawmuch action
but suffered at the hands of Allied
fighters due to lack of performance.
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JAPAN

Mitsubishi Ki-67 Hiryu
Fortunately for the Allies in the latter
stages of the Pacific war, comparative-
ly few of the formidable Mitsubishi Ki-
67 Hiryu (flying dragon) medium bom-
bers and torpedo-bombers, code-
named 'Peggy' by air intelligence,
were encountered in action. Produc-.
tion was limited and got off to a late
start in the war, and by the time of its
service debut in 1944 the Ki-67's poten-
cy was negated both by Allied fighter
superiority and by the poor quality of
the JAAF and JNAF crews which oper-
ated it. To take the place of the Mitsu-
bishi Ki-21 'Sally' and the Nakajima Ki-
49 'Helen', the Air Office (Koku Hom-
bu) issued specifications for a new
bomber to the Mitsubishi concern in
November 1940, The work was led by
Chief Engineer Ozawa on an aircraft
based on the beautiful Japanese lines
and powered by the new generation of
powerful Ha-100 double-row 18-
cylmder radial engines. Three pro-
totypes of the Ki-67-I were completed
between December 1942 and March
1943, the first making its initial flight on
27 December 1942. The Ki-67-I proved
to be fast (though not as fast as original-
ly specified), and extremely man-
oeuvrable with loops and barrel-rolls
being carried out with ease in an un-
loaded configurat ion. Although
adopted for service as the Army Type
4 Heavy Bomber, such was the promise
of the Ki-67-I that even the Imperial
Japanese Navy was impressed, and
made early representations to Mitsu-
bishi. On 5 January 1943 Mitsubishi re-
ceived an order to convert 100 Ki-49s
as torpedo-bombers, with internal
racks capable of handling the standard
450-mm (17,7-m) Navy Type 91 Model
II aerial torpedo: these saw service
with the 762nd Kokutai (air group) from
the autumn of 1944 onwards. The Ki-67-
I was issued in small numbers to the
veteran 7th, 14th, 16th, 61st, 62nd, 74th,
98th and 110th Hikosentais (air regim-
ents) and saw limited action over Chi-

na, Biak and Sansapor in north western
New Guinea, and Sumatra in the sum-
mer of 1944. The type was recognized
as such for the first time by the Allies in
October 1944, during the US 3rd
Fleet's attacks on Formosa and the
Ryukyus where the Hiryu served in the
8th Hikoshidan (air division) based on
Formosa under navy control, Thereaf-
ter Ki-67-Is were encountered over the
Philippines, off Iwo Jima, in the strikes
on the US 20th Air Force's bases on
Saipan and Tinian, and in the Okinawa
campaign where it was used as a
suicide aircraft. For suicide missions
the JAAF used modified Peggys
known as the Ki-61-I KAI with arma-
ment removed and a solid nose pack-
ed with explosive. Only two of the
more powerful Ki-67-II variant were
made, production of army and navy
Ki-67-Is amounting to 696. It was the
best Japanese medium bomber of
World War II.

Specification
Mitsubishi Ki-67-I Hiryu
Type: six/eight-seat medium bomber
and torpedo-bomber
Powerplant: l,900-hp(1417-kW)
Mitsubishi Ha-104 (Army Type 4)
radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
537 km/h (334 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); cruising speed 400 km/h
(249 mph); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
14 minutes 30 seconds; service ceiling

9470 m (31,070 ft); maximum range
3800km (2,360 miles)
Weights: empty 8649 kg ( 19,068 kg)
maximum take-off 13765 kg (30,346 Ib)
Dimensions: span 22.50 m (73 ft 9% in);
length 18.70 m (61 ft 41A in); height
7.70 m (25 ft 31A in); wing area 65.85 m2

(708.86 sq ft)
Armament: four 12.7-mm (0.5-in) Type
1 machine-guns (one each in nose, two
beam blisters, and tail turret) and one
20-mm Ho-5 cannon in dorsal turret,
plus a maximum bombload of 800 kg
(1,765 Ib), or one Type 91 or Type 94
torpedo

Mitsubishi Ki- 67-1 of the Imperial
Japanese Army. During the closing
months of the war, these aircraft had
their noses packed with explosives
for use as kamikaze aircraft.

Built along classic Japanese lines, the
Ki-67 was an impressive aircraft but
its service was limited due to its late
arrival in the war. Ar marnent
consisted of four machine-guns and
a 20-mm cannon.

ITALY

CANT Z. 1007 Airone
Along with the Savoia-Marchetti
S.M.79, the CANT Z.1007 Airone
(heron) series of bombers served as
the backbone of the Regia Aeronauti-
ca's conventional and torpedo strike
forces in World War II. Under the
aegis of the firm of CANT (Gantier^
Riuniti dell' Adriatico), Ingeniere Filip-
po Zappata began design studies of
the CANT Z.1007 and Z.1011 in 1935:
both were powered by 625-kW (840-
hp) Isotta-Fraschmi Asso XI RC. 15 en-
gines, for which the former had three
and the latter two, The relatively low
power ratings of this engine forced the
Regia Aeronautica to order the tri-
motor CANT Z, 1007 for production, the
first prototype flying in March 1937.
The aircraft was constructed entirely
of wood, save for the usual metal ancil-
laries and nacelle cladding, The first
examples had two-bladed wooden
propellers, but all later versions
adopted the three-bladed metal Alfa
Romeo types. In 1938, as a means to
better load and performance, the
CANT Z.1007bis entered production,
having three 745-kW (1,000-hp) Piag-
gio B.XIbis RC.40 radial engines as
standard. The CANT Z. 1007bis was the
major production model, and featured
revised armament, engine cowlings
and dimensions. A single fin and rud-

Above: This CANTZ.1007bis served
with 230* Squadriglia, 95° Gruppo,
3S°Stormoin Greece, February 1941.
Known as the Airone (heron), the
type was built in both single- and
twin-finned versions.

Right: Owing to its weak gun defence
and poor performance, the CANT
Z. 1007 was a sitting duck for Allied
fighters, but the type served until late
1943 in the Mediterranean and on the
Russian front.

der was used on the Z. 1007 Serie I-III,
with a twin fin-rudder format being
adopted on the Z.1007 Serie IV-IX sub-
types.

When Italy entered the war on 10
June 1940 the Regia Aeronautica had
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87 CANT Z. 1007 and Z.1007bis bom-
bers m commission, of which 38 were
serviceable, These served with the 16°
and 47° Stormi da Bombardamento
Terrestre stationed at Vicenza and
Ghedi in northern Italy. These units
saw first action against Greek forces in
October 1940, before turning their
energies to anti-shipping strikes off
Crete and North Africa, and on
medium-level day and night bombing
raids on Malta. Subsequently the type
was employed by the 8°, 9°, 27°, 30°
Stormi, and by the 41°, 51°, 59°, 87°, 90°,
95° and 107° Gruppi BT plus two
squadriglie. During the climax of the

Malta battles in May 1942, CANT
Z. 1007s took heavy casualties from the
RAF's newly-arrived Supermarine
Spitfire Mk VC fighters; similar losses
were experienced during the epic
'Harpoon' and 'Pedesta' convoy battles
of the summer, Dwindling numbers
were on hand to attempt to counter the
Allied landings in Sicily in July 1943,
and by the time of the armistice in
September only a few were still avail-
able, these continuing to fight both
with the RSI (Fascist regime) and the
Italian co-belligerent air forces. Thirty-
five CANT Z. 1007ters were produced;
production of the CANT Z. 107bis and

Z.1007ter (Piaggio P.XIX engines)
amounted to 526.

Specification
CANT Z. lOOTbis Alcione
Type: five-seat medium bomber
Powerplant: three l,000-hp(745-kW)
Piaggio P. XIRC, 40 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
455 km/h (283 mph) at 4600 m
(15,090 ft); cruising speed 338 km/h
(210 mph); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
16 minutes 8 seconds; service ceiling
7500 m (24,605 ft); normal range
1795 km (1,115 miles)

Weights: empty 9396 kg (20,715 Ib);
maximum take-off 13621 kg (30,029 Ib)
Dimensions: span 24.80 m (81 ft 4Va in);
length 18.35 m (60 ft 2Vz in); height
5,22 m (17 ft 1 '/a in); wing area 70,0 m2

(753.47 sq ft)
Armament: two 12.7-mm(0.5-in)
Breda-SAFAT or Scotti machine-guns
(one each in dorsal turret and ventral
step) and two 7.7-mm (0.303-m) Breda-
SAFAT guns in beam positions, plus a
maximum bombloadof 1200 kg
(2,646 Ib) or two 450-mm ( 17.7-in)
torpedoes

ITALY

Fiat B.R.20 Cicogna
A well designed and sturdy medium
bomber, the Fiat B.R.20 Cicogna
(stork) series fell nevertheless into that
category which was nearmg obsolesc-
ence by the outbreak of World War II.
Designed by Ingemere Celestino
Rosatelli, and owing much of its paren-
tage to the sleek Fiat APR. 2 commer-
cial transport, the Fiat B. R. 20 prototype
flew first on 10 February 1936. The first
unit of the Regia Aeronautica to re-
ceive B.R,20s was the 13° Stormo BT
stationed at Lo nate Pozzo lo: the 7° Stor-
mo BT, also at Lonate, received Fiat
B. R. 20s in February 1937. Powered by
two 1,000-hp (745-kW) Fiat A, 80 RC.41
radial engines, the B.R.20 possessed a
m a x i m u m speed of 430 km/h
(267 mph) at 4000m (13,125ft), and
was armed with two 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
and one 12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-
guns. Elements of the 7° and 13° Stormi
BT were despatched to Spam in May
1937 for combat experience, while
other B.R.20s were exported to Japan,
and saw service with indifferent re-
sults in China and Manchuria as the
JAAF's Army Type 1 Model 100 Heavy
bomber. Modified nose contours, in-
creased armour protection and re-
vised armament featured in the
B.R.20M, of which 264 were ultimately
produced. When Italy declared war
on 10 June 1940 the Regia Aeronautica
had 162 Fiat B.R,20s and B.R.20Ms in
commission with the 7°, 13°, 18° and 43°
Stormi BT. The first bombing mission
was made on 13 June when 19
B.R.20Msof the 13° Stormo BT attacked
installations at Hyères and Fayence in
southern France. A detachment of 80
B.R.20MS of the 13° and 43° Stormi BT
were sent to the Belgian airfields of
Chieveres and Melsbroeck in late
September 1940 to assist the Luftwaffe
in its bombing campaign against Eng-

Above:An early BR.20M belonging to
the 277* Squadriglia, 116° Gruppo,
37° Stormo based at Crottaglie, south
Italy late in 1940. The unit served
over the Greco-Albanian front
during the invasion of Greece.

Right: TheFiatBR.20 was an
unimaginative design with no better
than mediocre performance. It was
widely used early in the war on
account of its useful bomb load, but
lack of defensive armament made it
extremely vulnerable.

land. As part of the Corpo Aereo Ita-
liano the B.R.20Ms suffered losses as a
result of crew failings and fighter
attacks, The campaign in Greece saw
the 116° Gruppo (37° Stormo) in action
from bases in Albania, followed by ac-
tion over Crete, and on a day and night
attacks against Malta. In the USSR
B.R.20MS of the 38a and 116a Squadrig-
lie operated from August 1942 in the
southern sector,

Fifteen of the improved B.R.20bis
model were produced. These were
powered by two 1,250-hp (932-kW)
Fiat A. 82 RC.42S engines, had addi-
tional 7.7-mm (0.303-m) machine-guns

and a power-operated dorsal turret.
Early in 1943 the B.R.20M bomber had
been withdrawn from active service
with the Regia Aeronautica, units
being re-equipped either with CANT
Z. 1007s or with Savoia-Marchetti
S.M.79S, Production totalled 602 of all
marks.

Specification
Fiat B.R.20M Cicogna
Type: five-seat medium bomber
Powerplant: two 1,000-hp (745-kW)
Fiat A. 80 RC. 41 radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
440 km/h (273 mph) at sea level;

cruising speed 340 km/h (211 mph);
climb to 6000 m ( 19,685 ft) in 25 minutes
0 seconds; service ceiling 8000 m
(26,245 ft); maximum range 2750 km
(1,709 miles)
Weights: empty 6500 kg (14,330 Ib);
maximum take-off 10100 kg (22,270 Ib)
Dimensions: span 21.56 m (70 ft 8% in);
length 16.68 m (54 ft 8 in); height 4.75 m
( 15 ft 7 in); wing area 74.00 n/
(796.5 sq ft)
Armament: three 12,7-mm (0.5-in)
Breda-SAFAT machine-guns (in
nose, dorsal turret and ventral gun
stations), plus a maximum bombload of
1600 kg (3,528 Ib)

GERMANY

Dornier Do 17 and Do 215
Much propaganda value was gained
by the Luftwaffe during the years be-
fore World War II by the emphasis of
speed on selected aircraft, The truth
was that most were stripped-down
quasi-commercial transports or mail
carriers, and their record-breaking
performance bore little resemblance
to that of service versions.

Ordered in quantity production, the
Dormer Do 17E-1 bomber and the Do
17F-1 reconnaissance aircraft saw ser-
vice in the formative years of the Luft-
waffe. The outbreak of war saw these
models superseded by the primary
version, the Do 17Z-1 and Do 17Z-2

bombers, and the lighter Do 17M-1 re-
connaissance version, the last equip-
ping many Fernaufklärungsgruppen
by September 1939. The Dornier Do

DornierDol7Z-2oflO.(Kroat)/KG3 Dol7Z until late 1942, but the type
deployedon the central sector of the had been largely withdrawn from
Eastern Fron t in December 1941. KG fron t-line service by early 1941.
2 and KG 3 continued to operate the
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Above: These two Dormer Do 17Zs of
KG 2 are seen during the campaign
against the Low Countries. The type
faired well in these early battles, but
when more professional defence was
encountered, such as that over
England in 1940, the aircraft was
found to be lacking and was soon
relegated to less dangerous roles.

17Z bombers equipped nine Kampf-
gruppen on the outbreak of war: I and
II/KG 2 at Liegmtz; II and HI/KG 3 at
Heiligenbeil; I and HI/KG 76 at Wels
and Wiener-Neustadt; and I-III/KG 77
at Prague-Kbely, Olmütz and Brunn,
numbering about 370 in total. Elements
of these units provided much of the
Luftwaffe's striking force when Poland
was invaded on 1 September ,
Although not conspicuously fast, the
Dormer Do 17Z could be handled
much like a fighter, being very light on
the controls: structurally it was tough,
and it soon surprised its opponents by
being able to evade attacks by wheel-
ing into a wing-over and plummeting
down in a dive often in excess of
610 km/h (380 mph). In Poland Do 17Z-
1s and Do 17Z-2s made many very low-
level strikes on airfields and military
installations.

Gradually superseded by the Junk-
ers Ju 88A, the Dormer Do 17Z-2 (the
variant built in the largest numbers)
saw extensive service with Kampfge-
schwader Nrn 2, 3 and 76 during the
assault on the West in May 1940, m
attacks on shipping off Dunkirk, during
the massive raids of the summer of
1940 against England, and in the noc-
turnal Blitz of the autumn and winter of
1940. By the time of the Balkans cam-
paign m April 1941, Do 17Z-2s served
only with KG 2 and HI/KG 3, but con-
tinued m service m the fighting over
Greece and Crete during the summer,

After serving with gréa t success in
the Spanish Civil War, the next action
for the DornierDo 17 was during the
attack on Poland in 1939, where this
example is seen. Operating virtually
unopposed, the Do 17s made many
devastating low-level attacks on
military installa lions.

before taking part m the Soviet cam-
paign. Export versions saw service
with the air forces of Finland and
Yugoslavia. By November 1942 the
type had been withdrawn from first-
line units. Limited service was seen by
the Do 215B series, which were po-
wered by two 1,075-hp (802-kW)
Daimler-Benz DB 601A-1 inverted V-
12 engines: built primarily for export,
112 Do 215Bs were produced, includ-
ing small numbers of Do 215B-4 recon-
naissance-bombers. Total production
of Dormer Do 17Zs amounted to around
1,200.

Specification
Dormer Do 17Z-2
Type: five-seat medium bomber
Powerplant: two 1,000 hp (745 kW)
Bramo Fafnir 323P radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
410 km/h (255 mph) at 4000 m (13,125 ft);
cruising speed 270 km/h (168 mph);
service ceiling 8200 m (26,905 ft);
maximum range 1500 km (932 miles)
Weights: empty 5200 kg (11,465 Ib);
maximum take-off 8590 kg (18,940 Ib)
Dimensions: span 18,00 m (59 ft OVa in);
length 15.80 m (51 ft 9% in); height

DornierDo 17Z-2 of Stab III Gruppe,
KG 3 based at Heiligenbeil in East
Prussia during September 1939.
Such aircraft were heavily
committed to the assault on Poland
alongside the Junkers Ju 87 dive-
bombers.

4.60 m (15 ft 1 in); wing area 55.00 m2

(592.0 Isq ft)
Armament: four (later up to eight) 7,92-
mm (0.31-m) MG 15 machine-guns in
windscreen, nose, beam, ventral and
dorsal stations, plus a bombload of
1,000 kg (2,205 Ib)
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USSR

TupolevSB-2
The two ANT-40 light bomber pro-
totypes of Andrei N. Tupolev's design
bureau were years ahead of their time
when they first flew in October 1934:
the all-metal construction, enclosed
cockpit and retractable landing gei
were then comparatively novel fee?
tures. Indeed the ANT-40's maximum
speed of 325 km/h (202 mph) at operat-
ing height was faster than the biplane
interceptor fighters that equipped
most of the peacetime air forces. The
initial production version as selected
for export and service with the V-VS
was based on the second prototype,
and was known as the Tupolev SB-2
(skorostnoi bombardirovshchik, or fast
bomber); the engines were two 830-hp
(619-kW) licence-built Hispano-Suiza
12Ybr engines, termed M-100 by
Soviet industry, and initially thes<
were fitted with two-bladed fixed
pitch propellers. The first SB-2s were
passed to the V-VS's bomber aviation
regiments in February 1936, and in
October of that year the first of 210
were transferred with Soviet crews to
Spam to fight on the side of the Repub-
lican air force against the insurgent
Nationalists. Over Spam the perform-
ance of the SB-2 caused considerable
concern to the Nationalist fighter units
which were equipped with Heinkel He
51 and Fiat CR.32 biplanes, and the
urgent call went out for fighters of bet-
ter speed and climb properties. At t
time SB-2s were passed to the Chinese
Nationalist air force to fight aganst the
Japanese, and to Czechoslovakia,
where the type went into licensed
manufacture as the B.71 bomber. In
general the SB-2 performed well until
faced with sterner fighter opposition,
which occurred over Spam in 1938 and
in particular over Finland during the
Winter War of 1939-40, when many
were shot down. Steps were taken to
improve performance by installing the
860-hp (641-kW) M-100 A engine with
variable-pitch propellers, Increased
fuel capacity and two 960-hp (716-kW)
M-103 engines were installed in the
Tupolev SB-2bis, the performance of
which was improved by three-bladed
VISh-22 propellers. In addition to the
PS-40 and PS-41 transport versions the
SB-RK (Arkhangelsk!! Ar-2) was a
modified SB-2bis dive-bomber with
reduced wing area and powered by
two supercharged M-105R engines.

The SB-2's record as a day bomber
came to an abrupt end during the
fierce fighting following the German
invasion of the USSR on 22 June 1941.
Those that were not destroyed on the
ground ventured into the air on
numerous and gallantly-flown missions
over the front line, and paid a heavy
price to the Luftwaffe's Messerschmitt
Bf 109F fighters. Thereafter the SB-2
and SB-2bis bombers were relegated
to night work with the V-VS and the
Soviet naval air arm. Production
amounted to 6,967 of all marks,

Specification
Type: three-seat light/medium
bomber
Powerplant: two 830-hp (619-kW) M-

A Tupolev SB-2 in landing
configuration, displaying the broad
wing and tail surfaces which
characterized the type. The SB-2 had
earlier fought in the Spanish Civil
War, but it was outclassed during
World War II, falling in enormous
numbers.

Late production Tupolev SB-2bis with faired-over dorsal position. The type
hada usefulbombloadoflOOO kg(2,205 Ib).

100 V-12 piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
410 km/h (255 mph) at 4000 m
(13,125 ft); service ceiling 8500 m
(27,885 ft); normal range 1200 km (746
miles)

Weight: loaded 5732 kg (12,636 Ib)
Dimensions: span 20.33 m (66 ft 8Vz in);
length 12.27 m (40 ft 3V* in); height
3.25 m (10 ft 8 m); wing area 51.95 m2

(559,2 sq ft)
Armament: two 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

ShKAS machine-guns in nose turret,
one 7,62-mm (0.3-in) ShKAS in dorsal
station (or turret), and one 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) ShKAS in ventral position, plus
a maximum bombload of 1000 kg
(2,205 Ib)
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The Tupolev SB-2 was painfully undergunned, and fell in large numbers over
Finland and the Eastern Fron t.

Tupolev SB-2bis with dorsal turret and hand-held machine-gun in the ventral
position.
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PetlyakovPe-2
Arriving in small numbers in the ranks
of the V-VS to witness the mass de-
vastation of the summer of 1941, the
Petlyakov Pe-2 was destined to be-
come the best Soviet light bomber of
World War II. The aircraft was derived
from V.M. Petlyakov's VI-100 pressu-
rized high-altitude twin-engined inter-
ceptor, which displayed a phenomen-
al top speed of 623 km/h (387 mph) at
10000 m (32,810 ft), had a crew of two
and was powered by 1,100-hp (820-
kW) M-105R V-12 engines. The VI-100
first uew on 7 May 1939. With the
approach of war in Europe the V-VS
made urgent requests for dive-
bomber aircraft, and to this end the
design bureau adapted the VI-100
fighter by removing the TK-3 high-
altitude turbo-chargers, fitting stan-
dard M-105R engines, lattice type
dive-brakes, and giving the tailplane
pronounced dihedral to increase sta-
bility. Two prototype PB-100 (pikir-
uyushchn bombar dir ovshchik, or
dive-bomber) aircraft were built with
these items installed in addition to an
extensively glazed nose and defensive
armament. This type became the Pet-
lyakov Pe-2 light bomber and dive-
bomber. The crew of three (pilot,
bombardier and air-gunner) sat under
a long glazed canopy with 9-mm (0.35-
m) armour protection, Initial armament
consisted of two fixed 7.62-mm (0.3-in)
ShKAS guns in the nose, one in the
dorsal station, and a fourth in the ven-
tral aimed by a 120° vision periscope.
The M-105R engines drove three-
bladed VISh-61 propellers. The air-
craft proved to be fast, highly man-
oeuvrable, but was gmte demanding
to novice pilots under asymmetric con-
ditions. By the time of the German inva-
sion in June 1941 some 458 Pe-2s had
been produced from the factories, but
it is suspected that deliveries to ser-
vice units was tardy. Certainly, even

Above: Petlyakov Pe-2 of the V-VS.
The Pe-2 was referred to often as the
'Russian Mosquito' due to its
versatility of roles, and its ability to
carry them all out excellently.

Below: Many Soviet aircraft carried
legends, often as they were 'gift'
aircraft from collectives and
organizations.

by September 1941 the numbers of Pe-
2s in front-line units were few: Colonel
General IS. Konev's Western Front
had only five in commission with which
to stem the German assault on Mos-
cow, and the establishment of Pe-2s
with the Bryansk and Kalinin Fronts
was even lower. Although limited in
numbers, Pe-2s contributed to the vic-
tories of the Soviet winter offensive of
1941-2, and were seen in increasing
numbers during the defensive battles
at Leningrad, Kharkov, Rostov, and in
the Stalingrad campaign. Late in 1942
came the improved Pe-2FT with 1,260-
hp (940-kW) Klimov M-105PF engines,
and a 12.7-mm (0,5-in) ÜBT machine-
gun in a dorsal turret. The Pe-2I and
Pe-2M were fighter-bombers, po-
wered by 1,620-hp (1,208-kW) VK-
107A engines, The reconnaissance
version was the Pe-2R, whilst a dual-

control trainer was termed the Pe-2UT.
The aircraft saw distinguished service
in every major Soviet campaign from
1941 to 1945, including operations in
Manchuria against the Japanese in
September 1945. A total of 11,427 Pe-2s
and Pe-3s (the fighter version) was
produced.

Specification
Petlyakov Pe-2
Type: three-seat light/medium
bomber and dive-bomber
Powerplant: two 1,100-hp (820-kW)
Klimov M- 105R V-12 piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
540 km/h (336 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); cruising speed 428 km/h
(266 mph); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
7 minutes 0 seconds; service ceiling
8800 m (28,870 ft); normal range
1500 km (932 miles)

Weights: empty 5876 kg (12,943 Ib);
maximum take-off 8496 kg (18,730 Ib)
Dimensions: span 17.16 m (56 ft 3l/2 in);
length 12.66 m (41 ft GVz in); height
4,0 m (13 ft P/a in); wing area 40.50 m2

(436 sg ft)
Armament: two fixed 7.62-mm (0.3-in)
ShKAS machine-guns or one 7.62-mm
ShKAS and one 12.7-mm(0.5-m)
Beresm ÜBT machine-gun in nose, and
single 7,62-mm (0.3-in) ShKASor 12.7-
mm (0.5-in) ÜBT machine-guns in
dorsal and in ventral stations, plus a
maximum bombload of 1200 kg
(2,646 Ib)

High-level bombing was never a
forte oftheSoviet air forces, and in
the bombing role the Pe-2 was
confined largely to medium-level
and dive-bombing, proving to be a
fast and elusive target.
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The origin of the Tupolev Tu-2 lay in
the ANT-58, ANT-59 and ANT-60 light
bomber prototypes that came from the
design bureau of Andrei N. Tupolev
during 1938-40: powered by two 1,400-
hp (1044-kW) Mikulin AM-37 V-12
engines, the ANT-58 made its first
flight on 29 January 1941 with- M.P.
Vasyakm at the controls. The ANT-60
was re-engined with the big and
powerful 1,480-hp (1104-kW) M-82
radiais because of the relative
unreliability of the AM-37s. The result
was the definitive Tu-2 bomber that
was to see service with the V-VS
during the last year of World War II
and well into the 1950s, Soviet industry
was still m a state of upheaval following
the terrible years of 1941-2, when the
German army struck deep into
Belorussia and the Ukraine. The Tu-2
was too complicated an aircraft for the
conditions prevailing, and after many
months in which the Tu-2 was modified
and simplified for the mass production
lines, the Tu-2S (Seriinyi, or series)
appeared, flying for the first time on 26
August 1943. A small number of Tu-2s
had previously been passed to front-
line regiments in September 1942,
where their performance, armament
and bombload had received general
enthusiasm.

By January 1944 the first production
Tu-2 and Tu-2S bombers had been
passed to the regiments of the V-VS,
but it was not until June ofthat year that
Tu-2s saw action on a large scale. The
sector was the Karelian (Finnish) front
in the north where the V-VS forces,
under the overall command of General
A.A. Novikov, numbered 757 aircraft of
the 13th VA (Air Army), the V-VS KBF
(Red Banner Baltic Fleet) and the 2nd
GV IAK (guards fighter corps), Of the
249 Tu-2 and Petlyakov Pe-2 light bom-
bers in the Soviet order of battle, many
came under Colonel IP. Skok's 334th
Bomber Air Division which subse-
guently received a citation for its work.
Reconnaissance work was now being
carried out by Tu-2D and Tu-2R air-
craft with modified mainplanes, nose
glazing, and capacity for vertical and
oblique cameras. Wartime production
of the Tupolev Tu-2 and its sub-types
amounted to 1,111. As a bomber it did
not come into its own until the autumn
of 1944, However, as German resist-
ance stiffened on nearmg the eastern
borders of the Reich V-VS bombers,

Many wartime Tupolev Tu-2s had theirnumbers hand painted. This Tu-2S served on the Kalinin front.

The Tupolev Tu-2S carried two wing root cannon and three machine-guns mounted in the rear cockpit and the
dorsal and ventral positions.

This Tupolev Tu-2S was delivered to the V-VS in the summer of 1944 and wears the standard camouflage ofthat
period.

including Tupolev Tu-2s, were called
up to attack strongpomts at Kustrm,
Königsberg and other fortified ports
and cities. September 1945 saw many
Tu-2s in action against the Japanese
Kwantung Army in Manchuria before
the final surrender.

Specification
Tupolev Tu-2S
Type: four-seat medium bomber
Powerplant: two 1,850-hp (1,380-kW)
Shvetsov ASh-82FN radial piston
engines

Performance: maximum speed
547 km/h (340 mph) at 5400 m
(17,715 ft); cruising speed 442 km/h
(275 mph); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
9 minutes 30 seconds; service ceiling
9500 m (31,170 ft); normal range
2000 km (1,243 miles)
Weights: empty 8260 kg ( 18,200 Ib);
normal take-off 12800 kg (28,219 Ib)
Dimensions: span 18.86 m (61 ft
10'/2 in); length 13.80 m (45 ft 3Va in);
height 4.56 m ( 14 ft 11 in); wing area
48.80m2 (525,3 sq ft)
Armament: two 20-mm ShVAK cannon

in wing roots and three 12.7-mm (0.5-
m) ÜBT machine-guns (one each in
both dorsal positions and ventral
station), plus a maximum bombload of
3000 kg (6,614 Ib)

Andrei Tupolev was commanded by
Stalin to produce a better bomber
than the Junkers Ju 88, and the
resulting Tu-2 proved tobe one of
the finest wartime aircraft. This is a
Tu-2Swith broadened ailerons.
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Jet
Aircraft

Whilst piston-engined aircraft fought out World War II, aircraft and engine

designers were hard at work to harness the new jet and rocket propulsion and to

perfect its use for fighting aircraft. The results of their labours were varied, but the

technological advances were great.

A Ithough combat by jet-
jL\.propelled aircraft during
World War II was limited to the
final year of the conflict, and then
undertaken only by German (and
to a much lesser extent British)
aircraft, the knowledge that jet
reaction was potentially the most
efficient of all aircraft propulsion
systems had existed for some 15
years beforehand. In Germany
exploitation of this knowledge
had shown greatest promise,
through the efforts of F. W Sander
and Fritz von Opel with solid-fuel
rocket power, Paul Schmidt with
pulse jets and Dr Hans von Ohain
with the gas turbine, all of whom
had either achieved limited jet
reaction-powered flight or were
on the threshold of doing so
when war broke out in September
1939. In the UK work had pro-
gressed under the leadership of
Frank Whittle, but with very little
commercial support. Elsewhere in
the world there was even less
interest in jet propulsion.

Germany was the first to fly an
air-breathing jet aircraft, the
Heinkel He 178, which took to
the air under its own power for
the first time on 27 August 1939-
Next to fly a 'jet' was Italy with its
crude ducted fan-jet Caproni-
Campini Nl, which flew in August
1940. While the Italian effort
proved to be dead-ended, the

Although jet development was well underway when World War II
broke out, jet aircraft were hardly to feature in the conflict.
Germany led the way with Britain following; this reconnaissance
version Arado Ar 234B was just one of several designs.

Germans moved steadily forward
towards operational realism as
other manufacturers were encour-
aged into the jet propulsion field
by the development of viable
powerplants produced, notably,
by Heinkel and Junkers.

Meanwhile in the UK Frank
Whittle, with increasing practical
assistance and eventual domina-
tion by Rolls-Royce, Rover, de
Havilland and others, succeeded
in producing a gas turbine which,
as the Power Jets W. l, first flew in
the Gloster E.28/39 in May 1941.
But the two-year lead gained by

Germany proved unassailable and,
despite the demise of the Heinkel
He 280 as a potential combat air-
craft, enabled the Luftwaffe to
achieve operational status with its
Messerschmitt Me 262 during the
summer of 1944, narrowly pre-
dating the first RAF Gloster
Meteors. Moreover the rocket-
powered Me 163 proved to be
the fastest of any combat aircraft
produced during the war.

The build-up of German Me
262s (as well as He 162s and
Arado Ar 234s) far outstripped the
tentative introduction of the

British Meteor, all reliance on oper-
ational jet engine development
being placed on the Rolls-Royce
Weiland (a direct development of
the Whittle engine). The USA, on
the other hand, scarcely achieved
any progress in the field until 1941
when Whittle technology was pro-
vided by the UK, only managing to
fly the Bell P-59 Airacomet and
Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star,
neither of which was operational
during World War II.

Japan, like Germany, frantically
sought to combat the growing
menace to its homeland from the
US's air onslaught and received
technical assistance from
Germany. It managed to fly a
twin-jet fighter, the Nakajima
Kikka (modelled on the Me 262),
before the end of the war and
also the rocket-powered Yokosuka
Ohka suicide aircraft.

Nevertheless, despite growing
awareness in the UK and USA of
the enormous potential of the jet
engine, the Allies were astounded
to discover the advances made by
Germany when they examined the
spoils of war in 1945. But much of
the technology had already disap-
peared eastwards, and it was here
that the wartime momentum
gained by the Soviet Union was
able to accommodate these great
technical strides into its post-war
plans for world military superiority.
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GERMANY

Arado Ar 234
The world's first turbojet-powered
bomber, the Arado Ar 234 Blitz (light-
ning) was originally conceived as a
twin-jet high-speed reconnaissance
aircraft late in 1940. Delayed by slow
delivery of the Junkers 004B, the Ar 234
VI prototype was not first flown until 15
June 1943; this aircraft featured an
auxiliary trolley, which was jettisoned
on take-off, in place of conventional
landing gear. Further prototypes fol-
lowed, including the Ar 234 V6 and Ar
234 V8 which were powered by four
800-kg (1,764-lb) thrust BMW 003A-1
turbojets.

When production finally started, it
was of the twin-jet Ar 234B which fea-
tured conventional nosewheel landing
gear, the mamwheels retracting into a
slightly widened centre fuselage. The
Ar 234B-1 was an unarmed reconnaiss-
ance aircraft which first served with 1
Versuchsverband Oberbefehlshaber
der Luftwaffe late in 1944, and soon
after with Sonderkommando Hecht
and Sperling. These units were re-
placed in 1945 by 1 (F) 33, 1 (F) 100 and
1 (F) 123, and many reconnaissance
sorties were flown over the UK. The
bomber version was the Ar 234B-2,
which could carry a bombload of
2000kg (4,4091b), and other variants
included the Ar 234B-2/b reconnaiss-
ance aircraft, the Ar 234B-2/1 path-
finder and Ar 234B-2/r long-range
bomber. Ar 234B-2 bombers joined
KG 76 in January 1945 and carried out a
number of daring and hazardous raids
before the end of the war. A small num-
ber of Ar 234s was also employed as
night-fighters with Kommando Bonow,
but the four-jet Ar 234C, although just
beginning to appear at the end of the
war, failed to reach squadron service.
Many other advanced projects were in
hand when hostilities ceased.

Able to carry a bombload of 2000 kg (4,409 IB), the Arado Ar 234B-2 went into service with KG 76 in January 1945.
Based atRheine andAchmer, these made many accurate strikes.

Specification
Ar 234B-2
Type: single-seat tactical light bomber
Powerplant: two 800-kg (1,764-lb)
thrust BMW 003A-1 turbojets
Performance: maximum speed
742 km/h (461 mph) at 6000m
(19,685 ft); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
12.8 minutes' service ceiling 10000m

(32,810 ft); range 1630 km (1,013 miles)
Weights: empty 5200kg (11,464 Ib);
maximum take-off 9800 kg (21,605 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.44 m (46 ft 3'/2 in);
length 12.64m (41ft S'/am); height

The Ar 234B proved of immense
interest to the Allies and intact
examples underwent rigorous

4.29 m (14 ft P/a in); wing area 27.3 m
(284.17sqft)
Armament: bombload of up to 2000 kg
(4,4091b); some aircraft carried two
rear-firing 20-mm guns

testing in Britain and America. This is
anAr234B-l reconnaissance
version, withnohardpoints.

GERMANY

Bachern Ba 349 Natter
Among the ingenious expedients
borne of desperation in Germany at
the end of the war was the Bachern Ba
349 Natter (viper), a semi-expendable,
vertically-launched, piloted missile.
Designed under the leadership of
Erich Bachern, the small aircraft was
constructed mainly of bonded and
screwed wooden components, and
was powered by an internal Walter
109-509A-2 liquid fuel rocket (of the
same type as in the Messerschmitt Me
163); for take-off boost four solid fuel
Schmiddmg rockets provided a total
thrust of 4800kg (10,582 Ib) for 10
seconds before being jettisoned. It
was intended to launch the Natter on
approach of Allied bombers, the pilot
selecting his target and then launching
his weapon load of 24 7.3-cm (2.87-in)
Föhn unguided rockets. He would then
jettison the nose section of the aircraft
and deploy his own parachute. The
remainder of the aircraft would also
descend by parachute for recovery
and re-use. Gliding trials started in
October 1944, followed in February
1945 by the first unmanned vertical

The Bachern Ba 349 Na tier was a somewhat despera te a ttempt to stem
the Allied bombing campaign. Launching vertically, the Natter
climbed quickly on its rocket motor, attacked the bombers with
rockets and then pilot and aircraft returned separately to earth by
parachute.

launches. However, during the first pi-
loted launch the same month, the cock-
pit canopy failed and the pilot, Lothar
Siebert, was killed. About 20 Ba 349s
were completed, and 10 were de-
ployed at Kirchheim, but before any
Allied bombers could be intercepted
the sites were overrun by advancing
American forces,

Specification
Type: single-seat expendable inter-
ceptor

Powerplant: one 1700-kg (3,748-lb)
thrust Walter 109-509A-2 liquid-fuel
rocket motor (of 70 seconds' power
duration) and four 1200-kg (2,646-lb)
thrust Schmiddmg 109-533 solid-fuel
jettisonable booster rockets (of 10
seconds' power duration)
Performance: maximum speed
800 km/h (497 mph) at sea level; initial
climb rate 11140m (36,550ft) per
minute; service ceiling 14000m
(45,930 ft); radius of action 40 km (24.8
miles)

Weight: loaded at launch 2200kg
(4,850 Ib)
Dimensions: span 3.60 m (11 ft 9% in);
length 6.10 m (20 ft 0 in); wing area
2.75m2(29.6sqft)
Armament: 24 Föhn 7.3-cm (2.87-in)
unguided rocket projectiles in nose

GERMANY

Fieseler Fi 103R
One of the many macabre projects
be ing s t u d i e d as G e r m a n y
approached defeat at the end of the
war involved the use of the Fieseler Fi

103R, a manned version of the Argus
pulsejet-powered Fieseler Fi 103
flying bomb. Mass production of these
weapons had been achieved by mid-

1944 for the campaign against southern
England when proposals were made
to launch a manned bomb from be-
neath a carrier aircraft. The intention
was that, after release, the flying bomb
would be piloted towards a target and
put into a dive before the pilot baled

out at the last moment. Pilot survival
was rated as being most unlikely as a
result of the canopy fouling the pulsejet
inlet immediately aft of the cockpit, yet
the Germans steadfastly claimed a
subtle distinction between their Selbst-
opfermänner (self-sacrifice men)
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and the Japanese Kamikaze pilots who
were sealed into their cockpits before
take-off. A total of about 175 piloted Fi
103Rs (Reichenberg being the oper-
ational codename covering the pro-
ject) were completed: the R-I, R-II and
R-III were test and training versions,
and the R-IV was intended for oper-
ational use. Testing was undertaken by
Rechlin pilots but after two had
crashed development flying was taken
over by DFS test pilots Hanna Reitsch
and Heinz Kensche. Handling in the air
was fairly straightforward but landing
was extremely tricky owing to the
rudimentary control provided and the
very high landing speed. Although
some 70 volunteer pilots were
selected for training the plan came to
naught simply owing to the German

The Fi 103 (VI) is well known in its
unpiloted form, but the piloted
version, the Reichenberg, was more
obscure. Intended for accurate
a ttacks against shipping, the pilot
was supposed to bale out after he
had aimed at the target. In practice
this would have been unlikely.

FieselerFi 103R Reichenberg IV.

high command's refusal to take the
Reichenberg project seriously.

Specification
Fi 103R-IV
Type: single-seat flying bomb

Powerplant: one 350-kg (772-lb) thrust
Argus 109-014 pulsejet
Performance: maximum powered
level speed 650 km/h (404 mph) at sea
level; endurance (limited by pulsejet
life) 20 minutes

Weight: at launch 2180 kg (4,806 Ib)
Dimensions: span 5.715m (18ft 9m);
length 8.00m (26ft 3 in); maximum
fuselage diameter 0.838 m (2 ft 9 in)
Warhead: 850 kg (1,874 Ib)

GERMANY

Heinkel He 162 Salamander
Despite all that Germany could do to
press the Messerschmitt Me 163 and
Me 262 into service in the latter half of
1944, it became all too clear that both
aircraft demanded production skills,
materials and flying experience
beyond the resources of the nation,
and thus were inadequate to stem the
tide of Allied air attack. AccoroMÏÏgïyT"
as the RLM underwent its final reorga-
nization, proposals were studied for
the mass production of a relatively sim-
ple, lightweight jet interceptor which
demanded the minimum of strategic
materials, engineering skill and pilot
training. Within five weeks the design
of the Heinkel He 162 had been
accepted and dozens of component
subcontracts organized, it being in-
tended to reach a production of 2,000
aircraft per month by May 1945. The
first prototype He 162 was flown on 6
December 1944, but by the following
month severe lateral instability had
been disclosed, resulting in the wmg_
tips being sharply angled aown.TEe
aircraft was a small shoulder-wing
monoplane with the turbojet mounted
on top of the fuselage amidships, nose-
wheel landing gear and twin fins and
rudders. In February a score of further
prototypes flew, together with the first
production examples. The first oper-
ational unit, I/JG 1, under Oberst Her-
bert Ihlefeldt, flew He 162A-1 produc-
tion aircraft at Parchim but, despite a
prodigious effort and the completion of
some 275 aircraft, the swift advance by
the Allied armies prevented the little
fighter from taking any significant part
in the air fighting at the end of the war.

Specification
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: one 800-kg (1,764-lb)
thrust BMW 109-003E turbojet
Performance: maximum speed
835 km/h (519 mph) at 6000m
(19,685ft); initial climb rate 1290m
(4,230ft) per minute; service ceiling
about 11000m (36,090ft); maximum
range 1000km (621 miles)
Weights: empty 1750kg (3,858 Ib);

Despite its hurried development, the ingenious Heinkel He 162 would have proved an effective fighter in
experienced hands, but there was insufficient time to train men of the calibre required by the Luftwaffe.

Above: Several Heinkel He 162s were
captured by the Allies and
extensively tested after the war. This
He 162A-2 was serving with II
Gruppe, Jagdgeschwader l at Leck
when it was captured on 8 May 1945.
It has since been restored and is on
display at RAF S t A than.

maximum take-off 2700 kg (5,952 Ib)
Dimensions: span 7.20 m (23 ft 7Vz in);
length 9.05m (29ft 8Vè in); height
2.55 m (8 ft 4% in); wing area 11.15m2

(120.0sqft)
Armament: two 30-mm MK 108 or two
20-mm MG 151 cannon in nose

Righ t: The He 162 suffered from all
the symptoms of 1945 Germany -
lackoffuel, poor materials,
inexperienced workmen and pilots,
and hasty design and developmen t.
Attempts to overcome these
problems were swamped by the
Allied advance.
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Heinkel He 178
The world's first aircraft to fly solely
powered, by a turbojet was the Ger-
man Heinkel He 178, which was flown
by Flugkapitän Erich Warsitz at
Marienehe on 27 August 1939, one
week before the outbreak of World
War II. The first step in the develop-
ment of this aeroplane was taken in
March 1936 when Ernst Heinkel en-
gaged the services of the German gas
turbine pioneer Dr Hans Pabst von
Ohain and his assistant Max Hahn, The
first demonstration turbojet, the HeS 1,
was bench running by September
1937, and a development of this en-
gine, the HeS 3, was flight tested sus-
pended beneath a Heinkel He 118 in
1938. By 1939, it had been decided to
instai a new version, the HeS 3b, m a
special aircraft, the He 178, which
commenced building that year; it was
a shoulder-wing aircraft with wings
made largely of wood but with a semi-
monocoque metal fuselage. Tailwheel
landing gear was incorporated, and
the engine drew its air from an inlet in
the nose and exhausted through a long
jet pipe which extended to the ex-
treme tail. The 178 was damaged on its
first flight when the engine ingested a
bird which caused it to flame out, but
the aircraft made a safe landing. It was
later flown with a 590-kg (1,301-lb)
thrust HeS 6 engine, but a number of
airframe defects limited the speed to
about 600 km/h (373 mph). The He 178
was later moved to the Berlin Air
Museum where it was destroyed in
1943 during an Allied air raid.

Specification
He 178 (initial powerplant)
Type: single-seat research aircraft

The first High t by a jet-powered aircraft occurred on 27 August 1939 when this He 178 flew from Marienehe, near
Rostock. Despite their superior engine, it was two years before the British matched this feat.

Powerplant: one 500-kg (1,102-lb)
thrust Heinkel HeS 3b centrifugal-flow
turbojet
Performance: (estimated) maximum
speed 580 km/h (360 mph) at sea level;
landing speed 165 km/h (103 mph)

Weights: empty 1590kg (3,505 Ib);
maximum 1990kg (4,387 Ib)
Dimensions: 7.10 m (23 ft 3l/2 in); length
7.51 m (24 ft QV2 in); height 2.10 m (6 ft
10% in); wing area 7.90 m2 (85.04 sq ft)
Armament: none

Only one He 178 was built, and was
an extremely clean design for its day,
with fully retracting andfaired-in
undercarriage. Maximum speed was
580 km/h (360 mph).

GERMANY

Heinkel He 280
The world's first turbojet aircraft de-
signed from the outset as a potential
fighter, the Heinkel He 280 made its
first flight on 2 August 1941 (19 months
before the first Gloster Meteor). De-
sign of the He 280, which started be-
fore the end of 1939, included a low
wing with twin underslung turbojets,
tricycle landing gear and twin fins and
rudders. Despite the obvious need for
low-diameter engines, Dr von Ohain
succeeded in developing the centri-
fugal-flow HeS 8 (or 109-001) to pro-
duce 700-kg (1,543-lb) thrust, and a
pair of these engines powered the He
280 VI on its first flight (the engines
being left uncowled on this occasion).
A total of nine prototypes flew, includ-
ing the He 280 V2 and He 280 V3 with
HeS 8 engines (the former also being
re-engmed with Jumo 109-004s), the
He 280 V4 with BMW 109-003s and la-
ter with six Argus 109-014 pulsejets,
the He 280 V5 first with HeS 8s and later
with 109-OOSs, the He 280 V6 (as well as
the V5) with three MG 151 20-mm can-
non, the He 280 V7 with 109-004s (and
later tested as a high-speed glider for
aerodynamic research), the He 280 V8
with 109-004s and a V-type tail unit,
and the He 280 V9 with 109-003s.

After several High ts towed behind a
pair ofBfl 1 Os, the He 280V-1 made
its first powered night on 2 April 1941
and is seen here landing back at
Marienehe. For this first High t the
engines were kept uncovered, as
during test runs fuel had gathered in
the cowlings.

Designed from the outset as a fighter, the He 280 was plagued with
development problems and was abandoned in favour of the
Messerschmitt Me 262.
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Although production of the He 280 was
planned, recurring complaints (which
included structural weakness in the
tail, together with tail flutter, and in-
adequate fuel and armament provi-
sion) caused the design to be aban-
doned in favour of the Messerschmitt
Me 262. It was, incidentally, from the
He 280 VI that the first-ever bale-out

using an ejector seat was made when
Argus test pilot Schenk abandoned the
aircraft when his controls locked from
icing-up.

Specification
He 280 V5
Type: single-seat prototype intercep-
tor fighter

Powerplant: two 750-kg (1,653-lb)
thrust HeS 8A (109-001 A) turbojets
Performance: maximum short-burst
speed 900 km/h (559 mph) at 6000m
(19,685ft); initial climb rate 1145m
(3,755 ft) per minute; estimated service
ceiling 11500m (37,730ft); range
650 km (404 miles)
Weights: empty 3215kg (7,088 Ib);

maximum take-off 4310 kg (9,502 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12,20m (40ft Om);
length 10.40m (34ft 11/2 in); height
3.06 m(10 ft OVa in);wing area 21.50 m2

(231.5sqft)
Armament: three nose-mounted 20-
mm MG 151 cannon (intended later to
be increased to six)

GERMANY

Henschel Hs 132
During the last half of 1943 experience
showed that losses during convention-
al dive-bombing with the venerable
Junkers Ju 87 were becoming prohibi-
tive without heavy fighter escort, parti-
cularly in the face of ever-growing
Soviet air presence on the Eastern
Front. The Henschel company, with
considerable experience in produc-
ing ground-support aircraft, put for-
ward late in 1944 proposals for an
essentially simple single-jet attack
bomber with a BMW 109-003E-2 tur-
bojet mounted above the fuselage. In
essence the aircraft resembled the
Heinkel He 162 with twin fins and rud-
ders, although the sharply tapered

wing was mounted at mid-fuselage
depth; more significant, the pilot occu-
pied a prone position in the extreme
nose so as to withstand the likely 12g
forces expected to accompany shal-
low dive recovery. Simplified con-
struction^with widespread use of wood
in the structure was welcomed by the
RLM and three prototypes were
ordered, and commenced building in
March 1945. Only the Henschel Hs 132
VI had been completed (but not flown)
by the war's end, and all three aircraft
were taken over by the Soviet forces in
their advance from the east. The first
aircraft was to have carried a single
500-kg (1,102-lb) bomb recessed into

the underfuselage; the second, with
900-kg (1,984-lb) thrust engine com-
bined this load with two nose-mounted
20-mm MG 151 cannon; and the third,
with 1300-kg (2,866-lb) thrust Hemkel-
Hirth 109-011A turbojet would carry a
1000-kg (2,205-lb) bomb, two 30-mm
MK 103 and two 20-mm MG 151 guns. It
was intended that the PC 1000RS Pol
rocket-assisted armour-piercing
bomb would be used for battlefield
support attacks.

Specification
Hs 132 VI
Type: single-seat dive bomber
Powerplant: one 800-kg (1,764-lb)
thrust BMW 109-003E-2 turbojet
Performance: maximum speed 780
km/h (485 mph) at 6000 m (19,685 ft);

service ceiling 10250 m (33,630 ft);
range 680 km (423 miles)
Weights: maximum take-off 3400 kg
(7,496 Ib)
Dimensions: span 7,20 m (23 ft 7Vz m);
length 8.90 m (29 ft 2Vz in); wing area
14.82m2 (159.4 sq ft)
Armament: one 500 kg (1,102-lb) bomb
under the fuselage

Although it never flew, the Henschel
Hs 132 was a most interesting
concept. With a configuration
resembling the Heinkel He 162, the
most striking feature of the aircraft
was the prone pilot position,
incorporated to enable the pilot to
withstand the expected 12g when the
aircraft pulled out from its dive after
releasing the bomb.

GERMANY

Horton Ho IX (Gotha Go 229)
The Horton Ho IX twin-jet tailless
fighter-bomber, of which two pro-
totypes were flown before the end of
the war, was of extremely advanced
design, which benefited from con-
siderable experience gained by the
brothers Reimar and Walter Horten in
the development of flying-wing air-
craft, of which the majority were glid-
ers. Designed by Sonderkommando 9,
starting in 1942, the first prototype Ho
IX VI was found to be unable to
accommodate the two intended BMW
109-003-1 turbojets owing to an unfore-
seen increase in engine diameter, and
it was therefore flown as a glider at
Oranienburg during the summer of
1944. The redesigned Ho IX V2 was
fitted with two Junkers 109-004B-1 tur-
bojets and flown successfully at Ora-
nienburg, demonstrating speeds of up
to 960 km/h (597 mph) before it was
destroyed while making a single-
engine landing. Such promise encour-

The Horten Ho IX V2 was the only aircraft of this series
to achieve powered nigh t. Its career ended abruptly
following an engine failure.

aged the RLM to instruct Gothaer
Waggonfabrik to assume develop-
ment of the design, and a third pro-
totype, the Go 229 V3, was produced
with 1000-kg (2,205-lb) thrust Jumo 109-
004C turbojets, but was prevented
from flying by the end of hostilities in
May 1945. Work had also started on the
two-seat Go 229 V4 and Go 229 V5
night-fighter prototypes, the Go 229 V6
armament test prototype, and the Go
229 V7 two-seat trainer, No progress
had been made on 20 pre-production

Go 229A-0\fighter-bombers, on order
at the end of the war, that were in-
tended to carry two 1000-kg (2,205-lb)
bombs and four 30-mm MK 103 can-
non.

Specification
Go 229A-0
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber

Powerplant: two 1000-kg (2,205-lb)
thrust Junkers Jumo 109-004C turbojets
Per formance: maximum speed
1000 km/h (621 mph) at 6100m
(20,015ft); landing speed 130 km/h
(81 mph)
Weight: maximum take-off 8500 kg
( 18,739 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.78 m (55 ft 0% in);
length 7,47 m (24 ft QV& in); wing area
51.5m2 (554.36 sq ft)
Armament: four 30-mm MK 103 cannon
and up to 2000 kg (4,409 Ib) of bombs
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The revolutionary Junkers Ju 287 was
the outcome of development of a bom-
ber project being studied by Dipl. Ing.
Hans Wocke at Junkers in June 1943 at
a time when fast bombers still enjoyed
priority in Luftwaffe planning. Instead
of employing a 'conventional' swept-
back wing (advocated as early as 1935
by Prof, A. Busemann) Wocke sug-
gested using a swept-forward wing in
which the high-speed benefits of re-
duced thickness-chord would be more
readily achieved, at the same time re-
ducing low-speed instability. To
speed manufacture of the prototype,
the Ju 287 VI featured an extraordinary
mixture of existing components, in-
cluding the fuselage of a Hemkel He
177, Ju 388 tail unit, Ju 352 mainwheels
and the nosewheels of captured Con-
solidated B-24 Liberators. Design of
the aircraft was directed by Dipl. Ing.
Ernst Zmdel and, powered by four
Jumo 109-004B-1 turbojets, this was
flown by Flugkapitän Siegfried Holz-
bauer at Brandis on 16 August 1944; the
prototype required take-off assistance
in the form of a Jettiso nable Walter 109-
501 rocket under each turbojet. A total
of 17 flights was made before priority
for jet bombers was abandoned at ab-
out this time. For some reason, never
satisfactorily explained, the RLM re-
turned to a bombing philosophy in

March 1945 and ordered the Ju 287 into
production. Construction of two further
prototypes, the Ju 287 V2 with six jet
engines and the Ju 287 V3 returning to
four more powerful turbojets, com-
menced but neither was flown before
the end of the war. The entire prog-
ramme was then transferred to Pod-
berezhnye in the USSR, together with
many of its associated technicians, and
flight trials continued there until about
1948.

Specification
Ju 287 VI
Type: prototype high-speed heavy
bomber
Powerplant: four 900-kg (1,984-lb)
thrust Junkers Jumo 109-004B-1 tur-
bojets
Performance: maximum speed
559 km/h (347 mph) at 6000m
(19,685ft); service ceiling 10800m
(35,435ft); maximum range 1500km
(930 miles)
Weights: empty 12510kg (27,579 Ib);
m a x i m u m t a k e - o f f 20000 k g
(44,0921b)
Dimensions: span 20.11m (65f t
11% in); length 18.30m (60ft (Min);
wing area 58,30 m2 (627.3 sq ft)
Armament: (V3) bombload of up to
4000 kg (8,818 Ib) and gun armament in
tail barbette

The most futuristic of all jets to fly
during the war, theju 287V-1 was the
only example built by Junkers. The

second prototype was completed by
the Russians after the war, hying with
six engines.

GERMANY

Messerschmitt Me 262
The Messerschmitt Me 262 was one of
the first turbojet-powered aircraft to
achieve combat status, and was the
result of pre-war research with gas tur-
bines in Germany. Design of the air-
craft started in 1938 and prototype air-
frames were ready in 1941 but, as the
Junkers jet engines were not then
ready, the first flight on 18 April was
made using a single Jumo 210G piston
engine; it was not until 18 July 1942 that
the Me 262 V3 first made an all-jet flight
powered by two 840-kg (1,852-lb)
thrust Junkers 109-004A-0 turbojets.
Early prototypes featured tailwheel
landing gear, but when production
started in 1944 a tricycle arrangement
had been standardized, As Hitler per-
sisted in demanding development of
the Me 262 as a bomber for reprisal
raids on the UK, development of the
fighter was badly delayed and it was
not until late in 1944 that the aircraft
entered Luftwaffe service. The Me
262A-la Schwalbe (swallow) fighter
was armed with four 30-mm guns in the
nose and joined Kommando Nowotny
in October; it was followed by the Me
262A-la/Ul with two additional 20-mm
guns, the Me 262A-la/U2 bad-weather
fighter and the Me 262A-la/U3 un-
armed reconnaissance aircraft. The
Me 262A-2a Sturmvogel (stormy pet-
rel) bomber could carry up to 500 kg
(1,102 Ib) of bombs in addition to the
four 30-mm guns, and a two-seat ver-
sion (with prone bomb-aimer), the Me
262A-2a/U2, was also produced.

Before the end of the war Me 262s
were being flown with some success
against Allied bombers both as day
and night fighters (the latter were
radar-equipped Me 262B-la/Ul air-
craft), and air-to-air rockets were
being developed. Dogged by difficul-
ties brought on by Allied raids on fac-
tories and airfields, the Luftwaffe's jet
fighter units nevertheless posed a for-
midable threat to Allied air superiority

This bomb-carrying Me 262A-2a/Ul Hew with Erprobungskommando Schenk,
an experimental detachmen t from KG 51 to investiga te the opera tional use of
this fine jet.

Specification
Me 262A-la
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: two 900-kg (1,984-lb)
thrust Junkers Jumo 109-004B-4 tur-
bojets
Performance: maximum speed 870

km/h (541 mph) at 7000 m (26,965 ft);
initial climb rate 1200 m (3,937 ft) per
minute; service ceiling 11000 m (36,090
ft); normal range 845 km (525 miles)
Weights: empty 4000kg (8,818 Ib);
maximum take-off 6775 kg (14,936 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.50 m (41 ft OVs in);
length 10.61m (34ft 91/?. in); height
3.83 m ( 12 ft 6% in); wing area 21.68 m2

(233.3 sq ft)
Armament: four MK 108 30-mm cannon
in nose

Featuring a tailwheel, theMe262V-2
became the second Me 262 to fly
solely on turbojet power, the first
prototype having a piston engine as
well as the jets mounted in the nose.
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GERMANY

Messerschmitt Me 163 Komet
The Messerschmitt Me 163 Komet
(comet) rocket interceptor stemmed
from prolonged research by Dr Alex-
ander Lippisch over 15 years before
the war. The prototype was initially
test flown as a glider during the spring
of 1941 before being fitted with a Wal-
ter RII-203 rocket using T-Stoffand Z-
Stoff propellants. Powered flights by
the Me 163 VI started in the late sum-
mer of 1941, and on 2 October the air-
craft reached 1004.5 km/h (623.8 mph);
two months later the Me 163B Komet
was ordered into production.

Production Me 163Bs were po-
wered by Walter 109-509A rocket
motors using T-Stoff (hydrogen perox-
ide) and C-Stoff (hydrazine hydrate,
methyl alcohol and water) to give a
thrust of 1700kg (3,7481b). Early Me
163B-0 aircraft were armed with a pair
of 20-mm guns, but Me 163B-1 fighters
carried two 30-mm weapons. The air-
craft possessed no conventional land-
ing gear, but took off from a trolley
which was jettisoned immediately af-
ter take-off.

Introduction to Luftwaffe service
was a protracted and hazardous pro-
cess owing to difficulties in handling
the fuels and a number of fatal acci-
dents, and only very experienced
pilots were selected. Production Me
163B-la fighters equipped I/JG 400 at
Brandis, near Leipzig, in June 1944 and
first intercepted B-17 Fortress daylight
bombers on 16 August that year. All
manner of difficulties faced the pilots,
apart from the hazards already men-
tioned, and it was found difficult to aim
and fire the guns with the result that
upward-firing 50-mm shells and
underwing rockets came to be de-
veloped,

Although some 300 Me 163Bs were
produced (as well as a few Me 163C
aircraft with increased fuel) and JG
400's other two Gruppen re-eguipped
by the end of 1944, only nine confirmed
air victories were achieved by the
Geschwader.

Above: The badge of this Me 163B-1
ofJG 400 bears the legend 'Wie ein
Floh, aber Oho!' (Only a flea, but oh-
oh!). The concept of this tiny fighter
was sound, but the practice proved
difficult, and only nine victories were
confirmed.

Below: TheMel63B-l suffered the
same problems as other German jets
during the last few months of the war
and did not change history. The
prominent'Tand 'C'stencils
indicated fuelling points for the two
liquid fuels, acciden tal con tact
between which would result in
catastrophe.

Specification
Me 163B-la Komet
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: one 1700-kg (3,748-lb)
thrust Walter 109-509A-2 rocket motor
Per formance : max imum speed

960 km/h (596 mph) at 3000 m (9,845 ft);
initial climb rate 3600 m (11,810 ft) per
minute; service ceiling 12100m
(39,700ft); normal range 80km (50
miles)
Weights: empty 1905kg (4,2001b);

maximum take-off 4110 kg (9,061 Ib)
Dimensions: span 9.33 m (30 ft 7!/4 in);
length 5.69 m (18 ft 8 in); height 2.76 m
( 9 f t O ' / a i n ) ; wing area 19 .62m 2

(211.2 sq ft)
Armament: two 30--mm MK 108 cannon
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ITALY

Caproni-Campini NI (CC.2)
It is perhaps surprising at first sight
that, having been the second nation to
fly an air-breathing jet-propelled aero-
plane, Italy did not feature among the
leading nations in this field of technolo-
gy. But in truth the Caproni-Campini
Nl was no more than an ingenious
freak which employed a conventional
piston engine to drive a variable-pitch
d u c t e d - f a n compres so r w i th
rudimentary afterburning. As such it
did nothing to further gas turbine re-
search, and was to all intents and pur-
poses a technical dead-end. The en-
gineer Secondo Campini had created
a company in 1931 to pursue research
into reaction propulsion and in 1939
persuaded Caproni to build an aircraft
to accommodate the fruits of this work,
namely the adaptation of an Isotta-
Fraschini radial engine driving a
ducted-fan compressor; the com-
pressed air was exhausted through a
variable-area nozzle in the aircraft's
extreme tail, and additional fuel could
be ignited in the tailpipe to increase
thrust. The two-seat low-wing Nl
(sometimes referred to as the CC.2)
was first flown at Taliedo on 28 August
1940 by Mario de Bernadi. A number of
set-piece demonstration flights was
undertaken, including one of 270 km
(168 miles) from Taliedo to Gmdoma at
an average speed of 209 km/h
(ISOmph), but it was clear from the
outset that use of a three-stage fan-
compressor driven by a piston engine
would limit further development, and

With a maximum speed of only
375 km/h (233 mph), theNl served
only to prove its propulsion concept
was possible. The design limitations
meant that development would be
fruitless, and as Italy's war effort
gained momentum, thoughts turned
to more immediate problems.

The Caproni-Campini N l used an ingenious way of propelling itself. The piston engine inside the fuselage drove a
ducted fan and fuel was bled and ignited in the compressed air emitted through the tailpipe.

the experiment was abandoned early
in 1942 when Italy was faced with ster-
ner priorities, The Nl survives today in
the Museo della Scienza Technica at
Milan as a monument to ingenuity if not
sophisticated technology.

Specification
Type: two-seat research aircraft
Powerplant: one 900-hp (671-kW) Isot-
ta-Fraschmi radial piston engine driv-
ing a three-stage ducted-fan com-
pressor
Performance: max imum speed

375 km/h (233 mph)
Weights: empty 3640kg (8,025 Ib);
maximum take-off 4195 kg (9,248 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.85m (52ft 0 in);
length 13,10 m (43 ft 0 in); wing area
36.00m2 (387.51sqft)
Armament: none

JAPAN

Nakajima Kikka
Encouraged by enthusiastic reports of
the German Messerschmitt Me 262
from the Japanese air attaché in Berlin,
the Japanese naval staff instructed
Nakajima to develop a single-seat
attack bomber based on the Me 262,
capable of a speed of 690 km/h
(430 mph) and able to carry a small
bombload. Design started in Septem-
ber 1944 under the direction of Kazuo
Ohno and Kenichi Matsumur, and the
resulting aircraft resembled the Ger-
man design although somewhat smal-
ler owing to the very low power avail-
able from the early Japanese jet en-
gines. Initially the first prototype Naka-
jima Kikka (orange blossom) was fitted
with a pair of 200-kg (440-lb) thrust
Tsu-11 ducted-flow engines, but these
were quickly replaced by 340-kg (750-
Ib) thrust Ne-12 turbojets, These also
proved inadequate and for the first
flight two 475-kg ( 1,047-lb) thrust Ne-20
axial-flow turbojets were fitted;
however, it was still necessary to em-
ploy an auxiliary rocket for assisted
take-off, The Kikka was first flown on 7

Based on the Me 262, the Kikka had
less power and had to be built
smaller. Even then it had too little
power and needed rockets to get it
off the ground. Only one example
flew before the programme was
abandoned due to the impending
Japanese defeat.

August 1945 at Kisarazu Naval Air Base
by Lieutenant Commander Sasumu
Tanaoka; the second flight ended in
damage when Tanaoka abandoned
the take-off owing to the ATO rockets
being incorrectly mounted. A second
prototype was then nearing comple-
tion and manufacture of 18 further air-
craft had started when, on 15 August,
the entire programme was aban-

doned, Production, which included
versions for training, reconnaissance
and air combat, had also been plan-
ned.

Specification
Kikka (1st prototype)
Type: single-seat attack bomber
Powerplant: two 475-kg (1,047-lb)
thrust Ne-20 axial-flow turbojets
Performance: maximum speed 697
km/h (433 mph) at 10000 m (32,810 ft);
climb to 10000 m (32,810 ft) in 26 mi-

nutes; service ceiling 12000 m (39,370
ft); range 940 km (586 miles)
Weights: empty 2300kg (5,071 Ib);
maximum take-off 4080 kg (8,995 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.00 m (32 ft 9% in);
length 8.125m (26ft 77/sin); height
2.95 m (9 ft S'/s in); wing area 13.2 m2

(142.08sqft)
Armament: one 500-kg (1,102-lb) or
one 800-kg (1,764-lb) bomb; fighter
version proposed with two 30-mm
Type 5 cannon in nose
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JAPAN

Yokosuka MXY7 Ohka
It was during the summer of 1944
when, faced with overwhelming and
fast-increasing Allied strength in the
Pacific theatre, the Japanese naval staff
first seriously entertained the concept
of employing suicide tactics to defeat
enemy attacks, and it was Ensign Mit-
suo Ohta who first produced a rough
design for a piloted flying bomb, a de-
sign which was assigned to Yokosuka
for detailed completion. The resulting
device was a small, mainly wooden
aircraft with three solid-propellant
rockets in the rear fuselage and a 1200-
kg (2,646-lb) explosive warhead in the
nose. Carried aloft in the bomb bay of a
modified Mitsubishi G4M bomber and
flown towards the target area, the
Yokosuka MXY7 Ohka (cherry blos-
som) bomb would be released, its
rockets fired and then flown directly to
impact on a selected target; the pilot
was sealed into his cockpit before
take-off. Initial powered flights started
at Sagami in October 1944, followed by
unmanned, powered flights the next
month. Production was put in hand,

and a total of 755 Ohkas was built be-
fore March 1945 when production en-
ded. The weapon was first employed
by the 721st Kokutai on 21 March 1945,
but the carrier aircraft were inter-
cepted and forced to release their
flying bombs too early. On 1 April the
US battleship West Virginia and three
transport vessels were hit and dam-
aged by Ohkas. Limited success
attended other suicide attacks by
Ohkas, but the transport aircraft
proved fatally vulnerable in the pre-
sence of powerful American defences
and the Japanese suicide tactic was
never a serious threat to Allied opera-
tions in the Pacific, for all its macabre
implications.

Specification
Ohka Model 11
Type: single-seat suicide aircraft
Powerplant: three solid-fuel Type 4
Mark 1 Model 20 rockets with total
thrust of 800 kg (1,764 Ib)
Performance: maximum level speed

Powered by three rockets in the tail,
the Ohka was a piloted bomb
released from its mother aircraft
when near the target. The pilot was

650 km/h (403 mph); terminal diving
speed 927 km/h (576 mph); range
37 km (23 miles)
Weights: empty 440 kg (970 Ib); max-
imum take-off 2140 kg (4,718 Ib)

sealed into his cockpit before the
night, so once released he had only
one hope: to cause maximum
damage to his target.

Dimensions: span 5.12 m (16 ft 9'/2 in);
length 6,07m (19ft. 10% in); height
1.16m (3ft 9% in); wing area 6,0 2

(64.6 sq ft)
Warhead: 1200 kg (2,646 Ib)

UK

de Havilland Vampire
Among the earliest British gas turbines
destined for flight was the Haiford H, 1,
designed by Major F.B. Haiford and
manufactured by de Havilland. In re-
sponse to Air Ministry Specification
E.6/41 the de Havilland company de-
cided to employ this engine in a radic-
al little fighter prototype initially
known as the Spidercrab. In an effort to
avoid thrust losses through long intake
and exhaust ducts the engine intakes
were located in the wing roots and the
fuselage terminated immediately aft of
the engine jet pipe, the aircraft's tail
being carried on slender twin booms.
The result was an extremely neat and
compact design, and the first flight of
the prototype, made by Geoffrey de
Havilland Jr, took place at Hatfield in
Hertfordshire on 20 September 1943,
just 16 months after the start of design,
the aircraft (LZ548/G) featuring
pointed fins, Two further prototypes
(LZ551/G and MP838/G) quickly joined
the flight programme, the latter car-
rying the planned armament of four

The first production Vampire made its first High t in April
1945, but production examples such as thisF.Mkl did not
reach the RAF until 1946.

20-mm Hispano cannon under the
nose, The name was changed to Vam-
pire and on 13 May 1944 a contract for
120 production examples of the Vam-
pire F.Mk I (later increased to 300) was
placed for manufacture by the English
Electric Company, Preston. The first
production aircraft (TG274/G), with
square-cut fins and Goblin turbojet (as
the Halford engine was named) was
flown at Samlesbury on 20 April 1945,
becoming the first British fighter with a
speed of over 805 km/h (500 mph),
Pre-service and handling trials occu-
pied the remainder of 1945, however,
and the Vampire saw no operational

service during the war, entering RAF
Fighter Command in the summer of
1946.

Specification
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: one 1225-kg (2,700-lb)
thrust de Havilland Goblin centrifugal-
flow turbojet
Performance: maximum speed 824
km/h (512 mph) at 10365 m (34,000 ft);
initial climb 1235 m (4,050 ft) per mi-
nute; service ceiling 12620 m (41,400
ft); range 1190 km (740 miles)
Weights: empty 2803kg (6,1801b);
maximum take-off 4627 kg (10,200 Ib)

Dimensions: span 12,19 m (40 ft 0 in);
length 9.37 m (30 ft 9 in); height 2,69 m
(8 ft 10 in); wing area 24.71 m2 (266.0 sq
ft)
Armament: four 20-mm Hispano can-
non under the nose

TG278 was the fifth production
Vampire F.Mk 1, all of which were
built by English Electric to relieve de
Havilland. The first 40 aircraft had
Goblin I engines and carried an
armament of four 20-mm cannon in
the nose. Later versions had
pressurized cockpits with bubble
canopies.
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Gloster E.28/39
Assured of a place in aviation history,
the Gloster E.28/39 was the first British
jet aircraft to fly. Although its design
was based on possible fighter require-
ments (with weight and space allow-
ance for an armament of four rifle-
calibre machine-guns), the small low-
wing aircraft was strictly a research
vehicle intended to prove the flight
characteristics of the pioneering
Whittle W. l reverse-flow gas turbine
with centrifugal compressor. It was an
attractive aircraft with nosewheel
landing gear and nose inlet for the
midships-mounted turbojet, which ex-
hausted through the extreme rear

fuselage. Specification E, 28/39 was
issued to the Gloster Aircraft Company
on 3 February 1940; the first prototype
underwent taxiing trials at Hucclecote
in April 1941 and on 15 May that year
was first flown by P.E.G. Sayer from
Cranwell with a 390-kg (860-lb) thrust
W. l engine. On 4 February 1942 the
aircraft was flown with a 526-kg (1,160-
Ib) thrust W. 1A; on 30 July 1942, while
flying with a 692-kg (1,526-lb) thrust
Rover W.2B engine, the aircraft en-
tered an inverted spin with jammed
ailerons, forcing the RAE pilot to bale
out. A second prototype had joined the
test programme, and was powered by

a 771-kg (1,700-lb) thrust Power Jets
W.2/500 turbojet, later boosted to 798-
kg (1,760-lb) thrust, and it was with this
engine that the aircraft survived to be
put on permanent exhibition in the
South Kensington Science Museum.

Specification
Type: single-seat research aircraft
Powerplant: one 798-kg (1,760-lb)
thrust Power Jets W.2/500 turbojet
Performance: maximum speed
750 km/h (466 m p h ) a t 3 0 5 0 m
(10 ,000f t ) ; service ceiling 9753m
(32,000ft)

Weights: empty 1309kg (2,8861b);
maximum take-off 1700 kg (3,748 Ib)
Dimensions: span 8.84m (29ft 0 in);
length 7.72m (25ft 3% in); height
2.82m (9ft 3 in); wing area 13.61m2

(146.5 sq ft)
Armament: none

Two Gloster E.28139s were built; one
was lost in an accident and the other
survived to be displayed in the
Science Museum in London. It was
fitted with provision for armament
but remained as a research aircraft
throughout its flying career.

UK

Gloster Meteor
The Gloster Meteor was the only
Allied jet aircraft to reach combat sta-
tus during the war, and indeed sur-
vived in service with the RAF as a
fighter for some 15 years afterwards.
Designed by George Carter to Air
Ministry Specification F.9/40, the air-
craft employed twin engines owing to
the low power available from turbojets
early in the 1940s. Eight prototypes
were built: the first had Rover W.2B
engines, the second Power Jets W.2/
500s, the third Metrovick F.2 axial-flow
turbojets, the fourth W.2B/23 engines,
the fifth Halford/de Havüland H. Is, the
sixth (prototype Meteor Mk II) DH
Goblin engines, the seventh also Gob-
lins but with modified fin and rudder,
and the eighth Rolls-Royce W.2B/37
Derwent Is. Although the first pro-
totype was completed first and under-
went taxiing trials in July 1942 at New-
market, it was the fifth aircraft that was
first flown on 5 March 1943 at Cranwell.
The first production batch comprised
20 Meteor Mk I aircraft with Rolls-
Royce W.2B/23 Weiland I reverse-flow

EE211IC was the second production
Meteor, an F.Mk 1. Armed with four
20-mm cannon and powered by two
Weiland I turbojets, it could reach a
speed of 668 km/h (415 mph).
'Meteors provided good training for
American bomber crews now faced
with attacks from Me 262s.

turbojets with centrifugal-flow com-
pressors; roughly half of these were
delivered to No. 616 Squadron at
Culmhead m July 1944, and the squad-
ron then moved to Mansion where it
flew operational sorties against the
flying bombs being launched against
southern England; the first such
weapon was destroyed on 4 August.
The squadron later moved to Belgium
where it was joined by No, 504 Squad-
ron with Meteor Mk III aircraft, also

with Weiland engines, but fitted with
sliding hoods. One of the production
Meteor Mk Is was shipped to the USA
in exchange for a Bell YP-59A for eva-
luation purposes, Another was the
world's first turboprop-powered air-
craft, being fitted with two Rolls-Royce
Trents, although this aircraft was not
flown until two weeks after the end of
the war.

Specification
Meteor F.Mk I
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter

Powerplant: two 771-kg (1,700-lb)
thrust Rolls-Royce Weiland I turbojets
Performance! maximum speed
668 km/h (415 mph) a t 3050m
(10,000ft) ; service ceiling 12190m
(40,000 ft)
Weights: empty 3692kg (8,1401b);
maximum take-off 6257 kg (13,795 Ib)
Dimensions: span 13,11m (43ft Oin);
length 12.57 m (41 ft 3 m); height 3.96 m
( 1 3 f t O i n ) ; wing area 34 .74m 2

(374.0 sq ft)
Armament: four nose-mounted 20-mm
Hispano cannon (provision for six)
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USA

Bell P-59 Airacomet
In the almost total absence of work on
gas turbines for aircraft in the USA be-
fore 1941, the UK undertook to supply
the General Electric Company (which
had worked on industrial turbines for
many years) with details of Frank
Whittle's progress to date. On account
of the Bell Aircraft Corporation's
proximity to General Electnc's engine
plant, that company was selected to
develop a fighter around the USA's first
turbojet on 5 September 1941. With a
Whittle-type General Electric 1-A tur-
bojet on each side of the fuselage be-
neath the wing roots, the Bell Model 27
was designated the XP-59A, the first of
three being flown by Robert M, Stan-
ley at Muroc Dry Lake on 1 October
1942. Named Airacomet, 13 develop-
ment YP-59A aircraft followed during
1943-4 with the more powerful General
Electric 1-16 (J31) turbojet, and these
were used primarily to provide basic
flight data on turbojets. Production
orders for 20 P-59A aircraft with J31-
GE-3 engines and 80 P-59B aircraft
with J31 -GE-5 engines were awarded
but, as a result of successful develop-
ment of the Lockheed P-80 Shooting
Star the last 50 of the latter were can-
celled as superfluous. All production
had been completed by the end of the
war and many of the aircraft were
issued to a special USAAF unit, the
412th Fighter Group, for use as drones
or drone controllers, some aircraft hav-
ing a second open cockpit in the nose
for an observer. No P-59 ever
achieved operational status, being
found to lack adequate performance,
although a single YP-59A was shipped
to the UK for evaluation at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment and the Aero-
plane & Armament Experimental
Establishment late in 1943.

Specification
P-59B Airacomet
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: two 907-kg (2,000-lb)
thrust General Electric J31-GE-5 tur-

Below:Bell YP-59A Airacomet whilst under evaluation
for the USNavyinlate 1943 at NASPatuxent River.

bojets
Per formance : maximum speed
658 km/h (409 mph) at 10670m
(35,000 ft); climb to 3050 m (10,000 ft) m
3 minutes 20 seconds; service ceiling
14040 m (46,200 ft); range 644 km (400
miles)
Weights: empty 3704kg (8,1651b);

maximum take-oil 6214 kg (13,700 Ib)
Dimensions: span 13.87m (45ft 6 in);
length 11.62m (38ft I V f e i n ) ; height
3.66 m (12 ft 0 in); wing area 35.84 m2

(385.8 sq ft)
Armament: one 20-mm M4 cannon and
three 12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-guns
m the nose

Below: The first three prototypes
(XP-59A) tea tared a Hush canopy -
later models having a stepped
canopy. The P-59 was ordered in
production but the P-80 was
preferred, and the Airacomet never
saw service, lacking adequate
performance.

USA

Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star
The second American jet fighter to fly
during the war was the Lockheed P-80
Shooting Star, two development exam-
ples of which reached the Italian war
zone just before VE-day, but failed to
fly an operational sortie. Designed
under the leadership of Clarence L.
Johnson around the British Haiford (de

Havilland) H.I turbojet of 1361-kg
(3,000-lb) thrust, the first prototype XP-
80 was flown at Muroc Dry Lake by
Milo Burcham on 8 January 1944, only
1,43 days after the start of the project.
The next two prototypes were desig-
nated XP-80A and were powered by
the Allison-developed General Elec-

tric J33 engine of 1814-kg (4,000-lb)
thrust, the first being flown by Tony Le
Vier on 10 June 1944. With low-set
equitapered laminar-flow wings and
engine air intakes set into the fuselage
just forward of the wing roots, this ver-
sion had a top speed of 898 km/h
(558 mph) at sea level, Thirteen de-
velopment YP-80A aircraft for service
trials, with J33-GE-9 or J33-GE-11 en-
gines and an armament of six machine-

guns m the nose, started delivery to
test establishments in October 1944
and it was aircraft of this type that ar-
rived m Italy m May 1945. Production
deliveries of the P-80A did not start
until December that year, however,
four months too late to see action
against the Japanese, Subsequently
the P-80 gave long and valuable ser-
vice in the post-war USAF (particularly
in the Korean War of 1950-3),
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Specification
P-80A Shooting Star
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
Powerplant: one 1814-kg (4,000-lb)
thrust General Electric J33-A-11 tur-
bojet
Per formance: maximum speed
933 km/h (580 m p h ) at 8535m
(28,000ft); initial climb rate 1395m

TheP-80 was powered by a
J33 engine which replaced the
British Haiford H. l. Through
its developm en ts it becam e
the most successful first-
generation jet, leading to the
T-33 trainer and the F-94
Startire. This is a P-80A-1 -LO
serving with the 412th Fighter
Group in 1946.

(4,580ft) per minute; service ceiling
13715 m (45,000 ft); range 870 km (540
miles)
Weights: empty 3593kg (7,920 Ib);
maximum take-off 6577 kg (14,500 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.17m (39ft 11 in);

length 10.52 m (34 ft 6 in); height 3.45 m
( l i f t 4 in); wing area 2 2 , 1 1 m 2

(238.0 sq ft)
Armament: six 1 2 . 7 m m (0.5-m)
machine-guns in the nose

USSR

Berez-Isa BI
Under the direction of Prof, Viktor Bol-
khovitinov, with detail design by Alek-
sandr Bereznyak and Aleksei Isayev
(accounting for the BI of the designa-
tion), the Berez-Isa BI was the first li-
quid rocket-engmed fighter flown in
the USSR. A low-wing monoplane, the
BI had a Dushkm D-1A rocket engine
in the tail, and this was highly temper- ^
amental, its volatile fuel mixture of
kerosene and nitric acid being not
only dangerous to handle, but also
causing corrosion of tanks and fuel
lines. The BI was flown initially as a
glider on 10 September 1941, the first
significant powered flight of 3 minutes
9 seconds, being made by the third
prototype on 15 May 1942. Work on 50
pre-production aircraft was started,
but halted when a prototype dived into
the ground on 27 March 1943 during a
low-level high-speed run, killing its
pilot. The endurance of the BI was in-
adequate for operational use, but a
two-chamber engine developed by
Dushkm to overcome this deficiency,
with low (cruising) and high (combat)
thrust settings was almost double the
weight and considered unsuitable.
Wind tunnel testing that followed the
fatal crash revealed a stability prob-
lem that could not be resolved and
further development was abandoned.
Before this, however, the seventh pro-
totype with a more powerful engine
had demonstrated a rate of climb of
4980 m (16,340 ft) per minute,

Specification
Powerplant: one 1000-kg (2,205-lb)
thrust Dushkm D-1A rocket engine
Performance: (estimated) maximum
speed 1000 km/h (621 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); climb to 10000 m (32,810 ft)
in 59 seconds; endurance 8 to 15 mi-
nutes
Weights: empty 958 kg (2,112 Ib); max-
imum take-off 1683 kg (3,710 Ib)
Dimensions: span 6.48m (21f t 3 in);
length 6.40m (21f t 0 in); wing area
7.00m2 (75.35 sq ft)
Armament: two nose-mounted 20-mm
ShVAK cannon

The third prototype Berez-Isa
(Bolkhovitinov) BI seen taking off on
its first powered night. Performance
in terms of speed and rate of climb
were phenomenal, but the
aerodynamics showed insoluble
stability problems and the project
was abandoned.

Below: The BI first appeared as a glider for testing purposes before
having its rocket motor installed.

Above: The third prototype BI was fitted with
retractable skis which could be in terchanged with
wheels depending on the ground conditions.
Armament was two 20-mm cannon.
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Axis Ground
Attack Aircraft

Ground attack aircraft played a vital role in the victorious German campaigns

of 1939-41. The German army's Blitzkrieg doctrine involved close integration of

tactical air power and mechanized army units. This combination of Panzer mobility

and airborne artillery firepower seemed to be unstoppable.

The Focke Wolfe FW 190, one of Germany's leading ground attack aircraft. This one, loaded and
ready for action, has been abandoned at an aerodrome by retreating Axis forces in Italy.

One of the most significant
aspects of the history of

land warfare in Europe during
World War II was the inexorable
change in the relative air power
of the Axis and Allies over the bat-
tlefields. When the war started
the German army was the princi-
pal weapon of aggression, to
which all else played a supporting
role; its tactic was the Blitzkrieg -
the smashing of all opposition by
assault troops with fast-moving
armour continuously supported
by tactical aircraft. So long as the

Luftwaffe possessed air superiori-
ty over the ground battle, the
German army held the initiative.
This had been the pervading
doctrine that dictated the swift
expansion of Germany's armed
forces after the Nazis had taken
power in 1933.

By contrast the Allies had
almost totally ignored air support
of their armies, other than to
provide very limited tactical
reconnaissance. This proved a
major cause of one defeat after
another during the first two years

of the war as Poland, Denmark,
Norway, the Netherlands,
Belgium, France, Yugoslavia,
Greece and Crete fell to the
smashing blows of Blitzkrieg.

Inevitably, the mounting losses
suffered by the Luftwaffe on the
Eastern Front and in the
Mediterranean (as Allied strength
increased everywhere) deprived
the Luftwaffe of air superiority
over the land battle. The tradition-
al weapon of the Blitzkrieg, the
notorious Stuka (the Junkers
Ju 87), could no longer attack at

will, being faced by formidable
fighter opposition almost every-
where. Yet in the absence of a
more advanced replacement for
the Stuka, the Germans were
forced to persevere with this
weapon, and as a result suffered
catastrophic losses. Such efforts
as they were able to extemporize
tended to be set-piece expedi-
ents, planned and executed by
the Luftwaffe, rather than contin-
uous support that could be called
up by ground forces in a moment
of emergency - and immediately
appreciated by the hard-pressed
soldier below. Once the German
army no longer saw friendly
aircraft continuously flying
overhead, the Blitzkrieg was
impossible.

No other Axis air force had
been as closely integrated with its
own land forces as had the
Luftwaffe. The Allies were quick
to appreciate the paramount
importance of assuming air supe-
riority over the ground battle, so
much so that, after the pendulum
of fortune swung back following
the battles at Stalingrad and El
Alamein, the British, Soviet and
American armies were afforded
powerful and continuous air
support. The Luftwaffe no longer
had it in its power to
dispute Allied superiority in the
skies over the German army.
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JAPAN

Mitsubishi Ki-30
In May 1936 the Imperial Japanese
Army issued its specification for a light
bomber required to supersede the
Mitsubishi Ki-2 and Kawasaki Ki-3 then
in service. The Mitsubishi Ki-30 pro-
totype that resulted was of cantilever
mid-wing monoplane configuration
with fixed tailwheel landing gear, the
mam units faired and spatted, and po-
wered by a 615-kW (825-hp) Mitsu-
bishi Ha-6 radial engine. Flown for the
first time on 28 February 1937 this air-
craft performed well, but it was de-
cided to fly a second prototype with
the more powerful Nakajima Ha-5 KAI
radial engine. This aircraft showed
some slight improvement in perform-
ance but, in any case, exceeded the
army's original specification, so there
was no hesitation in ordering 16 ser-
vice trials aircraft. These were deli-
vered in January 1938 and, two months
later, the Ki-39 was ordered into pro-
duction.

First used operationally in China
during 1938, the Ki-30s proved to be
most effective, for in that theatre they
had the benefit of fighter escort. The
situation was very much the same at
the beginning of the Pacific war, but as
soon as the Allies were in a position to
confront unescorted Ki-30s with fighter
aircraft they immediately began to suf-
fer heavy losses and were soon rele-
gated to second-line use. The Allied
codename 'Ann' was allocated to the
Ki-30, but few were seen operationally
after the opening phases of the war. A
total of 704 had been built when pro-

Above: A Mitsubishi Ki-30 ofthe 2nd Chutai, WthHikosentai, in 1942. A
two-seater light bomber, code-named 'Ann'by Allied forces, theKi-30
enjoyed some success over China but proved hopelessly vulnerable to hostile
fighter aircraft unless closely escorted.

duction ended in 1941, 68 manufac-
tured by the First Army Air Arsenal at
Tachikawa, and many of these ended
their days in a kamikaze role during
the closing stages of the war.

Spécification
Type: two-seat light bomber
Powerplant: one 708-kW (950-hp)
Nakajima Ha-5 KAI radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum peed 423 km/
h (263 mph) at 4000 m (13,125 ft);
cruising speed 380 km/h (236 mph);
service ceiling 8570 m (28,115 ft);
range 1700 km (1,056 miles)
Weights: empty 2230 kg(4,916 Ib);
maximum take-off 3220 kg (7,099 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.55 m (47 ft 8.8 in);
length 10.35 m (33 ft 11.5 in); height
3,65 m (11 ft 11,7 in); wing area
30.58 m2 (329.17 sq ft)

Armament: one wing-mounted 7,7-mm
(0.303-m) machine-gun and one gun of
the same calibre on tramable mount in
rear cockpit, plus a maximum
bombloadof 400 kg (882 Ib)

Above: By the time production ended
in 1941 over 700 Ki-30s had been
produced and the type had largely
been relegated to second-line use.

JAPAN

Mitsubishi Ki-51
To meet an Imperial Japanese Army
specification of December 193̂  for a
ground-attack aircraft, which it was
suggested could be a development of
the Ki-30 light bomber, Mitsubishi pro-
duced two prototypes under the de-
signation Mitsubishi Ki-51. Of similar
external appearance to the Ki-30, the
new design was generally of smaller
dimensions, had a revised and sim-
plified cockpit that put the two-man
crew more closely together and, be-
cause the bomb bay was not required,
the monoplane wing was moved from a
mid- to low-wing configuration.
Powerplant chosen was the Mitsubishi
Ha-26-II radial engine,

Tested during the summer of 1939,
the two prototypes were followed by
11 service trials aircraft, these being
completed before the end of the year.
They differed from the prototypes by
incorporating a number of modifica-
tions, but most important were the in-
troduction of fixed leading-edge slots
to improve slow-speed handling and
armour plate beneath the engine and
crew positions, In addition to the stan-
dard production aircraft, there were
attempts to develop dedicated recon-
naissance versions, initially by the con-
version of one Ki-51 service trials air-
craft which had the rear cockpit rede-
signed to accommodate reconnaiss-
ance cameras. Test and evaluation of
this aircraft, redesignated Ki-51a,
brought a realization that the standard
Ki-51 could be modified to have provi-
sions for the installation of reconnaiss-
ance cameras, and this change was
made on the production line. Subse-
quently, three Ki-71 tactical reconnai-
sance prototypes were developed
from the Ki-51, introducing the 1119-

kW (1,500-hp) Mitsubishi Ha-112-11 en-
gine, retractable landing gear, two
wing-mounted 20-mm cannon and
other refinements, but no production
examples were built.

Allocated the Allied codename
'Sonia', the Ki-51 was used initially in
operations against China, and was de-
ployed against the Allies until the end
of the Pacific war. In more intensely
contested areas the fairly slow Ki-51s
were easy prey for Allied fighters, but
in secondary theatres, where an ability
to operate from rough and short fields
was valuable, these aircraft gave
essential close support in countless op-
erations, In the closing stages of the

war they were used in kamikaze
attacks.

Specification
Mitsubishi Ki-51
Type: two-seat ground-attack/
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: one 701-kW (940-hp)
Mitsubishi Ha-26-II radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
425 km/h (264 mph) at 3000 m (9,845 ft);
service ceiling 8270 m (27,130 ft);
range 1060 km (659 miles)
Weights: empty 1873 kg (4,129 Ib);
maximum take-off 2920 kg (6,437 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.10 m (39 ft 8,4 in);

length 9.20 m (30 ft 2.2 in); height
2.73 m (8 ft 11.5 in); wing area 24.02 nf
(258.56 sq ft)
Armament: two wing-mounted 7.7-mm
(0.303-m) machine-guns (early
production) or two wing-mounted 12.7-
mm (0.5-in) guns (late production), and
one 7.7-mm (0,303-m) gun on tramable
mount in rear cockpit, plus a bombload
of 200 kg (441 Ib) increasing to 250 kg
(551 Ib) in kamikaze role

Slow and vulnerable, the Mitsubishi
Ki-51 nevertheless served
throughout the war, mainly in
secondary theatres, where its rough
landing capability was a valuable asset.
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JAPAN

Kawasaki Ki-45 Toryu
In early 1937 Kawasaki was instructed
by the Imperial Japanese army to initi-
ate the design and development of a
twin-engine fighter that would be suit-
able for long-range operations over
the Pacific, The concept derived from
army interest in developments taking
place in other countries, and particu-
larly in the Messerschmitt Bf 110. The
first Kawasaki Ki-45 Toryu (dragon kil-
ler) prototype flew in 1939, a cantilever
mid-wing monoplane with retractable
tailwheel landing gear. A slender
fuselage provided enclosed accom-
modation for two in tandem. Problems
followed with the engine installation,
and it was not until September 1941
that the Ki-45 KAIa entered produc-
tion. Armament of this initial series ver-
sion comprised one forward-firing 20-
mm cannon, two 12.7-mm (0.5-m)
machine-guns in the nose, and a 7.92-
mm (0,31-in) machine-gun on a flexible
mount in the rear cockpit; there was
also provision to carry two drop tanks
or two 250-kg (551-lb) bombs on
underwing racks, The type entered
service in August 1942 but was first
used in combat during October 1942,
soon being allocated the Allied code-
name 'Nick'. The Ki-45 KAIa was
joined by a new version developed
especially for the ground-attack/anti-
shippmg role, the Ki-45 KAIb. Stan-

The Kawasaki Ki-45 KAIc was the nigh t-figh ter varian t of this highly successful twin-engined figh ter-bomber.
Carrying one forward-firing and two obliquely-mounted upward-firing cannon, this is a machine belonging to the
1st Chutai, 53rdSentai, based atMatsudo in early 1945.

dard armament comprised one 20-mm
cannon in the nose, a forward-firing
37-mm cannon in the fuselage, and one
rear-firing 7.92-mm (0.31-in) machine-
gun, plus the underwing provision for
drop tanks or bombs; a number of
alternative weapon installations were
tried experimentally, including the use
of a 75-mm (2.95-in) cannon for attacks
on shipping.

The Ki-45 KAIa was, for its day,
heavily armed and proved effective
against the USAF's Consoldiated B-24
Liberators and, when these bombers
were used more extensively for night
operations, the Ki-45 was adapted to
attack them. Thus the night-fighting
capability of the type was discovered,
leading to development of the Ki-45
KAIc night-fighter, which proved to be

one of the most successful Japanese
aircraft in this category, Ki-45 Toryus
remained in service until the end of the
Pacific war, production totalling 1,701
including prototypes, being used for
the defence of Tokyo, and in the Man-
churia, Burma and Sumatra areas of
operations.

Specification
Kawasaki Ki-45 KAIc
Type: two-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 805-k W ( 1,080-hp)
Mitsubishi Ha-102 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
545 km/h (339 mph) at 7000 m
(22,965 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
6 minutes 7 seconds; service ceiling
10000 m (32,810 ft); range 2000 km

(1,243 miles)
Weights: empty 4000 kg (8,818 Ib);
maximum take-off 5500 kg(12,125 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.05 m (49 ft 4.5 in);
length 11.00 m (36 ft 1.1 in); height
3.70 m (12 ft 1.7 in); wing area 32.00 m2

(344,46 sq ft)
Armament: cannon and machine-guns
as listed in text; all versions had
provision for two drop tanks or two
250-kg (551 -Ib) bombs on underwing
racks

Heavily armed by Japanese
standards, the Kawasaki Ki-45 was
developed as a long-range fighter. It
doubled as a ground attack aircraft,
one model being fitted with an
experimental 75-mm (2.95-in) mount
for the anti-shipping role.

JAPAN

Kawasaki Ki-48
Imperial Japanese Army aircraft con-
fronted by the Soviet-built Tupolev SB-
2 bomber, providing support for the
Chinese during 1937, were rudely sur-
prised by its capability, its maximum
speed being such that Japanese army
fighter aircraft were virtually unable to
mcercept it. Almost at once the army
instructed Kawasaki to begin the de-
sign of a twin-engine light bomber of
even better capability, specifying a
maximum speed of about 485 km/h
(301 mph). Work on what was to be-
come known as the Kawasaki Ki-48 be-
gan in January 1938, the result being a
cantilever mid-wing monoplane with
conventional tail unit, retractable tail-
wheel landing gear and, in the type's

In 1937 the Japanese encountered
the Tupolev SB-2 in Chinese hands,
and were very impressed as the
Soviet aircraft could outpace
Japanese fighters. The Ki-48 was
Japan 's reply: a Ugh t bomber of
similar appearance.
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prototype form, two 708-kW (950-hp)
Nakaj ima Ha-25 radial engines
mounted in nacelles at the wing lead-
ing edges. The fuselage provided
accommodation for a crew of four (the
bombardier, navigator and radio-
operator each doubling as gunners)
and incorporated an internal bomb
bay.

Ki-48s entered service in the sum-
mer of 1940, becoming operational in
China during the autumn of that year.
In China their speed gave the Ki-48s
almost complete immunity from
enemy defences, but their deploy-
ment against Allied aircraft at the be-

ginning of the Pacific war revealed that
their superior performance was illus-
ory. Codenamed 'Lily' by the Allies,
this initial production version had a
number of deficiencies for the diffe-
rent kind of operations then required,
and it was fortunate for the Japanese
army that an improved version was
already under development. This had
the company designation Ki-48-II and
differed from the earlier model by in-
troducing a slightly lengthened fusel-
age, protected fuel tanks, armour pro-
tection for the crew, increased bomb-
load and more powerful Nakajima Ha-
115 engines.

Unfortunately for the Japanese army,
when the Ki-48-II was introduced into
operational service its speed was still
too low and its defensive armament
inadequate. Attempts to increase
armament merely upped the overall
weight and speed suffered prop-
ortionately: it was clear by the summer
of 1944 that the day of the Ki-48 had
passed, and in October it was de-
clared obsolescent.

Specification
Kawasaki Ki-48-IIb
Type: four-seat light/dive-bomber
Powerplant: two 858-kW (1,150-hp)

Nakajima Ha-115 radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
505 km/h (314 mph) at 5600 m
(18,375 ft); service ceiling 10100 m
(33,135 ft); maximum range 2400 km
(1,491 miles)
Weights: empty 4550 kg (10,031 Ib);
maximum take-off 6750 kg (14,881 Ib)
Dimensions: span 17.45 m (57 ft 3 in);
length 12.75 m (41 ft 10 in); height
3.80 m ( 12 ft 5.6 in); wing area 40.00 m2

(430.57 sq ft)
Armament: three 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-guns on tramable mounts in
nose, dorsal and ventral positions, plus
up to 800 kg ( 1,764 Ib) of bombs

JAPAN

Kawasaki Ki-102
Derived from the Ki-96 twin-engine
single-seat fighter, development of
which was abandoned after three pro-
totypes had been completed, the
Kawasaki Ki-102b was intended as a
two-seat attack fighter for primary de-
ployment in the close-support role.
Some assemblies of the Ki-96 pro-
totypes were incorporated into the
three Ki-102 prototypes, the first of
which was completed in March 1944. A
cantilever mid-wing monoplane with a
conventional tail unit, retractable tail-
wheel landing gear and two Mitsubishi
Ha-112-11 radial engines, the Ki-102
accommodated its two-man crew in
separate enclosed cockpits in tandem,
Completion of the prototypes was fol-
lowed by the construction of 20 pre-
production aircraft and in Octobei
1944 the type was ordered into pro-
duction. With the Imperial Japanese
Army still anxious to procure a twin-
engine high-altitude fighter, Kawasaki
modified six of the preproduction Ki-
102s to serve as prototypes of such an
interceptor. This differed from the
attack fighter by having improved two-
seat accommodation, a revised tail unit
and Mitsubishi Ha-112-IIru engines
with turbochargers. Successful testing
of this version in mid-1944 resulted in a
high-priority production order, but
problems with the turbocharged en-
gine resulted in only about 15 being

delivered to the army before the war
ended. The design had also been re-
vised to produce a night-fighter ver-
sion under the designation Ki- 102c, but
there was only time to complete two
examples. These had increased wing
span, a lengthened fuselage, rede-
signed tail surfaces, primitive AI radar,
and armament comprising two 30-mm
Ho-105 cannon in the underfuselage
and two 20-mm Ho-5 cannon mounted
obliquely in the fuselage to fire for-
ward and upward. Ki-102b aircraft,
which were allocated the Allied code-
name 'Randy', saw comparatively little
service, some being used in action
over Okinawa, but the majority were

held in reserve in Japan.

Specification
Kawasaki Ki-102b
Type: twin-engine ground-attack
aircraft
Powerplant: two 1119-kW (1,500-hp)
Mitsubishi Ha-112-11 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
580 km/h (360 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); service ceiling 11000 m
(36,090 ft); range 2000 km (1,243 miles)
Weights: empty 4950 kg ( 10,913 Ib) ;
maximum take-off 7300 kg (16094 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.57 m (51 ft 1 in);
length 11.45 m (37 ft 6.8 in); height

3.70 m(12 ft 1,7 in); wing area 34.00 mK

(365.98 sq ft)
Armament: one 57-mm Ho-401 cannon
in the nose, two 20-mm Ho-5 cannon in
the underfuselage, and one 12.7-mm
(0.5-m) machine-gun on a flexible
mounting in the rear cockpit, plus two
200-litre (44-Imp gal) drop tanks or two
250-kg (551 -Ib) bombs carried on
undenting racks

TheKi-102b in its ground attack form
entered service around November
1944, a few seeing action at Okinawa
but the majority being retained to
defend the homeland from the
expected invasion.

ITALY

Caproni Bergamaschi Ca 306/Ca 309/310/314
At the 1935 Milan Exhibition there
appeared the prototype of the Caproni
Bergamaschi Ca 306 Borea (north
wind), a six-passenger low-wing trans-
port, Although built only in small num-
bers, the Borea was important as the
progenitor of a range of light twin-
engine aircraft manufactured for a
wide variety of roles, The first of these
was the aptly-named Ca-309 Ghibli
(desert wind), 78 of which were built
for use in Libya. The military versions
were used as light transports or recon-
naissance bombers with a lengthened
glazed nose, bomb racks, cameras,
and with armament comprising three
7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-guns.
Another model featured a fixed for-
ward firing 20-mm cannon. Seven
squadrons equipped with Ghiblis
were operational when Italy entered
the war in 1940.

Developed in parallel with the Ghib-
li, the Ca 310 Libeccio (south west
wind) was structurally similar to the
earlier machine, but was provided
with retractable landing gear and po-

A Caproni Ca310 Libeccio (south west wind), is seen in Norwegian service based a t Sola airfield near Sta vanger.
Other countries to acquire the Ca 310 included Peru and Yugoslavia.

wered by two 350-kW (470-hp) Piag-
gio P. VII C. 35 radial engines. Export
deliveries went to Norway, Peru and
Yugoslavia, and this last nation also ac-
quired 12 more under the designation
Ca 31 Obis; this variant differed primari-
ly by having an unstepped extensive-
ly-glazed nose.

The prototype of the Ca SlObis
served as a development aircraft for

the following Ca 311. As built they
were similar to the Ca SlObis, but most
were later modified by the introduc-
tion of a stepped windscreen, then
being redesignated Ca 311M, Defen-
sive armament of this version compris-
ed a Caproni Lanciani turret with a
single 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-gun,
complemented by one machine-gun in
the port wing root and another firing aft

through a ventral hatch. A modified Ca
310 with two Isotta-Fraschim Asso 120
IRCC 40 engines served as the Ca 313
prototype, first flown on 22 December
1939, but France had already con-
firmed an order for 200 of these aircraft
on 1 October, followed closely by Brit-
ish and Swedish orders for 300 and 64
respectively. However, Italy's entry
into the war prevented delivery of any
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of the British machines and France re-
ceived only five Ça 313F models, the
remainder being diverted to the Regia
Aeronautica.

Most extensively built version was
the Ca 314. Variants included the Ca
314A or Ca 314-SC (Scorta), a convoy
escort/maritime patrol aircraft, the Ca
314B or Ca314-RA (Ricognizione Aero-
siluranti) torpedo-bomber and the
ground-attack Ca 314C.

Specification
Caproni Ca 314A
Type: convoy escort and maritime
patrol aircraft
Powerplant: two 544-kW (730-hp)
Isotta-Fraschini Delta RC.35 12-
cylmder inverted-Vee piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
395 km/h (245 mph) at 4000 m
(13,125 ft); cruising speed 320 km/h
(199 mph) at 4200 m (13,780 ft); service
ceiling 6400 m (21000 ft); maximum
range 1690 km (1,050 miles)
Weights: empty 4560 kg (10,053 Ib);
maximum take-off 6620 kg (14,595 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.65 m (54 ft 7.5 in);

This Caproni Ca31 OM of the 8a Escuadrilla, Grupo 18, Agrupacion Espanola (theNa tionalist air force), opera ted in
Spain during late 1938.

length 11.80 m (38 ft 8.6 in); height
3.70 m(12 ft 1.7 in); wing area 39.20 m2

(421.96sqft)
Armament: two 12.7-mm(0.5-in)
machine-guns in the wing roots and
one 7.7-mm (0.303-in) gun in a dorsal
turret, plus a bombload of 500 kg
(1,102 Ib)

The Caproni Ca314 was the last and
most widely built of the series, and
was used in maritime roles as well as
for ground attack.

Breda Ba.65
Intended as an aeroplano di combat-
timento, capable of fulfilling the roles
of mtereceptor fighter, light bomber,
or reconnaissance/attack aircraft as
required, the prototype Breda Ba.65
made its initial flight in September
1935. Experience in Spam indicated
that the Ba.65 was suited only to the
attack role, and the type served
thenceforth with most of the eight
squadriglie attached to the two Regia
Aeronautica assault stormi (wings), the
5° and 50°, A second series of 137 air-
craft was built by Breda (80) and Cap-
roni-Vizzola (57), before production
ended in July 1939, They differed from
the first production batch by having
Fiat A. 80 engines. Six Fiat-powered
Ba.65s and four more of the Gnome-
Rhone-powered version were sent to
the Aviazione Legionaria in Spain in
1938.

Following Italy's entry into World
War II in June 1940, Ba.65s were in-
volved in the fighting in North Africa
against the British. They had a low ser-
viceability rate in desert conditions
and put up an unimpressive perform-
ance, The last serviceable aircraft was
lost during the British offensive in
Cyrenaica in February 1941.

A large number of the Ba.65s serv-
ing with Italian units were of two-seat
configuration, with an observer/gun-
ner in an open cockpit above the trail-
ing edge of the wing. A smaller num-
ber of the type had a Breda L type
turret, but in either case the observer/
gunner operated a single 7.7-mm
(0.303-in) machine-gun. While offen-
sive armament could theoretically
comprise up to 1000kg (2,2051b) of
bombs, the load usually carried was up
to 300 kg (661 Ib) in the fuselage bomb
bay or, alternatively, up to 200 kg
(441 Ib) on underwing racks.

Exports included 25 Fiat-powered
Ba.65 two-seaters to Iraq in 1938, two of
them dual-control trainers and the re-
mainder with Breda L turrets; 20 Ba.65s
with Piaggio P. XI C. 40 engines to Chile
later in the same year, 17 of them sing-
le-seaters and three dual-control train-
ers; and 10 Fiat-powered two-seaters
with Breda L turrets to Portugal in

Spanish experience showed theBa.65 to be suitable for ground attack only, although 25 two-seaters were sold to
Iraq, where they served in No. 5 (Fighter) Squadron.

November 1939. A single Fiat-
powered production aircraft was
tested with an American Pratt & Whit-
ney R-1830 engine in June 1937 in anti-
cipation of an order from the Chinese
Nationalist government, but this failed
to materialize. The Iraqi Ba.65s saw
limited action against the British dur-
ing the 1941 insurrection in that coun-
try.

Specification
Breda 65/A.80 (single-seat version)
Type: ground-attack aircraft
Powerplant: one 746-kW (1,000-hp)
Fiat A.80RC.41 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum level speed
430 km/h (267 mph); maximum level
speed, two-seat version 410 km/h
(255 mph); service ceiling 6300 m
(20,670 ft); range 550 km (342 miles)
Weights: empty equipped 2400 kg
(5,291 Ib); maximum take-off 2950 kg
(6,504 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.10 m (39 ft 8.4 in);

length 9,30 m (30 ft 6.1 in); height
3.20 m (10 ft 6 in); wing area 23.50 m2

(252.96 sq ft)
Armament: two 12.7-mm(0.5-in)and
two 7.7-mm (0.303-in) Breda-SAFAT
fixed forward-firing machine-guns in
wings, plus up to 300 kg (661 Ib) of
bombs in fuselage bomb-bay and up to

The Breda Ba.65 served with most of
the eight squadrons of the twoRegia
Aeronautica assault Stormi (wings).
These are from the original ba tch of
81 aircraft.

200 kg (441 Ib) of bombs on underwing
racks (usually alternatively)
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Breda Ba.88 Linee
A propaganda triumph when its
appearance was trumpeted by Musso-
lini's Facist regime in 1936, the Breda
Ba.88 Linee (lynx) was a sleek all-metal
shoulder-wing monoplane. In April
1937 it established two world speed-
over-distance records. Regarded as
an aeroplano di combattimento, suit-
able for attack, long-range reconnaiss-
ance or bombing operations, the Ba.88
then had its military equipment and
weapons installed. Immediately, per-
formance and flight characteristics fell
off dramatically, but by then produc-
tion orders were already be;.ng ex-
ecuted.

On 16 June 1940, just after Italy's dec-
laration of war on France and her
allies, the Ba,88 had its first taste of
action. Twelve aircraft from the Regia
Aeronautica's 19° Gruppo Autonomo
made bombing and machine-gun
attacks on the principal airfields of
Corsica; three days later nine Ba.88s
made a repeat attack, Analysis of these
operations showed that the Ba,88 had
only limited value, and any remaining
doubts were settled when Ba.88s of the
7° Gruppo Autonomo joined action in
Libya against the British. Fitted with
sand filters, the engines overheated
and failed to deliver their designed
power. Attacks on targets at Sidi Barra -
m had to be aborted in September
1940, the aircraft failing to gain suf-
ficient altitude or maintain formation,
and reaching a speed less than half
that claimed by the manufacturers.

By mid-November 1940 most surviv-
ing Ba.88s had been stripped of useful
equipment and were scattered around
operational airfields as decoys for
attacking British aircraft.

Three Ba.88s were modified by the
Agusta plant in 1942 to serve as
ground-attack aircraft. Wing span was
increased by 2.00m (6f t 6.75m) to
alleviate wing loading problems, their

A Breda Ba.88 of 7° Gruppo, 5° Stormo, based at CastelBenito in Libya.

engines were replaced by Fiat A. 74s,
nose armament was increased to four
12.7-mm (0.5-m) machine-guns, and
dive brakes were installed. These Bre-
da Ba.88Ms were delivered to the 103°
Gruppo Autonomo Tuffatori (indepen-
dent dive-bombing group) at Lonate
Pozzolo on 7 September 1943. They
were flight-tested by Luftwaffe pilots,
but that was the last heard of the Breda
Ba.88 which represented, perhaps, the
most remarkable failure of any oper-
ational aircraft to see service in World
War II.

Specification
Breda Ba.88
Type: fighter-bomber/reconnaissance

aircraft
Powerplant: two 746-kW (1,000-hp)
Piaggio P. XI RC.40 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
490 km/h (304 mph); service ceiling
8000 m (26,245 ft); range 1640 km
(1,019 miles)
Weights: empty 4650 kg (10,251 Ib);
maximum take-off 6750 kg (14,881 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.60 m (51 ft 2,2 in);
length 10.79 m (35 ft 4.8 in); height
3.10 m (10 ft 2 m); wuigarea33.34 m2

(358.88 sq ft)
Armament: three fixed forward-firing
12.7-mm (0.5-m) Breda-SAFAT
machine-guns in nose and one 7.7-mm
(0.303-m) Breda-SAFAT machine-gun

In spite of its sleek, powerful
appearance, theBa.88was
somewhat less than successful, since
the excellen t prototype performance
declined dramatically once in
operational trim. Indeed, so bad was
theLince's combat performance that
within five mon ths from the start of
the war survivors of the initial batch
of 80 were gutted and used as
ground decoys on airfields.

on trainable mounting in rear cockpit,
plus up to 1000 kg (2,204 Ib) of bombs
in fuselage bomb-bay or, alternatively,
three 200-kg (441-lb) bombs carried
semi-exposed in individual recesses
in the fuselage belly

Forever deprecated as a Nazi terror
weapon, the Junkers Ju 87 (widely re-
ferred to as the Stuka - a contraction of
the word Sturzkampfflugzeug) was
nevertheless an imaginative weapon
of considerable accuracy when oper-
ating in skies clear of enemy fighters,
Conceived as a form of support artil-
lery for the Wehrmacht's Blitzkrieg
tactics, the Ju 87 was first flown in 1935,
a small number of Ju 87A-ls and Ju
87B-ls being flown by the Legion Con-
dor in Spain in 1938-9. To support the
invasion of Poland the Luftwaffe
fielded all five Stukageschwader thus
far equipped with Ju 87s, and it was in
this campaign that, with little effective
opposition in the air, the Stuka's legend
was born, With sirens screaming, the
cranked-wing dive-bombers wrought
havoc among Poland's helpless troops
and civilians, effectively destroying
the country's lines of communications,
bridges, railways and airfields. During
the difficult Norwegian campaign the
Ju 87R with underwing fuel tanks was
introduced to cope with the great dis-
tances involved, and in the Battle of
Britain this version and the Ju 87B were
heavily committed until withdrawn
temporarily as a result of losses suf-
fered at the hands of British fighter
pilots. At the end of 1941 the Ju 87D, a
much cleaned-up version with an up-
rated Jumo 211, entered service on the

Russian front, and appeared in North
Africa the following year. The Ju 87G, a
specialist anti-tank aircraft, featured a
pair of 37-mm guns under the wings
and achieved spectacular success,
particularly in the East. Unquestion-
ably the greatest exponent of the Stuka
was Hans-Ulrich Rudel whose person-
al tally of a battleship, cruiser and a
destroyer sunk, and 519 tanks des-
troyed, far exceeded any other. Total
Ju 87 production was said to be 5,709.

Specification
Junkers Ju87D-l
Type: two-seat dive-bomber/assault

aircraft
Powerplant: one 1044-kW(l,400-hp)
Junkers Jumo 211J-1 inverted-Vee
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
410 km/h (255 mph) at 3840 m
(12,600 ft); cruising speed 320 km/h
(199 mph) at 5090 m (16,700 ft); service
ceiling 7290 m (23,915 ft); maximum
range 1535 km (954 miles)
Weights: empty equipped 3900 kg
(8,598 Ib); maximum take-off 6600 kg
(14,55 lib)
Dimensions: span 13.80 m (45 ft 3.3 in);
length 11.50 m (37 ft 8.75 in); height
3,90 m(12f t9 .5m); wingareaSl.90 mz

The Stuka established its reputation
in the hands of the Condor Legion in
Spain. Here a formation ofju 87B-ls
approaches its target.

(343.38 sq ft)
Armament: two 7.92-mm (0.31-in)
forward-firing MG 17 machine-guns in
wings and twin 7.92-mm (0.31 -m) MG
81Z machine-guns in rear cockpit, plus
a maximum bombload of one 1800-kg
(3,968-lb) bomb beneath fuselage, or
various alternative loads beneath
fuselage and wings, including anti-
personnel bombs
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Junkers Ju 88P
Although the Junkers Ju 88 was origi-
nally intended to perform the dual
roles of level and dive bombing, the
early versions were seldom employed
in the ground-support role in the same
manner as the Ju 87 dive-bomber,
being largely confined to level bomb-
ing attacks for which its excellent per-
formance rendered it ideally suited. It
was not until 1942, with the increasing
ferocity of fighting on the Eastern
Front, that attention focussed on a de-
dicated ground-attack version, the Ju
88P, The prototype Ju88P VI, modified
from a standard Ju 88A-4, featured a
single 75-mm (2.95-in) KwK 39 gun
housed in a large fairing under the
fuselage, and during trials against cap-
tured T-34 tanks at Rechlm in 1943
promising results were obtained. A
small number of Ju 88P-1 aircraft fol-
lowed, featuring the 'solid' nose of the
C-senes Zerstörer, armour protection
for the engines and the more suitable
semi-automatic PAK 40L 75-mm anti-
tank gun; production amounted to ab-
out 40 aircraft, these being distributed
between the Versuchskommando für
Panzerbekämpfung, the Panzerjäger-
staffel 92 and 6./KG 3 for operational
trials and development of tactics as
train-busters, this role becoming in-
creasingly important on the Eastern
Front.

The Ju 88P-1 proved both cumber-
some and vulnerable, and was soon
followed by the Ju 88P-2 with a large
fairing offset' to port under the fuselage
mounting a pair of 37-mm BK 3.7 can-
non. The higher muzzle velocity
proved more effective against Soviet
armour and also prompted the air-

craft's use by Erprobungskommando
25 as a bomber-destroyer; the aircraft
had lost the necessary manoeuvr-
ability for air combat, however. The Ju
88P-3, with further increased armour
protection for the crew, was delivered
to one Staffel in each of the Nacht-
schlachtgruppen (night ground-attack
groups) 1, 2, 4, 8 and 9 for combat use
on the Eastern Front, in northern Nor-
way (NSGr 8) and Italy (NSGr 9). Some
success was achieved by these units,
but in an effort to improve the aircraft's
performance the Ju 88P-4 was intro-
duced with a much smaller gun fairing
mounting a single 50-mm BK5 gun, and
at least one Ju 88P-4 was equipped
with a 6.5-cm RZ 65 solid-fuel rocket-
launcher with a 22-round magazine.
The Ju 88P-4 was also planned to mount

an 88-mm Düka 8.8 U-boat gun as well
as various types of flame-thrower;
none of these reached operational un-
its, however, and by the time that NSGr
2 was moved to the West late in 1944
few, if any, Ju 88Ps remained in ser-
vice.

Specification
Junkers Ju88P-3
Type: three-crew ground attack
aircraft
Powerplant: 999-kW (1,340-hp)
Junkers Jumo 211J-2 inverted V-12
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
360 km/h (224 mph) at 1600 m (5,250 ft);
climb to 2700 m (8,860 ft) in 10.6
minutes; service ceiling about 5500 m
(18,045 ft); normal range 1580 km (982

The Junkers Ju 88P-3 featured
increased armour protection for the
crew and it packed a devastating
punch of twin 37-mm cannon in the
ventral fairing. It was delivered to
five Nachtschlachtgruppen.

miles)
Weights: empty about 11080 kg
(24,427 Ib); maximum take-off about
12670 kg (27,932 Ib)
Dimensions: span 20.00 m (65 ft 7.5 in);
length 14.85 m (48 ft 8.5 in); height
4.85 m (15 ft 11 in); wing area 54.56 nf
(587.30 sq ft)
Armament: two 37-mm BK Flak 18
cannon in a fairing under the front
fuselage, and up to six 7.92-mm (0.31-
m) MG 17 machine-guns on tramable
mountings in the cockpit

GERMANY

Focke-Wulf Fw 190
A cantilever low-wing monoplane of
stressed-skin construction, the pro-
totype Focke-Wulf Fw 190 was rolled
out in May 1939 and the first flight took
place on 1 June 1939, A second aircraft,
the Fw 190 V2, flew in October 1939,
armed with two 13-mm (0.51-m) MG
131 and two 7.92-mm (0.31-in) MG 17
machine-guns. Initial production ver-
sion was the Fw 190A-1 which, flown
by 6,/JG 26, first clashed with RAF Su-
permarme Spitfires on 27 September
1941. Fighter-bomber versions in-
cluded the Fw 190A-5/U6 and the long-
range Fw 190A-5/U8, and the Fw 190A-
5/U11 close-support aircraft carried a
30-mm MK 103 cannon beneath each
wing, The Fw 190A-5/U14 and Fw
190A-5/U15 were both torpedo-
bomber variants, able to carry an LT
F5b and LT 950 torpedo respectively,
and a 30-mm MK 108 cannon mounted
in the outboard wing position was stan-
dard for the Fw 190A-5/U16.

In late 1943 several Fw 190A-7s
were modified by the installation of
Junkers Jumo 213A V-12 engines to
serve as Fw 190D-0 prototypes, Thus
was derived the Fw 190D-9 production
version, known popularly as the 'long-
nose 190' or 'Dora 9'. A 300-litre (66-Imp
gal) drop tank or a 250-kg (551-lb)
bomb could be carried on each under-
wing rack. Variants included the Fw
190D-12, which was essentially a
ground-attack aircraft with additional

The Fw 190 was modified to produce
a series of highly successful fighter-
bombers. This taxiing Fw 190A-5/U8
carries a crew member to give
guidance to the pilot inside.
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The Focke-Wulf Fw 190A-5/U8 was the long-range figh ter bomber varian toftheFwl 90A-5 introduced in early 1943.
Engine overheating, which had been a problem with previous models, had been overcome by the introduction of a
new mounting which positioned the engine further forward.



armour protection for the engine, and
armed with two MG 151720s in the
wings and a single Mk 108 cannon
firing through the spinner. However,
the Fw 190D had been preceded into
service by the Fw 190F-1, a special-
ized ground-attack version which was
introduced in early 1943; generally
similar to the Fw 190A-4, it differed by
having additional armour protection
for the cockpit and powerplant, the
outboard 20-mm cannon deleted, and
an ETC 501 bomb rack installed be-
neath the fuselage. The Fw 190F-2 in-
troduced a bubble canopy, and the Fw
190F-3 could carry a 250-kg (551-lb)
bomb beneath the fuselage and, in the
Fw 190F-3/R1 and Fw 190F-3/R3 ver-
sions, four ETC 50 underwmg bomb
racks or two similarly-located 30-mm
MK 103 cannon. The Fw 190F-8/U2 and
the Fw 190F-8/U3 were fitted with the
TSA bomb sight for anti-shipping
strikes with, respectively, a 700-kg
( 1,543-lb) BT 700 or a 1400-kg (3,086-lb)
BT 1400 weapon. Alphabetically the

last of the Fw 190s, and a specialized
ground-attack version like the F-senes
which it preceded into service, the Fw
190G-1 fighter-bomber was derived
from the Fw 190A-5, but carried a 1800-
kg (3,968-lb) bomb which necessitated
the introduction of strengthened land-
ing gear; wing-mounted armament
was reduced to two MG 151/20 cannon,
and the Junkers-designed wing racks
accommodated two 300-litre (66-Imp
gal) drop tanks.

Specification
Focke-Wulf Fw 190D-9
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: one 1324-kW(l,776-hp)
Junkers Jumo 213 A-1 inverted-Vee
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
685 km/h (426 mph) at 6600 m
(21,655 ft); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
7 minutes 6 seconds; service ceiling
12000 m (39,370 ft); range 835 km (519
miles)
Weights: empty 3490 kg (7,694 Ib);

maximum take-off 4840 kg (10,670 Ib)
Dimensions:span 10.50 m(34 ft 5.4 in);
length 10.20 m (33 ft 5.6 in); height
3.35 m (11 f tO in); wing area 18.30 m2

(196.99sqft)
Armament: two 13-mm (0.51-in) MG
131 machine-guns and two 20-mm MG

TwoFw 190F-8s set off on a bombing
mission in the USSR in 1944 carrying
250-kg bombs.

151 cannon, plus one 500-kg ( 1,102-lb)
SC500 bomb

Henschel Hs 123
Designed to an official requirement for
a dive-bomber, issued in 1933, the
Henschel Hs 123 single-bay sesqui-
plane was of all-metal construction,
with fabric covering used only for the
rear portions of the wings and the con-
trol surfaces, Powered by a 485-kW
(650-hp) BMW 132A-3 radial engine,
the prototype flew in 1938 and quickly
established its superiority over the riv-
al Fieseler Fi 98. The third prototype
was the first to be armed, carrying two
fixed forward-firing 7.92-mm (0.31-in)
MG 17 machine-guns in the fuselage
top decking. The first three aircraft
were flown to Rechlm for testing in
August 1935, in the course of which
activity two of them were destroyed
when their wings came off in dives. A
fourth prototype tested successfully
the structural changes introduced to
overcome this problem and initial pro-
duction orders were placed for the Hs
123A-1, which retained the blistered
cowling of the second and third pro-
totypes, rather than the NACA cowling
of the first. Power was provided by the
BMW 132Dc radial engine and, in
addition to the two fixed MG 17
machine-guns, a mounting for a 250-kg
(551-lb) bomb or an external fuel tank
was included beneath the fuselage,
and four 50-kg (110-lb) bombs could
be carried on underwmg racks. The
Hs 123 was bui l t at Henschel's
Schönefeld and Johanmsthal factories
in Berlin, but although the company
built two prototypes of an improved Hs
123B version with the 716-kW (960-hp)
BMW 132K engine, the second having
two additional MG 17 machine-guns
and an enclosed cockpit, the Luftwaffe
expressed its satisfaction with the
Junkers Ju 87 and production ended.
The Hs 123A first entered service with
l./StG 162 in the autumn of 1936,
although its career as a front-line dive-
bomber was short-lived because the
Junkers Ju 87A Stuka began to replace
it in 1937. Five 123As were supplied to
the Legion Condor in Spain in Decem-
ber 1936; the type also saw operational
service as a close support aircraft in
Poland during the closing months of
1939 and in the campaigns in France
and Belgium during the spring of 1940.
It was withdrawn finally in 1944.

Above: The Henschel H s 123 dive bomber entered service in 1936, butwas
soon overshadowed by theju 87 Stuka, which joined the Luftwaffe the
followingyear. Tested in Spain, it saw operational service in Poland and in the
campaign in the West in 1940.

Specification
Henschel Hs 123a-l
Type: dive-bomber/close-support
aircraft
Powerplant: one 656-kW (880-hp)
BMW 132Dc radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
340 km/h (211 mph) at 1200 m (3,935 ft);
cruising speed 315 km/h ( 196 mph) at
2000 m (6,560 ft); service ceiling
9000 m (29,530 ft); range 855 km (531
miles)

Above:An Hs 123A of 7. Staffel,
Stukageschwader 165 'Immelmann'
in 1937. Plans for an H s 123B with
increased armament and enclosed
cockpit were cancelled after theju 87
was introduced.

Weights: empty 1500 kg (3,307 Ib);
maximum take-off 2215 kg (4,883 Ib)
Dimensions: span, upper 10.50 m (34 ft
5.4 in) and lower 8.00 m (26 ft 3 in);
length 8.33 m (27 ft 4 in); height 3.20 m
(10 ft 6 in); wing area 24.85 nf
(267,49 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
7.92-mm (0.31-in)MG 17machme-
guns, plus provision for 450 kg (992 Ib)
of bombs

Three Henschel Hs 123s pose for the
camera in pre-war colours.
Production ceased after only one year.
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Henschel Hs 129
129 with greater fire-power, leading to
the Hs 129B-2 series which was intro-
duced into service in the early part of
1943. They included'the Hs 129B-2/R1
which carried two 20-mm MG 151/20
cannon and two 13-mm (0.51-in)
machine-guns; and the Hs 129B-2/R3
with the two MG 13s deleted but
equipped with a 37-mm BK 3.7 gun.
Final production variant was the Hs
129B-3 of which approximately 25
were built and which carried an elec-
tro-pneumatically operated 75-mm BK
gun.

Specification
Henschel Hsl29B-l/R2
Type: single-seat ground-attack
aircraft
Powerplant: two 522-kW (700-hp)
Gnome-Rhône 14M radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
407 km/h (253 mph) at 3830 m

TheHenschelHs 129 was designed to a 1937 specification for an armoured,
twin-engined ground attack aircraft. Far superior to Allied equivalen ts, it
showed how much importance the Germans attached to close air support.

(12,565 ft); service ceilmg9000 m
(29,525 ft); range 560 km (348 miles)
Weights: empty 3810 kg (8,400 Ib);
maximum take-off 5110 kg (11,266 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14,20 m (46 ft 7,1 in);
length 9.75 m (31 ft 11.9 in); height

Henschel was one of four companies
(the others being Focke-Wulf, Gotha
and Hamburger Flugzeugbau) to
which, in April 1937, the Reichsluftfahr-
tmmisterium issued a specification for
a twin-engine ground-attack aircraft, It
was required to carry at least two 20-
mm MG FF cannon and to have exten-
sive armour plating protection for
crew and engines. The two designs for
which development contracts were
awarded on 1 October 1937 were the
Focke-Wulf Fw 189C and Henschel Hs
129. The latter was a Friedrich Nico-
laus design with a light alloy stressed-
skin fuselage of triangular section. It
contained a small cockpit with a res-
tricted view, necessitating the removal
of some instruments to the inboard
sides of the engine cowlings. The
windscreen was made of 75-mm (2.95-
m) armoured glass and the nose sec-
tion was manufactured from armour
plating. Nose armament comprised
two 20-mm MG FF cannon and two
7.92-mm (0.31-m) MG 17 machine-
guns. Although the Henschel aircraft
was considered to be underpowered
and to have too small a cockpit, the
company was awarded a contract for
eight pre-production aircraft, two of
which were converted at Schönefeld
to accept Gnome-Rhône 14M 4/5 radial
engines. It was with this powerplant
that 10 Hs 129B-0 development aircraft
were delivered from December 1941;
armament comprised two 20-mm MG
151/20 cannon and two 7,92-mm (0.31-
in) MG 17 machine-guns. The produc-
tion Hs 192B-1 series became oper-
ational on the Eastern Front, where the
type was to be used most widely,
although it served also in North Africa,
Italy, and in France after the D-Day
landings.

By the end of 1942 the growing capa-
bility of Soviet tank battalions made it
essential to develop a version of the Hs

Twenty-five Henschel Hs 129s mounted a 75-mm (2.95-in)gun capable of destroying even the most well-protected enemy AFVs.

3.25 m(10 ft 8 in); wing area 29.00 m2

(312.16 sq ft)
Armament: two 20-mm MG 151/20
cannon, two 7,92-mm (0.31 -m) MG 17
machine-guns and one 30-mm Mk 101
cannon

Above: An Hs 129B-1 of 8.ISC 1 on the
Russian front, February 1943. Later
models carried increased armament
to deal with heavily-armoured Soviet
tanks.

Messerschmitt Bf 110
Like so many German aircraft which
underwent adaptation for service in
operational roles other than those for
which they were originally intended,
the Messerschmitt Bf 110 Zerstörer
(destroyer, or heavy fighter) had
proved unsuitable in the role of day
bomber escort when confronted by
modern interceptor single-seat
fighters, but came to be widely used in
the ground attack/fighter-bomber
role. During the Battle of Britain Bf
HOCs and Ds of V(Z)/LG 1, II/ZG 26
'Horst Wesel', I/ZG 76, and 1. and 27
ErpGr 210 carried out numerous
fighter-bomber attacks, the latter Staf-
feln being components of a Gruppe
specifically created to introduce
nghter-bombing/pathfmdmg tactics to
the Luftwaffe under Hauptmann Wal-
ter Rubensdörffer (who was killed fol-
lowing a raid on Croydon on 15 August
1940).

The first dedicated fighter-bomber
version of the Bf 110, after the Bf 110C-
4B and D-2 sub-series adaptations, was
the Bf 110E series, and this version
equipped the two ground-attack units
deployed in the East when Operation
'Barbarossa' was launched against the

USSR on 22 June 1941. These were Zer-
störergeschwader 26 'Horst Wessel1
and Schnellkampfgeschwader (fast
bomber wing) 210, the latter having
been created out of ErpGr 210, ex-
panded to Geschwader proportions
and equipped with Bf 110E-1 aircraft
following the failure of the Me 210 to
meet operational demands. These
were soon joined by Bf l lOE-equipped

Above: the Messerschmitt Bfll OC-2
was widely used in the ground attack
role. This is an aircraft of II/ZG 1 over
Italy in 1943.

Right: A close-up of the BK 37-mm
(1.45-in) anti-tank gun fitted to some
Bfll OG-2s. No heavier weapons
were in troduced, as the Bfll Os were
diverted to the night-fighter role.
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Staffeln of 1 l/ZG l, and were heavily
committed during the early fast--«^^^
advancing offensives, attacking Soviet
aircraft on their airfields as well as soft-
skinned transport vehicles with de-
luges of fragmentation bombs.

The E-senes was joined early in
1942 by sub-variants of the DB 605B-
powered Bf HOG-senes. The Bf 110G-
2 was widely used in the ground
attack/anti-tank role, the Rl , R2 and R3
Rustsatz field kit introducing 37-mm
Flak 18 and 30-mm MK 108 cannon to
the Bf 110's armament. Towards the
end of 1942, however, these guns be-
gan to fail to penetrate Soviet tank
armour, particularly in the case of the
arrival of the T-34 tank, and much less
reliance came to be placed on the Zer-
störergruppen in the ground attack
function. In any case almost all Bf 110
production was by then being distri-
buted among night-fighter units for the
defence of Germany against the grow-

A Messerschmitt BfllOE of8./ZG 26 based atBerca, North Africa, in September 1942. It is armed with the powerful
MK 101 30-mm cannon, forusein the tank-busting role.

ing offensive by RAF Bomber Com-
mand. Only in the closing weeks of the
war, when the Allies were jamming the
night-fighters into helplessness, were
the surviving Bf 110s ordered to pursue
night ground-attacks against the
advancing Allied armies, but by then
the RAF de Havilland Mosquitoes
ruled the night skies over Germany.

Specification
Messerschmitt Bf 110C-4/B
Type: two-seat ground attack fighter-
bomber
Powerplant: two 895-kW (1,200-hp)
Daimler-Benz DB 601N inverted V-12
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
473 km/h (294 mph) at sea level; climb
to 1650 m (5,415 ft) in 3.8 minutes;
service ceiling 8300 m (27,230 ft);
normal range about 790 m (490 miles)

Weights: empty 5200 kg (11,464 Ib);
maximum take-off 6910 kg(15,234 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.28 m (53 ft
4.75 in); length 12.10 m (39 ft 8.5 in);
height 3.51 m ( 11 ft 6 in); wing area
38,37m2 (413.0 sq ft)
Armament: two 20-mm MG FF cannon
andfour7.92-mm(0.31-in)MG 17
machine-guns in the nose and twin
7.92-mm MG 81 guns in the rear
cockpit, plus racks for two 250-kg (551-
Ib) bombs under the wing roots

Messerschmitt Me 210 and Me 410
The Germans pinned high hopes on
the Messerschmitt Me 210, which first
flew on 2 September 1939, as an ulti-
mate replacement for the Bf 110.
However, after the prototype (with
twin fins and rudders, like the Bf 110)
displayed chronic instability and later
crashed during flutter trials (even after
resort to a large single fin and rudder),
development was slow, It was not until
the end of 1940 that a few preproduc-
tion aircraft were delivered to Erpro-
bungsgruppe 210, the unit that had
been formed to introduce the aircraft
into operational service before the Bat-
tle of Britain, The principal ground
attack variants were the Me 210A-2
with DB 601Aa engines and the Me
41ÛC-2 with DB 605B engines; these
started to equip II/ZG 1 on the Eastern
Front shortly after the German attack
on the USSR opened but, following a
number of fatal accidents when pilots
lost control in shock stalls during
ground attacks, the aircraft was quick-
ly withdrawn from operational use. By
the time a remedy had been found, in
mid-1942 (by fitting wing slats), some
600 aircraft had been completed and
the majority of these underwent mod-
ification,

In the event no more than 258 Me
210s ever reached the Luftwaffe and
few of the modified aircraft equipped
fully-operational ground-attack units.
This was because, by 1943, interest
centred on the Me 410 Hornisse (hor-
net), which was in effect a DB 603A-
powered Me 210 with lengthened en-
gine nacelles and all the stability-
associated modifications found essen-
tial in the earlier aircraft. By 1943 the
operational distinction between close-
support and tactical bombing had be-
come blurred in the Luftwaffe and,
although the Me 410A equipped 5./KG
2 at Lechfeld, and 2.(F)/122 and III/ZG 1
in the central Mediterranean, only the
operational sorties by the last-named
unit could be described as 'close sup-
port1 of the German army. Another
bomber unit, I/KG 51 'Edelweiss', was
equipped with Me 410As in June 1943
for night raids over the UK (and, on
account of its excellent performance,
proved a tough adversary even for the
RAF's de Havilland Mosquito night-
fighters); however, I/KG 51 switched to
the tactical role at the time of the Nor-

mandy landings and became very ac-
tive over the invasion area. Of the total
of 1,160 Me 410s produced, not more
than about 200 ever equipped ground-
attack units, the remainder serving as
conventional medium-level light bom-
bers, reconnaissance aircraft and as
bomber-destroyers in the air defence
of the Reich.

Specification
Messerschmitt Me 410A-1
Type: two-seat fighter/fighter-bomber
Powerplant: two 1305-kW(l,750-hp)
Daimler-Benz DB 603A inverted V-12
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
638 km/h (396 mph) at 6700 m
(21,980 ft) or 549 km/h (341 mph) at sea
level; climb to 6700 m (21,980 ft) in 10.7
minutes; service ceiling 10000 m
(32,810 ft); normal range 1480 km (920
miles)
Weights: empty 6050 kg (13,338 Ib);
maximum take-off 10530 kg (23,215 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.35 m (53 ft
7.75 in); length 12.41 m (40 ft 8.5 in);

height 4.28 m (14 ft 0.5 in); wing area
36.19m2 (389.6 sq ft)
Armament: two MG 151/20 20-mm
cannon and two 7.92-mm (0.31-in) MG
17 machine-guns in the nose and
single 13-mm(0.51-in)MG 131 heavy
machine-gun in each of two remotely-
controlled FDL 131 barbettes on the
sides of the centre fuselage, plus a
bombloadofuptotwo 1000-kg (2,205-
Ib) bombs internally, or up to 10 50-kg
( 110-lb) bombs internally and on
external racks

This Me 210A-1 of III/ZG 1 was based
in Tunisia during the final stages of
the battle for North Africa, during
April 1943. The aircraft were used in
the Zerstörer/ground attack role.

Seen during the aircraft's trials, one
of the eigh t pre-production Me 210A-
Os is seen in formation with an
Me210A-l, the nearer of the two.
Seen in retrospect the craft was
unsuccessful from the first.
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Allied Ground
Attack Aircraft

The early ground attack aircraft of the war were easy pickings for air and ground

defences alike, but later designs overcame these deficiencies by strength and

speed. Here we describe the main types employed by the Allies along with their

development and deployment.

The Hawker Typhoon was a devastating asset to the advancing Allied forces. Its 76.2mm (3in)
rockets made it a pioneer of today's strike aircraft, such an essential concept in modern warfare.

Continuing the 'trench fighter'
concept of World War I, most

fighter aircraft of the warring
nations in World War II were
adapted to carry weapons with
which to support their ground
forces, both above the battlefield
itself or at the enemy's immediate
rear. Although the ground support
tactic had been pursued by the
Luftwaffe as an inherent feature
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since its formation in 1934, and
demonstrated by the Legion
Condor during the Spanish Civil
War, the RAF was slow to convert
its fighters to ground attack air-
craft, preferring to employ spe-
cialist light bombers in the task;
and when its Fairey Battles were
shown to possess neither the
speed nor defensive ability to sur-
vive enemy fighters and Flak, the

Hawker Hurricane eventually
took over, using guns and bombs
in the cross-Channel sweeps that
started in 1941.

In the early stages of the war,
however, the UK and her fast
diminishing European Allies were
thrown almost entirely on the
defensive, and such campaigns
were not conducive to the use of
fighter aircraft in the ground

attack role, but rather in disputing
enemy air superiority. Only when
the Allies were ready to take the
initiative, at first in isolated opera-
tions, such as at Dieppe, and later
in major campaigns in North
Africa and ultimately throughout
Europe, did the ground attack air-
craft really come into its own.
All manner of specialist support
tasks were undertaken, including
bombing, rocket-firing, smoke-
laying, tactical reconnaissance,
anti-tank attack, and so on. What
had euphemistically been termed
the 'army co-operation' by the
RAF for 20 years was now
deemed a major strike element
of the ground offensive.

The Hawker Typhoon, a relative
failure in its original role as an
interceptor, was shown to be a
devastating ground attack fighter,
and can now be seen as the proto-
type of a new generation of strike
aircraft, its rudimentary 76.2mm
(3in) rockets presaging a new
concept of artillery that would
dominate the battleground of
armour and entrenched or con-
crete defences. Indeed, the speed
of land advances during the final
year of the war in Europe and the
Far East was directly proportional
to the weight of tactical air sup-
port, whether by hordes of Soviet
Shturmoviks in the Ukraine or by
Hurricanes over Rangoon.



Bristol Beaufighter
Originally designed and introduced
into service as the RAF's first purpose-
built twin-engine night-fighter in 1940,
the Bristol Beaufighter was impressive
from the outset as a rugged, powerful
and heavily-armed aircraft. Its long-
term success in this role was to some
extent compromised by poor radar,
however, and by the time this short-
coming had been overcome the de
Havilland Mosquito night-fighter, with
much improved performance, had ar-
rived. Therefore, although remaining
in service as a night-fighter overseas,
from the autumn of 1942 the Beaufight-
er started service in the strike role.

As early as March 1941 a Beaufight-
er had undergone trials as a torpedo
bomber, and in September 1942 a
Beaufighter Mk VIC was first armed
with rocket projectiles. Two months la-
ter the first Beaufighter anti-shipping
strike wing was formed at North Co-
ates, Lincolnshire, comprising No. 143
Squadron with fighters, No. 236 Squad-
ron with bombers (carrying two 113-
kg/250-lb bombs under the wings) and
No. 254 Squadron with torpedo
Beauf ighters . The rocke t - f i r ing
Beaufighters (dubbed the Flakbeau as
its task during strike sorties was to
attack defending Flak ships and bat-
teries) entered squadron service in
March 1943.

The first Beaufighter strike aircraft
were all Mk Vis, although specific air-
craft were designated for bomb-, rock-
et- or torpedo-carrying. In June 1943
the first Beaufighter TF.Mk X aircraft
entered service with No. 39 Squadron
in the UK and No. 47 Squadron in North
Africa; this version, with nose-mounted
ASV radar, could carry combinations
of all these weapons and was particu-
larly effective against Axis shipping in
the Mediterranean in 1943.

It was in South East Asia, however,
that the Beaufighter earned lasting

fame as a strike fighter: here it was
called 'Whispering Death' by the
Japanese following a series of surprise
strikes on enemy depots in the Bur-
mese jungle. Early operations in-
volved strikes against Japanese coas-
tal shipping sailing along the Burma
coast, but in due course, in the face of
persistent attacks by the Beaufighters
and other Allied aircraft, this traffic
dwindled, leaving the Beaufighter free
to engage land targets with cannon,
rockets and bombs, a task they con-
tinued to perform right up to the end of
the war.

Specification
Bristol Beaufighter TF.Mk X
Type: two-seat strike fighter

The Bristol Bea ufigh ter was built in A ustralia and used by theRAAF against
the Japanese in theFarEast theatre alongside the RAF machines. They came
to be one of the most effective attack aircraft in theFarEast and their metal
structure was suited to the climate.

Powerplant: two l,770-hp(1320-kW)
Bristol Hercules XVII air-cooled radial
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
488 km/h (303 mph) at 395 m (1,300 ft);
climb to 1525 m (5,000 ft) in 3 minutes
30 seconds; service ceiling 4570 m
(15,000 ft); range 2365 km (1,470 miles)
Weights: empty 7076 kg (15,600 Ib);
maximum take-off 11431 kg (25,200 Ib)
Dimensions: span 17,63 m (57 ft 10 in);
length 12.70 m (41 ft 8 m); height 4.83 m
(15 ft 10 in); wing area 46,73 m2

(503 sq ft)

Armament: four 20-mm Hispano
cannon in nose and one 7.7-mm (0.303-
in) machine-gun in dorsal hatch, plus
either one 45.7-cm(18-in) torpedo, or
eight 27,2-kg (60-lb) rocket projectiles,
or two 227-kg (500-lb) and two 113-kg
(250-lb) bombs

A German train is blasted by an RAF
Beaufighter over Norway in 1943.
The Beaufighter became the prime
strike aircraft early in the war before
such types as the Mosquito came to
the fore.

UK

Fairey Battle
Envisaged as a replacement for the
famous Hawker Hart and Hind light
bombers of the early and mid-1930s,
the Fairey Battle was selected as the
cornerstone of the rapidly-expanding
RAF and was intended to equip the
large number of light bomber squad-
rons during the latter part of that de-
cade. When the war started, however,
the Battle was already obsolescent and
was particularly vulnerable in the con-
text of German Blitzkrieg tactics. Be-
fore the opening of the great German
assault in the West on 10 May 1940, 10
Battle squadrons (Nos 12, 40, 88, 98,
103, 105, 142, 150, 218 and 226) had
been sent to France to support the Brit-
ish Expeditionary Force, and were
committed to action in the face of over-
whelming enemy air superiority.
Already unescorted daylight bombing
operations had resulted in heavy los-
ses (as early as 30 September 1939 four
out of five No. 150 Squadron Battles had
been shot down in a single raid), and,
although escorts had been provided
during the winter, little could be done
to protect the slow bombers when the
storm burst in the spring. Carrying no
more than four 113-kg (250-lb) bombs
at an operating speed of about 278 km/
h (160 mph), the Battles were sent
against key river bridges being used
by enemy armoured columns advanc-
ing through Belgium. In an attack by

No. 12 Squadron against the Maastricht
bridges, carried out in the face of
heavy Flak and fighter opposition,
almost all the bombers were shot
down, the RAF's first Victoria Crosses
of World War II being awarded post-
humously to Flying Officer D.E. Gar-
land and Sergeant T. Gray. Four days
later 71 Battles from Nos 12, 103, 105,
150 and 218 Squadrons were assem-
bled for an attack on German pontoon
bridges in the Sedan area; no fewer
than 40 aircraft failed to return. The
survivors of the squadrons were with-
drawn from France, but several of
them, based in England, continued to
attack German-held ports on the
Channel Coast until the threat of inva-
sion receded. Thereafter the Battle
was relegated to training and target-
towing duties, many being shipped to
Canada where they served with air
gunnery schools.

The Battle was an anachronism and

Fairey Battle of No. 106 Sqn as it appeared in 1938 whilst stationed at
Abingdon. TheBa ttle was extremely vulnerable to both air and ground fire
due to its sluggish performance, and its combat career was cut short in 1940.

its shortcomings should have been
anticipated long before the traumas of
May 1940. It was, after all, powered by
the same engine as the single-seat
Hurricane, yet with a crew of three and
60 per cent heavier when fully-
equipped, it was sent aganst single-
seat fighters of twice its performance
and expected to defend itself with only
two rifle-calibre machine-guns.

Specification
Fairey Battle
Type: three-seat light bomber
Powerplant: one l,030-hp(768-kW)
Rolls-Royce Merlin II liquid-cooled V-
12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed

388 km/h (241 mph) at 3050 m
(10,000 ft); initial climb rate 280 m
(920 ft) per minute; service ceiling
7620 m (25,000 ft); range 1450 km (900
miles)
Weights: empty 3015 kg (6,647 Ib);
maximum take-off 4895 kg (10,792 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.46 m (54 ft 0 in);
length 12.85 m (42 ft 1% in); height
4.72 m (15 ft 6 in); wing area 39.20 m2

(422 sq ft)
Armament: one 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-gun in starboard wing and
one 7.7-mm (0.303-m) machine-gun in
rear cockpit, plus a bombload of four
113-kg (250-lb) bombs carried
internally
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Hawker Hurricane
Rugged and combat-proven with
flying colours in the Battle of Britain,
the Hawker Hurricane was the natural
choice of aircraft with which to carry
the war back to the Germans when the
RAF began to venture on to the offen-
sive with cross-Channel attacks after
the winter of 1940-1.

The Hurricane Mk II, with a more
powerful Merlin XX engine, began
appearing in the autumn of 1940, the
Hurricane Mk IIB introducing a 12-gun
wing, and the Hurricane Mk IIC an
armament of four 20-mm cannon, the
latter being regarded as a very heavy
punch for a single-seater. Stemming
from early tests to fit long-range tanks
to enable Hurricanes to reinforce the
Middle East with minimum refuelling
stops, the Hurricane Mk IIB was soon
equipped with wing racks to carry a
pair of 113-kg (250-lb) or, later 227-kg
(500-lb) bombs, and it was this version
that went into action as the 'Hurribom-
ber1 with No. 607 Squadron on 30 Octo-
ber 1941 in 'Channel Stop1 anti-
shipping strikes, later being joined by
Nos 175 and 402 Squadrons.

Hurricanes were particularly active
in the ground-attack role in North Afri-
ca from mid-1941 and it was in this
theatre that the next version, the Hurri-
cane Mk IID tank-buster, made its first
impact; armed with a pair of 40-mm

Vickers anti-tank guns under the
wings, aircraft of No. 6 Squadron were
used to excellent effect in support of
the Free French forces in the Battle of
Bir Hakeim in 1942. By 1943, outclassed
as a pure interceptor, the .Hurricane
was the RAF's first single-seater to be
fitted with 76.2-mm (3-in) rocket pro-
jectiles, using these weapons on op-
erations for the first time against the
Hansweert Canal lock gates in the
Netherlands on 2 September 1943.

Ground-attack Hurricanes con-
tinued to operate on the European and
Mediterranean fronts until 1944; m
March the previous year there had
appeared a new vers ion , the
armoured Hurricane Mk IV in which a
'universal' wing was introduced, allow-
ing application of bombs, anti-tank
guns, rockets, smoke-laying equip-
ment, drop tanks and other store com-
binations to be carried, and this ver-

The achievemen ts of the Hurricane in the early desert war led to its being
adapted to carry two 40-mm cannon under the wings for tank-busting, this
version being known as the MkllD. This example served with No. 6 Sqn in
1942.

sion continued in service in the Far
East until the end of the Pacific war.
Hurricane Mk IVs fought with out-
standing success in the final advance
in Burma, one of their great achieve-
ments being the destruction of 13
Japanese tanks by No. 20 Squadron m a
single attack during the advance on
Rangoon.

Specification
Hawker Hurricane Mk IIB
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: one 1,280-hp (955-kW)
Rolls-Royce Merlin XX liquid-cooled
V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed

549 km/h (341 mph) at 6555 m
(21,500 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in
9 minutes; service ceiling 10850 m
(35,600 ft); range 740 km (460 miles)
Weights: empty 2604 kg (5,740 Ib);
maximum take-off 3649 kg (8,044 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.19 m (40 ft 0 in);
length 9,75 m (32 ft 0 in); height 4.00 m
(13 ft Wz in); wing area 23.92 m2

(257.5 sq ft)
Armament: 127.7-mm(0.303-m)
machine-guns in the wings, plus an
external load of up to two 227 kg (500-
lb) bombs, small bomb containers,
smoke-laying equipment, six27.2-kg
(60-lb) rocket projectiles or two long-
range fuel tanks

Hurricane MkllCs saw service in the Far East as light ground attack aircraft.
They carried an armament of four 20-mm cannon and could also carry small
bombs. As here, long range fuel tanks helped the Hurricane reach the enemy

Below: Ready for take-off from an
improvised sand strip in the Western
Desert, Hurricane MkllDs such as
these proved of enormous help to the
ground forces in suppressing Axis
armour. They were cumbersome,
and easy meat for German fighters,
so top cover was necessary.
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Supermarine Spitfire
Immortalized as one of the greatest
fighters of all time, the Supermärkte
Spitfire was also widely used as a
fighter-bomber, although in this role it
fell far short of the Hurricane, being
tricky to fly with bombs attached,
whether under fuselage or wings.

With the adoption of the Spitfire Mk
V as Fighter Command's standard
single-seat fighter in 1941, the Spitfire
Mk VC became the fighter-bomber
version, capable of carrying a single
227-kg (500-lb) bomb centrally under
the fuselage or two 113kg (250 Ib)
bombs under the wings. Most Spitfire
Mk VCs featured clipped wings for
better low-altitude performance, not
being expected to engage enemy
fighters above about 1525 m (5,000 ft).

Originally a hastily-introduced
answer to the Focke-Wulf Fw 190A,
the Spitfire Mk IX was intended to
operate at medium and high altitudes
but, like the Spitfire Mk V, was also
built in clipped-wing form (Spitfire L
F.Mk IX) and entered service with a
total of 27 squadrons of the RAF in the
UK, Middle East and Far East. With a
1,720-hp (1283-kW) Merlin 66, this ver-
sion had a top speed without bombs of
650 km/h (404 mph) and could carry
two 227-kg (500-lb) bombs under the
wings; normal gun armament was two
20-mm and four 7.7-mm (0.303-in) guns,
but the Spitfire Mk IXE sub-variant had
the four rifle-calibre guns replaced by
two 12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns.

Whereas the Spitfire Mk IX had
been a hasty adaptation of the Spitfire
Mk V to take the Merlin 61/66 series
engine, the Spitfire Mk VIII was de-
signed from the outset for this engine
and included other refinements, in-
cluding a retractable tailwheel; all
were equipped for tropical service
and therefore served mainly in the

Mediterranean and Far East theatres,
the majority of them equipping fighter-
bomber squadrons.

The Griffon 65-powered Spitfire Mk
XIV served as both a fighter and a
fighter-bomber, entering service in
mid-1944 m the UK. Among their out-
standing achievements in the latter
role was the heaviest single RAF
fighter-bomber attack of the war
when, on 24 December that year, 33
Spitfire Mk XIVs of Nos 229, 453 and
602 Squadrons, each carrying a 227-kg
(500-lb) and two 113-kg (250-lb)
bombs, attacked a V-2 rocket-
launching site in the Netherlands.

Final fighter-bomber version of the
Spitfire to see service during the war
was the Packard Merlin 266-powered
Spitfire Mk XVI, whose sub-variants
were the same as for the Spitfire Mk IX,
and could be fitted with four under-
wmg rails for 27.2-kg (60-lb) rocket
projectiles in addition to an under-
fuselage 227-kg (500-lb) bomb. At the
end of the war in Europe fighter-
bomber Spitfire Mk XVIs equipped 11
squadrons of the 2nd Tactical Air
Force.

Spécification
Supermarine Spitfire Mk XVI
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: one 1,720-hp (1283-kW)
Packard Rolls-Royce Merlin 266

No. 74 Sqn new the Spitfire LF.MkXVIE for only a couple of months at the
end of the war on fighter-bomber sweeps through Germany. TheMkXVI
had a Packard-built Merlin and could carry 113-kg (250-lb) bombs or
rocket projectiles.

liquid-cooled V-12 piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
652 km/h (405 mph) at 6705 m
(22,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in
6 minutes 42 seconds; service ceiling
12650 m (41,500 ft); range without
external tanks 690 km (430 miles)
Weights: empty 2547 kg (5,615 Ib);
maximum take-off 4311 kg (9,505 Ib)
Dimensions: span, clipped 9.96 m (32 ft
8 in); length 9.55 m (31 ft 4 in); height
3.85 m(12 ft 7% in); wmgarea21.46 m2

(231sqft)
Armament: two 20-mm and four 7.7-

Although usually used for providing
top cover for the Hurricanes in Italy,
these Spitfire Mk Vs of the SAAF
carry 113-kg (250-lb) bombs on the
cen treline rack. After releasing the
bombs, the aircraft could strafe
targets at will.

mm (0.303-m) or two 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
guns, plus one 227-kg (500-lb) and two
113-kg (250-lb) bombs, or as an
alternative to the wing bombs four
27.2-kg (60-lb) rocket projectiles

Hawker Typhoon
Compromised from the outset by a
host of design and development dif-
ficulties, and no less by a disastrously
accelerated engine development that
left unsolved numerous weaknesses
when it entered service, the Hawker
Typhoon was intended to replace the
Hurricane as an interceptor. However,
after the anti-climactic debacle over
Dieppe and its singularly disappoint-
ing performance as an interceptor, the
Typhoon came to be recognized as
potentially an effective ground-attack
fighter and, following trials at Bos-
combe Down in 1942, it resumed
cross-Channel operations carrying a
pair of 113-kg (250-lb) bombs to sup-
plement its four 20-mm Hispano can-
non armament. Flying alongside the
aged 'Hurnbombers1, Typhoon Mk IB
fighter-bombers of Nos 175, 181 and
245 Squadrons continued the 'Channel
Stop' operations throughout 1943,
while others ventured over enemy-
occupied France and the Low Coun-
tries, attacking airfields, road and rail
traffic and other key targets.

Early operations had shown the
Typhoon Mk IA, with its wing arma-
ment of 12 7,7-mm (0.303-m) Browning
machine-guns, to be relatively ineffec-
tive in the ground-attack role, and this
version was discontinued. Another
weakness was found to lie in the joint of
the tail unit to the rear fuselage, numer-
ous early accidents being ascribed to
the entire tail unit becoming detached

One of the last Typhoons to be built with the car- type door, this aircraft from
No. 198 Sqn is seen before the application of invasion s tripes in early 1944. The
squadron at the time was learning to use the new rocket projectiles.

in flight, for which a crude remedy was
effected by simply riveting numerous
plates around the joint. An early oper-
ational problem lay in the Typhoon's
superficial resemblance to the Focke-
Wulf Fw 190, resulting in a number of
aircraft being shot down by 'friendly'
guns, until prominent black and white
recognition stripes were painted
under the Typhoon's inner wmg
sections.

For all these unfortunate tribulations
the chunky aeroplane emerged in
1944 as one of the most powerful
weapons in the Allies' armoury when
the Normandy invasion was launched
in June that year. With a bombload
progressively increased to 907 kg
(2,000 Ib), the Typhoon was also used
with devastating effect as a rocket-
firing fighter, eliminating vital enemy
coastal radar stations before the land-

ings themselves and destroying Ger-
man armoured concentrations as the
Allies broke out of the beach-head.
Always something of a handful to fly,
the Typhoon nevertheless provided an
overwhelming form of powerful, accu-
rate and mobile artillery for the Allies
as they surged through northern
Europe in the last nine months of the
war.

Specification
Hawker Typhoon Mk IB
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: one 2,180-hp (1626-kW)
Napier Sabre II liquid-cooled H-24
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
652 km/h (405 mph) at 5485 m
(18,000 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
6 minutes 12 seconds; service ceiling
10365 m (34,000 ft); range with bombs

Close-up of the business end ota
Typhoon MklB, showing the four
Hispano cannon.

820 km (510 miles)
Weights: empty 3993 kg (8,800 Ib);
maximum take-off 6341 kg(13,980 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.67 m (41 ft 7 in);
length 9.73 m (31 ft 11 in); height 4.66 m
(15 ft 31/2 in); wing area 25.92 m2

(279 sq ft)
Armament: four wing-mounted 20-mm
cannon, plus either two 454-kg (1,000-
Ib) bombs or eight 27.2-kg (60-lb)
rocket projectiles
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Bell P-39 Airacobra
The radical Bell P-39 Airacobra, with
midships engine and tricycle landing
gear, enjoyed a disappointing career
as a fighter with the American and Brit-
ish air forces as a result mainly of the
abandonment of the turbosuperchar-
ger which had promised to bestow ex-
cellent performance at high altitude;
this equipment was in any case ban-
ned from export to the UK, with the
result that the Airacobra did not match
up to RAF requirements for an inter-
ceptor. The upshot of this was a gra-
dual change to the ground-attack role
in American service, and disposal of
very large numbers to the Soviet Union
from 1942 onwards, 4,773 of the 9,558
built being supplied to that nation,
mainly through Iran, but also over the
Trans-Siberian railway, More than 200
Bell Airacobras were also shipped to
the USSR in the North Cape convoys.

P-39s entered service with the V-VS
early in 1943, the principal variant
being the P-39N which featured a hub-
firing 37-mm cannon, two nose-
mounted 12.7-mm (0.5-in) and four
wing-moun ted 7 .62-mm (0 .3- in)
machine-guns; a single 227-kg (500-lb)
bomb could be carried under the
fuselage.

In Soviet service the P-39 was used
initially as a pure fighter, but gradually

as the tide of fortunes changed most
Soviet po^is (fighter regiments) under-
took a dual role in response to the de-
mands of the massive ground battles
that raged on the Eastern Front. Often
the P-39s would be called on to carry
out specific bombing tasks, after which
they would revert to fighters to provide
cover while subsequent bombing
attacks went in. The majority of P-39
polks were deployed on the central
and southern fronts, and numerous
Soviet pilots achieved considerable
success in the aircraft; Captain Gngori
Rechkalov scored 44 of his 58 air vic-
tories in a P-39 with the 9th Guards
Fighter Division, and Aleksandr Pok-
ryshkm, who commanded a P-39
eskadril m the 216th Guards Fighter
Division's 16th Polk and later became
the Soviet Union's second highest scor-
ing pilot, shot down 48 of his 59 victims
while flying P-39s, many of these falling
in the course of dual-role fighter/
bombing missions. For all the P-39's

The Bell P-39L Airacobra was a failure as an air combat fighter (apart from
notable exceptions such as the aircraft shown here, of the Russian, Major
Pokryshkin) and was used mainly in the ground attack role.

obvious success on the Eastern Front,
wastage through accidents was by all
accounts very high, relatively inex-
perienced pilots finding the aircraft
tricky to handle and, with the big Alli-
son engine located behind the cockpit,
forced landings and other landing mis-
haps were frequently fatal. A much
smaller number of the later but related
Bell P-63 Kingcobra was also supplied
to the Soviet Union, this aircraft being
equipped to carry three 227-kg (500-
lb) bombs.

Spécification
Bell P-39N Airacobra
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant:one l,200-hp(895-kW)
Allison V-1710-85 liquid-cooled V-12

piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
642 km/h (399 mph) at 3355 m
(11,000 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
5 minutes 20 seconds; service ceiling
11735 m (38,500 ft); range 1205 km (750
miles)
Weights: empty 2562 kg (5,645 Ib);
maximum take-off 3720 kg (8,200 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.36 m (34 ft 0 in);
length 9.19 m (30 ft 2 in); height 3.78 m
(12 ft 5 in); wing area 19.79 m2

(213sqft)
Armament: one hub-firing 37-mm
cannon, two nose-mounted 12.7-mm
(0.5-in) and four wing-mounted 7,62-
mm (0.3-in) machine-guns, plus a
single 227-kg (500-lb) bomb carried
under the fuselage

USA

Curtiss P-40 The KittyhawkMk IVwas the RAF equivalent ofthe P-40NWarhawk,
and is shown here in the markings of No. 112 Sqn in 1944.

Although firmly rooted among the first
generation of monoplane fighters of
the late 1930s, the famous Curtiss P-40
family underwent progressive mod-
ernization, and as each version be-
came outmoded by later fighters, it
came to be employed as a passable
fighter-bomber. Adopted as the
USAAC's standard fighter and subject
of heavy British purchasing in 1940, the
early P-40B, P-40C and Tomahawk en-
tered service in 1941, the first RAF
squadron to receive the latter being
No. 112 in the Middle East. The Toma-
hawk's performance as an interceptor
was disappointing, being generally in-
ferior to the Hurricane Mk II, and it was
therefore employed mainly for ground
attack, although the armament of six
rifle-calibre machine-guns was far
from adequate. Tomahawks (and the
equivalent P-40B/Cs) were shipped to
the USSR and Turkey, and were flown
by American pilots in the Pacific and
South East Asia. The P-40D repre-
sented something of a transformation,
with the Allison engine installed in a
shortened nose, fuselage guns re-
moved and the radiator moved for-
ward. Known as the Warhawk in
American service (as were all P-40s)
and Kittyhawk in RAF service, this and
subsequent similar versions were built
in very large numbers up to 1944, from
mid-1942 being equipped as fighter-
bombers in the USAAF, RAF and other
Allied air forces to carry up to three
227-kg (500-lb) bombs under fuselage
and wings; later versions could carry a
454-kg (1,000-lb) bomb under the
fuselage. They were particularly ac-
tive in the close-support role in North
Africa after the victory at Alamein and
the 'Torch' landings, and in the cam-
paigns in Sicily, Italy and the Balkans.

The Packard built Merlin was used
in the American P-40F and P-40L ver-
sions, but the P-40N (of which 5,219
were produced) reverted to the Alli-
son engine and this served from 1943

until the end of the war, Despite its
widespread use as a fighter-bomber
the P-40 was not generally appreci-
ated as a result of its control sluggish-
ness and lateral trim changes as speed
built up in a diving attack; the latter
behaviour, which gave rise to exces-
sive yawing at the moment of bomb
release, made accurate bombing ex-
tremely difficult, and P-40s were more
usually employed for attacks on larger
rather than smaller targets.

Specification
Curtiss P-40N Warhawk
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: one l,360-hp(1015-kW)
Allison V-1710-81 liquid-cooled V-12
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
609 km/h (378 mph) at 3200 m
(10,500 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
6 minutes 49 seconds; service ceiling
11580 m (38,000 ft); range on internal
fuel 547 km (340 miles)
Weights: empty 2722 kg (6,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 5171 kg (11,400 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.38 m (37 ft 4 in);

Bearing the famous shark's teeth
markings of No. 112 Sqn, these
Tomahawks are ready for take-off at
SidiHaneish in the autumn of 1941.
The difference in nose shape to the
later Kittyhawk is obvious, with the
chin radiator being much smaller.

length 10,16 m (33 ft 4 in); height 3.76 m
( 12 ft 4 in); wing area 21.92 n/
(236 sq ft)

Armament: six wing-mounted 12.7-mm
(0.5-in) machine-guns, plus one 454-kg
(1,000-lb) bomb under the fuselage
and two 227-kg (500-lb) bombs under
the wings
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Douglas A-20 Havoc/Boston
Perpetuating a misconception of the
nature of modern warfare during the
late 1930s, the American 'attack1 bom-
ber was envisaged as a means of satur-
ating fixed enemy defences in the im-
mediate area of the ground battle, and
took little account of the swift move-
ment of armies so capably demons-
trated during the German conquests of
1939-41. Moreover the Douglas A-20,
known as the Havoc and Boston by
American and British air forces re-
spectively, was so unwieldy that it
could only be employed over a bat-
tleground in the face of enemy air
opposition provided it was furnished
with strong fighter escort.

Nevertheless production momen-
tum already gained by British and
French orders at the beginning of the
war resulted in the A-20 being avail-
able in quickly growing numbers
when the United States entered the
conflict. And, despite fairly heavy los-
ses early on, the type eventually came
to play an important tactical role, being
used first as a 'light-medium' bomber
for attacks on fixed battlefield targets,
such as forward enemy landing
grounds, road, rail and river bridges
and vehicle parks, etc.

The RAF was the first to use the air-
craft, as the Boston (after a night-
fighter version, confusmgly known as
the Havoc, had been largely super-
seded in 1941) early in 1942; indeed
the first combat use of the aircraft by
the Americans in Europe involved
RAF Bostons being flown from the UK
by an American squadron in July that
year,

From late in 1942 both the British and
American air forces flew the Boston
and A-20 on close-support duties, par-
ticularly on 'softening up' raids before
assaults by ground forces. RAF Bos-
tons in particular were much in evi-
dence during the numerous combined
operations launched across the Chan-
nel in 1942-4, and were also used to lay
smoke screens to cover amphibious
landings. The A-20G introduced a

Douglas Boston Mk 1IIA ofNo. 342Sqn 'Lorraine', RAF, based at Hartford Bridge (today called Blackbushe).
Aircraft from this squadron were the first French-flown aircraft to arrive back in France after D-Day.

'solid' nose and dispensed with the
bomb aimer, a battery of cannon or
machine-guns being substituted for
true ground-attack work. In the Pacific
theatre A-20s were widely used for
low-level attack, using fragmentation
bombs to good effect over Japanese
shipping and airfields. RAF Boston Mk
IV and Boston Mk V aircraft served
with the 2nd Tactical Air Force and the
Desert Air Force in Italy in the close-
support role right up to the end of the
war against Germany.

Specification
Douglas A-20G Havoc

Type: three-seat attack aircraft
Powerplant: two 1,600-hp (1194-kW)
Wright Cyclone R-2600-23 air-cooled
radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
546 km/h (339 mph) at 3780 m
(12,400 ft); climb to 3050 m (10,000 ft) in
7 minutes 6 seconds; service ceiling
7650 m (25,100 ft); range 1755 km
(1,090 miles)
Weights: empty 7250 kg (15,984 Ib);
maximum take-off 12338 kg (27,200 Ib)
Dimensions: span 18.69 m (61 ft 4 in);
length 14.63 m (48 ft 0 in); height 5.36 m
(17 ft 7 in); wing area 43.11 n/
(464 sq ft)

One of the tasks for the airborne
forces during the D-Day invasion was
smoke-laying. These two Boston Mk
Ills are equipped with four pipes
under the fuselage for providing
smoke over the beach-head.

Armament: up to eight 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
machine-guns in nose and two in rear
dorsal position (later aircraft had
electrically-operated turret), plus up
to 1814 kg (4,000 Ib) of bombs,
comprising four 227-kg (500-lb) bombs
internally and two 454-kg ( 1,000 Ib)
bombs on wing racks

Douglas A-26 Invader
The demarcation between the true
ground-support aircraft and the so-
called light bomber was conveniently
defined by the American 'attack de-
signation; nevertheless the Douglas A-
26 Invader leaned much closer to the
latter category in that its battlefield op-
erations were more of the set-piece
strike and less of the ad hoc attack.

Although three parallel versions
were originally conceived (a night-
fighter, a level bomber and an attack
aircraft) the last-named version was
selected for initial production and
eventually entered combat service as
the A-26B with the US 9th Air Force in
Europe in November 1944. This ver-
sion carried six heavy machine-guns in
the nose, sometimes supplemented by
eight in underwing packs, and by lock-
ing the dorsal turret guns to fire for-
ward, making a total of 16 forward-
firing guns! The cabin and fuel tanks
were heavily armoured to withstand
ground small-arms fire, and a total of
1814kg (4,000 Ib) of bombs was car-
ried internally.

Though obviously a very powerful
weapon to unleash over the battlefield
(and even more so when underwing
127-mm/5-m rocket projectiles were

added to its arsenal) the Invader en-
joyed only partial success as a truly
tactical support aircraft in Europe,
being found generally unsuitable for
operations from forward airfields un-

less such facilities were captured
wholly intact. It was for this reason, and
the length of time taken to reach the
front line from bases in the distant rear,
that A-26 attacks were largely con-
fined to fixed targets such as airfields
and bridges, and these were more fre-

This formation ofA-26s of the 386th
Bomb Croup en route to Germany in
April 1945 contains aircraft with both
glazed nose for bomb-aimer and
solid nose packed with machine-
guns. They also carry machine-gun
packs under the wings.
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quently and effectively struck by the
larger resources of medium bombers
available,

For the 'island-hopping' nature of the
Pacific war against Japan, the USAAF
employed the A-26C which retained a
bombardier in place of the nose gun
battery to facilitate bombing from
medium altitude, and as such the In-
vader was operated almost exclusive-
ly as a conventional medium bomber,

Specification
Douglas A-26B Invader
Type: three-seat tactical support
aircraft
Powerplant: two 2,000-hp (1492-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-2800-27 air-cooled
radial piston engines

Douglas A-26B Invader ofthe 552nd Bomb Squadron, 386thBomb Group, 9th Air
Force based a t Bea umont-sur-Oise in April 1945. The Invader also saw valuable
service over the hotly contested islands of Japan during the last few months of the

Performance: maximum speed
572 km/h (355 mph) at 3660 m
(12,000 ft); climb to 3050 m (10,000 ft) in
8 minutes 6 seconds; service ceiling
6735 m (22,100 ft); range 2255 km
(1,400 miles)
Weights: empty 10147 kg (22,370 Ib);

maximum take-off 15876 kg (35,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 21,34 m (70 ft 0 in);
length 15.24 m (50 ft 0 in); height 5.64 m
( 18 ft 6 in); wing area 50.17 n/
(540 sq ft)
Armament: six fixed forward-firing
12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-guns in nose

and two in each of dorsal and ventral
turrets, plus an internal bombload of
1814 kg (4,000 Ib) and an external load
of up to 907 kg (2,000 Ib) of bombs, or
up to 16 127-mm (5-in) rocket
projectiles

USA

Lockheed P-38 Lightning
The Lockheed P-38 Lightning is, like
its famous partners (the Republic P-47
and North American P-51), best re-
membered as a pure fighter both in the
European and Pacific theatres. Yet
from mid 1942 the P-38F destined for
the USAAC possessed external racks
for up to 907kg (2,0001b) of bombs.
(Although the Lightning was originally
ordered for the RAF, the ban on export
of turbosuperchargers so comprom-
ised the aircraft's performance that it
did not enter British service.)

USAAF fighter groups began flying
P-38F aircraft in Europe and North
Africa during 1942, but the aircraft
proved disappointing in combat
against German fighters, and it was in
the last stages of the Tunisian campa-
gm that the aircraft began to demons-
trate its capabilities as a ground-
suppor t f ighter , bombing and
machine-gunning the Axis forces in
their final withdrawal to Tunis and
Bizerta.

The introduction of the much im-
proved P-38J (identifiable by its 'chin'
radiators) resulted in a new lease of life
as an escort fighter, particularly during
the 1943 daylight Boeing B-17 and Con-
solidated B-24 raids over Europe, but
in 1944, as deliveries of P-47s and P-51 s
were stepped up to the UK and the
Mediterranean, the P-38J and the more
powerful P-38L version came to be
used more and more in the ground-
attack role, both versions being cap-
able of lifting a pair of 726-kg ( 1,600-lb)
bombs. The P-38L was also modified to
carry 10 69.8-mm (2.75-m) rockets on
'Christmas-tree' tiers under the wings;
it was also the first Allied fighter-
bomber to drop napalm bombs on the
Germans in the latter half of 1944.

The ability of the P-51 D to escort the
daylight heavy bombers all the way to
Berlin rendered use of the P-38 as a
long-range fighter superfluous, and
the type was employed almost exclu-
sively as a support fighter-bomber
during the last six months of the war,
and a new tactic emerged involving
the use of a two-seater P-38 'lead ship'
complete with bombardier; the air-
craft would lead a formation of smgle-

TheLigh tninghad exceptional
performance for a twin-engined
aircraft and the secret of this lay in
the small fron tal area made possible
by the twin boom layout. The position
of the racks for either bombs or, as
here, fuel tanks is clearly visible.
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Due to its size andperformance, the P-38 Ligh tningproved an excellen t
ground a ttack aircraft, able to carry rockets and bombs large distances into
enemy territory. This is a P-38L serving with the 97th FS, 82ndFG, USAAF.

A theatre in which the P-38 excelled
was the Mediterranean. ThisP-38L of
the 94th Figh ter Group is having a
bomb winched on to its wing rack
somewhere in Italy. During the
height of the campaign, operations
continued through the night.

seaters and, using its very accurate
Norden bomb sight, would control the
bombing of the entire formation. A re-
finement of this, involving bombing-
through-overcast (BTO) radar in the
lead ship, was intended to enable
close support to be given in conditions
of bad weather over the ground battle,
but in one of the only occasions it was
employed with any numbers of P-38s
(during the Battle of the Ardennes)
heavy casualties were caused when
most of the bombs dropped fell among
American armoured vehicles.

Specification
Lockheed P-38L Lightning
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: two 1,475-hp (1100-kW)
Allison V-1710-111/113 liquid-cooled
inline piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
667 km/h (414 mph) at 7620 m
(25,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in

7 minutes; service ceiling 13410 m
(44,000 ft); range on internal fuel
730 km (454 miles)
Weights: empty 5806 kg (12,800 Ib);
maximum take-off 9798 kg (21,600 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.85 m (52 ft 0 in);
length 11.53 m (37 ft 10 in); height
3.00 m (9 ft 10 in); wing area 30.42 m2

(327.5 sq ft)
Armament: one 20-mm and four 12.7-
mm (0.5-in) guns in the nose, plus a
bombload of two 726-kg ( 1,600-lb)
bombs, or 10 69,8-mm (2.75-m) rocket
projectiles together with two 1173-litre
(258-gal) drop tanks if required
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Republic P-47 Thunderbolt
The big Republic P-47 Thunderbolt
served for more than a year before
being seriously considered for service
as a ground-support aircraft; indeed,
after considerable misgivings as to
whether it would be able to match the
nimble German interceptors in dog-
fightmg, it came to represent a vital
and effective long-range escort for the
American day bombers over Europe
during 1943, As mass production got
under way (a total of 15,579 being ulti-
mately produced) the P-47D-25 intro-
duced underwing bomb racks cap-
able of mounting a pair of 454-kg
(1,000-lb) bombs, in addition to a 568-
litre 125-gal drop tank under the
fuselage. In due course the P-47D-30
was capable of carrying up to 1134 kg
(2,500 Ib) of external ordnance, includ-
ing up to 10 127-mm (5-in) rocket pro-
jectiles.

P-47D fighter-bombers first entered
service with the 348th Fighter Group m
Australia, whence they were flown
against Japanese targets in New
Guinea, They were then issued to
fighter and fighter-bomber groups of
the US 9th and 15th Air Forces in the
UK and the Mediterranean theatre.
From mid-1944, as the superlative
North American P-51D assumed the
lion's share of air combat and escort
duties over Europe, the P-47D was
assigned more and more of the close-
support work over the Allied armies
advancing through Italy and France,
proving immensely strong in the
punishing ground-attack role.

A total of 826 Thunderbolts was deli-
vered to the RAF, of which the majority
were equivalent to the P-47D-25 and
designated Thunderbolt Mk II. They
entered service with the RAF in India
and Burma in the summer of 1944,
eventually serving with Nos 5, 30, 34,
42,60,79,81, 113, 123, 131, 134, 135, 146,
258, 261 and 615 Squadrons, Flying
over the Burma jungle the 'cab rank'
patrols that were being used to such
good effect by Hawker Typhoons in
Europe, these excellent fighter-
bombers gave constant support to the
14th Army during its final victorious
advance towards Rangoon in the last
year of the war. Time and again the
Thunderbolts were called down by
the mobile control officers to eliminate
some Japanese strongpomt with guns
and bombs. The P-47 and the Typhoon
were the best American and British
fighter-bombers of the year.

P-47D (razorback) ofthe 19th Fighter Squadron, 218th Fighter Group, based on Saipan island
in the Marianas during July 1944. The 'Jug'was a hardy fighter, and the fierce war fought in the
Far East suited its strength and speed.

As the P-51D took over in the long-range escort role, more P-47s were released to a ttack duties.
This example served with the 352nd Fighter Squadron, 353rd Fighter Croup at Gaydon atthe
time of the Normandy invasion, and features the 'bubble'cockpit.

Specification
Republic P-47D-25 Thunderbolt
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: one 2,000-hp (1492-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-2800-59 air-cooled
radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
689 km/h (428 mph) at 9145 m
(30,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in
9 minutes; service ceiling 12800 m
(42,000 ft); range on internal fuel
765 km (475 miles)
Weights: empty 4536 kg (10,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 8808 kg (19,400 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.42 m (40 ft 9 in);
length 11.00 m (36 ft 1 in); height 4.32 m
(14 ft 2 m); wing area 27.87 n/

This 12th Air Force P-47 in Italy
demonstrates the three main
weapons of the wartime fighter-
bomber, namely machine-guns,
bombs and rockets. Such aircraft
were the workhorses of the Allied
drive up the Italian mainland.

(300 sq ft)
Armament: eight fixed forward-firing
12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-guns in

wings, plus two 454-kg ( 1,000-lb)
bombs or six 69.8-mm (2.75-in) rocket
projectiles under the wings

USA

Vultee Vengeance
Powerfully influenced by the succes-
ses achieved by the German Junkers
Ju 87 dive-bomber in the early months
of the war, the British in 1940 ordered
several hundred Vultee V-72 aircraft
from the USA, a type that had not then
been selected for the US Army Air
Corps, and production lines were
established at Vultee's Nashville plant
and the Northrop plant at Hawthorne,
California. Before the first British air-
craft was delivered in 1942, however,
the United States had entered the war,
and further aircraft were ordered for
the USAAF, The American aircraft
(designated the A-31 and A-35, but
generally referred to as the V-72) did
not match up to expectations and
almost all were relegated to target-
towing and other training duties from
the outset,

The Vengeance saw considerably
more service in the RAF, a total of 1,205
being delivered, the Vengeance Nik I,
Vengeance Mk II and Vengeance Mk
III corresponding to the American A-
31, and the Vengeance Mk IV to the

A-35. Tests with the first Vengeance
Mk Is led to numerous alterations, and
it was not until late 1942 that deliveries
started in earnest. By that time the tac-
tical weakness of the dive-bomber had
been recognized, and it was decided
not to employ the Vengeance in
Europe where it would be easy prey
for the excellent German fighters, In-

stead the type was sent to equip RAF
squadrons in India and Burma where,
operating under top cover provided
by Hawker Hurricanes (and later by
Supermarine Spitfires and Republic
Thunderbolts), it would represent the

No. 45 Sqn new the Vengeance for 15 mon ths in the Far East, where it achieved
limited success. This example is a Vengeance MkII shown whilst based in
India in 1943. The Vengeance was based on the German idea of the 'Stuka',
and similarly needed figh ter cover to opera te with any success.
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best weapon against difficult jungle
targets.

The Vengeance was first in action in
July 1943 in Burma, having started to
replace the veteran Bristol Blenheim
with the RAF; it eventually equipped
four squadrons (Nos 45, 82, 84 and 110)
as well as several in the Indian Air
Force. As expected, however, the
Vengeance proved extremely vulner-
able in the presence of Japanease
fighters and so seldom ventured
abroad without strong fighter escort.

The type did nevertheless prove very
effective during the Arakan campaign,
and in a number of successful raids
destroyed a large number of Japanese
vehicles and quantities of stores being
assembled in the jungle.

By the last year of the war conven-
tional fighter-bomber tactics were
seen as the best means of ground sup-
port, and demands for the Vengeance
diminished rapidly. By mid-1945 most
had been relegated to target-towing
duties.

Specification
Vultee Vengeance Mk I
Type: two-seat dive-bomber
Powerplantone l,700-hp(1268-kW)
Wright R-2600-A5B-5 air-cooled radial
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
449 km/h (279 mph) at 4115 m
(13,500 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
11 minutes 18 seconds; service ceiling
6795 m (22,300 ft); range 1930 km (1200
miles)
Weights: empty 4672 kg (10,300 Ib);

maximum take-off 7440 kg (16,400 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14,63 m (48 ft 0 in);
length 12.12 m (39 ft 9 in); height 3.91 m
(12 ft 10 in); wing area 30.84 m2

(332 sq ft)
Armament: four wing-mounted 7.62-
mm (0.3-in) machine-guns and two
7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-guns in the
rear cockpit, plus a bombload of four
227-kg (500-lb) bombs carried
internally

Ilyushin 11-2
The Soviet Ilyushin 11-2 succeeded
where the British Fairey Battle had
fa i l ed . Immense s t r e n g t h and
armoured protection, powerful arma-
ment and committal to combat under
heavy fighter protection all combined
to render the bromrovannyi shturmo-
vik (armoured assault aircraft) a deci-
sive weapon in the Soviet armoury dur-
ing the final two years of the war in
Europe.

Christened the 'flying tank1 by the
Soviet infrantrymen, and the schwar-
zer Tod (Black Death) by the men of
the German army, the 11-2 originated
as a two-seater but was modified to a
single-seater and in this form was en-
tering service with the V-VS at the time
of Germany's invasion of the USSR on
22 June 1941. However, in those early
months of almost total German air sup-
remacy the early Il-2s emerged amidst
a welter of criticism, being found to
lack punch against the enemy's
armoured fighting vehicles (their prin-
cipal targets) and hopelessly vulner-
able in the presence of enemy fighters.

The aircraft accordingly underwent
rapid redesign, the great armoured
'bath' that constituted the pilot's cock-
pit being extended to accommodate a
rear gunner with heavy-calibre
machine-gun. The 1,680-hp (1253-kW)
AM-38 engine was replaced by a
1,750-hp (1306-kW) AM-38F, and the
two wing-mounted 20-mm ShVAK can-
non gave place to high muzzle velocity
23-mm VYa guns.

The new two-seater Il-2m3 entered
service from August 1942, and thereaf-
ter gun, bomb and rocket armament
underwent progressive increase as
the production accelerated. By the
winter of 1943-4 vast numbers of II-
2m3s were in service (some sources
put the number as high as 12,000), and
remained in constant use up to and
beyond the end of the war in Europe.
Their use in combat was almost invari-
ably confined to attacks from extreme-
ly low level, often no more than 6 m
(20 ft), the favourite tactic being to cir-
cle to the rear of enemy forces in single
line-ahead stream to attack the thinly-
armoured rear of German tanks. Many
shturmovik pilots were holders of the
Gold Star of Hero of the Soviet Union,
and women pilots were by no means
rare. The Il-2m3 proved to be ex-
tremely popular among its crews, par-

Anll-2m3in late 1944 on the Eastern
front. Soviet gunners often removed
the rear cockpit canopy to give them
a better field of fire.

During the winter, thell-2s were
quickly painted with a soluble white
scheme over theirnormal
camouflage. This 11-2 served over the
battlefields of Stalingrad in 1943.

ticularly on account of its ability to sur-
vive battle damage, many aircraft re-
turning to base riddled by enemy
ground fire, the armoured 'bath' alone
remaining unscathed. More Il-2s were
built (36,183) than any other single type
of aircraft.

Specification
Ilyushin Il-2m3 (late model)
Type: two-seat assault aircraft
Powerplant: one 1,770-hp (1320-kW)
Mikulin Am-38F liquid-cooled mime
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
404 km/h (251 mph) at 760 m (2,500 ft);
service ceiling 5945 m (19,500 ft);
range 600 km (375 miles)
Weights: empty 4525 kg (9,976 Ib);
maximum take-off 6360 kg (14,021 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.60 m (47 ft
10% in); length 11.60 m (38 ftO'/a in);
height 3.40 m (11 ft 1 Vz in); wing area
38.54m2 (414.4 sq ft)

Armament: (typical) wing-mounted
armament of two 37-mm (1.46-in) and
two 7.62-mm (0.3-in) guns, and one
12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-gun in the
rear cockpit, plus 200 2.5-kg (5.5-lb)
PTAB hollow-charge anti-tank bombs,
or eight RS-82 or RS-132 rocket
projectiles

Armed with heavy cannon and
rockets, and with bomb racks under
the wings, thell-2s of the V-VSflew
over all the battlefields of the Eastern
Fron t in vast n umbers. This ability to
absorb massive amounts of battle
damage made them popular with
their crews.

USSR

Lavochkin La-5 and La-7
Syemyon Lavochkin 's excellent
fighters, the Lavochkin La-5 and La-7,
were among the best Soviet fighters
produced during the war, their re-
latively simple, mainly wooden struc-

ture assisting the production of large
numbers, and their large, air-cooled
radial engines making for ease of
maintenance in the bleak, cold Russian
winters.

Developed in turn from the LaGG-1
and LaGG-3 of 1940-1, and the LaG-5 of
1941, the La-5 passed its state accept-
ance trials in May 1942 and, in view of
the successive disasters being suf-
fered at the hands of the Luftwaffe, was
ordered into large-scale production,
more than 1,000 aircraft being com-

pleted in the first six months, Despite
some early t roubles wi th the
M-82 radial, in a most advanced
installation, the La-5 entered squad-
ron service with the V-VS in the
autumn of 1942 and first saw wide-
spread combat during the Stalingrad
campaign that started in November
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that year. The La-5 was essentially a
low-altitude fighter, well capable of
holding its own against the Focke-Wulf
Fw 190 and Messerschmitt Bf 109 be-
low about 3700 m (12,140 ft) and it was
its good performance at low level that
encouraged the La-5's employment in
the ground-support role; in the great
Battle of Kursk at least two regiments of
La-5s were flown as anti-tank aircraft
with rockets and hollow-charge
bombs, which were particularly effec-
tive against lightly-armoured righting
vehicles. The La-5FN (forsirovannyi
nyeposredstvenno, or direct fuel-
injection engine) was the most widely
used sub-variant,

In mid-1944 a development of the
La-5, the La-7, was introduced with
numerous alterations, such as im-
proved location of oil cooler intakes
and changes in the cockpit outline,
However, despite its improvements,
production of the La-5FN was not ter-
minated and both aircraft continued to
operate side-by-side for the remain-
der of the war. The La-7 was seldom
employed in the ground-attack role,
usually being flown as top cover while
the earlier aircraft attacked German
army targets with the growing arsenal
of assault weapons. Almost all the most
famous Soviet pilots flew La-5s and La-
7s, among them Colonel Generals Ivan
Kojedub (who destroyed 62 German
aircraft, including a jet Me 262 while
flying Las) and Aleksandr Pokryshkin

(59 kills); both these pilots were three-
time recipients of the Gold Star, the
only airmen thus decorated.

Specification
LavochkinLa-5FN
Type: single-seat fighter-bomber
Powerplant: one l,650-hp(1230-kW)
Shvetsov M-82FN (ASh-82FN) air-
cooled radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
647 km/h (402 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
4 minutes 42 seconds; service ceiling
10000 m (32,810 ft); range 700 km (435
miles)
Weights: empty 2800 kg (6,173 Ib);
maximum take-off 3360 kg (7,408 Ib)
Dimensions: span 9.80 m (32 ft 2 in);
length 8.67 m (28 ft 5 '/a in); height
2.54 m (8 ft 4 in); wing area 17,59 m2

(189.34sqft)
Armament: two 20-mm ShVAK cannon
and either four 82-mm (3.23-in) RS-82
rockets or four 150-kg (331-lb) bombs;
later aircraft had two 23-mm NS

This Lavochkin La-5FN was presented to the V-VS by a Mongolian collective.
The La-5 was a good all-round aeroplane and its low-level performance suited
it well to the ground-attack role, often carrying rocket launchers.

Usedinmuch the same roving role as
the Typhoon and Thunderbolt, the
La-5/7 series saw much action
during the victorious advance to

Berlin, flying ahead of the Soviet
tanks and attacking German
positions with light bombs and
rockets.

USSR

Sukhoi Su-2

Only a marginally later design than the
British Fairey Battle, the Soviet Sukhoi
Su-2, designed by Pavel Sukhoi, pre-
viously of the Tupolev design bureau,
entered service with the V-VS early m
1941 but, as far as is known, was not
encountered during the Winter War
which ended the previous year. De-
rived from Sukhoi's ANT-51 and desig-
nated BB-1 during its early trials, the
aircraft was fairly efficient by current
standards once the M-87 engine had
been replaced by the M-88 and then
the M-88B. Tactical concepts changed
swiftly during the first two years of the
war, however, and the use by the Ger-
mans of large forces of single-seat
fighters in support of their advancing
armies came as a body blow to the
Soviets in mid-1941. Despite being
further improved by installation of the
1,000-hp (746-kW) M-88B radial, the
Su-2 was found to be desperately
vulnerable and virtually unable to de-
fend itself with its single small-calibre
machine-gun m the unwieldy manual-
ly-operated dorsal turret. Estimates
suggest that about 100 were m service
with the Frontovaya Aviatsya at the
time that the German army rolled into
the Soviet Union m June 1941, but that
dozens were shot down by Flak and
fighters in the first few disastrous
weeks; moreover, such was the gener-
ally poor standard of training in the
Soviet air force that the Su-2 proved
almost useless as a weapon against
mobile battlefield targets.

The parlous state of the Soviet air-
craft industry m 1941 prevented much
being done to remedy the immediate
lack of suitable ground support aircraft
(until production of the two-seat Il-2m3
could be stepped up) and recourse
was made to further attempts-to im-

prove the Su-2 by installation of the
1,520-hp (1134-kW) M-82 radial and
freguent deletion of the dorsal turret,
but with little tactical benefit. Accept-
ing that losses would remain high, the
Soviets therefore simply loaded the
aircraft with further bombs and rock-
ets on the supposition that the more
explosive delivered against the
enemy the better the chances of some
degree of success. This version, as
well as the completely redesigned Su-
6, were abandoned in favour of all-out
dependence on the Il-2m3. The Su-2
probably did not survive in production
beyond mid-1942,

Specification
Sukhoi Su-2 (late production)
Type: two-seat close-support aircraft
Powerplant: one 1,520-hp (1134-kW)
Shvetsov M-82 air-cooled radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
486 km/h (302 mph) at 1525 m (5,000 ft);

A SukhoiSu-2 with the 746-kW(1000-
hp) M-88B radial engine. Owing to
the type's obsolescence and
vulnerability, engines of increasing
power were tried, but without
success. When the 11-2 became
generally available, the Su-2 was
relegated to second-line units.

service ceiling 8800 m (28,870 ft);
range with bomb load 1100 km (683
miles)
Weights: empty 3273 kg (7,216 Ib);
maximum take-off 4700 kg (10,362 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.30 m (46 ft 11 in);
length 10.46 m (34 ft 3% in); height
3.80 m (12 ft 6 in); wing area 29,0 m2

(312.1sgft)
Armament: four fixed forward-firing
7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-guns in
wings and one or two in dorsal turret,
plus a bombload of 400 kg (882 Ib)

By 1942, the Su-2 was receiving such
a battering from the German ground
and air forces that it was quickly
withdrawn to second-line units. This
aircraft served with one such unit in
the Sverdlovsk area in the winter of
1942.

carried internally and either bombs or
rockets up to about 500 kg ( 1,102 Ib)
carried externally
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Night-
Fighters

World War II saw the development of night-fighting from a very imprecise,

hit-or-miss art using rudimentary equipment in hastily converted aircraft, to a

refined science using highly developed tactics in purpose-built aircraft equipped

with sophisticated radar and weapons.

When World War II started in
September 1939 no air

force was equipped with aircraft
specifically designed for the night-
fighting role. Only the UK had
woken up to the fact that, with
the raison d'être of the modern
air force being offensive bombing
operations, such aircraft would be
needed urgently; most air forces
made do by using night-flying day
fighters, in conjunction with
ground searchlights. While the
RAF was conducting experiments
with rudimentary airborne radar
in a handful of obsolescent Bristol
Blenheims, the Bristol aircraft
company was hard at work devel-
oping the Bristol Beaufighter, the
world's first dedicated night-fight-
er to carry radar, produced entire-
ly on their own initiative. This
entered service during the Battle
of Britain and first saw combat in
the German night Blitz of 1940-1.

From these small beginnings
came an entirely new science of
aircraft interception that has con-
tinued to advance ever since: the
science of locating the enemy on
ground radar, guiding the fighter
towards its target by means of
ground controllers and, eventual-
ly, vising airborne radar, closing to
within range of the fighter's own
weapons for the kill. Although
more within the scope of the
bombers' operations, the night-

Britain led the way in pioneering night-fighters to intercept
enemy raiders. The Boulton Paul Defiant was an early design
which was to be eclipsed by the Bristol Beaufighter and the de
Havilland Mosquito in its highly effective night-fighter variant.

fighter crews had to contend
with a growing, parallel science
of countermeasures, as the
bombers began to include equip-
ment able to blind the ground
radar and to provide warning of
the approach of a night-fighter.

Although the British advanced
relatively quickly with successive-
ly improved Beaufighters and de
Havilland Mosquitoes (as well as
discarding the outmoded
Blenheims, Boulton Paul Défiants
and Hawker Hurricanes), and
unquestionably led the world in
night-fighting techniques and

technology (until the arrival of
the American-developed centi-
metric AI Mk X), German ingenu-
ity produced highly efficient
night-fighter adaptations of the
Messerschmitt Bf 110 and Junkers
Ju 88; these two aircraft, together
with the excellent Heinkel He
219, provided the backbone of
the Reich's night-fighter defence
between 1942 and 1945. Not sur-
prisingly, with so many RAF heavy
bombers operating almost nightly
over Europe during this period,
there came onto the scene
numerous Luftwaffe night-fighter

pilots whose individual victory
scores far eclipsed any achieve-
ments of their Allied counter-
parts, it being fairly commonplace
for German pilots to destroy four
or more Avrò Lancasters and
Handley Page Halifaxes on a
single sortie; once they had
entered the great bomber stream
their victory bag was limited only
by their use of ammunition and
fuel. Moreover, the development
of the upward-firing cannon
(not to mention fairly efficient
airborne radar) enabled the
Germans to destroy RAF bombers
in such a way that the British 'did-
n't know what had hit them'.

Elsewhere, with concerted
night operations conducted on a
much lesser scale until the onset
of the great American night offen-
sive against Japan in 1944, night
fighting demanded less attention
to sophisticated equipment and
tactics than in Europe, although
these were quickly introduced
when the Boeing B-29 started
operations. By and large, during
the first two years of the Pacific
War, neither Japan nor the United
States engaged in significant night
bombing, and accordingly did
little until 1943 to introduce spe-
cialist night-fighters, the Douglas
P-70 (though widely employed)
being unequivocally a makeshift
adaptation of a light bomber.
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Bristol Blenheim Mk IF
The Bristol Blenheim entered RAF ser-
vice as a light bomber in 1937 and,
despite great hopes for the type, it was
becoming outmoded from the day it
arrived, being under-armed and
therefore capable of carrying no more
than a puny bombload by later stan-
dards. It was a neat and compact
sign, however, and lent itself to furtP
development as a bomber, the
Blenheim Mk IV with lengthened nose
joining the RAF in 1939. In the realiza-
tion that the Blenheim Mk I would
quickly be superseded, plans were
put in hand to introduce it as a night-
fighter for service with Fighter Com-
mand, and in December 1938 four
squadrons (Nos 23, 25, 29 and 64)
started taking deliveries. Most of these
early aircraft were ex-Bomber Com-
mand aircraft with sealed bomb doors
and bomb gear removed; their arma-
ment remained a single fixed forward-
firing 7.7-mm (0.303-m) Browning gun
and a Vickers 'K1 gas-operated gun of
the same calibre m the dorsal turret.
These four regular squadrons,
together with Nos 600, 601 and 604 of
the Auxiliary Air Force (re-equipped
in the following month) were em-
ployed principally to work up and cali-
brate the new CH coastal radar chain
being built at top speed along the UK's
south and east coasts, Early in 1939,
however, there became available the
first of 200 gun packs, each containing
four Browning guns and manufactured
by the Southern Railway's depot at

The nose transmitter and wing receiver aerials (antennas) of the early AI Mk
III radar can be seen on this Blenheim Mk IF, whichin 1941 was training crews
at No. 54 Operational Training Unit, RAF.

Ashford, Kent, and by the outbreak of
war in September 1939 most con-
verted Blenheim Mk I (now termed
Blenheim Mk IF) aircraft had been
modified to have such a pack fitted
under the fuselage nose. Meanwhile
one flight from No. 25 Squadron had
had its Blenheims modified with the
first 'breadboard' examples of air-
borne interception radar, and these
were undergoing faltering trials over
the Thames Estuary in collaboration
with the Bawdsey Manor CH coastal
radar when war broke out. In due
course this radar was standardized to
become AI Mk III and was fitted in
about two dozen Blenheims, most of
the remainder being flown by the
Fighter Interception Unit (FIU). Sever-
al other Blenheim night-fighter squad-
rons (among them Nos 68, 145, 219 and
222) were formed, but they were most-

ly short-lived. At the time of the Battle
of Britain night-fighter Blenheims sol-
diered on m search of the small num-
bers of German night raiders, and on
21/22 July 1940 an aircraft of the FIU
made history when it became the first
employing AI radar to destroy an
enemy raider (a Dormer Do 17) at
night. Possessing very pedestrian
capabilities, the Blenheim could
scarcely catch any of the modern air-
craft of 1940 and, although it achieved
further victories during the German
night Blitz of 1940-1 (indeed, formed
the backbone of the UK's night de-
fence), it was gradually phased out of
service with the arrival of the powerful
Bristol Beaufighter.

Specification
Blenheim Mk IF
Type: three-seat night-fighter

Powerplant: two 840-hp (626-kW)
Bristol Mercury VIII nine-cylinder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
418 km/h (260 mph) at 4265 m
(14,000 ft); initial climb rate 488 m
( 1,600 ft) per minute; service ceiling
8230 m (27,000 ft); normal range
1770 km (1,100 miles)
Weights: empty 3651 kg (8,050 Ib);
maximum take-off 5489 kg (12,100 Ib)
Dimensions: span 17.17 m (56 ft 4 in);
length 12.45 m (40 ft 10 in); height
3.00 m (9 ft 10 in); wing area 43.57 m2

(469 sq ft)
Armament: four 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-guns in ventral tray firing
forward, and one 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-gun in dorsal turret

Bristol Beaufighter
First flown in prototype form on 17 July
1939, the Bristol Beaufighter took over
the task of night-fighter defence from
the makeshift Bristol Blenheim Mk IF
fighter during the German night Blitz of
the winter of 1940-1. Powered initially
by 1,400-hp (1044-kW) Bristol Her-
cules III sleeve-valve radiais, the
Beaufighter Mk IF was equipped with
AI Mk IV radar (characterized by a
'broad-arrow' transmitter aerial on the
aircraft's nose) and, having undergone
initial operational trials with the Fight-
er Interception Unit during the latter
stages of the Battle of Britain, started
delivery to RAF night-fighter squad-
rons in September 1940. Lack of fami-

liarity with AI radar resulted m few
combat successes during 1940, but in
the last three months of the Blitz the
Beaufighter began taking an increas-
ing toll of German bombers, Home

This Beaufighter Mk II served with one of the RAF's Polish squadrons, No. 307,
from August 1941 until about mid-1942, when theHercules-engined
Beaufighter Mk VIF began to replace this Merlin-engined version.

night-fighter squadrons equipped with
Beaufighter Mk IFs included Nos 25,

29, 68, 141, 153, 219, 256, 600 and 604.
Production was stepped up, and in-
cluded 1,000 aircraft ordered from the
'shadow1 factories, the 51st and subse-
quent aircraft being armed with six
wing-mounted 7.7mm (0,303-in)
machine-guns in addition to the four
belly-mounted 20-mm cannon to
guard. Delays with improved Hercules
radiais resulted in the Rolls-Royce
Merlin XX V-12 engine being selected
to power the Beaufighter Mk II, the first
production example of which was
flown at Futon on 22 March 1941; the
type entered Fighter Command ser-
vice with No. 255 Squadron in July, fol-
lowed by the Polish-manned No. 307
Squadron in August, and Nos 96 and
125 Squadrons in 1942. The Beaufighter
Mk III (a lightened version) and the
Beaufighter Mk IV (with Rolls-Royce
Griffon engines) did not materialize as
such, although a Beaufighter Mk II was
experimentally flown with Griffon IIB

Three AI Mk IV-equipped
Beaufighter Mk Is of No. 600 Sqn are
seen here on a mission from Colerne
during the winter of 1940-1.
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engines. The Beaufighter Mk V fea-
tured a four-gun Defiant-type dorsal
turret but was abandoned as this im-
peded the pilot's emergency exit. The
Beaufighter Mk VIF then became stan-
dard as the RAF's principal night-
fighter until the arrival of the de Havil-
land Mosquito Mk II, equipping as
night-fighters Nos 29, 68, 96, 125, 141,
153, 219, 255, 256, 307, 600 and 604
Squadrons m the UK, and Nos 46, 89,
108, 144, 252 and 272 Squadrons m the
Middle East during 1942-3. Among the
home-based Beaufighter Mk VIF
squadrons which moved to the
Mediterranean theatre after the North
African landings were Nos 255 and 600
Squadrons, and with the latter Flight
Sergeant Downing and Sergeant
Lyons in a Beaufighter Mk VIF shot
down five Junkers Ju 52/3m transports
in 10 minutes off Setif on 30 April 1943,
In the Far East night-fighter Beau-
fighter Mk VIFs served with Nos 27, 89,
176 and 177 Squadrons, principally in
the Calcutta area and over Burma.
When it first arrived in service the
Beaufighter was widely regarded as
tricky to fly, particularly on one engine;
in due course the fin area was in-
creased and dihedral applied to the
tailplane to improve lateral control, re-
sulting m a fine night-fighter on which
the RAF came to depend for two years
in the mid-war period.

Specification
Beaufighter Mk VIF

Type: two-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two l,670-hp(1245-kW)
Bristol Hercules VI or XVI air-cooled
sleeve-valve radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
536 km/h (333 mph) at 4755 m
(15,600 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
7 minutes 48 seconds; service ceiling
8075 m (26,500 ft); normal range
2382 km (1,480 miles)
Weights: empty 6623 kg (14,600 Ib);

This Bea ufigh ter Mk VIF has a
dihedralled tailplane, but is still
fitted with original AI Mk IV radar,
with a 'harpoon ' arrowhead on the
nose and receiver dipoles on the

maximum take-off 9798 kg (21,600 Ib)
Dimensions: span 17.63 m (57 ft 10 in);
length 12.70 m (41 ft 8 in); height 4.83 m
(15 ft 10 in); wing area 46.73 m2

(503 sq ft)

wings. The RAF unit is not known, but
it was home-based because in the
Mediterranean inlet air filters were
fitted.

Armament: four 20-mm cannon in nose
and six 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-
guns in the outer wings, and one hand-
held 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-gun in
dorsal hatch

UK

Boulton Paul Defiant An original Defiant Mk I of No. 264 Sqn (CO's aircraft), with
turret fairings raised and ventral radio masts extended.

The saga of the Boulton Paul Defiant
Mk I began with the type's short and
disastrous service m RAF Fighter
Command as a day fighter, entering
combat at the time of the Dunkirk eva-
cuation. By the opening of the Battle of
Britain the Luftwaffe had the measure
of the British two-seat turret fighter and
decimated the two squadrons, Nos 141
and 264, so equipped. Hurriedly with-
drawn as a day fighter at the end of
August 1940, the Defiant transferred to
night fighting and gained its first two
night victories during the latter half of
September. Indeed for many years the
Defiant was credited with the highest
number of victories per interception of
any RAF night fighter during the night
Blitz; only relatively recently has this
distinction been correctly assigned to
the Bristol Blenheim in the last four
months of 1940, and to the Beaufighter
in the first five months of 1941. Early
operations by Défiants at night were
carried out without the benefit of AI
radar, the aircraft simply being day
fighters flown at night in conjunction
with searchlights, The first Defiant
squadron formed specifically for night
fighting was No. 307, staffed by Polish
pilots with the RAF in September 1940,
followed by Nos 255 and 256 Squad-
rons in November, and No. 151 Squad-
ron in December. All these became
operational in early 1941 when the first
conversions to mount AI Mk VI radar
became available.

No. 85 Squadron received Défiants
in January 1941 but flew only three
operational sorties before discarding
the aircraft on receiving orders to con-
vert to the Douglas Havoc; No. 96
Squadron, on the other hand, flew
Défiants from February 1941 until June
1942, initially to provide night defen-

sive patrols over Merseyside. Only
two other squadrons flew the Defiant
as a night-fighter (apart from the ex-
day squadrons, Nos 141 and 264), No,
125 being formed in June 1941 and No.
153 in October the same year. All re-
mained in the UK.

The tactics employed by the Defiant
night-fighter were as difficult as they
were unique, as the turret guns (the
only armament possessed by the air-
craft) were seldom fired forward be-
cause their flash blinded the pilot. In-
stead the aircraft, using its AI radar,
would engage in a long stern chase
(for the Defiant was slow by compari-
son with other fighters), gradually
draw alongside or beneath the enemy
bomber before opening fire with its
rifle-calibre guns. Quick direct hits
were needed in vital parts of the target
before the enemy gunners returned
the fire or the German pilot took violent
evasive action; by that time both
Defiant crew members would have
lost all night vision.

One other night duty was under-
taken by night-flying Défiants when
aircraft of No. 515 Squadron, specially
equipped by TRE (Telecommunica-
tions Research Establishment), were
used to jam enemy coastal radar from
1942 onwards.

Specification
Defiant Mk I
Type: two-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: one l,030-hp(768-kW)
Rolls-Royce Merlin III V-12 liquid-
cooled piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
488 km/h (303 mph) at 5030 m
(16,500 ft); initial climb rate 579 m
(1,900 ft) per minute; service ceiling
9295 m (30,500 ft); range 756 km (470

miles)
Weights: empty 2722 kg (6,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 3788 kg (8,350 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.99 m (39 ft 4 in);
length 10.77 m (35 ft 4 in); height 3.71 m
(12 ft 2 in); wing area 23.225 m2

(250 sq ft)
Armament: four 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
Browning machine-guns in Boulton
Paul power-operated gun turret with
600 rounds per gun

In contrast, this Defiant Mk II is seen
much later in the war, serving as a
nigh t figh ter with No. 151 Sqn, one of

the longest-established nigh t figh ter
units in the world (that was its special
task in 1917).
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de Havilland Mosquito
Although originally conceived princi-
pally as an unarmed fast light bomber,
the de Havilland Mosquito was also
envisaged both as a photo-re-
connaissance aircraft and as a night-
fighter, the second aircraft flown (on 15
May 1941) being in fact the night-
fighter prototype. This version differed
from the bomber in having streng-
thened wing spars, a flat windscreen,
an armament of four 20-mm cannon
and four 7,7-mm (0.303-in) machine
guns in the nose, crew entry through a
starboard side hatch, and AI Mk IV
radar. With a top speed of 595 km/h
(370 mph), the Mosquito NF.Mk II (of
which 466 were produced) entered
service with No, 23 (Fighter) Squadron
at Ford in May 1942, followed by No.
157 Squadron in August. The next
night-fighter version was the Mosquito
NF.Mk XII, 97 of which were produced
by fitting AI Mk VIII radar in Mk Us, the
four machine-guns being removed; it
first joined the Polish-staffed No. 307
Squadron in December 1942; 270 Mos-

This early Mosquito Mkll is running
up on the ground, despite the fact
that themain access hatch to the AI
MkIVradar transmitter appears to
have been removed.

quito NF.Mk XIII aircraft were similar
but were newly built. One hundred Mk
Us were converted to become Mos-
quito NF.Mk XVII aircraft by installa-
tion of the American centime trie AI Mk
X in a somewhat enlarged nose
radome. A derivative of this version,
the Mosquito NF.Mk XIX, of which 220
were produced from new, operated at
an increased all-up weight and were
powered by 1,635-hp (1219-kW) Rolls-
Royce Merlin 25s, this version serving
with eight RAF squadrons. A parallel
design was initiated to produce a high-
altitude night-fighter, the Mosquito
NF.Mk XV, to combat the high-flying
Junkers Ju 86P reconnaissance aircraft
which started flying over the UK in
1942; with a span increased to 19,05 m
(62 ft 6 in), armament reduced to four

W4082 was the fifth production Mosquito Mkll, delivered in Jan uary 1942.
Note the exhaust flame dampers, which reduced flight performance.

rifle-calibre machine guns, and 1,710-
hp (1275-kW) Merlin 76/77s, this air-
craft was flown to 13260m (43,500ft),
but was never flown in combat by the
single squadron, No. 85, thus equip-
ped. The last wartime night-fighter
Mosquito was the Mosquito NF.Mk 30,
which first equipped No. 219 Squadron
at Bradwell Bay in July 1944 and went
on to join a dozen other squadrons dur-
ing the last year of the war. Powered
by Merlin 72/73, 76/77 or 113/114 en-
gines, this version had a top speed of
655 km/h (407 mph) and an operating
ceiling of 11580 m (38,000 ft). Some 230
examples of this, the best of all Mos-
quito night-fighters produced during

the war, were built.
The Mosquito was undoubtedly the

finest Allied night-fighter of the war,
replacing almost all Bristol Beaufighter
night fighters in service in northern
Europe by 1944, and being employed
not only for home defence but also
night intruder and bomber support/
night escort duties. The only enemy
night-fighter capable of matching the
Mosquito was the superb Heinkel He
219 (as well as the few night-fighter Me
262s), but these were so few in number
as scarcely to affect the scale of night
operations over the continent. The
most famous of all Mosquito night-
fighter pilots was Group Captain John
Cunningham, who later became chief
test pilot at the de Havilland company.

Specification
Mosquito NF.Mk 30
Type: two-seat night fighter/bomber
support aircraft
Powerplant: two l,710-hp(1275-kW)
Rolls-Royce Merlin 76 V-12
liquid-cooled piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
655 km/h (407 mph) at 8535 m
(28,000 ft); climb to 4570 m (15,000 ft) in
7 minutes 30 seconds; service ceiling
11885 m (39,000 ft); normal range
2092 km (1,300 miles)
Weights: empty 6985 kg (15,400 Ib);
maximum take-off 9798 kg (21,600 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.51 m (54 ft 2 in);
length 12.73 m (41 ft 9 in); height 4.65 m
(15 ft 3 in); wing area 40.41 m
(435 sq ft)
Armament: four forward-firing 20-mm
Hispano cannon under nose

l, K

Hawker Hurricane Mk II
From its earliest service days the Haw-
ker Hurricane single-seater proved a
pleasant aeroplane to fly at night (un-
like the Supermarine Spitfire), and as
early as the Battle of Britain Hurricanes
were regularly flying night patrols to

complement those of the night-fighter
Bristol Blenheims. For example No. 92
(Fighter) Squadron operated a de-
tached flight at Bibury in Gloucester-
shire for this work, As the daylight bat-
tle petered out in October the Hurri-

cane was increasingly flown at night
and with the introduction of the more
powerful Hurricane Mk II with pro-
gressively heavier armament (eight
machine-guns in the Hurricane Mk IIA,
12 machine-guns in the Hurricane Mk
IIB and four 20-mm cannon in the Hurri-
cane Mk IIC), the aircraft not only per-
formed night defensive patrols but also

became increasingly used as an in-
truder over German bomber bases in
northern France and the Low Coun-
tries. Among the best known night
fighter/intruder squadrons to fly Hurri-
cane Mk Us in 1941-2 were Nos 1, 3, 46,
79 and 87; to them was ascribed the
destruction of 52 enemy aircraft, 16
coastal vessels, 105 road vehicles and
17 locomotives during the last six
months of 1941. Without question the
most successful pilot of this mid-war
period was Flight Lieutenant Karel
Kuttelwascher (a Czech veteran of the
Battle of Britain) of No, 1 (Fighter)
Squadron, who scored his first 'intrud-
er' victory, a Junkers Ju 88, on 1 April
1942 and went on to shoot down 14
more enemy aircraft (seven Dormer
Do 217s, five Heinkel He Ills, a Dor-
nier Do 17 and another Ju 88) in the
next eight weeks, for which he was

After the mauled No. 87Sqn returned
from France in June 1940 it was
rem ustered as a nigh t figh ter unit,
and in 1942 one of its aircraft was this
Langley-built Hurricane Mk IIC,
flown by the CO.
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awarded two DFCs: among his victor-
ies were three He 11 Is shot down over
St André in the space of four minutes at
midnight on 4/5 May, no mean feat for a
single-seater without the benefit of
radar.

The specialist night intruder Hurri-
cane differed from its day fighter coun-
terpart only in being painted matt
black overall and having small anti-
glare panels between the engine ex-
haust stubs and the pilot's windscreen,
Hurricane Mk Us provided the first
night-fighter equipment in the Middle
East with the arrival of No. 213 Squad-
ron in the Canal Zone in May 1941, and
in May 1943 Hurricane Mk IICs with
pilot-AI radar served with No. 176
Squadron in the Calcutta area,

Finally, mention should be made of
the Turbinlite squadrons which, using
searchlight- and AI-equipped Douglas
Havocs and Douglas Bostons to locate

enemy raiders, also flew Hurricane Mk
IIBs and Mk IICs during 1942; an
almost total absence of success,
together with rapid development of AI
radar, caused this wasteful and fruit-
less experiment to be abandoned in
January 1943.

Specification
Hurricane Mk IIC
Type: single-seat night-fighter/
intruder

The white hexagon has adorned No. 85
Sqn aircraft since 1916; since this
Hurricane Mkl, No. 85 Sqn has flown
most RAF nigh t figh ter types.

Powerplant: one l,280-hp(954-kW)
Rolls-Royce Merlin XX V-12 liquid-
cooled piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
546 km/h (339 mph) at 6705 m
(22,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in
9 minutes 6 seconds; service ceiling
10850 m (35,600 ft); normal night-
fighting range 740-km (460 miles)

Weights: empty 2631 kg (5,800 Ib);
maximum take-off 3583 kg (7,800 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.19 m (40 ft 0 in);
length 9,75 m (32 ftO in); height 4.00 m
(13 ft 1 Va in); wing area 23.92 m2

(257.5 sq ft)
Armament: four wing-mounted 20-mm
Hispano cannon, plus (intruder
version) two 227-kg (500-lb) bombs

GERMANY

Dornier Do 17, Do 215 and Do 217
The Dornier Do 17 came to be em-
ployed in the night fighting role not so
much because it was particularly
suited to the task as for its availability in
growing numbers as it approached the
end of its service as a front line bom-
ber. The opening of RAF bombing
attacks on Germany in May 1940
caught the Luftwaffe wrong-footed,
without an organized night-fighter de-
fence, and although such a force was
quickly established using the Mes-
serschmitt Bf 110 and Junkers Ju 88C,
consideration was also given to the use
of other bombers converted to the
night-fighter role, A standard Dornier
Do 17Z-3 was therefore fitted with the
nose of a Ju 88C-2 carrying an arma-
ment of one 20-mm MG FF cannon and
three 7,92-mm (0,31-m) MG 17
machine-guns. Termed the Do 17Z-6
Kauz I (Screech Owl I), this version
was found to be unsatisfactory and was
abandoned. A fresh start was made
with an entirely new nose accommo-
dating two 20-mm cannon and four
7.92-mm (0.31-in) machine-guns
together with an infra-red detection
equipment (Spanner Anlage} operat-
ing in conjunction with a Q-Rohr sight-
ing screen. Nine such Do 17Z-10 Kauz
II aircraft were completed, and these
served for a short time late in 1940 with
I/NJG 2; the infra-red equipment was
found to be too sensitive for operation-
al use, however, and no further Do 17s
were converted. A similar conversion
was made to the Do 215 as the Do
215B-5, also with two cannon and four
machine-guns, this version first joining
4./NJG 2 during the spring of 1941 for
intruder sorties over British bomber
bases and, following a fair degree of
success (18 RAF bombers were lost to
intruders between April and June
1941), further examples equipped I, III
and IV/NJG 1 and I and II/NJG 2 later in
that year. Rather more attention was
paid to producing night-fighter ver-
sions of the Do 217, the first of which,
the Do 217J-1 night intruder, entered
service in the summer of 1942, fol-

KD+MZ were the Dornier factory
codes of the Do 217} development
aircraft, seen here with the bomb bay
of the Do 217J-1 but the Lichtenstein
BC (FuC 202) radar of the Do 217J-2.
Operational Do 217J-2s were all-
black.

The Do 17Z-10 Kauz II was the first sensor-equipped
Luftwaffe night fighter, with the Spanner sight projecting
through the windscreen. R4+LKserved with I/NJC2atCilze-
Rijen (note NJCbadge on nose).

lowed by the Do 217J-2 night-fighter
with Lichtenstein BC radar. These
served in small numbers with NJG 1
and NJG 2, and equipped the whole of
NJG 3 and III/NJG 4. The final variant,
the Do 217N, existed in numerous
forms of which one, the Do 217N-1/U3,
often carried four 20-mm cannon in a
schräge Musik upward-firing installa-
tion, but with a speed of around
525 km/h (326 mph) night interception
was little more than speculative.
Nevertheless Do 217Ns, of which some
200 are said to have been built, served
with NJG 3 and NJG 4, as well as II/NJG

and II/NJG 2 in th Mediterranean
theatre in 1943. However, their cost
and the disruption to bomber produc-
tion led to their discontinuation by the
middle of that year in favour of the
established Bf 110 and Ju 88.

Specification
Dol7Z-10KauzII
Type: three-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 1,000-hp (746-kW)
Bramo 323P nine-cylinder air-cooled
radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
415 km/h (258 mph) at 4000 m

(13,125 ft); initial climb rate 290 m
(950 ft) per minutes; service ceiling
6650 m (21,820 ft); maximum range
1270 km (789 miles)
Weights: empty 5150 kg ( 11,354 Ib);
maximum take-off 8445 kg (18,618 Ib)
Dimensions: span 18,00 m (59 ft OVz in);
length 16.00 m (52 ft 6 in); height 4.55 m
(14 ft 11 !/4 in); wing area 55.00 m2

(592 sq ft)
Armament: two 20-mm MG FF cannon
and four 7.92-mm (0.31-in) MG 17
machine-guns in nose, and up to four
7.92-mm(0.31-in)MG 17 guns in
lateral, dorsal and ventral positions
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Focke-Wulf Fw 190A
The Focke-Wulf Fw 190 was never
strictly a night-fighter in the accepted
sense of being designed or modified
for night fighting yet, on account of
operational circumstances forced
upon the Luftwaffe, came to be em-
ployed under certain conditions very
successfully in the night battle over
Germany. Following the introduction
of 'Window' jamming of German radar
at the beginning of the Battle of Ham-
burg, which caused major dislocation
of the Himmelbett (four-poster bed)
defence system, a distinguished Ger-
man bomber pilot, Major Hajo Herr-
mann, suggested employing day
fighters at night, particularly when
RAF jamming threatened paralysis of
the radar control of night-fighters,
Accordingly a special unit (code-
named wilde Sau, or 'wild boar' to
differentiate its tactics from zahme Sau
or 'tame boar' tactics, which embraced
night-fighters operating under radar
control) was formed as Jagdge-
schwader 300, under Herrmann him-
self; based principally in north and
west Germany, the Geschwaderstab
and II/JG 300 flew Fw 190A-5/U2
fighters while I and III/JG 300 flew
Messerschmitt Bf 109Gs at the outset.
In its first major night operation, during
the RAF attack on Peenemtmde on 177

ThisFwlBOA-6/R 11 was flown by'Oberleutnant Krause of1/NJGr
10 (notNJG 10). Note the wilde Sau badge on the cowl and the
FuG 217Neptun aerials.

18 August 1943, JG 300 failed to make
contact when bombing feints sug-
gested that Berlin was the target,
However, during the next month the
wilde Sau tactics paid handsome di-
v i d e n d s , and H e r r m a n n was
acclaimed a national hero, and prom-
oted Oberstleutnant as commander of
a much expanded Jagddivision 30,
comprising JG 300, now commanded
by Oberstleutnant Kurt Kettner, JG 301
under Helmut Weinrich at Neubiberg
and JG 302 at Doberitz under Major
Ewald Janssen. Henceforth wilde Sau
tactics were employed on any moonlit
night, and on any other occasion over
the target where the light of the ground
fires silhouetted the bombers. Winter
flying conditions curtailed the opera-
tions severely, as did the wear on the

aircraft themselves, of which Fw 190A-
5 and Fw 190A-8 fighters came to out-
number the Bf 109. Among the most
succesful of the wilde Sau pilots were
Konrad Bauer (Staffelkapitän of 5,/JG
300 with 32 night victories), Kurt Wel-
ter (JG 301 with 29 victories), Fried-
rich-Karl Müller (JG 300's technical
officer with 23 victories) and Walter
Loos (of Stab JG 300 with 22 victories);
Hajo Herrmann himself destroyed nine
RAF bombers in the course of 50 sor-
ties while Irò Ilk, Gruppenkomman-
deur of III/JG 300, shot down four Avrò
Lancasters in one night during April
1944.

Specification
Fw 190A-8
Type: single-seat day/night fighter
Powerplant: one 1,700-hp (1268-kW)

BMWSOlDg 14-cylinder air-cooled
radial piston engine with GM-1 nitrous
oxide power boosting
Performance: maximum speed
655 km/h (407 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); initial climb rate 720 m
(2,360 ft) per minute; service ceiling
11400 m (37,400 ft); normal range
800 km (497 miles)
Weights: empty 3170 kg (6,989 Ib);
maximum take-off 4430 kg (9,766 Ib)
Dimensions: span 34 ftSVa in (10.50 m);
length8.80 m (28 ft 10V?. in); height
3.95 m (13 ft 0 in); wing area 18.30 m2

(196.98 sq ft)
Armament: two 20-mm MG 151/20
cannon in wing roots, two 30-mm MG
108 cannon in outer wings and two 13-
mm(0.51-in)MG 131 heavy machine-
guns on nose, all firing forward

GERMANY

Messerschmitt Bf 110
After proving something of a dis-
appointment as a daylight 'heavy
fighter' in the first year of the war
(although continuing in that role to a
lesser extent), the Messerschmitt Bf
110 became numerically Germany's
most important night-fighter, being
selected from the outset in mid-1940 to
provide the basic equipment of Josef
Kammhüber's Nachtjagdverband,

Below: Most aerodynamically
clu ttered o fall BfllO versions, the Bf
11 OG-4b/R3 had both SN-2 and C-l
radars, usually carried a crew of

three and, with flame dampers and
drop tanks as shown, had a
maximum speed of typically
465 km/h (289 mph), barely faster
than a Lancaster.

Above: Though fitted with enlarged fins and DB G05A engines, the early
Bf 1 WG models lacked name-damped exhausts, and this BfllOG-2 of 12/NJG 3
had no radar. It was based atStavanger un til the final collapse in May 1945.
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Seen serving with the N] Staffel
Norway at the end of the war, theBf
11OG-4C/R3 was almost the last
version built. By 1944 the problems
with the SN-2 radar at short ranges
had been overcome, and the C-l set
could be eliminated.

formed on 20 July that year, At first
standard Bf 110C-2 and Bf 110D-1 air-
craft were used, these equipping I
Gruppe, Nachtjagdgeschwader l
(previously I/ZG 1) under Hauptmann
Günther Radusch, but they were soon
replaced by the first dedicated night-
fighter version, the Bf 110F-4 with
1,300-hp (969-kW) Daimler-Benz DB
601E engines, this version remaining in
service, alongside later types, until the
last year of the war, Within a year five
Nachtjagdgruppen had been formed,
four of them flying Bf 110s, The next
night-fighter derivative, the Bf 110G
series, was the principal version,
usually powered by 1,475-hp (1100-
kW) DB 605B engines. The Bf 110G-4
possessed a basic armament of two
20-mm MG 151 cannon and four 7.92-
mm (0.31-m) MG 17 machine-guns, but
this was varied by numerous Rüstsatz
field kits, of which the R8 introduced
the schräge Musik twin upward-firing
cannon in 1943 (also fitted in the Bf
110F-4/U1); suffix letters-also identified
changes in radar, the Bf 110G-4a with
FuG 212 Lichtenstein C-l radar, the Bf
110G-4B with both C-1 and SN-2 radar,
the Bf 110G-4c with SN-2 radar only,
and the Bf 110G-4d with FuG 227 Flens-
burg homing radar (tuned to the British
'Monica' tail-warning radar). There

was also considerable work done with
water-methanol and nitrous oxide in-
jection in efforts to boost the perform-
ance of the Bf 110 and, although such
improvements were only marginal, the
aircraft remained in production almost
up to the last months of the war.
However, constant use of the night-
fighters to assist in daylight defence
against the American bomber offen-
sive did much to prevent a much grea-
ter build-up of the night-fighter force,
which nevertheless grew from 389 air-
craft at the end of 1942 to 913 aircraft
two years later. Only when the Mes-
serschmitt Me 410 replaced the Bf 110

in service with the Zerstörer-
geschwader in 1944 were virtually all
Bf HOGs allocated to the Nachtjagd-
verband. Even then priority was given
to the new Junkers Ju 88G and Heinkel
He 219 night-fighters, so by the end of
1944 only about 150 Bf 110 night-
fighters remained in service.

Speóification
BfllOG-4b/R3
Type: two-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 1,475-hp (1100-kW)
Daimler-Benz DB 605B-1 inverted V-12
liquid-cooled piston engines
Performance: maximum speed

550 km/h (342 mph) at 7000 m
(22,950 ft); climb to 5500 m (18,045 ft) in
8 minutes 6 seconds; service ceiling
8000 m (26,245 ft); maximum range
2100 km (1,305 miles}
Weights: empty 5100 kg (11,243 Ib);
maximum take-off 9900 kg(21,825 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.27 m (53 ft 4% in);
length 12.65 m (41 ft6y4 in); height 13 ft
1 Va in (4.00 m); wing area 38.40 mz

(413.33 sq ft)
Armament: two 30-mm MK 108 and two
20-mm MG 151/20 cannon in the nose,
and two 7.92-mm (0.31-in) MG 15
machine-guns in rear cockpit (MG 81Z
installation)

GERMANY

Messerschmitt Me 262B- la/Ul
The fast declining ability of the Ger-
man night-fighter force to halt RAF
Bomber Command's offensve in the
latter half of 1944 (when it was resumed
after the Normandy invasion) promp-
ted Oberst Hajo Herrmann, well
known for his advocacy of drastic
fighting tactics and commander of

Jagddivision 30, to suggest adaptation
of the Messerschmitt Me 262 jet air-
craft as a night-fighter; both he and
Oberleutnant Behrens of the E-Stelle
Rech l in tested an Me 262 ex-
perimentally fitted with Lichtenstein
SN-2 radar and pronounced it a poten-
tially excellent night-fighter. It was

therefore proposed to undertake con-
version of Me 262B- la two-seat trainers
as night-fighters, installing a formid-
able collection of radar and radio
equipment, including FuG 16ZY VHF
radio, FuG 25a IFF, FuG 120a Berna-
dine visual read-out repeater, FuG
125, FuG 218 Neptun V search radar
and FuG 350ZC Naxos radar homer;
the use of an ungainly 'toasting fork'
aerial array on the nose reduced the

Me 262's maximum speed from
873 km/h (542 mph) to 813 km/h
(505 mph), but the ultimate production
version, the Me 262B-2a, was intended

All the Luftwaffe aircraft which went
to the USA in 1945-6 were badly
repainted with incorrect markings,
the Hakenkreuz and in this case the
Iron Cross beingpre-1938 style, too
early for this Me 262B- la/Ul.
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to incorporate a rear fuselage ex-
tended by 114 cm (45 in) to accommo-
date approximately 910 litres (200 Imp
gal) of additional fuel. A pair of up-
ward-firing 30-mm MK 108 cannon was
mounted in a schräge Musik installa-
tion. Only one example of this version
was flown before the end of the war,
although a second aircraft which,
equipped with centimetric AI radar in
a blunt nose fairing and so dispensing
with the ungainly external aerial array,
was awaiting flight test when the war
ended; it was expected to possess a
top speed of 860 km/h (534 mph).

In terms of performance, if not
equipment, these aircraft were far in
advance of Allied night-fighters, and
had they existed in service in signi-
ficant numbers (and had Germany
possessed the fuel to operate them)
they must have inflicted prohibitive
losses upon Bomber Command. As it
was, one experimental unit, Komman-
do Stamp (under Major Gerhard
Stamp, previously of I/JG 300, a wilde
Sau unit) flew about 10 Me 262B-la/Ul
fighters, the unit later being redesig-
nated Kommando Welter under Ober-
leutnant Kurt Welter and deployed for

the night defence of Berlin in March
1945; Welter himself is said to have
shot down about 20 Allied aircraft at
night in Me 262s in the last eight weeks
of the war, and probably remains the
world's most successful night-fighter
jet pilot to this day.

Specification
Me262B-la/Ul
Type: two-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 900-kg (1,984-lb)
thrust Junkers Jumo 109-004B-1 axial-
flow turbojets
Performance: maximum speed

813 km/h (505 mph) at 6000 m
( 19,685 ft); climb to 6000 m ( 19,685 ft) in
6 minutes 54 seconds; service ceiling
10850 m (35,600 ft); normal range
1050 km (652 miles)
Weights: empty about 4585 kg
(10,110 Ib); maximum take-off about
6585 kg ( 14,515 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.48 m (40 ft
11 Va in); length 11.53 (37 ft 10 in);
height 3.84 m (12 ft? in); wing area
21.70m2 (233.6 sq ft)
Armament: four forward-firing 30-mm
MK 108 cannon in fuselage nose with a
total of 360 rounds

USA

Douglas P-70 Havoc
It is tempting to reason that it was on
account of the USA's preoccupation
with daylight bombing that the crea-
tion of a night-fighter force to counter
any other nation's night bombing was
regarded as superfluous. Whether
such is even partly accurate or not, the
fact remains that the USAAF posses-
sed no dedicated night-fighter in ser-
vice at the time of Pearl Harbor. In-
stead it was the British who first ex-
ploited the Douglas A-20 as a night-
fighter, converting about one hundred
Boston Mk II light bomber variants to
that role during the winter of 1940-1 by
fitting an armament of eight machine-
guns and AI Mk IV radar in the nose,
flame-damping engine exhaust pipes
and additional armour. Known as the
Havoc in RAF service, this night-
fighter first equipped No. 23 Squadron
and was also involved in the lengthy
Turbinlite (airborne searchlight) night
fighting tactic, an almost worthless ex-
periment that lasted about 18 months
and occupied the efforts of no fewer
than 10 squadrons. Another abortive
RAF experiment involving Havocs was
the 'Pandora' project, about 20 aircraft
(eventually designated Havoc Mk III)
being modified to trail the Long Aerial
Mine' in the path of enemy bomber
streams.

When eventually faced with spor-
adic night air attacks by the Japanese
in the Western Pacific in 1942, the
Americans decided to modify the A-20
as an interim night-fighter (pending

the arrival of the P-61 in service), the
first example originally produced for
the USAAF undergoing conversion to
feature a pair of 1,600-hp (1194-kW)
Wright R-2600-11 radiais, AI radar in a
'solid' nose and an armament of four
20-mm cannon in a pack under the
fuselage. Some 39 P-70A-1 night-
fighters followed in 1943, in which the
ventral guns were usually replaced by
six 12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns in the nose, as
well as a pair of hand-held guns in the
rear cockpit; 65 conversions from A-
20Gs produced the P-70A-2, similar to
the P-70A-1 but without the rear guns,
Most of these night-fighters were deli-
vered to the squadrons of the 18th
Fighter Group, commanded by Col-
onels Charles R. Greening and Robert
A. Zaiser, which flew from Guadalcan-
al, supported American forces on
Bougainville and flew night patrols
over US bases in the Solomons. This
was the only group to fly the P-70 ex-
tensively on operations. The final ver-
sion was the P-70B-2 night-fighter
trainer, of which 105 were converted
from A-20GS and A-20Js to feature
American SCR-720 and SCR-729 radar.
These served with the 50th Fighter
Group at Alachua Army Air Field, Flor-
ida, under Colonel Robert S. Quinn as a
night-fighter crew training group be-
fore moving to the UK in 1944 as a
fighter-bomber unit flying Republic P-
47s. With the arrival of the P-61 in ser-
vice in 1944, P-70 As were distributed
among the USAAF's new night-fighter

squadrons to provide operational
training in AI procedures, but by the
end of the year almost all had dis-
appeared from the service's front-line
inventory,

Specification
P-70A Havoc
Type: three-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 1,600-hp (1193-kW)
Wright R-2600-11 14-cylinder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
529 km/h (329 mph) at 4265 m
(14,000 ft); climb to 3660 m (12,000 ft) in
8 minutes; service ceiling 8610 m
(28,250 ft); normal range 1706 km
(1,060 miles)
Weights: empty 7272 kg (16,031 Ib);
maximum take-off 9645 kg (21,264 Ib)
Dimensions: span 18.69 m (61 ft 4 in);
length 14.50 m (47 ft 7 in); height 5.36 m
(17 ft 7 in); wing area 43.11 n/

AW392 was the first Havoc Mkl
(Turbinlite), originally supplied to
the RAF on a diverted French
contract in 1940 and one of the early
small-tail series with Twin Wasp
engines. AI MkIVradar was fitted to
aim the searchlight, no guns being
carried.

(464 sq ft)
Armament: most aircraft (P-70A-2) had
six 12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-guns in
nose and two others of the same
calibre (hand-held) in rear cockpit

A very rare bird, the Douglas P-70B-1
was a 1943 rebuild of an A-20C attack
bomber with AI MkIVradar and
forward-firing armament of six 'fifty-
calibre'in packs at the sides of the
fuselage. No ven trai cannon were
fitted.
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Northrop P-61 Black Widow
Stung to action in 1940 by events in
Europe where night bombing attacks
were beginning to assume significant
proportions, the US Army Air Corps
issued a general requirement for a
specialized night-fighter, and to meet
this Northrop offered a large twin-
boom, twin-engine, three-seat aircraft
with provision for yet-to-be developed
airborne interception radar and a
heavy offensive armament. Two North-
rop XP-61 prototypes were ordered on
11 January 1941, and production con-
tracts totalling 573 aircraft were issued
within the next 13 months, The first
prototype was flown on 21 May 1942,
by which time the USA had been at
war for nearly six months, and it was to
be a further 18 months before the first
production P-61A Black Widow air-
craft appeared, the first 37 aircraft
mounting a remotely-controlled dorsal
turret with four 12,7-mm (0.5-in) guns in
addition to four fixed 20-mm cannon in
the fuselage belly. Air flow instability
aft of the turret caused its deletion from
the 38th aircraft onwards, and the first
deliveries were made to the 18th
Fighter Group of the USAAF, then
based at Guadalcanal. This unit scored
its first night victory on 7 July 1944, and
the type progressively replaced all the
interim Douglas P-70s in service.

The P-61A was not generally con-
sidered wholly satisfactory, being pla-
gued by unserviceability of the big R-
2800-65 engines; as the situation im-
proved, after 200 of this version had
been produced, deliveries of the first
of 450 P-6 IB aircraft started, also in July
1944; this version, though still officially
termed a night-fighter, was as much an
intruder as a true fighter, being cap-
able of carrying up to four 726-kg
(1,600-lb) bombs or four 1136-litre
(300-US gal) drop tanks under the
wings. Some Far East units also carried
out field modifictions to carry eight
12.7cm (5-in) rocket projectiles for
night use against Japanese surface
vessels, but their use was limited on
account of the blinding flash of the
rocket motors. The final 250 P-61 Bs had
the dorsal turret reinstated, and the
last production version was the P-61C,
of which 41 were built with 2,800-hp
(2088kW) R-2800-73 engines and a top
speed of fractionally under 644 km/h
(400 mph).

In Europe the Black Widow was sev-
erely criticized when tested by the
RAF, but deliveries of the first P-61 As

Unusual in having a completely unpaintedradome over its SCR-720 radar, this
early P-61A-1 was one of those delivered with the four-gun turret, and, like all
three aircraft illustrated here went to thePacific. In this case the recipient unit
was the USAAF 6th NFS based on Saipan.

Almost all Widows were painted black overall, like thisP-61B-15, one of the
later models with the turret restored as standard. It was on the strength of one
of the later units in the CPA (Central Pacific Area) in 1944, the 548th NFS. Note
the 1173-litre (258-gal) drop tanks.

Almost identical to the machine above, thisP-61B-l was assigned to a unitof
the US 13th Air Force, the 550th NFS operating in theNewGuinea andNew
Britain area from Morotai in the final nine months of the Pacific war. The turret
m ust have been fitted retroactively.

went ahead to the 422nd Night Fighter
Squadron at Scorton, England, on 23
May 1944, followed by the 425th at
Charmy Down, their purpose being to
provide night protection for the Amer-
ican bases after the Normandy landing
then imminent. While based in the UK
the P-6 Is were flown with limited suc-

cess against V-l flying bombs before
being flown to the Continent, where
they achieved a few night victories
against the relatively small number of
German aircraft which operated at
night during the last eight months of
the war.

Specification
P-6 IB Black Widow
Type: three-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 2,000-hp (1491-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-2800-65 18-cylmder
air-cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
589 km/h (366 mph) at 6095 m
(20,000 ft); climb to 6095 m (20,000 ft) in
12 minutes; service ceiling 10090 m
(33,100 ft); maximum range 4506 km
(2,800 miles)
Weights: empty 9979 kg (22,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 13472 kg (29700 Ib)
Dimensions: span 20.12 m (66 ft 0 in);
length 15.11 m (49 ft 7 in); height 4.46 m
(14 ft 8 in); wingarea61.69 n/
(664 sq ft)
Armament: four 20-mm cannon in
fuselage belly fixed to fire forward,
plus provision to carry up to four 726-
kg ( 1, 600-lb) bombs under the wings;
the last 250 aircraft were also armed
with four 12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-
guns in remotely-controlled dorsal
turret

One of the first P-6 Is to see action
was this P-61A-10ofthe 422nd Nigh t
Figh ter Squadron based a t Charmy
Down, Scorton and then various
advanced bases in France. Their kills
were mainly flying bombs and
locomotives.
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Kawasaki Ki-45 Toryu
Constant development frustrations de-
layed introduction into service of the
Imperial Japanese Army's Kawasaki
Ki-45 Toryu (dragon killer) until August
1942, its design having been initiated
five years earlier, and it was not until
1944 that the night-fighter version, the
Ki-45 KAIc, became operational as the
only army night-fighter of the war. Re-
taining the two 1,080-hp (805-kW) Mit-
subishi Ha-102 radiais of the previous
Ki-45 KAIb heavy day fighter (an air-
craft whose role was akin to that of the
German Zerstörer), the Ki-45 KAIc was
armed with a single forward-firing
semi-automatic 37-mm Type 98 can-
non in a fairing under the fuselage, two
oblique/upward-firing 20-mm Ho-5
cannon in the centre fuselage, and a
single hand-held machine-gun m the
rear cockpit. It had been intended to fit
airborne radar in the nose, and there-
fore no nose guns were included;
however, production difficulties
seriously delayed this equipment and
it did not enter service, although a
single aircraft flew with centimetric
radar shortly before the end of the war.
Production of the Ki-45 KAIc got
underway at Kawasaki's Akashi plant
in March 1944, the first aircraft being
completed the following month. On 15
June American Boeing B-29s of XX
Bomber Command launched their first
raid on the Japanese homeland, and
were intercepted by eight Toryus

whose pilots shot down eight of the big
bombers. At that time about 40 Ki-45
KAIc fighters had been completed,
and the aircraft went on to serve with
the 4th Sentai at Usuki in the Oita pre-
fecture, the 5th Sentai at Usuki and
Komachi in the Aichi prefecture, the
53rd Sentai at Matsudo in the Chiba
prefecture, and the 70th Sentai at
Kashiwa. Toryus shared the night de-
fence of Japan with the navy's J1N1-S
and Yokosuka P1Y1-S, and were prob-
ably the most successful in action
against the massive American raids in
the last six months of the war; the 4th
Sentai alone was credited with 150
kills, of which 26 were gained by one
pilot, Captain Isamu Kashiide, all de-
spite the lack of any AI radar. Away
from the homeland Ki-45 KAIc night-
fighters also served with the 45th Sen-
tai in the Philippines and New Guinea

The Kawasaki Ki-45 Toryu was the Imperial Japanese Army's only night
fighter, and despite not being fitted with AI radar was probably their most
effective one.

late in 1944, and with the 71st Dokuritsu
Hiko Chutai at Singapore in August
1945. Production of the Ki-45 KAIc
reached 477 aircraft before being ter-
minated in December 1944. The type
was codenamed 'Nick' by the Allies.

Specification
Ki-45 KAIC
Type: two-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 1,080-hp (805-kW)
Mitsubishi Ha-102 14-cylinder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
540 km/h (335 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
7 minutes; service ceiling 10000 m
(32,810 ft); normal range 2000 km
(1,243 miles)

Weights: empty 4000 kg (8,818 Ib);
maximum take-off 5500 kg(12,125 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.02 m (49 ft 3 Vi in);
length 11.00 m (36 ft 1 in); height 3.70 m
(12 ft 1% in); wing area 32.00 m?1

(344.44 sq ft)
Armament: one 37-mm cannon firing
forward under nose, two upward-firing
20-mm cannon amidships and one
7.92-mm (0,31-in) hand-held machine-
gun in dorsal position

Probably the best surviving picture
of a Kawasaki Ki-45, this Ki-45 KAIc
night fighter has no radar but carries
a 37-mm Ho-203 cannon firing ahead
and two 20-mm Ho-5 cannon firing
obliquely upwards. A total of 477 was
built at Akashi in late 1944.

Nakajima J1N1-S Gekko
Just as specialist night-fighter design
had largely been ignored by Euro-
pean nations before World War II,
Japan's similar failing left the country
without adequate night defence when
the fortunes of war began their inexor-
able turn against her in 1943. Fortu-
nately, however, the Imperial
Japanese Navy possessed a number of
excellent heavy fighters and recon-
naissance aircraft, of which the Naka-
jima JIN Gekko (moonlight) had been
arriving in service slowly since April
1942 with reconnaissance units in the

Western Pacific. When first encoun-
tered in action during the Solomons
campaign the aircraft was mistakenly
thought to be a fighter and codenamed
'Irving' by the Allies. As night air
attacks were stepped up by the Amer-
icans it was the commanding officer of
the 251st Kokutai, Commander Yasuna
Kozono, then based at Rabaul, New
Guinea, who first suggested adaptation
of the JIN as a night-fighter by install-
ing two 20-mm cannon in the obser-
ver's cockpit, fixed to fire obliquely
forward and upward at an angle of 30°,

and another pair firing forward and
downward. When two Consolidated
B-24s were quickly destroyed, the
modifications came to the attention of
the Japanese naval staff and an order
was placed with Nakajima to go ahead
with a dedicated night-fighter version,
designed and built as such from
scratch. This version, the J1N1-S, en-
tered production in August 1943 and
continued until December 1944, dur-
ing which period a total of 420 JINs
were produced, the great majority of
them J1N1-S night-fighters. These dif-
fered from the earlier reconnaissance
version in having the crew reduced
from three to two, the observer's cock-

pit being eliminated and faired over;
all aircraft retained the upward-firing
cannon, but the downward firing guns
(found difficult to aim and seldom
used) were omitted from later aircraft,
while a third upper gun and a forward-
firing 20-mm cannon was fitted in the
JINl-Sa. Rudimentary centnmetric AI
radar was installed in the nose and
some airciaft also carried a small nose
searchlight. In service with the 251st,
302nd and 322nd Kokutais, the J1N1-S
night-fighters proved fairly effective
against the B-24, which was not in any
case well-suited to night operations,
but with the appearance of the Boeing
B-29 the Japanese night-fighters
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proved too slow and were seldom able
to make more than a single firing
attack. Most of them were expended
during the final months of the war

when, equipped to carry two 250-kg
(551-lb) bombs, they were employed
in kamikaze attacks against ground
targets.

Specification
J1N1-S
Type: two-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 1,130-hp (843-kW)

Most J INI -S nigh t figh fers were
black, but this} INI-Sa, with nose
radar, wasunpainted.In therearisa
P1Y1.

NakajimaNKlFSakae21 14-cylmder
air-cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
505 km/h (314 mph) at 5840 m
(19,160 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) m
9 minutes 36 seconds; service ceiling
9320 m (30,610 ft); normal range
2540 km (1,578 miles)
Weights: empty 4840 kg (10,670 Ib);
maximum take-off 8185 kg (18,045 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.98 m (55 ft 8 Vè in);
length 12.77 m (41 ft 10% in); height
4.56 m (14 ft 11% in); wing area
40,00m2 (430.56 sq ft)
Armament: two (sometimes three)
upward-firing 20-mm Type 99 cannon,
two downward-firing 20-mm cannon
and (optional) one forward-firing 20-
mm cannon

FRANCE

Potez631
The French Potez 631 night-fighter
corresponded in many respects to the
RAF's Bristol Blenheim, being very
similar in size and performance
(though somewhat lighter) as well as
being conceived as a variation of a
light bomber. The French aircraft was
one of a family of design variations of
the Potez 63 which had originated in a
requirement issued in 1934 for a two/
three-seat 'multi-purpose' aircraft.
Although a night-fighter prototype had
flown in March 1937 as the Potez 631-0,
French re-equipment policies were
blurred by lack of purpose (being con-
fused by the likely form of warfare
being studied by Germany), with the
result that orders for development air-
craft included four-general purpose
two/three-seat day/night fighters,
three two-seat night-fighters, one light
bomber, one reconnaissance aircraft
and one close-support aircraft. Re-
latively little importance was placed
on the Potez 631 night-fighter, and it
was not until June 1938 that production
orders totalling 207 were confirmed.

By 1 April 1939 the Armée de l'Air

A reconnaissance version of the Potez 631 in Armée de
l'Air markings, as carried during the Battle of France.
The type 's similarity to the Bf 110 led to heavy losses a t
the hands of the Allies.

had taken delivery of 88 aircraft, of
which 20 were in service; in May two
night-fighter units, Groupes de Chasse
de Nuit GCN III/l and II/4, and one day
fighter unit, GC II/8, were equipped
with about 30 aircraft; four other Potez
631s were serving at Djibouti. At the
outbreak of war a total of 206 aircraft
had been delivered, and the type had
also joined GCN 1/13 and GCN 11/13, as
well as seven escadres de chasse.
Some aircraft were later transferred to
the Aéronavale, When the German
attack opened in the West the various
Potez 631 units were in constant action
both by day and night, although lack of

radar prevented much success during
the hours of darkness. In the first 11
days of the campaign Aéronavale's
Flotille F 1C shot down 12 German air-
craft for the loss of eight, but the Armée
de l'Air night-fighter units were
ordered to assume day ground-attack
duties, losing heavily to enemy flak.
Moreover, losses were exceptionally
heavy to Allied guns and fighters as a
result of the Potez 631's superficial
similarity to the German Messer-
schmitt Bf 110; it has been estimated
that as many as 30 of the French aircraft
were shot down in error. In all, Potez
631 night-fighters destroyed a total of

29 German aircraft in the Battle of
France, but for a loss of 93 of their own
number. Of the remainder about 110
were in the Free French Zone (Vichy
France) at the time of the armistice, but
their number dwindled quickly be-
cause of a chronic lack of spares,
although ECN 3/13 moved to Tunisia
with a small number of Potez 631s in
June 1941.

Specification
Potez 631
Type: two-seat night-fighter
Powerplant: two 700-hp (522-kW)
Gnome-Rhône 14 air-cooled radial
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
442 km/h (275 mph) at 4500 m
"(14,765 ft); climb to 4000 m (13,125 ft) in
5 minutes 54 seconds; service ceiling
8800 m (28,870 ft); range 1220 km (758
miles)
Weights: empty about 2450 kg
(5,401 Ib); maximum take-off about
3760 kg (8,289 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16,00 m (52 ft 6 in);
length 11.07 m (36 ft 4 in); height 3.62 m
(11 ft lOVa in); wing area 32.70 m2

(351.98sqft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
20-mm cannon under fuselage and one
hand-held 7.5-mm (0.295-in) machine-
gun in dorsal position; some aircraft
were also fitted with two 7.5-mm
(0.295-in) machine-guns under each
wing

Though over 300 Potez 631 night
figh ters had been delivered at the
time of the French Armistice on 25
June 1940, at least 70 and possibly
many more either had no propellers
or had them removed deliberately.
This one was luckier, and flew with a
unit of GCN 13 in the Ba ttle for
France.
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Allied and Axis
Flying-Boats

During the early years of World War II, flying-boats were of crucial importance in

allowing long-range maritime patrols. However, with the introduction of very long-

range land-based aircraft, which had greater flexibility and which could operate

from ordinary airfields, the flying-boats gradually faded from the scene.

I f glamour ever attached to
fighting men there was little

hut monotony in the work of the
flying-boat crews of World War II.
Few nations had paid heed to this
class of military aeroplane in the
years of peace beforehand, with
the result that when war came
recourse was widely made to the
adaptation of ageing commercial
aircraft and none of the belliger-
ent powers produced a wholly
new design from concept during
the war years in time to reach
production and service. As might
be expected from the maritime
nations, the USA, the UK and
Japan possessed the most consis-
tently successful aircraft from the
outset: the Consolidated PBY
Catalina, the Short Sunderland
and the Kawasaki H8K 'Emily'
boats respectively.

For the UK alone the work of
RAF Coastal Command's flying-
boats was vital for the nation's
survival: given the existence of
brutally effective submarine war-
fare, responsibility for airborne
countermeasures and protection
of the UK's vulnerable shipping
lanes fell squarely on that com-
mand's aircrews and their
Sunderlands and Catalinas.

Germany, on the other hand,
had afforded low priority to the
military flying-boat and only an
adaptation of the excellent but

The Consolidated PBY Catalina was the workhorse of Allied maritime reconnaissance work and
the leading type in its class. It was the 'Cat' which shadowed the German battleship Bismarck.

venerable Dornier Do 18 had
reached service status by 1939.
The radical Blohm und Voss Bv
138 had been slow in develop-
ment and suffered numerous
problems before finally achieving
an acceptable combat status.

Both Japan and the United
States produced really superlative
military flying-boats, the Kawasaki
H8K proving to possess a most

impressive performance; the
Catalina, of which more were
produced than all other flying-
boats of all nations combined,
came to provide the yardstick by
which all maritime reconnais-
sance work would be measured.

Yet World War II was to sound
the death knell of the big 'boat'
for, even as the Catalinas and
Sunderlands were ranging far

over the oceans, the very-long-
range land-based aeroplane
(exemplified by the Consolidated
Liberator) was proving to be no
less effective. Being more readily
available and requiring none of
the special base facilities of the
flying-boat, this craft pointed a
different path to the future, a path
that has consigned these graceful
'boats' to the pages of history.
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Sarò Lerwick
The twin-engine Sarò Lerwick was an
attractive and compact design in-
tended to meet a medium-range mari-
time reconnaissance requirement,
Specification R. 1/36, but was a total fail-
ure, First flown before the end of Ì938,
the prototype featured twin fins and.
rudders but from the outset was found
to be seriously lacking m lateral stabil-
ity, and displayed a determination to
roll and yaw in cruising flight, making
the aircraft impossible to fly 'hands off,
a damning indictment for a maritime
patrol aircraft. In due course a single
fin and rudder was fitted, but not until
this was considerably enlarged was
any improvement in the handling char-
acteristics discernible. Starting with
the seventh production example, wing
incidence was increased and en-
larged propellers fitted to the Her-
cules II radiais, but the latter were
found unsuitable for operating on
rough water. Moreover, stalling tests
showed the Lerwick to have vicious
traits, the stall under alighting condi-
tions being accompanied by sharp
wing-drop. Nevertheless 21 examples
were produced and the Lerwick was
first delivered for service with No, 209
Squadron m December 1939 at Oban,
but after the type had flown a small
number of semi-operational patrols it
was decided to abandon further efforts
to rectify its problems. The last eight
aircraft were powered by Hercules

IVs and the final example was com-
pleted m November 1940; one aircraft
was flown by No, 240 Squadron but was
lost on 20 February of that year, and
some flew with No. 4 Operational
Training Unit at Invergordon,

Specification
Sarò Lerwick
Type: six-crew medium-range
reconnaissance flying-boat
Powerplant: two l,375-hp(1026-kW)
Bristol Hercules II 14-cylmder air-
cooled radiais

Performance: maximum speed
348 km/h (216 mph) at 1220 m (4,000 ft);
initial climb rate 268 m (880 ft) per
minute; service ceiling 4265 m
(14,000ft)
Weights: normal loaded 12928 kg
(28,500 Ib); overload take-off 15060 kg
(33,200 Ib)
Dimensions: span 24.63 m (80 ft 10 in);
length 19.39 m (63 ft 7Vz in); height
6.10 m (20 ft 0 in); wing area 78.50 m2

(845 sq ft)
Armament: one 7,7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-gun in nose turret, twin 7.7-

The ill-fa ted Sarò Lerwick, which
served with only a single Coastal
Command squadron, No. 209, at
Oban, Pembroke Dock and
Stranraer. As can be seen, the
aircraft rode very low in the water
and demanded considerable
distance to become airborne.

mm (0.303-m) machine-guns in dorsal
turret and four 7,7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-guns in tail turret, plus up to
907 kg (2,000 Ib) of bombs, mines or
depth charges

UK

Sarò London
Reflecting the design concept of Brit-
ish flying-boats that had originated in
the 1920s, the Sarò London twin-
engine biplane was an all-metal air-
craft with fabric-covered wings and
tail, and a metal-skinned hull. The type
served with RAF Coastal Command
during the first two years of World War
II. Designed to Air Ministry Specifica-
tion R. 24/31, the prototype first flew in
1934 with two 750-hp (559-kW) Bristol
Pegasus III radiais, the engines being
mounted on the top wing to be well
clear of spray while taking off and
landing; the prototype went on to
serve for periods between 1934 and
1936 with Nos 209 and 210 Squadrons at
Felixstowe and Gibraltar. Production
deliveries started in March 1936 with
Pegasus III engines, but from the
eleventh aircraft the Pegasus X was
fitted and the aircraft's designation
changed to London Mk II, this variant
equipping Nos 201 and 204 Squadrons
in 1936 at Calshot and Mount Batten
repectively. In 1937 they joined No.
202 Squadron at Kalafrana (Malta) and
No. 228 Squadron at Pembroke Dock
respectively. By the outbreak of war in
September 1939 Londons still equip-
ped No. 201 Squadron, then at Sullom
Voe in the Shetland Islands, and No.
202 Squadron still at Gibraltar, while
No. 240 Squadron had re-equipped
with Londons in July 1939 and was sta-
tioned at Invergordon, These flying-
boats carried out sea patrols over the
North Sea and the Mediterranean,
some aircraft being fitted with a large
dorsal fuel tank to increase their range.
Bombs, depth charges and (occa-
sionally) mines up to a total weight of
2,0001b (907kg) could be carried
under the lower wing roots. Indeed,
the old biplanes undertook a consider-
able share of the patrol work over the
North Sea, keeping watch for the likely
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breakout into the Atlantic by German
surface and submarine raiders as well
as the return to German port by block-
ade runners. Gradually maritime re-
connaissance aircraft such as the
Lockheed Hudson came to assume
these responsibilities while Short
Sunderland flying-boats equipped the
squadrons flying over the Atlantic and
Mediterranean. The Londons were re-
placed on No. 201 Squadron in April
1940, followed two months later by
those on No. 240 Squadron. Only No.
202 Squadron continued to fly Londons
at Gibraltar until June 1941.

Specification
Sarò London Mk II
Type: six-crew coastal reconnaissance
flying-boat
Powerplant: two 920-hp (686-kW)
Bristol Pegasus X nine-cylinder air-
cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed
228 km/h (142 mph) at sea level; initial
climb rate 360 m ( 1,180 ft) per minute;
service ceiling 6065 m (19,900 m);
maximum range 2800 km ( 1,740 miles)
Weights: empty 5035 kg (11,100 Ib);
maximum take-off 9979 kg (22,000 Ib)

Dimensions: span 24.38 m (80 ft 0 in);
length 17.31 m (56 ftgVz in); height
5.71 m (18 ft 9 m); wing area 132,38 m2

(l,425sqft)
Armament: single hand-held 7.7-mm
(0.303-m) Lewis machine-guns m open
bow, midships and tail positions, plus
up to 907 kg (2,000 Ib) of bombs, mines
or depth charges carried externally
under the lower wings

Sarò London flying-boats still served
with Nos 201,202 and 240Sqns when
war broke out in 1939. This example,
of No. 240 Sqn, was based at Sullom
Voe and Invergordon in 1939-40.

A pre-war shot of a SaroLondon MkL
These big aircraft, together with the
Supermarine Stranraer, marked the
end of a nostalgic era.

UK



Supermarine Walrus
One of the unsung heroes of World
War II, the Supermarine Walrus
amphibian was a private venture de-
velopment of the 1922 Seagull I, and
indeed first flew as the Seagull V on 21
June 1933. A production order by the
Australian government prompted eva-
luation by the Royal Navy's No. 702
Catapult Flight, which in turn led to an
initial contract for 12 Walrus Mk I air-
craft being placed by the Air Ministry
in 1935, Following further trials, during
which a Walrus was catapulted fully-
loaded from HMS Nelson, production
orders for 204 aircraft with the 635-hp
(474-kW) Pegasus II M2 radial were
placed, and the little flying-boat en-
tered Fleet Air Arm service in 1936.
Early in World War II Walrus amphi-
bians were serving aboard battleships
and cruisers of the Royal Navy all over
the world as components of No. 700
Squadron, as well as with Nos 701, 711,
712 and 714 Squadrons, their principal
duties being over-the-horizon search
for enemy shipping; they were also
employed for gunnery spotting, anti-
submarine and convoy protection
duties. A Walrus was even catapulted
from the cruiser HMS Dorsetshire to
bomb a target in Italian Somaliland on
18 November 1940.

Undoubtedly the work for which the
Walrus (affectionately known as the
Shagbat) will be best remembered
was air/sea rescue, serving in this role
with Nos 269, 275, 276, 277, 278, 281 and
282 Squadrons at stations in the United
Kingdom, and with Nos 283, 284, 292
and 294 Squadrons in the Middle East.
Called out in any weather, day or night,
Walrus air/sea rescue aircraft fre-
quently alighted in enemy coastal wa-
ters to pick up ditched Allied airmen
from their dinghies, sometimes putting
down in minefields where rescue laun-
ches could not venture. With their cur-
ious pusher engine nacelle located be-
tween the wings (and angled off cen-
tre), the sight of a Walrus to a shot-
down airman meant the difference be-
tween rescue and years in a prison
camp. The Walrus was slowly re-
placed in service from 1944 onwards
by the tractor Mercury-powered Sea
Otter from the same stable, although
No. 624 Squadron was re-formed at

The Supermarine Walrus served
with the Royal Air Force principally
in the air-sea rescue role, mainly in
the UK but also abroad; although
frequently required to fly close to
enemy shores, they were not
provided with a gun with which to
offer defence.

An example of a Walrus in Fleet Air
Arm markings. Although ostensibly
supplied to the larger vessels of the
Royal Navy for gunnery spotting
duties, they were more frequently
used to transport officers and
despa tches between ships and
shore.

Grottaglie in Italy in December that
year with Walrus aircraft for mine-
spotting duties. A total of 740 Walrus
aircraft was built, production of the
Walrus Mk I with metal-clad hull being
terminated at Supermarine after 287
had been completed; thereafter pro-
duction was switched to Saunders-Roe
who built 453 Walrus Mk II aircraft with
wooden hulls before finally ending in
January 1944.

Specification
Supermarine Walrus Mk II
Type: three/four-crew shipboard

observation and air/sea rescue
amphibian flying-boat
Powerplant: one 775-hp (578-kW)
Bristol Pegasus VI nine-cylinder air-
cooled radial
Performance: maximum speed
200 km/h (124 mph) at sea level; initial
climb rate 320 m ( 1,050 ft) per minute;
service ceiling 5640 m (18,500 ft);
range 965 km (600 miles)
Weights: empty 2223 kg (4,500 Ib);
maximum take-off 3266 kg (7,200 Ib)
Dimensions: span 13.97 m (45 ft 10 in);
length 11.45 m (37 ft 7 in); height 4.65 m
( 15 ft 3 in) ; wing area 56,67 n/

(610sqft)
Armament: one 7,7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-gun on open bow position,
plus up to 227 kg (500 Ib) of bombs or
depth charges on underwing racks
(shipboard version only)

A Walrus taxis in to be hoisted
aboard its paren t cruiser; the crew
member perched beside the engine
nacelle will attach the lifting gear to a
lug in the top wing for hoisting.
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Supermarine Stranraer
Designed to the same spécification,
R. 24/31, as the Sarò London, the Super-
marine Stranraer twin-engine biplane
flying-boat survived in service slightly
longer than the other, and was gener-
ally preferred by those crews who
were able to compare the two types.
The prototype, originally known as the
Singapore V, was powered by Bristol
Pegasus HIM radiais driving two-
blade wooden propellers and first flew
in mid-1935, but was immediately re-
named Stranraer. It also underwent
comparative trials with the London on
No. 210 Squadron in October and
November 1935, during which it was
found to be somewhat underpowered.
Production deliveries of aircraft pow-
ered by a pair of Pegasus X radiais
driving a three-blade Fairey Reed
metal propeller started December
1936, and the type was declared oper-
ational in April the following year with
No. 228 Squadron at Pembroke Dock,
remaining with this squadron until
April 1939, In December 1938 Stran-
raers joined No. 209 Squadron at Felix-
stowe, and later moving to Invergor-
don and Oban for patrols over the
North Sea until supplanted by the ill-
fated Lerwick the following year. No,
240 Squadron was the only other RAF
Coastal Command squadron to fly the
Stranraer, converting to the aircraft in
June 1940 at Pembroke Dock for short-
range patrol work over the Western
Approaches; the Stranraers were
eventually replaced by Catalina 'boats
in March 1941, Although RAF Stran-
raers did not serve at overseas sta-
tions, a total of 40 aircraft was licence-
built by Canadian-Vickers between
1939 and 1941, and served in the coas-
tal reconnaissance/anti-submarine
role with the RCAF until finally re-
placed by the Consolidated Canso
(Catalina) during 1943,

Spécification
Supermarine Stranraer
Type: seven-crew coastal
reconnaissance flying-boat
Powerplant: two 920-hp (686-kW)
Bristol Pegasus X nine-cylinder air-
cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed

Above: No. 240 Sqn Stranraer flying-
boatK7295 based a t Pembroke
Dock, South Wales, in 1940 for
patrols over the Western
Approaches; in July that year the
squadron moved to Oban and
converted to Catalina boats the
following March.

Right: A quartet of Stranraers of No.
209 Sqn at Felixstowe, Suffolk, in May
1939. Note the absence of
camouflage (applied on the outbreak
of war) and the underwing fuel tanks.
Just before the war the squadron
moved north tolnvergordon.

241 km/h ( 150 mph) at sea level; initial
climb rate 411 m (1,350 ft) per minute;
service ceiling 5640 m (18,500 ft);
range 1609 km (1,000 miles)
Weights: empty 5103 kg (11,250 Ib);
maximum take-off 8618 kg (19,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 25.91m (85 ft 0 in);
length 16.71 m (54 ft 10 in); height
6.63 m (21 ft 9 in); wing area 135.36 m2

(l,457sqft)
Armament: single hand-held 7.7-mm
(0.303-in) machine guns in open bow,
midships and tail positions, plus up to
454 kg (1,000 Ib) of bombs, mines or
depth charges carried on underwing
racks

Short Sunderland
The graceful Short C-class 'Empire'
flying-boat, ordered for Imperial Air-
ways in 1934, marked the greatest-
ever single step forward in the design
of the flying-boat and, with the issue of
a military specification, R.2/33, for a
four-engine monoplane reconnaiss-
ance flying-boat, it was perhaps logic-
al to adapt the new airliner to meet this
requuement. The first prototype Short
Sunderland was flown in October 1937
and was followed only eight months
later by the first production Sunder-
land Mk I aircraft. By the outbreak of
war four squadrons, No. 204 at Sullom
Voe, No. 210 at Pembroke Dock, No.
228 returning to the UK from Egypt and
No, 230 at Singapore, had been equip-
ped with the Sunderland Mk I. The big
'boat was quickly in the news when, on
21 September 1939, two aircraft of Nos
204 and 228 Squadrons rescued the
entire crew of the torpedoed mer-
chantman Kensington Court. In Janu-
ary 1940 a U-boat scuttled itself on
sighting an aircraft of No. 228 Squad-
ron. Some 75 Sunderland Mk Is were

produced and went on to equip Nos 95,
201 and 270 Squadrons before the
Sunderland Mk II with Pegasus XVIII
radiais and ASV.Mk II radar was intro-
duced at the end of 1941, a year which
saw Sunderlands carrying to safety
hundreds of British troops during the
evacuation of Greece and Crete. A tot-
al of 55 Sunderland Mk Us were built
by Short Bros and Blackburn, equip-
ping Nos 119, 201, 202, 204, 228 and 230
Squadrons. The Sunderland Mk II in-
troduced a new planing bottom to the
hull, the less pronounced forward step
giving better unstick characteristics;
407 of this version (including the
Sunderland Mk IIIA with ASV.Mk III
radar) were produced by the same
two manufacturers and joined Nos 95,
119, 201, 202, 204, 228, 230, 246, 270, 330
and 343 Squadrons. Late in 1943 the
final production version, the Sunder-
land Mk V with Pratt & Whitney en-
gines and ASV.Mk Vic radar, started
to appear; 143 examples of this version
were produced, and by the end of the
war Sunderlands equipped no fewer

than 28 RAF squadrons the world over.
Very early in the war this fine aero-
plane had earned the German nick-
name Stachelschwein (porcupine) on
account of its ability to defend itself
with its bristling machine-guns, and in-
deed the Sunderland gamed an im-
pressive war record, often having to
engage U-boats on the surface (and
sinking many of them), and being en-
gaged by enemy fighters and other
aircraft. Yet for all its spectacular
achievements, the Sunderland's real
contribution to the war at sea lay in the
long, monotonous patrols far out over
the oceans in company with the UK's
shipping convoys, when the mere pre-
sence of the big 'boat was enough
reason to discourage many a U-boat
commander from launching an attack.

Specification
Short Sunderland Mk V
Type: 10-crew long-range maritime
reconnaissance flying-boat
Powerplant: four 1,200-hp (895-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-1830-90 Twin Wasp
14-cylinder air-cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed
349 km/h (213 mph) at 1525 m (5,000 ft);
climb to 3660 m (12,000 ft) in 16.0
minutes; service ceiling 5445 m
(17,900 ft); normal range 4765 km
(2,960 miles)
Weights: empty 16738 kg (36,900 Ib);
maximum take-off 27216 kg (60,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 34.36 m (112 ft
9Vfe in); length 26.00 m (85 ft 3Vfe in);
height 10.52 m (34 ft 6 in); wing area
138,14m2 (1,487 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
7,7-mm(0,303-in) machine-guns, two
7,7-mm (0.303-in) machine-guns each
in bow and dorsal turrets, and four 7.7-
mm (0.303-in) in tail turret, plus a
bombload of up to 2250 kg (4,960 Ib) of
bombs, mines or depth charges on
retractable racks in hull sides
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Blohm und Voss Bv 138
Originally conceived in 1934 as a very-
long-range reconnaissance flying-
boat, the Blohm und Voss Ha 138 VI
prototype was first flown on 15 July
1937 as a shoulder gull-wing flying-
boat with twin tail booms and three
Jumo 205C engines. Directional stabil-
ity and poor water handling character-
istics in the prototype caused exten-
sive redesign in the pre-production
version, the Bv 138A-0, of which six
were built with a considerably en-
larged hull and an ungulled wing.

The first 25 production Bv 138A-1
aircraft flew in April 1940, taking a lim-
ited part in the invasion of Norway,
and entered general service in west-
ern France late that year. Consider-
able structural strengthening was
found to be necessary and this was
incorporated in the Bv 138B-1, 14 of
which emerged from the production
line in December, and seven more in
1941, powered by 880-hp (656-kW)
Jumo 205D engines. A new turret was
introduced mounting a single MG 151
20-mm cannon forward of the pilot's
cockpit and another in the rear of the
hull. The Bv 138Bs were very active in
1941, particularly those based in Nor-
way after the sailing of the first North
Cape convoys. Trouble had been ex-
perienced with the Bv 138B-l's en-
gines and propellers, however, and an
improved version, the Bv 138C-1, in
which all the previous problems were
eliminated, began appearing in March
1941; 227 of this version were built be-
fore production was terminated mid-
way through 1943. In this model the
centre Jumo 205D drove a four-blade
propeller and provision was made for
increased bombloads. The most suc-
cessful exponents of the Bv 138C were
probably the crews of Kustenflieger-
gruppe 406 based in northern Norway,
this unit being responsible for much of
the successful locating and shadowing
of the North Cape convoys, particular-
ly PQ 16 in April 1942. Some aircraft
were equipped with FuG 200 Hohent-
wiel search radar for anti-shipping
duties, while in the transport role the
Bv 138 could carry up to 10 passen-
gers. All versions could be fitted with
two 500-kg (1,102-lb) thrust assisted
take-off rockets, and a number of re-
dundant Bv 138B-ÛS, redesignated Bv
138MS, were fitted with a large durai
hoop energized by an auxiliary gener-
ator for magnetic mine clearance with
the Minensuchsgruppe,

Specification
Blohm und Voss Bv 138C-1
Type: five-crew long-range maritime
reconnaissance flying-boat
Powerplant: three 880-hp (656-kW)
Junkers Jumo 205D 12-cylmder inline
diesel engines
Performance: maximum speed
285 km/h (177 mph) at 3000 m (9,845 ft);
normal service ceiling 5000 m
(16,405 ft); maximum range 4300 km
(2,672 miles)
Weights: empty 11780 kg (25,970 Ib);
maximum take-off 17670 kg (38,995 Ib)
Dimensions: span 26.94 m (88 ft 4 in);
length 19.85 m (65 ft 1 Vz in); height
5.90 m(19 ft4!/4 in); wing area
112.00 m2(l,205,56 sg ft)
Armament: one 20-mm MG 151 cannon
each in bow and stern turrets, one 13-
mm(0,51-in)MG 131 machine-gun in
open position aft of central engine, and
one 7.92-mm (031 -m) MG 15 gun in

Wearing the customary splinter camouflage and yellow theatre bands, this Blohm und Voss Bv 138C-1 served with
3(F) Staffel, Seeaufklärungsgruppe 125, based at Constanza, Bulgaria, in April 1943 for service over the Black Sea.

Nicknamed the Flying Clog (der fliegende Holschuh) -reflected m its unit badge - this Bv 138C-1/U1 ofl.(F)/SAGr
130 was based a t Trondheim, Norway, in April 1944 and sports a temporary win ter camouflage.

Blohm und Voss Bv 138 three-engine flying-boats replaced Dornier Do 18s of6/MSGr 1 (previously
Küstenfliegergruppe 506), thisBvl38MS being based at Grossenbrode in the last year of the war.

hatch of starboard side of hull, plus up
to four 150-kg (331-lb) depth charges
or equivalent weight of bombs on six
racks

The curious three-engined Blohm
und Voss Bvl38C-l suffered lengthy
development problems but
eventually emerged as an effective

aircraft. It was chiefly employed in
the Baltic and against the North Cape
convoys to the Soviet Union.
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Blohm und Voss Bv 222 Wiking
Largest flying-boat to achieve produc-
tion status during World War II, the
six-engine Blohm und Voss Bv 222
Wiking was designed in 1936 to pro-
vide Deutsche Lufthansa with a 24-
passenger airliner for the North and
South Atlantic routes, but it was not
until 7 September 1940 that the first
prototype Bv 222 VI was first flown by
Flugkapitän Helmut Wasa Rodig.
Flying characteristics were pro-
nounced good and the first operation
for the Luftwaffe was flown by a civilian
crew between Hamburg and Kir-
kenes, Norway, on 10 July 1941. Usually
escorted by a pair of Messerchmitt Bf
110 fighters the Bv 222 VI, with six
Bramo Fafnir radiais, then started
flying regular supply missions across
the Mediterranean for German forces
in North Africa. Several narrow
escapes from Allied fighters empha-
sized the need for some defensive
armament and the second and subse-
quent prototypes included a number
of gun positions, while the Bv 222 VI
was fitted with seven single 7.92-mm
(0.31-in) and 13-mm (0.51-m) machine-
guns, and under each wing a gondola
mounting a pair of the latter. The Bv 222
V3 featured gun turrets on top of the
wing between the outboard engines,
each with a 20-mm cannon, By March
1943 a total of seven transport pro-
totypes had been completed, all with
armament variations; all served with
Lufttransportstaffel See 222 (LTS See
222) in the Mediterranean, three being
lost (two shot down by fighters and one
sunk after striking a buoy while land-
ing at Athens). The remaining aircraft,
the Bv 222 V2, Bv 222 V3, Bv 222 V4 and
Bv 222 V5, were converted for mari-
time reconnaissance and served with
Fliegerführer Atlantik, some with FuG
200 search radar; the Bv 222 V3 and Bv
222 V5 were destroyed at their moor-
ings at Biscarosse by Allied fighters in
June 1943, and another aircraft was
shot down by an Avrò Lancaster over
the Bay of Biscay in the following Octo-
ber. The Bv 222 V7 was the prototype

The fifth Blohm und VossBv222A-O was delivered to Lufttransportstaffel (See) 222 atPetsamo, Finland, in 1943 for
transport duties over the northern sector of the Eastern Front. Note the over-wing gun turret.

of the production version, the Bv 222C,
of which five examples were com-
pleted with six 1,000-hp (746-kW)
Junkers Jumo 205D or 207C diesel in-
lines and a total armament of three 20-
mm and five 13-mm (0.51-m) guns. Of
these one was shot down by a British
night-fighter near Biscarosse and
another was hit by strafing Mustangs at
Travemunde; the Bv 222 V2 was des-
troyed during the Allied reoccupation
of Norway; two others were sunk by
their crews at the end of the war, two
were flown to the USA and one was
ferried to the UK after the end of hostili-
ties.

Specification
Blohm und Voss Bv 222C-0
Type: 11/14-crew long-range
reconnaissance and transport flying-
boat
Powerplant: six 1,000-hp (746-kW)
Junkers Jumo 207C 12-cylinder diesel
mime engines
Performance: maximum speed
390 km/h (242 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); initial climb rate 144 m
(472 ft) per minute; service ceiling
7300 m (23,950 ft); range 6100 km
(3,790 miles)
Weights: empty 30680 kg (67,367 Ib);
maximum take-off 50000 kg
(108,026 Ib)

Dimensions: span 46,00 m (150 ft 11 in);
length 37,00 m (121 ft 4% in); height
10.90 m (35 ft 9 m); wing area 255.00 m2

(2,745 sq ft)
Armament: one 13-mm (0.51-in)
machine-gun in bow position, one 20-
mm cannon each in forward dorsal
turret and in two overwing turrets, and
four 13-mm (0.51-m) machine-guns in
cabin windows; in the transport role

The considerable size of the Blohm
und Voss Bv 222 six-engined flying-
boa t is eviden t from this photo of
what is probably one of the
prototypes. The struts on top and
sides of the nose are the mountings
for the FuG 200 search radar antennae.

the Bv 222 could carry about 92 fully-
armed troops

GERMANY

DornierDo 18
Culmination of a series of successful
pre-war flying-boats, which had be-
gun as the Dornier Wai (whale) in the
1920s and progressed through the
transatlantic mailplanes (the Monsun,
Zyklon, Zephir, Pampero and Aeolus),
the Dornier Do 18D was the first milit-
ary adaptation of this attractive aero-
plane. Powered by a pair of liquid-
cooled 600-hp (448-kW) Jumo 205C
diesel inline engines mounted in tan-
dem in a nacelle on the high-mounted
wing, the Do 18D-1 and Do 18D-2
started appearing in 1938 and were
operational in September that year, it
becoming customary to equip the
second Staffel on each of the Luftwaf-
fe's Küstenfliegergruppen (coastal
patrol groups) with the Do 18 (eg 2./
KüFlGr 306), the others usually flying
Heinkel He 59 floatplanes. Armament
of these aircraft comprised a single
7.92-mm (0.31-in) machine-gun in an
open bow position and another in a
midships position, In 1939 a more
powerful version, the Do 18G-1 with a
pair of 880-hp (656-kW) Jumo 205Ds,
was introduced with a 13-mm (0.51-in)
MG 131 heavy machine-gun in the
open bow position and a power-
operated gun turret amidships mount-
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Developed from the successful
commercial mail-carrying flying-
boats, the Dornier Do 18D entered
Luftwaffe service in 1938. The
aircraft shown served on 3.1
Küstenfliegergruppe 406 at List, Sylt,
in August 1939. Note the open bow
and midships gun positions.

ADornierDo 18C is hoisted from the
water onto its servicing trolley; the
nose and midships armament is
clearly visible, as are the unusual
tandem engine arrangement and
stabilizing sponsons.



ing a single 20-mm MG 151 cannon. At
the beginning of World War II Do 18Gs
were equipping Küstenfliegergrup-
pen 106, 406 and 906. Indeed it was an
aircraft of 2,/KuFlGr 106 that was the
first German aircraft to fall to British
guns on 26 September 1939; three Do
18s were shadowing British capital
ships in the North Sea when they were
attacked by nine Blackburn Skuas of
No, 803 Squadron; one of the Dormers
was forced down and, after its crew
had been taken aboard a British des-
troyer, it was sunk by gunfire. A total of
49 Do 18Gs was produced during 1940,
but manufacture was terminated in
September that year after fewer than
100 aircraft, including 70 Do 18Gs, had
been completed. During the Battle of
France six Staffeln were flying Do 18s,
but in June 1940 most were withdrawn
for conversion to the Do 18H dual-
control trainer and the Do 18N-1 air-
sea rescue versions. During the Battle
of Britain only 2./KuFlGr 106 was still
fully operational with the Do 18, the
majority of work being confined to air-

TheDornierDo 18 entered service over the Mediterranean in 1941, performing air-sea rescue duties in the
Malta-Sicily area. This Do 18G of 6. Seenotstaffel tea lures the midships gun turret of the la ter service versions.

sea rescue in the English Channel.
However, 3,/KuFlGr 906 returned to
operations and continued to fly Do 18s
over the North Sea until 1942, when the
Do 18s were replaced by Blohm und
Voss Bv 138s.

Specification
DornierDol8G-l
Type: four-crew medium-range
maritime reconnaissance flying-boat

Powerplant: two 880-hp (656-kW)
Junkers Jumo 205D 12-cylmder liquid-
cooled diesel inline engines
Performance: maximum speed
266 km/h (165 mph) at 2000 m (6,560 ft);
climb to 1000 m (3,280 ft) in 7 minutes
48 seconds; service ceiling 4200 m
(13,800 ft); maximum range 3500 km
(2,175 miles)
Weights: empty 5980 kg (13,180 Ib);
maximum take-off 10800 kg (23,810 Ib)

Dimensions: span 23.70 m (77 ft 91A in);
length 19.37 m (63 ft 7 in); height 5.32 m
(17 ft S'/a in); wing area 98.00 m2

( 1,054,86 sq ft)
Armament: one 13-mm(0.51-m)MG
131 machine-gun in bow position and
one 20-mm MG 151 cannon in power-
operated turret amidships, plus
provision for four 50-kg ( 110-lb) bombs

Another graceful Dormer flying-boat
was the Dornier Do 24, originally de-
signed in 1936 to meet a Royal Nether-
lands naval air service requirement for
a flying-boat to operate in the East In-
dies. The Do 24 was a large parasol-
wing monoplane with three engines on
the wing and with Flossentummeln
(sponsons) for stability on the water,
The first flight by a prototype Do 24,
powered by three 890-hp (664-kW)
Wright R-1820 Cyclone radiais, was
made on 3 July 1937, this aircraft being
delivered to The Netherlands that year
and followed by the export of 11 similar
production aircraft designated Do 24K.
Licence production by Aviolanda/de
Scheide accounted for 25 further air-
craft before the invasion by Germany
of 10 May 1940; many of these Dutch
aircraft subsequently saw service in
the Pacific theatre and six eventually
found their way into the Royal Austra-
lian Air Force. Meanwhile the aircraft
that had been partly completed in The
Netherlands were transferred to Ger-
many, and under the designation Do
24N-1 were completed and issued to
the Luftwaffe for air-sea rescue duties,
Production in The Netherlands was re-
sumed in 1941 under German supervi-
sion, 16 maritime reconnaissance/
transport derivatives (the Do 24T-1
and Do 24T-2) being completed that
year. In 1942 the French seaplane
manufac tu re r , Chantiers Aéro-
Maritimes de la Seine (CAMS), then of
course under German control, joined
the Do 24T production programme
and produced 46 examples to add to
154 from The Netherlands. Some of the
French-built aircraft had not been
completed at the time of the German
retreat from France in 1944 and these
were subsequently delivered to the
French navy, whose Flottille 9F Tr was
formed on 5 December that year to
operate them.

In Luftwaffe service the Do 24N
served on three Staffeln of the Seenot-
gruppe (air-sea rescue group) at Ber-
re, near Marseilles, and at Biscarosse.
The 2. and 3./KG 200 (which flew
Focke-Wulf Fw 200s on long distance
maritime patrols) also flew a small
number of Do 24Ns for rescue pur-

ADornierDo24 wearing the skull emblem of the 8.Seenotstaffel, SBKX11 operating in theBlackSea area during
1942. The Do 24 was especially suitable for the air-sea rescue role due to its unrivalled rough-water capabilities.

Con trary to wartime propaganda by the Allies, the Germans were scrupulous in omitting all armamen t from
aircraft bearing Red Cross markings, as in this Dornier Do 24 flying-boa t employed in casualty evacuation and
air-sea rescue.

poses, as did the small semi-
autonomous ASR flights under com-
mand of the Seenotdientstfuhrer.

Specification
Dornier Do 24T-1
Type: five/six-crew maritime
reconnaissance and transport flying-
boat
Powerplant: three l,000-hp(746-kW)
BMW/Bramo Fafmr 323R-2 nine-
cylinder air-cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed
340 km/h (211 mph) at 2000 m
(6,560 m); climb to 2000 m (6,560 ft) in
14 minutes 30 seconds; service ceiling
5900 m (19,355 ft); maximum range
4750 km (2,950 miles)
Weights: empty 9100 kg (20,062 Ib);
maximum take-off 18400 kg (40,564 Ib)
Dimensions: span 27.00 m (87 ft 7 in);
length 22.00 m (72 ft 4 in); height 5.75 m

(18 ft 10'/4 in); wing area 108.00 m2

(1,162.5 sq ft)
Armament: one 7.92-mm (0,31 -in) MG
15 machine-gun each in bow and tail
positions and one 20-mm MG 151
cannon in midships turret, plus
provision to carry up to 12 50-kg ( 110-
lb) bombs

A Dornier Do 24, probably one of the
Netherlands-built Do 24N-ls which
were modified for service with the
Luftwaffe and served with the
Seenotstaffeln on air-sea rescue
duties in the Mediterranean.
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Kawanishi H6K
Owing much to current American and
French flying-boat design of the mid-
19303, the large four-engine Kawanishi
Type 97 parasol monoplane flying-
boat, which had first flown in July 1936,
was Japan's only in-service long-range
reconnaissance flying-boat when that
nation went to war in December 1941,
much effort having been dissipated in
transport conversions and deliveries
to Japan's commercial operators in the
Pacific. The H6K1 initial military ver-
sion entered limited service with the
Imperial Japanese Navy in 1938, and
was followed by 10 H6K2 flying-boats.
The first major production version, the
H6K4 was powered by four Mitsubishsi
Kinsei 43 radiais and armed with four
7.7-mm (0.303-m) machine-guns in
bow and midships positions and a 20-
mm cannon in a tail turret, and was
capable of carrying two 800-kg (1,764-
Ib) bombs or torpedoes, a total of 66
being in service at the time of Pearl
Harbor; later aircraft were powered
by Kinsei 46 engines. These 'boats
were widely employed, although the
initial heavy defeats inflicted on the
Allies in the Pacific rendered maritime
reconnaissance duties subordinate to
the need for air transportation of
Japanese troops during the swift con-
quests in the East Indies and else-
where. A number of aircraft, desig-
nated H6K4-L, were therefore con-
verted for transport duties and were
each able to accommodate about 18
fully-armed troops; lacking armour
and self-sealing fuel tanks, however,
they were extremely vulnerable to
fighter attacks and, after a number had
been shot down, a new version en-
tered production as the H6K5 in August

1942; by that time the maritime recon-
naissance version had been given the
reporting codename 'Mavis' by the
Allies, the transport derivative being
named Tillie'. Powered by either Kin-
sei 51 or 53 radiais, the H6K5 was in-
tended to eliminate the shortcomings
of the earlier versions, but although the
open bow gun position was replaced
by a single-gun turret immediately aft
of the pilot's cockpit, the overall arma-
ment was not increased. Only 36
H6K5s were completed by 1943, when
production gave place to the greatly
superior H8K, H6Ks served with the
8th, 14th, 801st, Toko and Yokohama
Kokutais, and some of the H6K5s were
employed as naval staff transports
throughout the Pacific in 1943. Eight-
een aircraft served on the quasi-
commercial courier services in South
East Asia, a number of them being des-
troyed by Allied aircraft both in the air
and at their moorings.

Specification
Kawanishi H6K5
Type: nine-crew maritime
reconnaissance flying-boat
Powerplant: four 1,300-hp (970-kW)
Mitsubishi Kinsei 53 14-cylmder air-

cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed
385 km/h (239 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
13 minutes 24 seconds; service ceiling
9600 m (31,495 ft); maximum range
6775km(4,210miles)
Weights: empty 12380 kg (27,293 Ib);
maximum take-off 23000 kg (50,705 Ib)
Dimensions: span 40.00 m ( 131 ft
23/4 in); length 25.63 m (84 ft 0% in);
height 6,27 m (20 ft 6% in); wing area
170.00m2 (1,829.86 sq ft)
Armament: four 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-guns in front and midships
dorsal positions and two beam blisters,
and one 20-mm cannon in tail, plus a
bombload of up to 2000 kg (4,409 Ib) or
two 800-kcr ( 1,764-lb) torpedoes

Final production version of the
graceful Kawanishi Navy Type 97
Flying Boat Modell wastheHGKS
which, though highly vulnerable to
modern Allied fighters over the
Pacific, remained in service up to the
end of the war.

A KawanishiH6K5Navy Type 97
flying-boat of the Imperial Japanese
Navy; its midships gun blisters are
essentially similar to those of the
American Catalina PBY. Note the
weapon racks under the wing struts.

Kawanishi H8K
Although only 167 examples were pro-
duced, the large Kawanishi H8K was
the most outstanding and advanced
flying-boat to achieve production sta-
tus during World War II. Designed to
meet a requirement issued in 1938 for a
four-engine maritime reconnaissance
flying-boat superior in all respects to
the British Short Sunderland, the H8K1
prototype was first flown in January
1941, but proved initially to possess
very poor water handling qualities. Ex-
tensive modifications were made and
after successfully completing its ser-
vice trials the aircraft was ordered into
production as the Navy Type 2 Flying-
Boat Model 11, powered by four 1,530-
hp (1141-kW) Mitsubishsi Kasei 11 or
12 radiais. Armament of these early
aircraft comprised two 20-mm cannon
and four 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-
guns. With armour protection, self-
sealing fuel tanks and a maximum
speed of 433 km/h (269 mph), the new
flying-boat indeed represented a con-
siderable advance over the H6K. It
carried out its first operational mission
in March 1942 when two aircraft of the
Yokohama Kokutai set out from Wotje
Atoll in the Marshalls to bomb Oahu
Island (Pearl Harbor), putting down at
French Frigate Shoals to refuel from a
submarine; however, arriving over the
American base, the Japanese crews
found heavy cloud and the raid was
ineffective. Nevertheless as a long-
range maritime reconnaissance air-
craft, the H8K1 (codenamed 'Emily' by
the Allies) with its 7200-km (4,475-mile)
range heavy armament and good per-

formance proved a highly competent
aircraft much respected by the Allies.
The further-improved H8K2, with
1,850-hp (1380-kW) Kasei 22 radiais
and armament increased to five 20-mm
cannon and four 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-guns, of which 112 were built
between 1943 and 1945, was unques-
tionably the toughest opponent faced
by the Allies in the Pacific. It was also
equipped with ASV radar, being re-
sponsible for the sinking of at least
three American submarines in the
area north of the Philippines during the
last 18 months of the war. Additional to
the maritime reconnaissance version,
36 H8K2-L 'boats were built in the last
two years of the war, these being
equipped as naval staff and troop
transports capable of accommodating
either 29 staff passengers or 64 fully-
armed troops. The progressively de-
teriorating war situation for Japan led

to a run-down in production of flying-
boats during 1945 in favour of fighters
for home defence, and later versions of
the H8K were accordingly abandoned.
Nevertheless this excellent aircraft
saw considerable service, being flown
by the 14th, 801st, 851st, 1001st, 1021st,
Takuma, Toko, Yokohama and Yoko-
suka Chinjufu Kokutais.

Specification
Kawanishi H8K2
Type: 10-crew maritime
reconnaissance bomber flying-boat
Powerplant: four 1,850-hp (1380-kW)
Mitsubishi Kasei 22 14-cylinder air-
cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed
467 km/h (290 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
10 minutes 12 seconds; service ceiling
8760 m (28,740 ft); maximum range
7180 km (4,460 miles)

Weights: empty 18380 kg (40,521 Ib);
maximum take-off 32500 kg (71,650 Ib)
Dimensions: span38.00 m (14 ft 8 in);
length 28.13 m (92 ft 3Vz in); height
9.15 m (30 f t O in); wing area 160.00 m2

(l ,722sqft)
Armament: single 20-mm cannon each
in bow, dorsal and tail turrets and in
two beam blisters, and four hand-held
7.7-mm (0.303-m) machine-guns in
beam hatches, plus a bomb load of up
to 2000 kg (4,409 Ib) or two 800-kg
(1,764-lb) torpedoes

A captured Kawanishi H8K2 which
had previously been flown by the
801st Kokutai over the Pacific and
was la ter extensively evaluated by
the US Navy. The aircraft's maximum
range of 4,445 miles (7200 km) was
impressive by any standards.
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Consolidated PB2Y Coronado
While pursuing a course of isolation-
ism the United States had recognized
during the mid-1930s the spectre of
world war, the possibility of such a war
being waged on the oceans bordering
the North American continent en-
couraging interest by the US Navy in
the evolution of large maritime recon-
naissance bombers. On 27 July 1936
the Consolidated Aircraft Corporation
was contracted to design and build
such an aircraft. Designated Consoli-
dated XPB2Y-1, the resulting design
was a big four-engine shoulder-wing
monoplane with single fin and rudder
and retracting wing-tip stabilizing
floats. First flown on 17 December
1937, the prototype disclosed serious
directional instability in the air and
much to be desired in handling on the
water, and in due course the tail unit
was redesigned to incorporate a pair
of circular endplate fins and rudders.
After trials with the US Navy six pro-
duction PB2Y-2 aircraft were ordered
and entered service with US Navy Pat-
rol Squadron VP-13 on 31 December
1940. These aircraft, lacking armour
and self-sealing fuel tanks, were large-
ly confined to trials but a new version,
the PB2Y-3, of which 210 were pro-
duced, started delivery in 1941 with
.907-kg (2,000 Ib) of armour plate as
well as self-sealing fuel tanks; they also
featured enlarged 'zulù shield1 fins and
rudders that were a characteristic of
the Consolidated B-24 Liberator bom-
ber. Ten of these aircraft were trans-
ferred to the Royal Air Force whose
Transport Command flew them as
Consolidated Coronado Mk I freigh-
ters on a North Atlantic service with
No. 231 Squadron. An American trans-
port version was designated PB2Y-3R,
31 examples being converted to
accommodate up to 45 passengers or a
7258-kg (16,000-lb) freight load. For re-
latively low altitude work some PB2Y-
3s were re-engmed with R-1830-92s for

The ConsolidatedPB2Y-3 Coronado
en tered service la te in the war with
increased armament, armour and
self-sealing fuel tanks; its bomb bays
were located in the relatively thick
wing roots.

oversea patrol work below 3050 m
(10,000 ft) under the designation PB2Y-
5, and an ambulance version which
served in the Pacific as the PB2Y-5R.
Other distinctive features of the PB2Y-
3 and PB2Y-5 versions included the
rearward extension of the rear hull
chine to improve water stability and
handling. In the event the Coronado
was not widely used in the maritime
reconnaissance role as preference
grew for use of land-based aircraft
such as the Consolidated PB4Y-1
which required no specialist training
in water operation, while the excellent
Consolidated PBY Catalina remained
unequalled for long distance ocean re-
connaissance.

Specification
Consolidated PB2Y-3
Type: 10-crew maritime
reconnaissance bomber flying-boat
Powerplant: four 1,200-hp (895-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-1830-88 Twin Wasp

14-cylinder air-cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed
359 km/h (223 mph) at 6095 m
(20,000 ft); initial climb rate 174 m
(570 ft) per minute; service ceiling
6250 m (20,500 ft); maximum range
3815 km (2,370 miles)
Weights: empty 18568 kg (40,935 Ib);
maximum take-off 30845 kg (68,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 35.05 m (115 ft 0 in);
length 24,20 m (79 ft 3 in); height 8.38 m
(27 ft 6 in); wing area 175.4 n/
(1,780 sq ft)
Armament: twin 12.7-mm(0.5-m)
machine-guns each in bow, dorsal and

The big Consolida ted PB2Y
Coronado four-engined flying-boat,
seen here with ASVradome above
the cockpit, featured retractable
wingtip floats like those of its
forebear, the Catalina.

tail turrets, and two 12.7-mm(0.5-in)
guns in beam hatches, plus a
bombload of up to eight 454-kg ( 1,000-
Ib) bombs internally and four 454-kg
( 1,000-lb) bombs or two torpedoes
externally; transport version furnished
to carry up to 45 passengers

USA

Martin PBM Mariner
Stung to competition by the success of
the PBY Catalina from Consolidated,
the US Navy's other great flying boat
manufacturer came up with a twin-
engine shoulder-wing monoplane
boat, the Martin Model 162, in 1937.
Featuring a deep hull and twin fins and
rudders, the prototype XPBM-1 was
first flown on 18 February 1939 with
1,600-hp (1194-kW) Wright Cyclone R-
2600-6 radiais mounted at the crank of
the gull wing so that the propellers
were clear of the spray, Twenty PBM-1
aircraft had been ordered for the US
Navy before the end of 1937 and these
entered service with Patrol Squadron
VP-74 during 1941. Further orders for
379 PBM-3 Mariner aircraft were
placed in 1940, these and all later air-
craft having'the underwing stabilizing
floats fixed instead of being retract-
able as in the earlier aircraft; the en-
gine nacelles were also lengthened to
accommodate a 907-kg (2,000-lb) load
of ordnance. Variants included 50 un-
armed PBM-3R transports with accom-
modation for up to 20 passengers, 274
PBM-3C aircraft with standardized
American/British equipment and 201
PBM-3D 'boats with R-2600-22 engines,
and improved armament and armour.
Many of the PBM-3Cs and PBM-3Ds
were equipped with ASV search radar
in a large fairing over the cockpit and,

Representing a later generation of maritime patrol flying-boats than thePBY
Catalina, the Martin PBM Mariner nevertheless never achieved the
widespread popularity and use of its predecessor. The aircraft shown here
served with US Navy Patrol Squadron VP-74 in 1942.

following initial experience with these
aircraft, a new, specialized long-range
anti-submarine version, the PBM-3S,
appeared in 1944; 156 were built. The
PBM-5, of which 631 were completed,
was the last version of the Manner to
be produced during the war, being
delivered to the US Navy from August
1944 onwards; this featured an arma-
ment of eight 12.7-mm ( 0 , 5 - i n )
machine-guns and AN/APS-15 search
radar, Five examples of the PBM-3B
were delivered to the RAF under
Lend-Lease and were flown as Marine
GR.Mk I aircraft for a short period at
the end of 1943 by No, 524 Squadron of
Coastal Command at Oban, this squad-
ron being formed to evaluate the air-
craft in service, but it was not adopted.

Most of the PBM's service was in the
Pacific theatre, and from 1943 onwards
was widely deployed, being constant-
ly engaged in searching for and sha-
dowing elements of the declining
Japanese navy, although many came to
be used on air-sea rescue duties as
long-range land-based aircraft gra-
dually assumed a greater share of the
maritime reconnaissance role.

Specification
Martin PBM-3D
Type: seven/nme-crew maritime
reconnaissance flying-boat
Powerplant: two l,900-hp(1417-kW)
Wright R-2600-22 Cyclone 14-cylmder

air-cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed
340 km/h (211 mph) at 4875 m
(16,000 ft); climb to 3050 m (10,000 ft) in
22 minutes 12 seconds; service ceiling
6035 m (19,800 ft); range 3605 km
(2,240 miles)
Weights: empty 15048 kg (33,175 Ib);
maximum take-off 26309 kg (58,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 35.97 m (118 ft 0 in);
length 24.33 m (79 ft 10 in); height
8.38 m (27 ft 6 in); wing area 130,80 m2

( 1,408 sq ft)
Armament: twin 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
machine-guns each in bow, dorsal and
tail turrets, and one 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
machine-gun in each of two beam
hatches, plus a bombload of up to
3629 kg (8,000 Ib)
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Consolidated PBY Catalina
Outstanding among parasol mono-
plane flying-boats, Isaac Laddon's
Consolidated PBY was originally
ordered by the US Navy as far back as
October 1933, and was first flown with
a pair of 825-hp (615-kW) Pratt & Whit-
ney R-1830-58 radiais on 28 March
1935. Among its distinctive features
were the stabilizing floats which, when
retracted, formed the wing tips. Pro-
duction orders followed quickly and
the PBY-1 entered service with more
powerful R-1830-64 engines with Pat-
rol Squadron VP-11F in October 1936,
The next year the modified PBY-2
joined the US Navy, followed by the
PBY-3 with 1,000-hp (746-kW) engines.
The PBY-4, which appeared in 1938,
featured the large midships 'blister'
gun positions that were to become a
well-known characteristic of the Cata-
lina, as the boat came to be named.
The outbreak of World War II brought
orders from the UK, Australia, Canada
and the Dutch East Indies for a new
version, the PBY-5 with 1,200-hp (895-
kW) R-1830-92 radiais, and by the date
of the USA's entry into the war the US
Navy possessed 16 PBY-5 squadrons,
three of PBY-3s and two of PBY-4s. Fol-
lowing tests with a retractable tricycle
wheel landing gear in last PBY-4, the
final 33 US Navy PBY-5s were com-
pleted in this amphibian form, as were
761 PBY-5A aircraft. Following early
successful use of the PBY-5 by the
RAF's Coastal Command in 1941 as the
Catalina Mk I, large orders continued
to be placed for the US Navy, addition-
al production being undertaken by
Canadian Vickers and Boeing of Cana-
da. A total of more than 500 examples
eventually served with the RAF alone,
while in Canadian service the PBY-5
was named the Canso. Another ver-
sion, the PBN-1, was produced by the
Naval Aircraft Factory with taller fin
and rudder, and 138 of the 156 built
were supplied to the USSR; 235 PBY-
6A amphibians with search radar
mounted over the cockpit were built,
of which 112 were delivered to the US
Navy, 75 to the USAAF (as the OA-10B)
and 48 to the USSR, Production of this
classic aeroplane, which ended in
April 1945, included 2,398 by Consoli-
dated and 892 by NAF and the Cana-
dian manufacturers, plus an unknown
number built in the Soviet Union under
the designation GST. Among the Cata-
lina's memorable achievements were
the successful shadowing of the Ger-
man battleship Bismarck which led
ultimately to the warship's destruction,
and the magnificent trailing of the
Japanese fleets in the early stages of so
many of the great naval battles in the
Pacific.

Specification
Consolidated PBY-5A
Type: seven/nine-crew maritime
reconnaissance flying-boat amphibian
Powerplant: two 1,200-hp (895-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-1830-92 Twin Wasp
14-cylmder air-cooled radiais
Performance: maximum speed
288 km/h(179 mph)at2135 m(7,000 ft);
climb to 3050 m (10,000 ft) in 19 minutes
18 seconds; service ceiling 4480 m
(14,700 ft); maximum range 4095 km
(2,545 miles)
Weights: empty 9485 kg (20,910 Ib);
maximum take-off 16067 kg (35,420 Ib)
Dimensions: span 31.70 m (104 ft 0 in);
length 19.45 m (63 ft lOVa in); height
6,15 m (20 ft 2 in); wing area 130.06 m2

(l,400sqft)

Shownherein US Navy colours and markings, the Consolidated PBY-5
included retractable tricycle landing gear which considerably increased its
operational flexibility and allowed on-land maintenance while retaining its
water-borne capability for operations over the Pacific.

An ASV-equipped Consolidated Catalina IVA (PBY-5A) of RAF Coastal Command. Although generally regarded as
under-powered, the 'Cat'gave magnificen t service with the RAF, its very long endurance bestowing a capability to
cover huge areas of ocean.

Armament: two 12.7-mm(0.5-m)
machine-guns m bow turret, one 12.7-
mm (0,5-in) gun in each beam blister,
and one 7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-gun
in ventral tunnel, plus a bombload of
up to 1814 kg(4,000 lb)ofbombs,
mines or depth charges, or two
torpedoes

Above: An early Catalina of an RAF
Coastal Command training unit. The
Catalina is armed with four depth
charges for an opera tional sortie.

Below: Catalina MklB (PBY-5B) in
RAF service. The extensive radar
aerial arrays on fuselage and wings
were fitted by Scottish A via tion or
Saunders Roe after delivery from the
American factory. Note the
retractable wingtip floats.
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Cant Z.501 Gabbiano
The Cant Z.501 Gabbiano (gull) light
reconnaissance flying-boat was serv-
ing in fairly large numbers with the
Regia Aeronautica when Italy entered
World War II in June 1940. Designed
by Filippo Zappata in the early 1930s,
the prototype was first flown in 1934 at
Monfalcone, Trieste, and later in that
year established a new world sea-
plane distance record of 4120km
(2,560 miles) with a nonstop flight from
Monfalcone to Massawa in Eritrea. In
July the following year the Gabbiano
raised the record to 4957km (3,080
miles) by flying from Monfalcone to
Berbera in Somaliland.

The Z.501 entered production in
1935 and the first deliveries were
made to the maritime reconnaissance
squadrons (squadriglie da ricogni-
zione marittima] of the Regia Aero-
nautica the following year. Of all-wood
construction with fabric-covered con-
trol surfaces, the Z.501 was a parasol
monoplane with its single Isotta Fras-
chini 12-cylinder liquid-cooled mime
engine with semi-annular cowling in a
long nacelle on the wing above the
fuselage. A curious feature was the
location of an enclosed gun position
with single 7.7-mm (0.303-in) Breda-
SAFAT machine-gun in this nacelle;
early production aircraft were also
armed with single machine-guns in
part-enclosed bow and midships posi-
tions; later aircraft had the bow gun
removed and the observer's cockpit in
the bows fully enclosed. Bomb shack-
les were fitted at the intersection of the
wing and float struts and these were
capable of carrying up to four 160-kg
(353-lb) or two 250-kg (551-lb) bombs.
The planing bottom of the hull was also
of unusual design being of concave
section.

In June 1940 202 Cant Z.SOls were in
service with the Regia Aeronautica,
flying patrols along the Adriatic coasts
as well as in the central Mediterra-

Despite its archaic appearance, theCantZ.501 Gabbiano gave long service in the Mediterranean, theexample
shown here serving with the 2° Escuadrilla, CrupoNo. 62, Agrupacion Espagnola (the Spanish Na tionalist Air
Force) at Majorca in 1939.

nean, where they performed air-sea
rescue and other short-range maritime
duties. More than 40 known instances
are on record of encounters with
Allied aircraft and many were shot
down, although they were also in-
volved in the rescue of several ditched
RAF aircrews. After the armistice with
Italy in September 1943 19 Cant Z.50 Is
continued to serve in the Italian Co-
Belligerent Air Force, while others
went on flying with the Aviazione della
RSI,

Specification
Cant Z.501 Gabbiano
Type: four/five-crew light
reconnaissance flying-boat
Powerplant: one 900-hp (671 -kW)
Isotta Fraschim Asso XIR2C, 15 12-
cylinder liquid-cooled inline engine
Performance: maximum speed
275 km/h 171 mph at 2500 m (8,200 ft);
climb to 4000 m (13,125 ft) in 16
minutes; service ceiling 7000 m
(22,965 ft); maximum range 2400 km
(1,490 miles)
Weights: empty 3850 kg (8,488 Ib);
maximum take-off 7050 kg (15,342 Ib)
Dimensions: span 22,50 m (73 ft 9% in);

length 14,30 m (46 ft 11 in); height
4,40 m ( 14 ft 6 in) ; wing area 62.00 m2

(667,36 sq ft)
Armament: single 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-gun each in of bow, engine
nacelle and dorsal positions, plus a
bombload of up to 640 kg ( 1,411 Ib)

A Cant Z.501 flying-boat at its
moorings atPreveza on the West
Coast of Greece, during a low level
attack by two RAF Beau fighters. The
Z.501 was a useful maritime
reconnaissance tool, not least
because o fits long range.

USSB

BerievBe-2(MBR-2)
Never seriously countenancing the
possibility of being involved in all-out
maritime warfare with a major nation,
the Soviet Union accorded low priority
to military flying-boats in the 1930s
within an air force which in most re-
spects lagged behind other nations in
modern technology. Only the designs
of G, M, Beriev had attracted any signi-
ficant attention and these, together
with his later designs, constituted
almost the only flying-boats flown by
the VVS-VMF during World War II.

The MBR-2 (later redesignated Be-
riev Be-2) was first flown back in 1931
and was then considered to be mod-
ern by the current international stan-
dards, It was a small single-engine
monoplane with wooden hull and
strictly tailored to the needs of coastal
units in the Baltic and Black Seas,
though it could also be operated with
skis or wheel landing gear. The out-
break of World War II triggered hur-
ried efforts to develop a new version,
the MBR-2bis, which was powered by
an 860-hp (642-kW) AM-34 engine in
place of the earlier 680-hp (507-kW)
M-17 engine; increased fuel tankage
raised the range from 960 km (597
miles) to 1400 km (870 miles); for the
purposes of maritime reconnaissance
over the confined waters of the Baltic
and Black Seas, as well as the northern

Arctic seaboard, the new version was
seen as an ideal interim aircraft pend-
ing the arrival in service of substantial
numbers of the MDR-6 (Be-4), and in
1942 about 1,500 aircraft were deli-
vered to the VVS-VMF. Being thus the
most widely-used Soviet short-range
'boat in the first Ihree years of the war
one of its principal tasks was the sea
rescue of downed airmen although,
with only token defensive armament
and no performance worth mention,
the MBR-2 fell easy prey to the mas-
sively superior aircraft of the Luftwaffe
during that period. Away from such
depredations another version, desig-
nated the MP-1, was employed as a
transport with accommodation for up

to eight passengers; a pre-war com-
mercial example had established a
number of world altitude records for
women pilots, and one of these re-
cords remained intact for more than 20
years.

Specification
MBR-2bis
Type: four/five-crew short-range
reconnaissance flying-boat
Powerplant: one 860-hp (642-kW) AM-
34NB 12-cylinder liquid-cooled inline
engine
Performance: maximum speed
248 km/h (154 mph) at 2000 m (6,560 ft);
service ceilmg6000 m (19,685 ft);
maximum range 1400 km (870 miles)

The Beriev MBR-2 was a short range
flying-boat and had its inline engine
mounted above the wings, driving a
pusher propeller. This Soviet navy
example carries an unusual winter
camouflage scheme.

Weight: maximum take-off 4245 kg
(9,359 Ib)
Dimensions: span 19,00 m (62 ft 4 in);
length 13.50 m (44 ft 3% in); wing area
55.00m2 (592 sq ft)
Armament: one hand-held 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) machine-gun in open bow
position and one 7.62-mm (0.3-in) gun
in midships dorsal turret, plus up to
300 kg (661 Ib) of bombs, mines or
depth charges on underwing racks
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Allied and
Axis Seaplanes

Seaplanes served in a wide variety of roles in all major theatres of war. A Japanese

floatplane launched from a submarine dropped the only bombs to hit the US

mainland; more significantly, seaplanes reconnoitred for many German commerce

raiders, including Bismarck and Atlantis, and directed their long-range naval gunfire.

A German seaplane, the Arado A 196, about to leave the ship Prinz Eugen. Used to mount sea
patrols and intercept Allied ASW missions, they also facilitated ship-to-shore communications.

T\ cgardecl with hindsight as
J-Vsomething of an anachro-
nism, the float seaplane was
flown with varying success by all
the major powers during World
War II, performing all manner of
tasks from active combat to clan-
destine roles such as delivering
agents to hostile coastlines. Of all
the major warring nations, how-
ever, the UK employed this type
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of aircraft least and was the first
to discard it, most of its usual
duties being more conveniently
performed by carrierborne air-
craft, flying-boats or even long-
range land-based aircraft. Indeed
in the Royal Navy the Swordfish
and Fairey Seafox seaplanes sur-
vived in service only in the tradi-
tional role of gunnery spotting
with cruisers and capital ships

until superseded for ever by the
advent of radar relatively early in
the war. It was perhaps ironic that
four other seaplanes, the German
Heinkel He 115, the French
Latecoere 298, and the American
Vought Kingfisher and Northrop
N-3PB Nomad, gave more exten-
sive service with the British
forces than did the indigenous
types. The great maritime powers,

the UK, the USA and Japan, all
employed floatplanes aboard
their capital ships, as did
Germany and Italy, the use of
these planes being mainly con-
fined to limited sea patrols and
ship-to-shore communications.

However, whereas all-out
efforts were made by the UK and
the USA to bridge the Atlantic
with flying-boats and long-range
land-based aircraft to counter the
depredations of enemy surface
raiders and submarines, the
Pacific's vast expanse encouraged
widespread use of floatplanes, par-
ticularly by the Japanese; indeed
the only bombs dropped by aero-
planes on the USA during the war
were two light bombs from a
Yokosuka E14Y1 carried by a
Japanese submarine to within
range of the American mainland.

The US Navy was equipped
with a variety of floatplanes,
including the Curtiss SOC Seagull
and Grumman J2F Duck biplanes
and the Curtiss SO3C, SC-1
Seahawk and Vought OS2U
Kingfisher monoplanes. Of all
these the venerable Seagull
probably enjoyed the most illus-
trious service career, being pre-
sent in the actions at Guadalcanal,
Wake, Gilbert and Marshall
Islands, and also serving aboard
American warships in the Atlantic
and Mediterranean until 1944.



Most widely used of a dozen French
floatplane types that were in service in
1939, the Latécoère 298 saw consider-
able action during the Battle of France
the following year. Of all-metal con-
struction, this robust twin-float aircraft
was intended for service with the sea-
plane carrier Commandant Teste and
made its maiden flight on 8 May 1936,
and by the beginning of World War II a
total of 81 aircraft had been ordered, of
which 53 had been delivered. Most
aircraft (Late 298A machines with fixed
wings) were serving with Escadrilles
TI at Berre and T2 at Cherbourg, while
about 17 Late 298B and Late 298D air-
craft with folding wings and fixed
wings respectively, were with Escad-
rilles HB 1 and HB 2 aboard the Com-
mandant Teste. Another 65 Late 298s
were ordered on 22 November, a
further escadrille, T3, having been
formed on 15 September; T4 was to be
formed on 15 January.

When the German attack in the
West opened on 10 May 1940 the
French navy possessed some 60 Late
298s in front-line service; all were now
shore-based as the Commandant
Teste had been relegated to other
duties, roughly half the force being
based on the Channel Coast and the
remainder in the Mediterranean. In
the early stages of the Battle of France
the Late 298s were flown as cover for
the Allied occupation of Walcheren,
but were forced to evacuate Boulogne
on 21 May, thereafter engaging in dive
and level bombing attacks on the
advancing German columns; on 23
May 18 of the seaplanes dive-bombed
a number of key bridges in northern

France with 500-kg (1,102-lb) bombs,
losing four aircraft to enemy fire. Los-
ses began to mount so that by 3 June
the number of serviceable Late 298s
stood at 27, and it was deemed prudent
to confine their attacks to night sorties,
although a daylight attack was carried
out by Late 298s of T2 against enemy
columns near Abbeville on 6 June.
Seven other aircraft were lost before
the armistice but about 30 aircraft (in-
cluding the survivors of T2) made their
way to Lac d'Oubeira in Algeria.

Production was reinstated in 1942 by
the Vichy government, some 30 Late
298F aircraft (similar to the Late 298D)
being built. Units of the Vichy air force
in North Africa continued to fly the Late
298s throughout 1942-3, and at least two

escadrilles flew alongside the RAF in
the Mediterranean until 1944 when
French forces once more regained
their autonomous identities.

Specification
Latécoère 298D
Type: two/three-seat torpedo-bomber
and bomber floatplane
Powerplant: one 656-kW (880-hp)
Hispano-Suiza 12Ycrs-l mime piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
290 km/h (180 mph) at 2000 m (6,560 ft);
climb to 1500 m (4,920 ft) in 5 minutes
42 seconds; service ceiling 6500 m
(21,325 ft); range with maximum
warload 800 km (497 miles)
Weights: empty 3071 kg (6,770 Ib);

A Latécoère 298 of the Vichy French
air force passes a German Dornier
Do 24 on the Aegean coast. Themost
widely-used French floatplane in
1940, La té 298s were also fìown by
two escadrilles of the Free French.

maximum take-off 4800 kg (10,582 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15,50 m (50 ft
10.2 in); length 12.56 m (41 ft 2.5 in);
height 5.23 m (17 ft 1.9 in); wing area
31.6m2 (340.15 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
7.5-mm (0.295-m) machine-guns in the
wings and one 7.5-mm (0.295-in)
tramable machine-gun in the rear
cockpit, plus 500 kg (1,102 Ib) of
bombs or one 670-kg ( 1,477-lb)
torpedo, or depth charge

ITALY

Cant Z.506B Airone
Largest float seaplane to give wide-
spread operational service during
World War II (although arguably the
convertible Junkers Ju 52/3mW might
lay claim to this achievement), the Ita-
lian Cant Z.506B Airone (heron) three-
engine twin-float reconnaissance
bomber was developed from the com-
mercial Z.506A in 1936, production of
the military aircraft starting the follow-
ing year with a batch of 32 aircraft
(Sene I) and differing from the earlier
aircraft in featuring a long ventral gon-
dola accommodating bomb bay,
bomb-aimer's station and a rear ven-
tral gun position; a semi-retractable
gun turret was also added.

The early Z.506B aircraft were ev-
aluated with the Aviazione Legionaria
in Spain during 1939, 30 other aircraft
having also been ordered by the Pol-
ish naval wing (in the event only one of
the latter had arrived in Poland when
the Germans invaded in September,
and the remaining aircraft were taken
on charge by Italy's Regia Marina), By
the date of Italy's entry into the war in
June 1940 the Z.506B was in full produc-
tion, 95 aircraft having been com-
pleted by the parent company. Most of
these were serving with the 31° and
35° Stormi Bombardamento Marittimo
at Elmas and Brindisi respectively;
these units were fairly heavily en-
gaged during the campaign in
Greece, although they seldom oper-
ated when likely to be opposed by
RAF fighters. They participated in the
capture of Corfu, Cefaloma and Zante,
and attempted to shadow British naval
forces after the Battle of Cape Matapan

but sheered away when faced by Fleet
Air Arm Fairey Fulmar fighters. There-
after the Airone was almost entirely
withdrawn from use as a bomber and
torpedo attack aircraft, the Italian navy
calling for its greater use in maritime
reconnaissance, air-sea rescue, con-
voy escort and anti-submarine patrol
roles: such had been the shift in naval
superiority in the Mediterranean fol-
lowing the debacle at Taranto and the
Battle of Cape Matapan.

Development and production of the
Airone continued, with small modifica-
tions being introduced with each new
production batch (sene), of which
Serie XII was the most important, A
special air-sea rescue conversion was
the Z.506S (Soccorso), this version
being also used in small numbers by

the Luftwaffe. After the Italian surren-
der 23 Z.506B and five Z.506S aircraft
were flown to Allied ports and subse-
quently flew with the Co-Belligerent
Air Force's Raggruppamento Idro,
performing transport and other
second-line tasks.

Specification
Cant Z.506B Serie XII
Type: five-seat bomber and torpedo-
bomber floatplane
Powerplant: three 559-kW (750-hp)
Alfa-Romeo 126RC. 34 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
350 km/h (217 mph) at 4000 m
(13,125 ft); climb to 4000 m (13,125 ft) in
20 minutes 6 seconds; service ceiling
7000 m (22,965 ft); range 2000 km

(1,243 miles)
Weights: empty 8750 kg (19,290 Ib);
maximum take-off 12705 kg (28,010 Ib)
Dimensions: span 26,50 m (86 ft
11.3 in); length 19.24 m (63 ft 1.5 in);
height 7.45 m (24 ft 5.3 in); wing area
86.26m2 (928.53 sq ft)
Armament: one 12,7-mm (0.5-m)
tramable machine-gun in the dorsal
position, and three 7.7-mm (0,303-m)
tramable machine-guns in the two
beam and one ventral positions, plus a
bombload of 1200 kg (2,646 Ib) or one
800-kg ( 1,764-lb) torpedo

The largest opera tional floa tplane of
the war was the CantZ.506, an
example of which was forced down
at Mondello beach, Sicily, in
November, 1943.

FRANCE

Latécoère 298



GERMANY

Arado Ar 196
Although the attractive Arado Ar 196
twin-float seaplane was frequently en-
countered by Allied aircraft around
the coasts of Europe during World
War II, it had originally been de-
veloped to replace the Heinkel He 60
float biplane aboard Germany's larger
warships whose construction was
advancing apace during the late 1930s.
Of all-metal structure with metal and
fabric covering, the Ar 196 was by all
accounts an extremely pleasant aero-
plane to fly, the crew being afforded
excellent fields of view. After first
flights by the four prototypes in 1938 (of
which one featured a single central
float and small underwing outrigger
floats), the first service deliveries of the
Ar 196A-1 were made in July 1939, in
time to embark examples in the pocket
battleships Deutschland and Admiral
GrafSpee before they sailed for their
war stations in August. During the fol-
lowing six weeks 18 Ar 196s were
embarked in the battlecruisers Schar-
nhorst and Gneisenau, the pocket bat-
tleship Admiral Scheer, the heavy
cruiser Admiral Hipper at Kiel and the
light cruisers Emden, Köln, Königs-
berg, Leipzig and Nürnberg at
Wilhelmshaven,

The Deutschland made constant use
of her aircraft during her early foray
into the Atlantic (which resulted in the
sinking of nine merchantmen), as did
the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau during
their sortie northwards late in Novem-
ber, but the GrafSpee did not attempt
to launch her aircraft during the Battle
of the River Plate because of the dif-
ficulty of its recovery during the chase
by the British cruisers; in any case her
guns were apparently adequately
served by radar. During the pursuit of
the battleship Bismarck in May 1941,
which led ultimately to her destruction,
at least two Ar 196s were launched in
attempts to prevent RAF Consolidated
Catalinas from shadowing the warship.

In 1940 the Ar 196A entered service

with Luftwaffe coastal units throughout
northern Europe, and an aircraft of
Küstenfliegergruppe 706 attacked and
damaged the submarine HMS Seal in
the Kattegat, leading to the boat's cap-
ture by the Germans. Although several
Ar 196s were shot down by the RAF
during the Battle of Britain, most losses
were attributable to storms at their
anchorages. In 1941-2, flown from
French bases, they were used to inter-
cept RAF Coastal Command anti-
submarine patrols over the Bay of Bis-
cay, their pilots claiming more than a
dozen victories. Total production
amounted to 593 aircraft.

Specification
Arado Ar 196A-3
Type: two-seat shipborne and coastal
patrol floatplane
Powerplant: one 723-kW (970-hp)
BMW 132K radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
310 km/h (193 mph) at 4000 m
(13,125 ft); climb to 3000 m (9,845 ft) in 8
minutes 42 seconds; service ceiling
7020 m (23,030 ft); range 1070 km (665
miles)
Weights: empty 2335 kg (5,148 Ib);
maximum take-off 3303 kg (7,282 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.40 m (40 ft 8.2 in);
length 11.00 m (36 ft 1.1 in); height
4.45 m (14 ft 7.2 in); wing area 28.3 m2

(304.62 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
20-mm cannon and one fixed forward-
firing 7.92-mm (0.31 -in) machine-gun,
and two 7.92-mm (0,31 -in) tramable
machine-guns in the rear cockpit, plus
provision for two 50-kg ( 110-lb) bombs
under the wings

Arado Ar 196s were embarked on
several of Germany's major
warships, including the
'Scharnhorst', 'Deutschland'and
'Hipper'classes. This example is
embarked on the heavy cruiser
Admiral Hipper.

Designed to replace the Heinkel He 60 floa tplane aboard German warships,
the Arado Ar 196 was pressed into service with Luftwaffe coastal units in 1940.
Flying from French bases during 1941 andi 942, they in tercepted ASWpa trois
mounted by RAF Coastal Command and claimed over a dozen victories.

Arado Ar 196A-3 cutaway drawing key
1 Spinner
2 Propellerhub
3 Starboard fuselage fixed

7.9-mm MG 17 gun port
4 Schwarz adjustable-pitch

three-blade propeller

6 Cylinder head fairings
7 BMW 132K nine-cylinder

air cooled radial engine
8 Cowling panel frame
9 Quick-release catch

10 Cowling flaps
11 Engine lower bearers
12 Handholds
13 Engine accessories
14 Airlouvre
15 Firewall bulkhead frame
16 Oil tank
17 Starboard MG 7 trough
18 Fuselage frame/engine

support attachment
19 Engine upper bearers
20 Forward fuselage decking
21 Starboard wing skinning
22 Leading-edge rib stations
23 Starboard outer rib
24 Starboard navigation light
25 Starboard wingtip
26 Starbord aileron
27 Aileron mass balance
28 Underwing access panel
29 Aileron control linkage
30 Windscreen
31 Instrument panel
32 Forward fuselage upper

frame
33 Sea rudder lever
34 Handhold

48 Support frame
49 Canopy aft section
50 Aft canopy lock/release
51 First-aid kit
52 Observer/gunner's sliding

seat
53 Entry footstep
54 Flare cartridge stowage

35 Sea equipment locker(inc
drag-line and anchor/
heaving-line)

36 Rudderpedalassembly
37 Seat support frame
38 Entry footstep
39 Seatadjustment

handwheel
40 Armrestand seat harness
41 Control column
42 Pilot's seat
43 Sliding canopy
44 Rear-view mirror
45 Aerial mast
46 (Starboard) wing fold

position
47 Pilot's headrest



Left: An Arado Ar 196Ä-3 of LI
BordHiegergruppe 196, based on the
Lofoten Islands in February 1944. A
pleasant machine to fly, the Ar 196
afforded excellent fields of vision
and achieved considerable success.
One aircraft ofKüstenfliegergruppe
706 crippled the submarine HMS
Seal, leading to the boat's capture by
the Germans.

Right:Arados were exported to two
of Germany's Balkan allies; this
aircraft belongs to Romanian
Escadrilla 102, operating from the
Black Sea port of Odessa in 1943.
Others served with the Royal
Bulgarian air force's 161st Coastal
Squadron, based at Varna.

55 Charitable
56 Radioequipment
57 Fuselage frame/aft spar

attachment

58 Wingrootfillet
59 Obsever's sliding seat port

runner
60 Ammunition box
61 Dorsal gun swivel

mounting
62 Wind deflector plate
63 Ammunition feed

64 Ring sight
65 Twin7.9-mmMG81Z

flexible machine-guns
66 Flare bomb stowage
67 Gun support bracket
68 Fuselage aft frame
69 Mastercompassaccess
70 Fuselage skinning
71 Stringers

72 Elevatorcontrol cable
linkage

73 Rudder controls
74 Tailfin/fuselage support/

attachment bracket
75 Tailfin root fillet
76 Starboard tailplane section
77 Elevator mass balance
78 Starboard elevator section

98 Tie-down lug
99 Catapult attachment

100 Control leads
101 MG 81Z counterbalance
102 Wing attachment

strengthening plate
103 Wing fold line
104 Gun charging cylinder

127 Vent pipe
128 Filleraccesscap
129 Strut/float forward

attachment
130 Fuel lines (feed and return)
131 Float cross-bracing
132 Strut cross-bracing
133 Smoke canister (port and

starboard floats)

105 Ammunition drum (60
rounds)

106 Port wing fixed 20-mmMG
FF cannon

107 Cannon aft mounting
bracket

108 Cartridge collector box
109 Cannon barrel support

sleeve
110 Watertight muzzle cap

Forward spar attachment
112 Float forward strut/

fuselage attachment
113 Tubularstrutfairing
114 InnerVee-strut
115 Cross-brace struts
116 Entry steps
117 Exhust outlet
118 Oil cooler intake
119 Strut/float attachment

cover
120 Starboard fuel cell (66 Imp

al/300 litre capacity)
121 Starboard float
122 Upperstrake
123 Handholds
124 Port float
125 Sidestrake
126 Portfuelcell(66lmpgl/300

litre capacity)

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
I 53
154

Float step
Emergency stowage bin
(inc. flares/emergency
rations)
Sea rudder cable links
Strut/float aft attachment
Strut attachment shoe
Fuselage aft strut
Wing brace aft strut
Wing front spar
Wing rib stations
Rear spar
Starboard sea rudder
Port flap
Aileron tab
Handholds
Sea rudder cable runs
Sea rudder control linkage
Port sea rudder
Port aileron
Port outer rib
Portwingtip
Port navigation light
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85 Rudder upper hinge
86 Rudder frame
87 Rudder post
88 Ruddertab
89 Elevator tab
90 Tab hinge
91 Elevatorframe
92 Elevator mass balance
93 Tailplane structure
94 Elevatorattachment
95 Ruddercontrol linkage
96 Tailplane attachment
97 Elevator cable/rod link



NETHERLANDS

Fokker T.VIII-
Designed in 1937 to replace ageing
reconnaissance/torpedo-bomber bi-
planes in service with the Dutch
Marine Luchtvaardienst (MLD), the
twin-engine twin-float Fokker T.VIII-
W seaplane was of mixed wood and
metal construction and accommo-
dated a three-man crew. The aircraft,
initially powered by Wright Whirl-
wind radiais, was considered to be
very underpowered, but plans to intro-
duce Bristol Mercury engines were
effectively overtaken by the German
invasion of the Netherlands. The
T.VIII-W entered service with the
MLD in 1939 and by the time of the
German attack the following May 11
aircraft had been delivered (including
one that had been shot down in error
by the Luftwaffe). Quickly realizing the
futility of flying the seaplanes in the
presence of the Luftwaffe's fighters,
the MLD ordered the nine serviceable
aircraft to be flown to French bases on
the Channel coast, one aircraft being
used to fly two members of the Dutch
government to the UK. Arriving in
France on 12 May, the T, VIII-Ws flew a
number of patrols over the Channel
during the following 10 days, but such
operations lacked cohesion and pur-
pose as there remained little unified
command in the rapidly dwindling air
forces in northern France. Therefore,

on 22 May, the MLD ordered all surviv-
ing Dutch aircrews to fly their aircraft
to the UK, a total of eight T.VIII-Ws
eventually assembling at Pembroke
Dock in South Wales where, on 1 June,
these crews formed the nucleus of No.
320 (Dutch) Squadron of the RAF, For
two months the Fokkers (carrying the
British serials AV958-AV965) flew anti-
shipping patrols over the Western
Approaches until an increasing lack of
spares forced the withdrawal of the
Dutch seaplanes in favour of Avrò
Ansons and Lockheed Hudsons, which
were flown from Carew Cheriton.

In the meantime Fokker had, at the
time of the German invasion, been pro-

ducing a larger version of the aircraft,
the T.VIII-W/C, for Finland; powered
by Bristol Mercury XI radiais, this air-
craft possessed a top speed some
72 km/h (45 mph) faster than the MLD
version. In all the Germans took over
20 partially-completed T.VIII-Ws and
five T.VIII-W/Cs, these aircraft subse-
quently being completed by Fokker
and entering service with the Luftwaf-
fe on anti-shipping and air-sea rescue
duties over the North Sea.

Specification
Fokker T.VIII-W
Type: three-seat reconnaissance and
torpedo-bomber floatplane

A reconnaissance seaplane in
service with the Royal Netherlands
navy, the Fokker T. Vili could do little
to stem the German invasion in 1940.
Eight T. VIIIs reached England and
formed the nucleus of No. 320
(Dutch) Sqn, which operated over
the Western Approaches.

Powerplant: two 336-kW (450-hp)
Wright R-975-E3 Whirlwind radial
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
285 km/h (177 mph) at sea level;
service ceiling 6800 m (22,310 ft);
range 2100 km ( 1,305 miles)
Weights: empty 3100 kg (6,834 Ib);
maximum take-off 5000 kg ( 11,023 Ib)
Dimensions: span 18.00 m (59 ft 0.7 in);
length 13.00 m (42 ft 7,8 in); height
5.00 m (16 ft 4.9 in); wing area 44.00 m2

(473.6 sq ft)
Armament: one fixed forward-firing
and two tramable 7.92-mm (0.31 -in)
machine-guns, plus 605 kg (1,334 Ib) of
bombs or one torpedo

Fairey Seafox
Designed to a 1932 specification the
Fairey Seafox prototype was first flown
on 27 May 1936; its operational pur-
pose was to equip Royal Navy trade-
protection light cruisers which, in time
of war, would patrol the world's oceans
on the lookout for enemy surface raid-
ers and blockade runners. Equipped
with cross-braced twin-float alighting
gear, the Seafox was unable to carry a
torpedo (being some 40 per cent light-
er than the Swordfish) and its role was
entirely passive; its value was, howev-
er, accepted as lying in its ability to
spot for the cruiser's guns if brought to
action by enemy warships, The Seafox
was of all-metal structure with mono-
coque fuselage and fabric-covered
wings and tail; it was fully stressed for
ca t apu l t i ng and the p i lo t was
accommodated in an open cockpit, his
observer being enclosed beneath a
glazed canopy.

A total of 64 production Seafoxes
was built (K8569-K8617 and L4519-
L4533), the first being delivered to the
Royal Navy on 23 April 1937; they sub-
sequently served with Nos 702, 713,
714, 716 and 718 Catapult Flights, as
well as Nos 753 and 754 Training
Squadrons. The Catapult Flights
embarked single or pairs of aircraft in
ships of the 3rd Cruiser Squadron in
the Mediterranean, the 9th Cruiser
Squadron and South American Divi-
sion of the South Atlantic command. At
the outbreak of war 32 Seafoxes were
at sea with the Royal Navy as well as
light cruisers of the Royal Australian
Navy and the New Zealand Division of
the Royal Navy.

Fairey Seafoxes were embarked on
Royal Navy cruisers of the 3rd and
9th Squadrons as well as those of the
South American division of South
Atlantic Command. HMS Ajax
launched one others during the fight
with KMS GraîSpee.
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When the German pocket battleship
Admiral Graf Spee was being hunted
in the South Atlantic during November
1939 Seafoxes were in constant use by
the British cruisers, and during the Bat-
tle of the River Plate the light cruiser
HMS Ajax launched one of her two
aircraft for gunnery spotting, although
difficulty was experienced with the
air-to-ship radio contact. Later the Sea-
fox crew kept a watch on Montevideo
harbour while the Graf Spee was seek-
ing shelter from British warships be-
fore her scuttling. Seafoxes continued

to serve at sea until 1943, two aircraft
being lost when the 'Ajax'-class cruiser
HMS Orion was severely damaged by
German air attack during the evacua-
tion of Crete on 28 April 1941.

Specification
Fairey Seafox
Type: two-seat light fleet
reconnaissance floatplane
Powerplant: one 295-kW (395-hp)
Napier Rapier VI inline piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
200 km/h (124 mph) at 1785 m (5,860 ft);

climb to 1525 m (5,000 ft) in 10 minutes
24 seconds; service ceiling 3355 m
(11,000 ft); range 708 km (440 miles)
Weights: empty 1726 kg (3,805 Ib);
maximum take-off 2459 kg (5,421 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.19 m (40 ft 0 in);
length 10.81 m (35 ft 5.5 in); height
3.68 m (12 ft 1 in); wing area 40.32 m2

(434 sq ft)
Armament: provision for one 7.7-mm
(0.303-m) Lewis gun in the rear
cockpit; some aircraft were adapted to
carry underwmg racks for flares or
four 9-kg(20-lb) bombs

UK



GERMANY

Heinkel He 59
The Germans' use of float seaplanes to
deliver combat troops into action is be-
lieved to have been unique during
World War II, and principally involved
the large Heinkel He 59 two-float twin-
engine biplane, an aircraft designed
back in 1930 as a reconnaissance bom-
ber landplane during the clandestine
activities which eventually resulted in
the creation of the Luftwaffe, The first
floatplane example made its maiden
flight in January 1932 and the first major
production version, the He 59B-2, saw
operational service in Spam with the
Legion Condor as a night bomber and
for coastal patrol.

By the outbreak of war about 70 He
59Bs had been completed and served
with the third Staffeln of Küstenflieger-
gruppen 106, 406, 506 and 706 for coas-
tal reconnaissance, anti-shipping pat-
rols and minelaymg (being capable of
carrying two 500-kg/l, 102-lb magnetic
mines). They also equipped the
Seenotdienststaffeln and the Staffel
Schwilben for air-sea rescue duties
over the North Sea and Baltic. Later
they joined KGrzbV 108 for specialist
coastal assault troop-carrying duties,
and I Gruppe of KG 200 for air-sea
rescue work. During the invasion of
Norway most of these units were
pressed into use for coastal patrol and
air-sea rescue, and during the initial
assault phase were occasionally em-
ployed to deliver assault parties into
the fjords. During the German assault
in the West on 10 May 1940 12 He 59Bs
of the Staffel Schwilben transported
120 troops to the banks of the River
Maas to capture the key bridge at Rot-
terdam, losing four aircraft to the Dutch
defences.

During the Battle of Britain the He
59s of the Seenotdienstkommando

were extremely active all round the
coasts of the UK, ostensibly on the
lookout for downed German aircrew,
but when it became apparent that de-
spite displaying prominent Red Cros-
ses the aircraft were being used to
shadow and report British convoys,
orders were given to RAF pilots to
shoot down enemy seaplanes; no few-
er than 31 He 59s (11 of them from
Seenotflugkommando 3, based at
Boulogne) were lost during the Battle
of Britain, with seven others badly
damaged, Set against this more than
400 German airmen were recovered
from the sea round the UK.

Specialist versions included the He
59C-2 air-sea rescue aircraft, the He
59D-1 and He 59N series trainers, the
He 59E-1 torpedo trainer and He 59E-2
long-range reconnaissance aircraft.
Air-sea rescue He 59s continued to
serve in the Mediterranean and Ae-

Although an old, outdated design,
the He 59 was pressed into a number
of duties: as a trainer, minelayer,
assault transport, air-sea rescue and
coastal reconnaissance aircraft.

gean until mid-1943. At least one Staffel
served on the Black Sea,

Specification
Heinkel He 59B-2
Type: four-seat maritime
reconnaissance and air-sea rescue
floatplane
Powerplant: two 492-kW (660-hp)
BMW VI 6.0ZU V-12 piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
220 km/h (137 mph) at sea level; climb
to 1000 m (3,280 ft) in 4 minutes 48

This Heinkel He 59 D served with
Seenotzentrale Agäisches Meer in
theAegeanSea during 1941.
Although the V model was
ostensibly a trainer, it was used on
air-sea rescue duties in the south
well into 1943, long after the type's
presumed obsolescence.

seconds; service ceiling 3475 m
(11,400 ft); range 1750 km (1,087 miles)
Weights: empty 5000 kg (11,023 Ib);
maximum take-off 9100 kg (20,062 Ib)
Dimensions: span 23.70 m (77 ft 9 in);
length 17.40 m (57 ft 1 in); height 7,10 m
(23 ft 3.5 in); wing area 152,8m2

( 1,644,78 sq ft)
Armament: three 7.92-m (0.31-in)
tramable machine-guns (one each in
the bow, dorsal and ventral positions),
plus a load of up to 1000 kg (2,205 Ib) of
bombs and/or mines or one torpedo

GERMANY

Heinkel He 115
Flown largely by Kriegsmarine pilots
during much of the war, the Heinkel He
115 twin-engine two-float seaplane
was almost certainly the best such air-
craft to serve with any air force in
World War II, Designed in competition
with the Blohm und Voss Ha 140, the He
115 was first flown in 1936 and two
years later established eight world
speed records for its class in various
payload and range categories. Tech-
nically in advance of any British,
French or American maritime aircraft
of similar concept, the type was
ordered into production, the He 115A-
1 version joining the Luftwaffe in 1938
(being followed by the He 115A-2, of
which six were exported to Norway
and 10 to Sweden in 1939).

In September 1939 about 60 He 1 ISA
and He 115B aircraft (the latter with
increased fuel capacity) were serving
with the Küstenßiegergruppen. Apart
from some reconnaissance work over
the Baltic during the Polish campaign,
their first important task involved sea-
ling the gaps in the minefields along
the east coast of the British Isles, the
first such mission being flown by 3./
KüFlGr 906 on 20/21 November 1939.
These activities continued for more
than 18 months (and sporadically
thereafter for two years), the mining
units losing 33 aircraft destroyed and
six aircraft severely damaged during
the period of the Battle of Britain; most
casualties were suffered from British
coastal flak.

Before the end of the Battle of Britain
the first examples of the He 115C series
were in service with increased defen-
sive armament while the He 115C-2,
introduced in 1941, featured streng-
thened floats to allow operation from
snow and ice surfaces. The He 115C-3
and He 115C-4 were respectively spe-
cialist minelayers and torpedo bom-
bers, the latter being flown against the
North Cape convoys. Production was
halted in 1941 when operations in the
USSR made more pressing demands
for other aircraft. In 1943 production
was resumed and 141 He 115E multi-
purpose aircraft were delivered to the
Luftwaffe in the following year; some
He 115Cs and He llSEs were armed
with single forward-firing MG 151 20-
mm cannon under the nose for flak-

suppression during torpedo attacks.
At the end of the Norwegian cam-

paign three ofthat country's He 115A-
2s and a captured He 115B-1 were
flown to the UK, where they were ev-
aluated by the RAF before being com-
mitted to clandestine operations be-
tween the UK and Norway, and in the
Mediterranean for carrying agents
into enemy-occupied territory in North
Africa. Total production was about 500
aircraft.

Specification
Heinkel He 115C-1
Type: three-seat minelaymg, torpedo-
bombing and reconnaissance
floatplane
Powerplant: two 716-kW (960-hp) BME
132K radial piston engines

The Heinkel 115 served the Luftwaffe
in a wide variety of theatres, from the
Mediterranean to the North Cape.
This particular aircraft was operated
byl.lKuFlGr 406 out of northern
Norway in 1942.

Performance: maximum speed
300 km/h (186 mph) at 1000 m (3,280 ft);
climb to 1000 m (3,280 ft) in 5 minutes 6
seconds; range 2800 km (1,740 miles)
Weights: empty 6870 kg (15,146 Ib);
maximum take-off 10680 kg (23,545 Ib)
Dimensions: span 22.28 m (73 ft 1.2 in);
length 17,30 m (56 ft 9.1 in); height
6.59 m (21 ft 7.5 in); wing area 86,7 m2

(933.26 sq ft)
Armament: one 7.92-mm (0.31-in)
tramable machine-gun and one 15-mm
fixed cannon in the nose, one 7.92-mm
(0.31-in) fixed rearward-firing
machine-gun in each engine nacelle,
and one 7.92-mm (0.31 -in) tramable
machine-gun in the rear cockpit, plus a
load of 1250 kg (2,756 Ib) of bombs
and/or mines, or one 500-kg (1,102-lb)
torpedo
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JAPAN

Aichi EISA
Numerically the most important of all
Japanese float seaplanes during World
War II, the Aichi EISA monoplane (of
which 1,418 were produced) origin-
ated in a naval staff specification issued
to Aichi, Kawanishi and Nakajima in
1937 for a three-seat reconnaissance
seaplane to replace the six-year-old
JCawamshi E7K2 float biplane. A pro-
totype was completed late in 1938 and
after competitive trials with the Kawa-
nishi E13K in December 1940 was
ordered into production as the Navy
Type 0 Reconnaissance Seaplane
Model 1. Ea r ly a i r c r a f t were
embarked in Japanese cruisers and
seaplane tenders the following year
and, carrying a single 250-kg (551-lb)
bomb apiece, flew a series of raids on
the Hankow-Canton railway. Soon
afterwards E13A1 floatplanes accom-
panied the Japanese 8th Cruiser Divi-
sion for reconnaissance patrols during
the strike against Pearl Harbor in De-
cember 1941,

Thereafter, as production switched
to Kyushu Hikoki KK at Zasshonokuma
and accelerated, the seaplanes (code-
named 'Jake' by the Allies) were
embarked in the battleships and cruis-
ers of the Kantais (fleets), including the
battleship Haruna and cruisers Chiku-
ma and Tone of Vice Admiral Nagu-
mo's Carrier Striking Force at the Bat-
tle of Midway, Because of mechanical
problems with the ships' catapults
there were delays in launching one of
the four E ISAls to search for the Amer-
ican carriers at dawn on the crucial 4
June 1942, depriving the Japanese of
the vital initiative during the early
stages of the assault on Midway. Furth-
ermore the Chikumäs E13A1 was
forced to return early when it suffered
engine trouble, further reducing the
all-important search area, One of the
other Jake' pilots, from the cruiser
Tone, eventually sighted the American
fleet but at first failed to report the
presence of carriers, causing a further
30-mmute delay in arming the strike
aircraft awaiting orders to launch from

An Äichi El 3A 'Jake'of the Imperial
Japanese Navy is seen in the early
wartime colour scheme that would
havebeen worn at sea aboard the
fleet's cruisers and battleships.

Japanese carriers. As it was, when the
Americans launched their first strike,
the pilots found the decks of the car-
riers Akakgi, Kaga, Soryu and Hiryu
clogged with aircraft which should
have been attacking the American
fleet,

In all, it is estimated that by mid-1943
more than 250 EISA Is were at sea
aboard Japanese ships, though their
use was severely curtailed whenever
American fighters were in evidence.
Nevertheless they continued to serve
right up to the end of the war, many of
them being ultimately used in suicide
attacks on the huge American invasion
fleets closing on the Japanese home-
land.

Specification
AichiElSAla
Type: three-seat reconnaissance
floatplane
Powerplant: one 790-kW (1,060-hp)
Mitsubishi Kinsei 43 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
377 km/h (234 mph) at 2180 m (7,155 ft);
climb to 3000 m (9,845 ft) in 6 minutes 5
seconds; service ceiling 8730 m
(28,640 ft); range 2089 km (1,298 miles)
Weights: empty 2642 kg (5,825 Ib);
maximum take-off 4000 kg (8,818 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.50 m (47 ft 6.9 in);

length 11.30 m (37 ft 0.9 in); height
7,40 m(24 ft 3,3 in); wing area 36.0 m2

(387.5 sq ft)
Armament: one 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
tramable machine-gun in the rear
cockpit, plus 250 kg (551 Ib) of bombs
and/or depth charges

A t a Japanese seaplane base
somewhere in the Pacific the crew of
an El 3A leave their cockpits. With a
range of nearly 2100 km (1,300
miles), sorties could, and often did,
mean up to 15 hours at a time in the
cockpit for the three-man crew.

JAPAN

Kawanishi NIK Kyofu
Anticipation of a need for single-seat
float-equipped interceptor seaplanes
prompted the Japanese navy to initiate
a development programme for such
aircraft in 1940, the Nakajima A6M2-N
floatplane adaptation of the famous
Mitsubishi A6M2 Zero being intended
as a stopgap until a purpose-designed
aircraft could be introduced. This was
to be the highly-imaginative and
attractive Kawanishi N I K Kyofu
(mighty wind), whose design was
started in September of that year.
Featuring a central float and twin wing-
mounted stabilizing floats, the new
prototype retained the same gun
armament as the A6M2 but was po-
wered by a 1089-kW (1,460-hp) Kasei
14 radial engine driving two-blade
contraprops in an attempt to counter
the torque-induced swing on take-off.
The wing-mounted floats were origi-
nally intended to be retractable but
design problems led to these being
fixed before the aircraft's first flight.
Persistent trouble with the contraprop
gearbox resulted in a change to the
Kasei 13 engine driving a single three-
blade propeller from the second pro-
totype onwards.

First flown on 6 May 1942, the NIKI
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went on to trials with the navy, whose
pilots were enthusiastic about the per-
formance, although expressing mis-
givings over the tricky take-off charac-
teristics. In the air, with its combat
flaps, the Kyofu handled beautifully
and possessed excellent manoeuvra-
bility. At a time (the end of 1942) when
the Zero naval fighter had effectively
won air superiority for the Japanese in
the Pacific, the N I K I was ordered into
production, but the delivery rate was
slow to accelerate and fortunes
changed rapidly during 1943. Thus in
December of that year, with only 15
aircraft being completed each month
and Japanese offensive initiative
dwindling, it was decided to end pro-
duction of the aircraft, and in March
1944 the last of 89 Kyofus was delivered
to the service.

Codenamed 'Rex' by the Allies, the
N I K I was first deployed for the de-
fence of Balikpapan in Borneo, whose
recovery by the Allies was regarded
as no longer pressing as American
forces surged closer to the Japanese
homeland, while the Japanese then
lacked the carriers with which to pro-
tect their isolated garrisons. In the final
weeks of the war N l K l s flew alongside

the 'Rufes' of the Otsu Kokutai from
Lake Biwa in defence of central Hon-
shu against the increasing American
raids on Japan. It was ironic that so
promising was the N I K I that the
Japanese had reversed the process of
adaptation, and with it produced the
N1K2-J 'George' landplane fighter,
certainly one of the best Japanese air-
craft to see combat during the war.

Specification
Kawanishi NIKI
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
floatplane
Powerplantone 1089-kW (1,460-hp)
Mitsubishi MK4C Kasei 13 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
489 km/h (304 mph) at 5700 m
(18,700 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in

5 minutes 30 seconds; service ceiling
10600 m (34,775 ft); range 1050 km (652
miles)
Weights: empty 2752 kg (6,067 Ib);
maximum take-off 3712 kg (8,184 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.00 m (39 ft 4.4 in);
length 10.59 m (34 ft 8,9 in); height
4.75 m (15 ft 7 in); wing area 23.5 m2

(252.96 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
20-mm cannon and two fixed forward-
firing 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-guns,
plus two 30-kg (66-lb) bombs under
the wings

Designed as a fighter to support
offensive operations far from land-
based air cover, the Kyofu was a fine
machine overtaken by events in the
Pacific which saw its planned role
made superfluous.

_•_



JAPAN

Mitsubishi F IM
Roughly equivalent to the American
Curtiss SOC Seagull observation float
biplane, the smaller Mitsubishi F1M
was of more compact and neater de-
sign, its development starting about
two years later in 1934, First flown in
June 1936; the FIMI embodied all the
efforts of its designers to achieve an
exceptionally clean aerodynamic
shape, including low-drag float mount-
ings, single mterplane struts and all-
metal construction, only the control
surfaces being fabric-covered. The
early aircraft displayed poor water
handling and a lack of in-flight direc-
tional stability, however, but after fairly
extensive alterations the production
F1M2 emerged as a thoroughly
efficient aircraft, acceptable in all re-
spects.

Initial production by Mitsubishi,
wh ich got under way in 1938,
amounted to 524 aircraft before it was
transferred to the 21st Naval Air Arsen-
al (Dai-Nijuichi Kaigun Kokusho) at
Sasebo, where a further 590 were built.
In due course the F1M2 equipped all
but one of the K-Maru (6,900-ton) and
S-Maru (7,200/8,300-ton) classes of
converted merchant seaplane ten-
ders, as well as numerous battleships
and cruisers of the Imperial Japanese
Navy. Codenamed 'Pete' by the Allies,
FlM2s were present at the Battle of
Midway, two aircraft being launched
from the battleship Kirishima (but
being lost when the Japanese scuttled
the sorely-crippled ship at the end of
the Battle of the Solomons). The giant
superbattleships Musashi and Yamato
each carried several 'Petes' to spot for
their 460-mm (18.1-m) mam gun arma-
ment at the time of the Marianas bat-

tles, but none was used in earnest; in-
stead the Musashi succumbed to
American bombs and torpedoes in the
Sibuyan Sea; the Yamato, bent on a
suicide mission to Okinawa, followed
her to the bottom on 7 April 1945.

Nevertheless 'Pete1 seaplanes were
widely used throughout the Pacific
war, accompanying every seaborne
landing by Japanese forces, providing
gunnery spotting during preliminary
bombardment by supporting warships
and subsequently serving as covering
fighters (and even dive-bombers)
once the assault forces were ashore. It
was also flown on convoy escort duties
with the many supply convoys sailed
by the Japanese during the mid-war
period. In the last stages of the war, the

type was committed to the unequal
task of defending the Japanese home-
land from the devastating American
raids, serving alongside 'Rex1 and
'Rufe' seaplane fighters with the Otsu
Kokutai in 1945,

Specification
Mitsubishi F1M2
Type: two-seat observation floatplane
Powerplant: one 611 -kW (820-hp)
Mitsubishi Hikari 1 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
370 km/h (230 mph) at 3440 m
(11,285 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,405 ft) in
9 minutes 36 seconds; service ceiling
9440 m (30,970 ft); range 740 km (460
miles)

Unlike the reconnaissance types
carried by major Japanese surface
units, the MitsubishiF1M 'Pete'was
an observation aircraft, designed for
such tasks as gunfire direction, but
was rarely used for that purpose.

Weights: empty 1928 kg (4,251 Ib);
maximum take-off 2550 kg (5,622 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.00 m (36 ft 1.1 in);
length 9.50 m (31 ft 2 in); height 4.00 m
(13 ft 1.5 in); wing area 29.54 m2

(317.97 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
7.7-mm (0,303-in) machine-guns and
one 7.7-mm (0.303-in) tramable
machine-gun in the rear cockpit, plus
two 60-kg ( 132-lb) bombs under the
wings

JAPAN

Nakajima A6M2-N
Japan was the only nation to produce
and deliver into service f loa t -
equipped single-seat interceptor
fighter seaplanes (the British Spitfire
float adaptation did not progress
beyond the experimental stage).
When in 1940 the Japanese navy initi-
ated the design of a new interceptor
seaplane (the Kawamshi NIKI Kyofu,
or 'Rex'), the need was also expressed
for a stopgap aircraft and the Nakajima
company was instructed in February
1941 to develop a float-equipped ver-
sion of the excellent Mitsubishi A6M2
Zero naval interceptor. As evidence of
Japan's long-standing plans for territo-
rial expansion through the Pacific, it
had been recognized that in the inevit-
able 'island-hopping' war there would
be few ready-made air bases from
which to provide air cover during the
occupation of the smaller islands, and
that the construction of runways would
be impractical, Although equipped
with almost a dozen aircraft-carriers,
the Japanese would be unable to use
them in support of every single island
invasion.

After removing the wheel landing
gear and fairing over the wheel wells
of a s tandard A6M2, Naka j ima
mounted a large float under the fusel-
age by means of a forward-raked cen-
tral pylon and a pair of V-struts below
the cockpit; two cantilever stabilizing
floats were also mounted under the
wings. The standard Zero gun arma-
ment was retained, and the first pro-
totype was flown on 7 December 1941,
the day on which the Japanese navy

attacked Pearl Harbor.
Entering production as the Naka-

jima A6M2-N and codenamed 'Rufe'
by the Allies, the new fighter still dis-
played a creditable performance,
being first issued to the Yokohama
Kokutai and deployed to Tulagi in the
Solomons where the Japanese had first
landed during the Battle of the Coral
Sea. However, almost all the 'Rufes'
were destroyed in a strike on the sea-
plane base by 15 Grumman F4Fs from
USS Wasp on 7 August 1942, Better
success attended the 'Rufes' which
fought in the later Aleutian campaign,
but losses soared as soon as American
fighter strength could be built up. Dur-
ing the final year of the war, when
American heavy bombers and naval
aircraft opened their great attacks on
the Japanese homeland, 'Rufes' of the
Otsu Kokutai, based on Lake Biwa,
were thrown into the battle as inter-
ceptors in defence of Central Honshu
but suffered very heavy losses. Total
production of 'Rufe' amounted to 327
before being halted in September
1943.

Specification
Nakajima A6M2-N
Type: single-seat interceptor fighter
floatplane
Powerplant: one 708-kW (950-hp)
Nakajima NK 1C Sakae 12 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
435 km/h (270 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); climb to 3000 m (9,845 ft) in 3
minute 54 seconds; service ceiling

10000 m (32,810 ft); range 1781 km
(1,107 miles)
Weights: empty 1912 kg (4,215 Ib);
maximum take-off 2880 kg (6,349 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.00 m (39 ft 4.6 in);
length 10.10 m (33 ft 1.6 in); height
4.30 m(14 ft 1.3 in); wing area 22.44 m2

(241.54sqft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
20-mm cannon and two fixed forward-

firing 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-guns,
plus provision for two 60-kg ( 132-lb)
bombs under the wings

Until the purpose-designed NIK
could be produced, the Japanese
navy acquired a stopgap floatplane
fighter in theNakajima adaptation of
Mitsubishi's famed A6M 'Zero'.



USA

Curtiss SOC Seagull
At the climax of its Service life the Cur-
tiss SOC Seagull scout-observation
seaplane in 1940 was serving aboard
every battleship, cruiser and carrier in
the US Navy, as well as a destroyer, a
seaplane carrier and two gunboats,
with a US Marine Corps squadron and
at a US Coast Guard station. It had en-
tered production in 1935 having
beaten the Douglas XO2D-1 and
Vought XO5U-1 in competition, and on
12 November that year the first oper-
ational SOC-1 was assigned to the light
cruiser USS Marblehead. Subsequent
versions were the SOC-2, SOC-3 and
SOC-4 (the SOC-2A and SOC-3A being
fitted with arrester gear) and the SON-
1 produced by the Naval Aircraft Fac-
tory.

Featuring interchangeable wheel
and float alighting gear (in the latter
configuration it was fitted with single
central float and outngged wing
floats), the SOC replaced Vought O2Us
and O3Us, and was used to spot for the
fleet's big guns, increasing the accura-
cy of the main gun armament of the US
Navy's battleships. Each such bat-
tleship embarked three or four SOCs,
the heavy cruisers four and the light
cruisers two. Flagships usually carried
an additional Seagull for use by the
force commander. Production con-
tracts, totalling 304 aircraft for the US
Navy (plus three for the US Coast
Guard), had been placed by the end of
1938; within two years 279 were in ser-
vice, including 83 aboard the bat-
tleship divisions of the Battle Fleet and

63 with the cruiser divisions of the
Scouting Force; there were also 30
SOCs with the Atlantic Squadron and
15 with Carrier Divisions One and Two
in the Pacific.

During the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor nine embarked SOCs and 13
ashore were listed as destroyed, and
although no SOC was directly involved
in the great Battle of Midway about 20
Seagulls undertook scouting sorties
before the Solomon campaign, flying
with Task Force 61, They were still
extremely active in 1943, particularly
in the Wake, Marshalls and Gilberts
campaigns. Although by 1943 most of
the 150-odd aircraft still surviving in
service were usually equipped with
wheel landing gear aboard American
escort carriers, some cruisers still con-
tinued to carry the floatplanes, and
these were present at the American
landings in North Africa in November
that year. The Curtiss SO-3C Seamew
monoplane had been introduced to re-
place the SOC in 1942, but this later
machine proved disappointing and,
although a greater number was pro-
duced, it was the old Seagull that re-
mained in US Navy service longer, sur-
viving up to the end of 1944.

Specification
Curtiss SOC-1 Seagull
Type: two-seat scout and observation
floatplane
Powerplant: one 447-kW (600-hp) Pratt
& Whitney R-1340-18 Wasp radial
piston engine

Performance: maximum speed
253 km/h (157 mph) at sea level; climb
to 1525 m (5,000 ft) in 5 minutes 54
seconds; service ceiling 4540 m
(14,900 ft); range 1535 km (954 miles)
Weights: empty 1591 kg (3,508 Ib);
maximum take-off 2466 kg (5,437 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.97 m (36 ft 0 in);
length 9.65 m (31 ft 8 m); height 4,29 m
(14 ft 1 in); wing area 32.33 m2

(348 sq ft)
Armament: one fixed forward-firing

A Curtiss SOC Seagull stands ready
for launch on the catapult aboard the
battleship USS West Virginia. In 1940
this scout-observation seaplane was
shipped aboard every battleship,
cruiser and carrier in the US Navy.

7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-gun and one
7.62-mm (0.3-in) tramable machine-
gun in the rear cockpit, plus two 45-kg
( 100-lb) bombs under the wings

USA

Curtiss SC-1 Seahawk
The Curtiss SC-1 Seahawk monoplane
was unique among American scout
seaplanes of World war II in being a
relatively high performance single-
seater with an almost fighter-like
speed. It was almost the last of a long
line of aircraft in the scout-observation
category built by Curtiss to serve
aboard American battleships and
cruisers. Like its immediate predeces-
sor, it featured a single large central
float with stabilizing wing-tip floats,
these being replaceable by fixed
wheel landing gear for shore base op-
eration.

Subject of Curtiss design proposals,
the SC-1 Seahawk was accepted by US
Navy letter of intent on 30 October
1942 and prototypes were ordered on
31 March 1943. The first of two SC-1
aircraft made its first flight on 16 Febru-
ary 1944, by which time production
orders for 500 SC-1 s had been placed.
Production deliveries started in the
late summer that year, the aircraft
being completed with wheel landing
gear for delivery to shore depots; the
Edo float assemblies, being purchased
separately, were fitted to the aircraft
according to fleet requirements; the
first aircraft were shipped aboard
transports to Australia late in 1944 for
delivery to warships of the US 7th
Fleet. The first aircraft was embarked
in USS Guam on 22 October.

The Seahawk saw little operational
service other than constant air-sea res-
cue patrols, this despite the provision
of a somewhat cramped bunk in the
rear fuselage limiting such rescues to
single ditched airmen. In the relatively
straightforward recovery of Borneo,
however, which was regarded as
something of a sideshow at the end of

The Seahawk was a high-performance
single-seater ordered by the US Navy
in 1942, and entering service in 1944
aboard USS Guam. In the event it saw
little comba t and was mainly used for
air-sea rescue patrols.

the war with Japan and which was
opposed by only small numbers of
Japanese aircraft, a few Seahawks with
the 7th Fleet were used for gunnery
control during the preliminary bom-
bardment before the seaborne land-
ings. Some aircraft were said to have
been used in the 'attack' category, the
Seahawk being capable of carrying a
pair of 45-kg (100-lb) bombs in a bay in
the central float; for anti-submarine
work the aircraft would mount an ASH
radar set in a pod under the starboard
wing and a 113-kg (250-lb) bomb
under the port wing.

Total production of the Seahawk,
before VJ-Day brought cancellation of
outstanding orders, was 566 aircraft;
nine examples of an improved two-
seat version, the SC-2, were delivered
to the US Navy in 1946,

Specification
Curtiss SC-1 Seahawk
Type: single-seat shipborne scout and
air-sea rescue floatplane
Powerplant: one 1007-kW(l,350-hp)
Wright R-1820-62 Cyclone radial
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
504 km/h (313 mph) at 8715 m
(28,600 ft); climb to 3050 m (10,000 ft) in
4 minutes 6 seconds; service ceiling
11370 m (37,300 ft); range 1016 km (625
miles)
Weights: empty 2867 kg (6,320 Ib);
maximum take-off 4082 kg (9,000 Ib)

Dimensions: span 12.50 m (41 ft 0 in);
length 11,09 m (36 ft 4.5 in); height
5.49 m (18 ftO in); wing area 26,01 m2

(280 sq ft)

Armament: two fixed forward-firing
12.7-mm (0.5-m) machine-guns, plus
two 113- and two 45-kg (250- and 100-
lb) bombs
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USA

Vought OS2U Kingfisher
Displaying many of the traditional fea-
tures of the American naval observa-
tion and scouting biplanes of the 1930s
(radial engine, deep spacious cockpit,
large 'glasshouse' over the rear cock-
pit and central main float), the Vought
OS2U monoplane was the first military
aircraft to employ spot welding in its
primary structure.

Ordered in prototype form in 1937,
the first XOS2U-1 made its maiden
flight on 20 July of the following year,
initial service deliveries being made
in August 1940. The first aircraft to
serve aboard an American battleship
was embarked in USS Colorado. Of the
54 OS2U-1 floatplanes completed in
that year the majority was distributed
between the Pearl Harbor Battle
Force, Alameda NAS Battle Force and
the Pensacela naval air station.

Progressively improved OS2U-2 and
OS2U-3 aircraft were delivered up to
1942, the latter being the most widely
used version with increased fuel
capacity and improved armour pro-
tection for the crew; a total of 1,306 was
produced (including 300 OS2N-1 air-
craft built by the Naval Aircraft Factory
at Philadelphia). Apart from ships of
the US Navy, the type equipped the
Inshore Patrol Squadrons (which be-
came exclusively equipped with the
type), and OS2U-3s also served at Pen-
sacola and Jacksonville naval air sta-
tions; their operational tasks included
scouting for the fleet, gunnery spotting,
anti-submarine patrol, ship-to-shore
communciations and rescue of ditched
airmen, of whom Captain Eddie Rick-
enbacker (forced down in the South
Pacific) was the most famous. The in-
terchangeable float/wheel landing
gear enabled them to operate from
shore bases when necessary. There
were even occasions when OS2U float-
planes were flown into action as dive-
bombers.

The OS2U-3 was selected by the
British Purchasing Mission in 1941, and
100 aircraft (FN650-FN749) entered
service with the Fleet Air Arm as the
Kingfisher Mk I. Some of these joined
No. 703 Squadron and, equipped with
floats, served aboard British armed
merchant cruisers for sea patrol during
operations to combat German block-
ade runners, Most aircraft were deli-
vered direct to the Middle East and
West Africa, where they found limited

Below: Over 1,300 Kingfishers were
manufactured and became the
exclusive equipment of the Inshore
Patrol Squadrons, as well as serving
with the fleet in various roles.

A Vought Kingfisher Mk 1 of No. 107'Squadron, Royal Australian Air Force, in 1942. Kingfishers also served with the
Fleet Air Arm aboard armed merchant cruisers. In the US Navy most Kingfishers were catapulted from the fantails
of battleships and cruisers.

use for coastal patrol and air-sea res-
cue. Fourteen aircraft were also used
as trainers in Jamaica; 20 others in-
tended for British use were in fact deli-
vered to the US Navy.

Specification
Vought OS2U-3
Type: two-seat shipborne observation
and scout floatplane
Powerplant: one 336-kW (450-hp) Pratt
& Whitney R-985-AN-2 or -8 Wasp

Junior radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
264 km/h (164 mph)at 1675 m(5,500 ft);
climb to 1525 m (5,000 ft) in 12 minutes
6 seconds; service ceiling 3960 m
( 13,000 ft); range 1851 km ( 1,150 miles)
Weights: empty 1870 kg (4,123 Ib);
maximum take-off 2722 kg (6,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.95 m (35 ft 11 in);
length 10.24 m (33 ft 7.25 in); height
4.60 m (15 ft 1 in); wing area 24.34 m2

(262 sq ft)

A Kingfisher catapults from USS
Texas in the Mediterranean, 1944.
Texas was the first US battleship to
launch aircraft after being fitted with
a flying-offplatform while serving
with theBritish CrandFleetin 1918.

Armament: one fixed forward-firing
7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-gun and one
7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-gun in the
rear cockpit, plus 295 kg (650 Ib) of
bombs
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Grumman J2F Duck
The Grumman J2F was an attractive
float biplane embodying a wheel land-
ing gear that retracted into the sides on
the central float, an ingenious arrange-
ment successfully developed by
Grumman in 1930 and incorporated in
the JF-1 utility amphibian which
served aboard the carrier USS Lexing-
ton with VS-3 from 1934 onwards. A
development of this, which it closely
resembled, was the slightly larger J2F,
popularly known as the Duck, which
was first flown on 25 June 1935. Some 89
J2F-1 aircraft were supplied to the US
Navy. As well as accommodating a
crew of two under a long canopy the
aircraft could carry two additional
crew members or passengers side-
by-side within the large fairing that
joined the central float to the fuselage,
These aircraft also served aboard
American carriers immediately before
the war (being equipped with arrester
gear), and were followed by 30 J2F-2
aircraft, of which nine J2F-2A variants
with two 7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-
guns and light bomb racks were pro-
duced for the US Marine Corps Squad-
ron VMS-3 serving at St Thomas in the
Virgin Islands,

Further minor changes resulted in
20 J2F-3 aircraft (with Wright R-1820-36
engines) and 32 J2F-4 aircraft (with -30
engines) being produced, but the in-
creasing risk of war prompted the US
Navy to order 144 J2F-5 machines from
Grumman at the end of 1940, powered
by -50 engines. These aircraft under-
took a multitude of 'utility1 tasks with the
US Navy, including communications
with off-shore vessels, target-towing,
air-sea rescue, ambulance and non-
operational reconnaissance work.
Several aircraft served with the US
Coast Guard, and one was evaluated
by the USAAF as the OA-12 in the
observation role.

ThisJ2F-3 Duck was thepersonal
transport of a Rear Admiral, the all-
over blue being reserved for flag
officers. The stars of his rank were
attached to the rear of the cockpit.

Increasing pressure on the Grum-
man plant at Bethpage, New York, for
production of Wildcat fighters caused
production of the Duck (as the J2F-5
was now officially known) to be trans-
ferred to Columbia Aircraft's Valley
Stream factory when a new order for
330 J2F-6 aircraft was placed im-
mediately after Pearl Harbor. These,
powered by 671-kW (900-hp) -54 en-
gines, brought the total Duck produc-
tion to 653, the last being completed in
1945. Most aircraft served at shore sta-
tions during the latter part of the war,
their arrester gear being removed or
omitted. They were also employed on
anti-submarine patrol work, equipped
to carry two 147-kg (325-lb) depth
bombs,

Specification
Grumman J2F-5 Duck
Type: three-seat utility amphibious
floatplane
Powerplant: one 634-kW (850-hp)
Wright R-1920-50 Cyclone radial
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed

303 km/h (188 mph) at 3960 m
(13,000 ft); climb to 3050 m (10,000 ft) in
10 minutes 12 seconds; service ceiling
7955 m (26,100 ft); range 1255 km (780
miles)
Weights: empty 1950 kg (4,300 Ib);
maximum take-off 3044 kg (6,711 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.89 m (39 ft 0 in);
length 10.36 m (34 ft 0 in); height 3.76 m
( 12 ft 4 in) with wheels retracted; wing
area 38. Om2 (409 sq ft)
Armament: one 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

The main external distinguishing
feature of the GrummanJ2F
compared with the originalJF series
was the later aircraft's lack of a strut
linking the ailerons on the upper and
lower wings. The retractable landing
gear was a particularly neat feature.

tramable machine-gun in the rear
cockpit, and up to 295 kg (650 Ib) of
bombs and/or depth charges under
the wings

USA

Northrop N-3PB Nomad
The company headed by John K.
Northrop had been successful in
securing US Army contracts for its A-17
attack bombers in the mid-1930s but at
the time of its merger with the Douglas
Aircraft Company business was begin-
ning to fall away. Among the few pro-
jects then being pursued was a twin-
float seaplane whose design owed
much to the earlier wheel-equipped
attack bombers. Believing that such an
aircraft would be required by the US
Navy, Northrop persisted with its de-
sign. This was shown to members of a
Norwegian Purchasing Commission
which visited the USA early in 1940,
seeking to obtain a patrol/attack sea-
plane for coastal work to discourage
the use of Norwegian waters by Ger-
man shipping. Twenty-four such
Northrop N-3PB aircraft were ordered
straight from the drawing board.

Before these aircraft could be deli-
vered Norway fell to the Germans in
April/June 1940. Production went
ahead, however, at the request of the
UK and, as a number of Norwegian
aircrew had succeeded in escaping
the German invasion, it was decided to
form a squadron manned by volun-
teers in Iceland to serve alongside the
RAF. Accordingly No. 330 Squadron
was formed at Reykjavik on 25 April
1941; a month later the Norwegian
freighter Fjordheim arrived from
Canada bringing 18 dismantled N-

3PBs. These were disembarked and
assembled in a seaplane hangar at
Reykjavik, the first aircraft being air
tested on 2 June. Employed for convoy
escort and anti-submarine patrols, and
named Nomad, the floatplanes were
flown from Reykjavik, Akureyn and
Bordheyri, and remained with the
squadron for well over a year being
joined later by Consolidated Catalina
flying-boats, Most of the early North
Cape convoys, which were sailed from
Iceland to the North Russian ports dur-
ing 1941-2, were provided with escort
patrols by Nomads for the first 240 km
(150 miles) of their voyages. In July
1942 two prowling Focke-Wulf Fw
200s long-range reconnaissance air-
craft were intercepted by the sea-
planes and chased away.

Despite their sterling service the
Nomads were not wholly suited to the
demands of service in the far north,
and the long range and better sea-
going qualities of the flying-boat
caused their withdrawal from service
in January 1943. (The N-3PB Nomad
should not be confused with the North-
rop 8-A5 Nomad which, surplus to
American needs as the A-17A, was
supplied under Lend-Lease, princi-
pally to South Africa.)

Specification
Northrop N-3PB Nomad
Type: three-seat patrol and bomber

floatplane
Powerplant: one 820-kW (1,100-hp)
Wright GR- 1820-G205A radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
414 km/h (257 mph) at sea level; climb
to 4570 m ( 15,000 ft) in 14 minutes 24
seconds; service ceiling 7315 m
(24,000 ft); range 1609 km (1,000 miles)
Weights: empty 2808 kg (6,190 Ib);
maximum take-off 4808 kg (10,600 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14,91 m (48 ft 11 in);
length 10.97 m (36 ft 0 in); height 3,66 m
(12 ft 0 in); wing area 34.93 m (376 sq ft)

The first Hying tests of the Northrop
N-3PB patrol bomber took place at
LakeElsinor, California. The aircraft
were in Norwegian colours, but had
not been delivered when the
German invasion took place.

Armament: four fixed forward-firing
12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-guns, one
7.62-mm (0.3-in) tramable machine-
gun in the dorsal position, and one
7.62-mm (0.3-in) trainable machine-
gun in the ventral position, plus four
227-kg (500-lb) bombs
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Anti-Shipping
Aircraft

Attacks against shipping around the war-zone coasts, and the incessant

vigil against submarines, kept many aircraft busy throughout the war. These

ranged from fighters to heavy bombers, all playing their part in denying the enemy

freedom of the seas.

Of all the nations drawn into
World War II during 1939

and 1940 none had a more press-
ing need for anti-shipping aircraft
than the UK for, as a sea-girt
power, her lifelines were critically
vulnerable to attack from surface
raider, submarine and aircraft
alike. Yet all responsibility for
defence against this threat was, as
it had been for centuries, vested
almost exclusively in the British
Royal Navy. Lip service had been
paid to the RAF with the provi-
sion of such aircraft as the Avrò
Anson, while the Lockheed
Hudson began arriving from
America in 1939 to provide
relatively long-range reconnais-
sance/attack muscle for Coastal
Command.

As in so many of the wartime
air forces, the emergence of the
maritime strike role after the out-
break of hostilities brought about
the demand for adaptation of
obsolescent aircraft (fighters,
bombers and even transports) to
meet the operational require-
ments. The parameters of the
requirements themselves were so
broad (the equation involving
long-range navigation accuracy
over featureless oceans, precision
of attack equipment and a wide
assortment of weapons which
included cannon, depth charges,
bombs, rockets and torpedoes)

The mighty Consolidated B-24 Liberator had a long-range
capability which made her an ideal choice for adaptation to
an ocean patrol and long-distance attack role, the latter in
which she excelled against Japanese cargo shipping.

that no single aircraft could be
considered ideal. Moreover,
beyond the scope of this section
were the other important anti-
shipping aircraft, the minelayers.

It may be said that premeditat-
ed anti-shipping operations, as dis-
tinct from long-range anti-subma-
rine attacks which were usually
the result of chance sightings
during tedious ocean patrols,
were confined largely to the 'nar-
row seas' around Europe, from
the North Cape of Norway to the
Mediterranean, although the US
and Japanese air forces also

engaged in anti-shipping opera-
tions in the Pacific, particularly
during the latter part of the war,
as did the RAF in the Bay of
Bengal.

Ignoring the relatively fruitless
efforts by Bristol Blenheims and
Avrò Ansons in the early months,
the RAF began to achieve worth-
while successes when such air-
craft as the Vickers Wellington,
Bristol Beaufort and Bristol
Beaufighter arrived at Coastal
Command, while in the Axis air
forces the Dornier Do 217 and
Junkers Ju 88 proved fairly effec-

tive, particularly in operations
against the Allied North Cape
convoys, in which the Heinkel
He 111 also participated. In the
Savoia-Marchetti S.M.789 the
Italians also possessed an excel-
lent torpedo bomber which
was flown to good effect against
British shipping in the
Mediterranean.

The Americans, however, were
caught largely unprepared for
anti-shipping tasks and so relied
heavily on adaptation of the
Boeing B-17 and Consolidated
B-24, the latter's very long range
suiting it admirably for ocean
patrol and long-distance attack.
Likewise the Japanese, despite
embarking on their far-flung
Pacific campaign, had assumed
that carrierborne attack bombers
would embrace the majority of
maritime strike operations. Such
was the nature of the organiza-
tion of the Imperial Japanese
Navy, however, that from the
first days of the Pacific war
considerable dependence was
placed on land-based anti-ship-
ping bombers, and it was the
Mitsubishi G3M that participated
in the successful attack on the
British capital ships HMS Prince
of Wales and HMS Repulse, one
of the war's most successful
air strikes against major warships
at sea.
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Anachronistic relic of pre-war RAF ex-
pansion, the Avrò Anson was originally
the result of a coastal reconnaissance
aircraft requirement, and was de-
veloped from a six-seat commercial
aircraft. It first flew on 24 March 1935
and, powered by Cheetah engines,
the Anson Mk I entered service with
No. 48 Squadron in March 1936, and
was the first RAF aircraft with a retract-
able landing gear, albeit manually
operated. The Anson subsequently
served with 12 squadrons of Coastal
Command up to the beginning of the
war, when the first Lockheed Hudsons
were just beginning to arrive from
America. Nevertheless Ansons were
retained on short-range coastal recon-
naissance duties in diminishing num-
bers until 1942, occasionally having
brushes with the enemy. By the begin-
ning of the war, however, the Anson
was already in use as an aircrew train-
er for navigators, wireless operators
and air gunners, and it was for this long
and priceless service that the 'faithful
Annie' is best remembered. Jacobs-
and Wright-powered Anson Mk III
and Anson Mk IV aircraft were ship-
ped to Canada to equip the growing
numbers of flying schools under the
Commonwealth Air Training Scheme.
Canadian manufacturers also produc-
ing the Anson Mks II, V and VI. Light
transport conversions from the Anson
Mk I resulted in the Anson Mks X, XI
and XII, some of which were em-
ployed as air ambulances; the Anson
Mk XI was powered by Cheetah XIX
engines driving Fairey-Reed metal
propellers, and the Anson Mk XII had
Cheetah XVs driving constant-speed
Rotol propellers. Production, which
continued after the war with the Anson

Avrò Anson CR.MkI of No. 220 Sqn, Coastal Command, in the overall silver pre-war paint scheme.

Mks 19,20,21 and 22, reached a total of
11,020 aircraft, including 2,822 built in
Canada.

Specification
Avrò Anson Mk I
Type: three-seat general-
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: two 350-hp (261- kW)
Armstrong Siddeley Cheetah IX radial
piston engines

Performance: maximum speed
303 km/h (188 mph) at 2134 m (7,000 ft);
initial climb rate 219 m (720 ft) per
minute; service ceiling 5791 m
(19,000 ft); range 1271 km (790 miles)
Weights: empty 2438 kg (5,375 Ib);
maximum take-off 3629 kg (8,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 17.22 m) (56 ft 6 in);
length 12.88 m (42 ft 3 in); height 3.99 m
(13 ft lin); wing area 43.01 m2

(463.0 sq ft)
Armament: one fixed forward-firing

Ever on the alert, an Anson of No. 48
Sqn keeps watch on a convoy out of
Liverpool. At the outbreak of war, the
Anson formed the bulk of Coastal
Command's fleet. No. 48 Sqn was
based at Hooton Park to protect the
Western Approaches.

7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-gun in nose
and one 7.7-mm machine-gun in dorsal
turret, plus provision to carry up to
163 kg (360 Ib) of bombs

Bristol Beaufighter
To a large extent responsible for the
defence against the German Blitz of
1940-1 as the RAF's first purpose-built
night-fighter, the Bristol Beaufighter
remained in service as such almost to
the end of the war. Such was its per-
formance, however, that in 1941 it also
came to be developed, first as an in-
truder and, as a natural follow-on, a
specialist anti-shipping strike aircraft.
It was moreover no stranger to RAF
Coastal Command, the Beaufighter Mk
1C having been specially prepared as
a long-range maritime fighter with
additional navigation and radio equip-
ment. The Beaufighter Mk VIC with
1,650-hp (1230,4-kW) Hercules VI or
XVI radiais featured for the first time an
additional dorsal machine-gun to pro-
vide token defence against enemy
fighters which Coastal Command
squadrons frequently encountered
over the Bay of Biscay.

As early as March 1941 a Beaufight-
er Mk I underwent trials with a torpe-
do, and in September the following
year another aircraft was fitted with
76.2-mm (3-in) rocket projectiles. Two
months later the first Beaufighter Strike
Wing was formed at North Coates, Lin-
colnshire, comprising No. 143 Squad-
ron (Beaufighter fighters), No. 236

Towards the end of the war, the
unguided rocket became the major
anti-shipping weapon, especially
against the small targets often
encountered in the Channel. These
were usually ripple-fired.

Bristol Beaufighter TF.MkX of No. 455 Sqn armed with eight underwing, unguided rockets.
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Beau fighters were particularly
accurate against snipping, proving
tobe a steady plat form during the
diving a ttack. As well as serving in
home waters, theBeaufighter had
great success againstjapanese
shipping.

Squadron (Beaufighter bombers with a
pair of 113- or 227-kg/250- or 500-lb
bombs) and No, 254 Squadron ('Tor-
beau' torpedo-carrying Beaufighters).
By the spring of 1943 the wing was in
frequent action against German supply
ships sailing between enemy-held
ports in the North Sea. In May that year
rocket-firing Beaufighter Mk VICs en-
tered service, their principal task

being to attack escorting Flak ships
while the torpedo aircraft and bom-
bers went for the enemy merchant-
men.

As the Beaufighter was gradually re-
placed in service as a night-fighter its
importance as a maritime strike air-
craft grew. The Beaufighter TF.Mk X
was introduced with ASV (air-to-
surface vessel) radar and carried uni-
versal racks which enabled combina-
tions of bombs, rockets and torpedo to
be carried. Strike Beaufighters served
with a total of 11 home-based Coastal
Command squadrons, and seven in the
Middle East. The aircraft reached the
Far East in January 1943 and soon after-
wards began to re-equip five strike

squadrons (Nos 22, 27, 177, 211 and
217), proving deadly when flown
against Japanese shipping being
sailed along the Burma coast.

Specification
Bristol Beaufighter TF.Mk X
Type: two-seat torpedo-strike fighter
Powerplant: two l,770-hp(1319,9-kW)
Bristol Hercules XVII 14-cylinder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
488 km/h (303 mph) at 396 m (1,300 ft);
climb to 1524 m (5,000 ft) in 3.5 minutes;
service ceiling 4572 m ( 15,000 ft);
normal range 2366 km ( 1,470 miles)
Weights: empty 7076 kg (15,600 Ib);
maximum take-off 11431 kg (25,200 Ib)

Beaufighter attack! Trailing vortices
from its wingtips, this 'Beau'is
pulling out from its strike against a
German ship. Further aircraft
behind it succeed in turning the
water white.

Dimensions: span 17.63 m (57 ft 10 in);
length 12.70 m (41 ft 8 in); height 4,82 m
(15 ft 10 in); wing area 46.73 m2

(503 sq ft)
Armament: four 20-mm Hispano
cannon in nose and one 7.7-m (0.303-
in) machine-gun in dorsal position,
plus either eight 76.2 mm (3-in) rocket
projectiles and two 227-kg (500 Ib)
bombs or a single 748-kg ( 1,650-lb) or
965-kg (2,127-lb) torpedo

UK

Bristol Beaufort
Until superseded by the torpedo-
carrying Beaufighter, the Bristol
Beaufort was the RAF's standard torpe-
do-bomber from 1940 to 1943, replac-
ing the aged Vickers Vildebeest bi-
plane. First flown on 15 October 1938,
the Beaufort Mk I, of which early ver-
sions were powered by 1,010-hp
(753,2-kW) Bristol Taurus II radiais (la-
ter replaced by Taurus Vis), joined No.
22 Squadron in December 1939 and
carried out their first minelaymg sortie
on 15-16 August 1940. Beauforts also
dropped the RAF's first 907-kg (2,000-
Ib) bomb on 7 May. Total production of
the Beaufort Mk I was 965, and this
version was followed by the Beaufort
Mk II with American Pratt & Whitney
Twin Wasp radiais, production con-
tinuing until 1943, by which time 415
had been produced, The final Beaufort
Mk Us were completed as trainers
with the two-gun dorsal turret deleted.
Beauforts equipped six Coastal Com-
mand squadrons in the United King-
dom and four in the Middle East, their
most famous operations being carried
out against the German warships

Scharnhorst and Gneisenau on 6 April
1941 in Brest harbour (which earned a
posthumous VC for Flying Officer K.
Campbell of No. 22 Squadron), and
during the warships' escape up the
English Channel early in 1942.
Beauforts were also very active while
based on Malta, attacking Axis ship-
ping being sailed to North Africa. The
Beaufort Mks V-IX were built in Au-
stralia for the RAAF in the Far East,
production totalling 700,

Specification
Bristol Beaufort Mk I
Type: four-seat torpedo-bomber

Bristol Beaufort Mkl of No. 22 Sqn, Coastal Command. No. 22 Sqn was the first
in service with this torpedo-bomber. Despite early problems, it went on to
provide useful service.

Powerplant: two 1,130-hp (842,6-kW)
Bristol Taurus VI radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
426 km/h (265 mph) at 1829 m (6,000 ft);
service ceiling 5029 m (16,500 ft);
range 2575 km ( 1,600 miles)
Weights: empty 5942 kg (13,100 Ib);
maximum take-off 9629 kg (21,228 Ib)
Dimensions: span 17.62 m (57 ft 10 in);
length 13.49 m (44 ft 3 in); height 4.34 m
(14 ft 3 in); wing area 46.73 irf
(503.0 sq ft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-guns in nose and dorsal turret

(some aircraft had a rear-firing
machine-gun under the nose and two
in beam-firing positions), plus a
bombload up to 907 kg (2,000 Ib) or
one 728-kg ( 1,605-lb) 457-mm ( 18-m)
torpedo

Wo. 217 Sqn Hew its Beau forts from
Malta, and these were responsible
for many of the problems faced by
Axis shipping in the Mediterranean.
Only one torpedo could be carried,
but the aircraft possessed bombing
and minelaying capability.
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de Havilland Mosquito
In much the same manner that the
Beaufighter came to be introduced
into RAF Coastal Command as an anti-
shipping strike fighter, so the classic
de Havilland Mosquito achieved con-
siderable success in this role, being
used principally with rocket projec-
tiles and bombs. A torpedo-carrying
version was under development at the
end of the war.

It was not until the Mosquito had
been successfully developed as a
fighter-bomber (effectively combining
its night-fighter cannon armament with
its ability to carry bombs internally)
that the Mosquito FB.Mk VI was
selected for service with Coastal Com-
mand, trials being undertaken at Bos-
combe Down with an aircraft fitted
with eight 76.2-mm (3-in) rocket pro-
jectiles under the wings, In addition to
a nose armament of four 20-mm and
four 7.7-mm (0.303-m) guns, the Mos-
quito FB.Mk VI could also carry a pair
of short-finned 227-kg (500-lb) bombs
m the rear of the bomb bay; alterna-

tively, later aircraft were strengthened
to carry a further pair of 227-kg (500-lb)
weapons under the wings in place of
the rockets.

Following the success of the
Beaufighter anti-shipping strike wings
in 1943, a Mosquito Strike Wing was
formed at Banff in Scotland before the
end of that year, No. 333 (Norwegian)
Squadron being the first to receive
Mosquito FB.Mk Vis m November, No.
248 Squadron followed in the next
month, and No. 235 m June 1944. Em-
ployed almost exclusively against
enemy shipping off the Norwegian
coast, the Norwegian pilots of No, 333
Squadron usually flew as pathfinders
for the wing, leading Mosquito forma-
tions along the winding fjords m search
of German vessels.

Of greater interest than true oper-
ational value was the Mosquito FB.Mk
XVIII anti-shipping strike aircraft,
armed with a single 57-mm Molms gun
in the nose, A converted Mosquito
FB.Mk VI thus armed made its first

flight on 25 August 1943, after which 27
production aircraft were built and en-
tered service with No, 248 Squadron at
Banff in January 1944. Detachments
were sent south for patrols over the
English Channel and on 25 March a
Mosquito FB.Mk XVIII pilot attacked
and claimed to have sunk an enemy
submarine off the French coast,
Weighing over 907kg (2,000 Ib), the
Molms gun was not considered a suc-
cess as its recoil constantly caused loc-
al structural damage in the Mosquito's
nose. No. 248 Squadron retained its
aircraft until February 1945, after
which the survivors were handed over
to No, 254 Squadron at North Coates for
the remainder of the war.

Specification
de Havilland Mosquito FB.Mk VI
Type: two-seat anti-shipping strike
fighter
Powerplant: two l,230-hp(917.2-kW)
Rolls-Royce Merlin XXI 12-cyfinder
liquid-cooled inline piston engines

Performance: maximum speed
612 km/h (380 mph) at 3962 m
(13,000 ft); climb to 4572 m (15,000 ft) in
7.0 minutes; service ceiling 10972 m
(36,000 ft); normal range 2092 km
(1,300 miles)
Weights: empty 6486 kg ( 14,300 Ib);
maximum take-off 10115 kg (22,300 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.51 m (54 ft 2 in);
length 12.34 m (40 ft 6 in); height 4.63 m
(15 ft 3 in); wing area 40,4 In/
(435 sq ft)
Armament: four 20-mm and four 7,7-
mm (0.303-m) guns in the nose, plus
either two 227-kg (500-lb) bombs and
eight 76,2-mm (3-inch) rocket
projectiles or up to four 227-kg (500-lb)
bombs

As effective as the Beaufighter, the de
Havilland Mosquito was also usedin
low-level rocket and strafing attacks
against shipping. No. 143 Sqn flew its
FB.Mk Vis from Banff in Scotland
against shipping off Norway.

UK

Vickers Wellington and Warwick
The famous Vickers Wellington bom-
ber enjoyed a long and valuable
career with RAF Coastal Command in
a number of roles, not least in the mari-
time general reconnaissance role, a
term that euphemistically embraced
anti-shipping duties. Apart from a
small number of Wellingtons equip-
ped for mine-exploding m 1940, Coas-
tal Command's first aircraft specifically
prepared for maritime work were
Wellington Mk VIII machines de-

veloped in 1941 for use with the Leigh
Light for illuminating surfaced U-boats,
particularly in the Bay of Biscay; the
first such aircraft were delivered to No.
221 Squadron m the Mediterranean in
January 1942, however. ASV radar
came to be fitted in some Mk VIIIs
(which were m effect conversions of
the Wellington Mk 1C bomber), but the
Wellington GR.Mk XI employed the
improved airframe of the Wellington
Mk X and was capable of carrying a

wide range of an t i - submar ine
weapons including two 190,5-kg (420-
Ib) depth charges or a single 457-mm
(18-in) torpedo. The Wellington
GR.Mk XII was also equipped with a
Leigh Light, which retracted into an
aperture in the midships fuselage
structure. The Wellington GR.Mk XIII,
intended for daylight use only, omitted
the Leigh light but carried two 457-mm
(18-in) torpedoes in addition to ASV
Mk III radar, while the Wellington

GR.Mk XIV could carry depth charges
or bombs, and featured Leigh Light
and ASV Mk III for night operations.
Anti-shipping Wellingtons remained
in service for the remainder of the war,
serving on a total of 21 squadrons at
home, in the Mediterranean and Mid-
dle and Far East.

A bomber development was the
Vickers Warwick which, overtaken by
technological progress, never sur-
vived to serve as such; instead it, like
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The Vickers Wellington GR.MkXIV
was the final version of this able
aircraft used by Coastal Command.
This example is a MkXIVissued to
No. 304 (Polish) Squadron in 1944.

the Wellington, came to be developed
for mar i t ime duties. However ,
although it gave considerable service
with Coastal Command in the air-sea
rescue role from 1943 onwards, leng-
thy delays in development (and shor-
tage of Centaurus engines) prevented
the Warwick GR.Mk V, with Leigh
Light and ASV, from entering service
with No. 179 Squadron until November
1944; this squadron flew ant i -
submarine patrols over the Bay of Bis-
cay and the Western Approaches dur-
ing the last three months of the war.

Specification
Vickers Wellington GR.Mk XIII
Type: six/seven-seat anti-shipping/
submarine aircraft
Powerplant:two l,735-hp(1293.8-kW)
Bristol Hercules XVII air-cooled radial
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
406 km/h (252 mph) at 1219 m (4,000 ft);
climb to 1219 m (4,000 ft) in 6,9 minutes;
service ceiling 4877 m (16,000 ft);
normal range 2816 kg ( 1,750 miles)
Weights: empty 9974 kg (21,988 Ib);
maximum take-off 14107 kg (31,100 Ib)
Dimensions: span 26.26 m (86 ft 2 in);
length 19.68 m (64 ft 7 in); height 5.38 m
( 17 ft 8 in); wing area 78.04 n/
(840 sq ft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-guns in nose turret and four in
tail turret, and some aircraft mounted
two machine-guns in fuselage beam
positions, plus an offensive load of
either bombs and depth charges up to
2041 kg (4,500 Ib) or two 457-mm (18-
m) torpedoes

Transmitting and receiving aerials
for the ASV Mk II radar adorn this
Wellington on routine patrol over the
Mediterranean. This radar enabled
the aircraft to detect small objects
projecting above the surface, such as
submarine conning towers.

The Warwick GRMkV did not enter service until late 1944. It carried ASV radar and a Leigh light and was used over
the Bay of Biscay on anti-submarine patrols. This aircraft served with No. 179Sqn.

USA

Boeing B-17 Fortress
America's enforced entry into World
War II undoubtedly caught her air
forces unprepared for maritime opera-
tions, and the sudden appearance of
long-range U-boats off her eastern
seaboard and in the Caribbean
caused some 122 aged Douglas B-18Bs
to be deployed on anti-submarine pat-
rols along the coasts of the USA. Mean-
while, however, the Boeing B-17D For-
tress, which had supplanted the B-18 in
service with the USAAC's heavy bom-
bardment groups in 1941, had already
pioneered anti-shipping operations by
this aircraft with an attack against
Japanese vessels on 10 December
1941. This was the first occasion on
which American aircrews flew an
offensive mission. No specialist B-17
version was produced for the anti-
shipping role with the American air
forces, the machines that were later
employed in maritime operations
being standard B-17E and B-17F air-
craft.

Fortresses were supplied to the
RAF in fairly large numbers, however,

and after a period of inauspicious ser-
vice as bombers the survivors of a
batch of 20 B-17C (Fortress Mk I) air-
craft were pressed into service with
Nos 206 and 220 Squadrons of Coastal
Command for maritime reconnaiss-
ance duties over the Western
Approaches. Starting in mid-1942 ab-
out 150 of the improved B-17E were
delivered to Coastal Command as the
Fortress Mk II and Fortress Mk IIA,
serving with Nos 59, 86, 206 and 220
Squadrons, operating from Benbecula,
Chivenor, Thorney Island, the Azores
and Iceland,

Although possessing shorter range
than the B-24 Liberator, the Fortress

contributed considerably to the patrol
efforts demanded by the frequent sail-
ing of wartime convoys, particularly at
the height of the great U-boat cam-
paign in the Atlantic. RAF Fortresses
were employed on anti-shipping
strike missions, their weapons being
almost entirely confined to depth
charges.

Specification
Boeing Fortress Mk II
Type: eight-seat maritime
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: four 894.8-kW (1,200-hp)
Wright Cyclone GR-1820-65 air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
480 km/h (298 mph) at 6096 m
(20,000 ft); climb to 1524 m (5,000 ft) in

7.5 minutes; service ceiling 10363 m
(34,000 ft); normal range 1835 km
(1,140 miles)
Weights: empty 12542 kg (27,650 Ib);
maximum take-off 24041 kg (53,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 31.62 m (103 ft 9 in);
length 22.50 m (73 ft 10 in); height
5.84 m (19 ft 2 in); wing area 131.92 m2

( l ,420sqft)
Armament: total of 10 12.7-mm(0,5-m)
machine-guns in nose, dorsal, ventral,
tail and beam positions, plus a normal
bombload of up to 2722 kg (6,000 Ib) of
bombs and/or depth charges

Boeing Fortress Mk HA (B-17E) of No. 220 Sqn flying from the Azores on
long-range anti-submarine patrols over the Atlantic.
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Consolidated B-24 Liberator
With its long-range performance the
Consolidated B-24 Liberator, when in-
troduced into service in the maritime
reconnaissance role, did more than
any other aircraft to turn the tide in the
Allies' favour in the long Battle of the
Atlantic, effectively 'closing the gap'
between the patrol areas of east- and
west-based aircraft and thereby de-
nying German U-boats (and surface
vessels) a vast tract of ocean in which
they had been wholly safe from air
attack.

First to use the B-24 in the maritime
role, was the RAF whose first Liberator
Mk I aircraft reached the UK during
March 1941 and joined No. 120 Squad-
ron at Nutts Corner, Northern Ireland,
in June of that year. These were joined
by the Liberator Mk II (equivalent to
the B-24C) in December 1941, and la-
ter by the Liberator Mk III (B-24D),
these three versions equipping a total
of 16 RAF squadrons. Subsequent de-
liveries to Coastal Command included
the Liberator Mk IV (B-24E), Liberator
GR.Mk V (B-24G), Liberator GR.Mk VI
(B-24G and B-24H) and Liberator
GR.Mk VIII. With well over 1,000
Liberators flying with RAF maritime
reconnaissance squadron in almost ev-
ery war theatre, it was to be expected
that their achievements should be un-
surpassed in the war's ocean struggle
For example, in November 1942 the"
Liberators of No. 224 Squadron in the
Bay of Biscay sank two U-boats which
were manoeuvring to attack the troop
convoys sailing for the 'Torch' land-
ings, attacks that would otherwise
have caused enormous casualties
among the troops. In March 1945
Liberators of five RAF squadrons sank
seven U-boats in six days. Like other
RAF maritime patrol aircraft Liber-
ators were widely equipped with the
Leigh Light, and other aircraft were
armed with rocket projectiles and bat-
teries of cannon for use against sub-
marines.

In US Navy service the Liberator
served as the PB4Y-1, 977 such aircraft
being delivered. A developed ver-
sion, the PB4Y-2 Privateer, entered
service with at least one squadron, VP-
24, some PB4Y-2Bs being armed with

Consolidated Liberator Mk I of No. 120 Sqn Hying from Nutt's Corner in 194 I . I t carries a
four-cannon pack under the fuselage for strafing.

Liberator CRMkVofNo. 224 Sqn in November 1942. This was the RAF version of the B-24C,
and introduced greater range and armament over its predecessor.

an ASM-N-2 Bat anti-shipping glide
bomb under each wing. Total Pri-
vateer production amounted to 736 air-
craft.

Specification
Consolidated PBY-1 Liberator
Type: Id-seat maritime patrol bomber
Powerplant: four 1,200-hp (894.8-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-1830-43 or -65 air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
449 km/h (279 mph) at 8077 m
(26,500 ft); climb to 1219 m (4,000 ft) in

PB4Y-1 Liberator ofVPB-110, US Navy based in Devon, during the winter of
1944. Such US units provided a much-needed back-up to the Coastal
Command squadrons.

7.8 minutes; service ceiling 9693 m
(31,800 ft); normal patrol range
4764 km (2,960 miles)
Weights: empty 16761 kg (36,950 Ib);
maximum take-off 27216 kg (60,000 Ib)
Dimensions:span33.53 m(110 ftO in);
length 20.50 m (67 ft 3 in); height 5,46 m
( 17 ft 11 in); wing area 97.36 m2

(1,048 sq ft)
Armament: eight 12,7-mm (0.5-in)
machine-guns in nose, dorsal and tail

turrets and waist hatches amidships,
plus up to 5806 kg ( 12,800 Ib) of bombs,
mines or depth charges

Arriving in service late in the war, the
Consolida ted PB4 Y-2 Priva teer was
developed from the Liberator, the
main difference being the single fin.
These mainly saw action in theFar
East and continued in use for many
years after the war's end.
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Dornier Do 217
After the departure eastwards of the
bulk of Germany's light bombing force
from western Europe in May 1941, the
principal bomber unit remaining in the
Netherlands was Kampfgeschwader 2
This unit by itself was inadequate to
sustain a prolonged bombing cam-
paign against the UK, but was never-
theless re-equipped with a new ver-
sion of the Do 17, the Dornier Do 217. At
about the same time the specialist anti-
shipping unit in the West, KG 40, re-
ceived its first Do 217s, II/KG 2 receiv-
ing Do 217E-1 aircraft in August 1941.
Although these aircraft were fun-
damentally standard bombers, con-
cessions were soon forthcoming to suit
the aircraft to the anti-shipping role
with the issue of Rüstsätze (conversion
kits); among these were the R-10 and
R-15 kits to enable the Do 217E to
mount anti-shipping weapons, later to
include the Henschel Hs 293A guided
missiles; the Do 217E-5 was designed
from the outset to accommodate these
weapons. Other anti-shipping variants
were the Do 217K-2 equipped to deliv-
er two Fritz X rocket-propelled mis-
siles, and the Do 217K-3 capable of
carrying either Hs 293As or Fritz Xs,
Sub-variants of the Do 217M were also
produced for the anti-shipping role.

In mid-1943 II and HI/KG 100 were
withdrawn from the Eastern Front and
re-equipped with Do 217E-5s and Do
217K-2s respectively, the former unit
moving to Cognac with Hs 293As and
the latter to Marseilles with the Fritz X.
The first success in action was gained
on 27 August when Hs 293As sank the
Canadian destroyer HMCS Athabas-
kan and the corvette HMS Egret in the
Bay of Biscay. In the Mediterranean
HI/KG 100 sank the Italian battleship
Roma and damaged the Italia with Fritz
Xs on 9 September; shortly afterwards
Major Bernhard Jope (the pilot who, in
a Fw 200, had fatally damaged the
Empress of Britain back in October
1940) discharged a Fritz X against HMS
Warspite, putting the battleship out of

Dornier Do 217E-2 of9.Staffel, Kampfgeschwader 40 based at Bordeaux-Mérignac in 1942.
The badge on the nose shows a winged bomb over Britain.

Dornier Do 217E-5 of KG 40. This aircraft is carrying two of the Henschel Hs 293A stand-off guided anti-ship missiles,
which were used with some degree of success in the Mediterranean.

action. In terms of Allied shipping sunk
or severely crippled, the Do 217 was
unquestionably the most effective of all
German anti-shipping aircraft when
armed with these guided weapons.

Specification
Dornier Do 217E-5
Type: four-seat anti-shipping bomber
Powerplant: two 1,580-hp (1178.2-kW)
BMW 801C 14-cylinder air-cooled
radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
515 km/h (320 mph) at 5200 m
(17,060 ft); climb to 925 m (3,035 ft) in
4.45 minutes; service ceiling 9000 m
(29,528 ft); normal range 2300 km
(1,429 miles)
Weights: empty 8855 kg (19,522 Ib);
maximum take-off 16465 kg (36,299 Ib)

Another KG 40 Do 217 is loaded with
bombs. The camouflage is typical of
German maritime paint schemes,
with disruptive wave patterns
applied over the standard paint.

Dimensions: span 19.00 m (62 ft 4 in);
length 18.20 m (59 ft 8,5 in); height
5.02 m (16 ft 6 in); wing area 57.00 m2

(613.54 sq ft)
Armament: one fixed 15-mm (0.59-m)
gun in the nose, one 13-mm (0.51 -in)
gun in a dorsal turret, one 13-mm (0.51-
in) gun in ventral position, and three

tramable 7.92-mm (0,31 -in) guns in
nose and beam positions (the Do 217E-
5/R19 also carried four 7.92-mm/0.31-
m) guns in the extreme tail), plus an
offensive load of two 1045-kg (2.304-lb)
Hs 293A remotely-controlled
weapons, with 295-kg (650-lb)
warheads, carried under the wings

GERMANY

Heinkel He 111
Combat experience gained by the
Luftwaffe during the first 18 months of
the war suggested that in anti-shipping
attacks the bomb was a relatively
wasteful and inaccurate weapon, ex-
cept when delivered by fighter-
bombers and dive-bombers, a conclu-
sion amply borne out as the defensive
armament on British ships was pro-
gressively increased. Thus it was that
early in 1941 the Luftwaffe chose to
place greater emphasis on the torpedo
(notwithstanding considerable dif-
ficulties then being experienced in the
German navy with their arming pistols)
and, following trials and aircrew train-
ing at Grossenbrode in the Baltic and
Grosseto in Italy, the Heinkel He 111H-
6, carrying two 765-kg (1,687-lb) LT
F5b torpedoes under the wing roots,
was first delivered to I/KG 26 at Gros-
seto early in 1942. By June that year the
whole Geschwader had been re-
equipped and had moved to Banak
and Bardufoss in northern Norway for
operations against the Allied North
Cape convoys. Until the inclusion of
British escort carriers in these con-
voys, the German torpedo bombers
(which also numbered some He 115
floatplanes) achieved outstanding suc-
cess. Nevertheless, even when con-

fronted by fighters over the convoy
PQ.18, the He Il ls of KG 26, led by
Major Werner Klümper, sank eight
Allied ships.

Increasingly bad weather and
fighter opposition led to diminishing
success in the Arctic, and in Novem-
ber 1942 KG 26 was redeployed to the
Mediterranean. New torpedo variants
were introduced, including the He
111H-15 which featured FuG 200 anti-
shipping search radar and increased
gun armament. Rüstsätz conversion
kits were also introduced to modify
bomber variants to the torpedo role,
but the He 111H-12 variant, which
underwent trials with two underwing
Henschel Hs 293A anti-shipping
weapons in conjunction with FuG 203b
Kehl III guidance system, failed to
achieve operational status.

Specification
Heinkel He 111H-6
Type: six-seat torpedo bomber
Powerplant: two l,400-hp(1044-kW)
Junkers Jumo 211F-1 12-cylmder
liquid-cooled Vee piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
435 km/h (270 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 2000 m (6,562 ft) in
8,5 minutes; service ceiling 8500 m

(27,887 ft); normal range 1900 km
(1,181 miles)
Weights: empty 8690 kg (19,158 Ib);
maximum take-off 14000 kg (30,864 Ib)
Dimensions: span 22.60 m (74 ft
1.75 in); length 16.45 m (53 ft 11.5 in);
height 4.00 m (13 ft 1.75 in); wing area
86.50m2 (931.07 sq ft)
Armament: six 7.92-mm (0.31 -in)
machine-guns in nose, dorsal, beam
and ventral positions, one 20-mm
cannon in the extreme nose, and

(some aircraft) a remotely-fired 7,92-
mm (0.31 -in) g^in in the extreme tail,
plus an offensive load of either two
1000-kg (2,205-lb) bombs or two 765-
kg ( 1,687-lb) LT F5b torpedoes carried
on external PVC racks

A pair ofLTFSb practice torpedoes
are loaded on to the underfuselage
racks of a Heinkel He 111H-6. The H-6
was also used for trials with guided
missiles and glide-bombs.
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Focke-Wulf Fw 200 Condor
Famous as a pre-war airliner with a
number of formidable long-distance
flights and records to its credit, the
four-engine Focke-Wulf Fw 200 Con-
dor was dsigned by Kurt Tank in 1936,
and underwent military adaptation into
a fairly potent anti-shipping aircraft
with the Luftwaffe. Ten pre-production
Fw-200C-0 maritime reconnaissance
aircraft were delivered to the Luftwaf-
fe in September 1939, some of them
serving with I/KG 40 in 1940. The five-
crew production Fw 200C-1 was po-
wered by four 830-hp (618.9-kW)
BMW 132H engines, was armed with a
20-mm gun in the nose and three 7.92-
mm (0.31-in) guns in other positions
and could carry four 250-kg (551-lb)
bombs. Apart from long-range mari-
time patrols over the Atlantic, the Fw
200C-1S also undertook extensive
minelaying in British waters during
1940, each carrying two 1000-kg
(2,205-lb) mines. Numerous sub-
variants of the C-series appeared, of
which the Fw 200C-3 with 1,000-hp
(745.7-kW) Bramo 323R-2 radiais was
the most important. Later in the war the
Fw 200C-6 and Fw 200C-8 were pro-
duced in an effort to enhance the Con-
dor's operational potential by adapta-
tion to carry two Henschel Hs 293 mis-
siles in conjunction with FuG 203b mis-
sile control radio.

Rugged operating conditions high-
lighted the Fw 200's numerous structu-
ral weaknesses and there were
numerous accidents in service, and for
a short time in the mid-war years Fw
20s were employed as military trans-

Based a t Bordea ux-Merignac in la te 1940, this Fw 200C of
1 ./KG 40 carries the badge associated with many pre-war
record-breaking High ts by civil Con dors.

The Fw 200C-6 featured FuC 200 Hohentwiel radar and the ability to carry the Hs 293A guided missile. Two missiles
could be carried under the outboard engine nacelles.

ports, 18 aircraft being flown by
Kampfgruppe zur besonderen Ver-
wendung 200 in support of the be-
leaguered German forces at Staling-
rad. Other Condors were used by Hit-
ler and Himmler as personal trans-
ports. Focke-Wulf Fw 200 production
for the Luftwaffe amounted to 252 air-
craft between 1940 and 1944.

Specification
Focke-Wulf Fw 200C-3/U4
Type: seven-seat long-range maritime
reconnaissance bomber

Powerplant: four 1,000-hp (745.7-kW)
BMW-Bramo 323R-2 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
360 km/h (224 mph) at 4700 m
(15,420 ft); service ceiling 6000 m
(19,685 ft); range 3560 km (2,211 miles)
Weights: empty 17000 kg (37,478 Ib);
maximum take-off 22700 kg (50,044 Ib)
Dimensions: span 32.84 m (107 ft
9.5 in); length 23.85 m (76 ft 11.5 in);
height 6.30 m (20 ft 8 in); wing area
118.00 ma(l,290.0 sq ft)
Armament: one 7,92-mm (0.31-in) gun

in forward dorsal turret, one 13-mm
(0,51 -in) gun in rear dorsal position,
two 13-mm (0.51 -in) guns in beam
positions, one 20-mm gun in forward
position of ventral gondola and one
7.92-mm (0.31 -in) gun in aft ventral
position, plus a maximum bomb load of
2100 kg (4,630 Ib).

GERMANY

Junkers Ju 88 and Ju 188
Just as the Heinkel He 111 corres-
ponded roughly to the RAF's Vickers
Wellington in the maritime role, so the
Junkers Ju 88 was a contemporary of
and superficially equivalent to Coastal
Command's Br is to l Beauf ighter .
However, whereas the latter was con-
ceived from the outset as a fighter, the
Ju 88 was fundamentally a bomber
which came to serve as a night-fighter
and intruder.

Ju 88s flew anti-shipping missions
with specialist Kampfgeschwader,
notably KG 30, as early as the Norwe-
gian campaign of April 1940, although
the aircraft themselves were standard
Ju 88A bombers. And it was KG 30's Ju
88s that were flown with such devas-
tating success against British ship-
ping during the Greek campaign of
1941. In an attack by 7./KG 30 on the
approaches to Piraeus harbour Haupt-
mann Hajo Herrmann's bombs struck
the freighter Clan Frazer which was
loaded with explosives and blew up,
destroying 10 other ships. Soon after-
wards KG 30 was assembled in north-
ern Norway for attacks against the
North Cape (PQ) convoys being sailed
between Iceland and Soviet ports.

Although no version of the Ju 88 was
developed specifically for the anti-
shipping strike role, the extensively
redesigned Junkers Ju 188, which be-
gan making real progress before the
end of 1942, appeared in several ver-
sions as a torpedo bomber. The first,
the Ju 188E-2, could carry two 800-kg
(1,764-lb) torpedoes under the wings
and some aircraft also carried FuG 200
sea-search radar. This version and
another, the Ju 188A-3 with water
methanol boosted engines, served in

Junkers Ju 188D-2 ofl./FAGr 124 based atKirkenes
in Norway. Note the disruptive wave camouflage
for m aritim e opera tions.

small numbers with the anti-shipping
unit HI/KG 26 towards the end of 1944.

The Ju 188 was a popular aircraft
with its crew but, following the switch
of priorities by the Germans in favour
of fighters in the latter half of 1944, pro-
duction of the bomber and torpedo
bomber versions was halted, although
they remained in fast-diminishing ser-
vice until the end of the war.

Specification
Junkers Ju 188E-2
Type: four-seat torpedo bomber
Powerplant: two 1,700-hp (1267,7-kW)
BMW 80 ID air-cooled radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
500 km/h (311 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
17.6 minutes; service ceiling 9300 m

The superlative Ju 88 was effective in
many roles, and anti-shipping was
no exception. This aircraft bears 10
ship kills from the Mediterranean,
denoted by the fuselage theatre
band.

(30,512 ft); normal range 1950 km
(1,212 miles)
Weights: empty 9860 kg (21,737 Ib);
maximum take-off 14470 kg (31,898 Ib)
Dimensions: span 22,00 m (72 ft 2 in);
length 14.90 m (48 ft 0.5 in); height
4,44 m (14 ft 6,8 in); wing area 56.00m2

(602.78 sq ft)
Armament: gun armament (commonly)
of two 13-mm (0,51 -in) machine-guns in
nose and dorsal positions, plus an
offensive load of up to 3000 kg
(6,614 Ib) or two 800-kg (1,764-lb) LTlb
torpedoes carried under the wings.
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Junkers Ju 290
Developed directly from the Ju 90
commercial and military transport, the
four-engine Junkers Ju 290 was in--
tended to replace the Focke-Wulf Fw
200 Condor which by 1942 was proving-
slow and vulnerable when confronted
by RAF aircraft over the 'narrow seas'
around Europe. Developments of the
Ju 290 nevertheless embraced con-
siderable work to suit it for the trans-
port role, and it was not until early 1943
that the Ju 290A-1 underwent extensive
modification as a maritime reconnaiss-
ance aircraft, including the installation
of marine radio, FuG 200 Hohentwiel
sea search radar and a second dorsal
HDL 151 gun turret mounting an MG
151/20 cannon.

At the same time a long-range re-
connaissance group, Fernaufklärungs-
gruppe 5, was formed and during the
late summer of 1943 three of the new Ju
290A-2S were delivered to its 1. Staffel,
which became operational at Mont de
Marsan in France on 15 October ofthat
year. Five Ju 290A-3 aircraft with more
powerful BMW 80ID engines fol-
lowed, as did five Ju 290A-4 aircraft
with improved dorsal turrets. In
November a second Staffel was acti-

vated and, with a range of over
6100km (3,790 miles) the Ju 290s
ranged far out over the Atlantic, re-
laying convoy sightings to U-boats.
Eleven Ju 290A-5 aircraft with in-
creased armour protection and 20-mm
cannon in place of the earlier beam
machine-guns were delivered to
FAGr 5 early in 1944, as were about a
dozen of the Ju 290A-7 variant; the lat-
ter was a true anti-shipping strike air-
craft capable of carrying either three
Henschel Hs 293 or Fritz X weapons
under fuselage and wings. It also fea-
tured a new nose section combining a
nose gun position with 20-mm cannon
with the FuG 200 aerial array, Only
three Ju 290A-9 aircraft were com-
pleted with reduced armament and in-
creased fuel capacity which bestowed
a maximum range of 8000km (4,971
miles).

Fernaufklärungsgruppe (FACr) 5 was the only operator of the Junkers Ju 290
maritime versions and used these from Mont de Marsan in France. TheA-7
variant could carry up to three oftheHs 293A missiles.

As the Battle of the Atlantic swung
irrevocably in favour of the Allies with
the loss by the Germans of French
bases in August 1944, FAGr 5 was with-
drawn eastwards and began operating
as a transport unit, some of the Ju 290s
even being flown nonstop to Manchur-
ia carrying special supplies to the
Japanese and returning with raw
materials vital to Germany.

Specification
Junkers Ju290A-5
Type: nine-seat maritime
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: four 1,700-hp (1267.7-kW)
BMW 80 ID air-cooled radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed

440 km/h (273 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 1000 m (3,281 ft) in
4,2 minutes; service ceiling 6000 m
(19,685 ft); maximum range 6150 km
(3,822 miles)
Weights: empty about 27700 kg
(61,067 Ib); maximum take-off 45000 kg
(99,206 Ib)
Dimensions: span 42.00 m (137 ft
9.5 in) ; length 28.64 m (93 ft 11.5 in);
height 6.83 m (22 ft 4.75 in); wing area
204.00m2 (2,195.9 sq ft)
Armament: six MG 151/20 20-mm
cannon in ventral gondola, two dorsal
turrets, a tail position and two beam
hatches, and one 13-mm(0.51-m)
machine-gun in the ventral gondola;
bombs were not normally carried

ITALY

Savoia-Marchetti S.M.79
Developed from an eight-seat com-
mercial airliner of 1934, the three-
engine Savoia-Marchetti S.M.79 Spar-
viero entered service as a convention-
al medium bomber with the Regia
Aeronautica in 1937, and served oper-v-
ationally with the Aviacion del Tercio
alongside the Nationalist forces during
the Spanish Civil War. Also in 1937 the
S.M.79 embarked on trials at Gorizia as
a torpedo bomber, being equipped to
launch a single 450-mm (17.7-m) naval
torpedo from an offset rack under the
fuselage. The following year trials with
paired torpedoes led to the adoption of
the S.M.79-II aircraft as standard torpe-
do bomber equipment. Following Ita-
ly's entry into the war in June 1940,
when Sparvieri (sparrowhawks)
equipped 14 stormi based in Italy, Sici-
ly, Sardinia and Libya, the aircraft was
constantly in action in the anti-shipping
role, its first action being an attack by
19 S.M.79s of the 9° and 46° Stormi on
French shipping off the Riviera coast
on 13/14 June.

During the invasion of Crete S.M.79s
of the 92° Gruppo and the 28 la Squad-
riglia were active against Allied ship-
ping in the Aegean, after which most
aircraft were redeployed to Libya for
operations against British naval forces
and convoys in the Central Mediterra-
nean as well as the naval base at Malta.
Among the ships of the Royal Navy
sunk by S.M.79s in the Mediterranean
were the destroyers HMS Husky, HMS
Jaguar, HMS Legion, and HMS South-
wall, while the battleship HMS Malaya
and the carriers HMS Indomitable and
HMS Victorious were all struck by tor-
pedoes launched by the Italian torpe-
do bombers; the majority of these
ships were hit during the attacks on the
Operation 'Pedestal' convoy which
sailed with 14 merchant ships and

The S.M. 79 was a fine torpedo-
bomber which scored many hits
against Allied shipping in the
Mediterranean. It was fast for its size,
and this enabled it to become one of
the best Italian aircraft.

heavy escort for the relief of Malta.
Among the famous Italian pilots of the
Sparviero were men such as Capitani
Buscaglia, Cimicchi, di Bella and Mel-
ley, An improved version was the
S.M.79-III without the ventral gondola
but with a forward-firing 20-mm can-
non,

Despite the obvious value of the
S.M.79 to the Axis forces in the
Mediterranean, the aircraft (like so
many Italian aircraft) suffered from
poor servicing facilities, and it was un-
usual for even as much as half the avail-
able strength of Sparvieri to be fit for
operations at any given time. Never-
theless the S.M.79 was acknowledged

Operatingin the Mediterranean in 1942, this Savoia-Marchetti S.M.79 served
with the 283a Squadriglia, 130° Gruppo Autonoma. One torpedo is carried
beneath the fuselage.

as being among the best torpedo air-
craft to serve in the Mediterranean
theatre during World War II.

Specification
Savoia-Marchetti S.M. 79-11
Type: five-seat torpedo bomber
Powerplant: three 1,000-hp (745.7-kW)
Piaggio P. XIRC 40 air-cooled radial
piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
435 km/h (270 mph) at 3650 m
(11,975 ft); service ceiling 7000 m
(22,966 ft); normal range 2000 km
(1,243 miles)

Weights: empty 7600 kg (16,755 Ib);
maximum take-off 11300 kg (24,912 Ibi
Dimensions: span 21.20 m (69 ft
6,66 in); length 16.20 m (53 ft 1.75 in);
height 4.10 m (13 ft 1.5 in); wing area
61,7m2 (664.14 sq ft)
Armament: three 12.7-mm(0.5-m)
Breda-SAFAT machine-guns in two
dorsal positions and one ventral
position, and one 7.7-mm (0,303-in)
Lewis gun on a sliding mount in the
rear fuselage to provide beam
defence plus two 450-mm (17.7-m)
torpedoes or 1250 kg (2,756 lb)of
bombs.
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Mitsubishi G3M 'Nell'
As far back as 1935, in response to
Japanese naval requirement for a land-
based twin-engine reconnaissance
aircraft, Mitsubishi flew the first Ka-15
prototype, an aircraft which possessed
a design potential that allowed de-
velopment as a long-range medium
bomber, Accordingly, following suc-
cessful flight trials, the aircraft entered
production in June 1936 as the Navy
Type 96 Attack Bomber Model 11 (Mit-
subishi G3M1). The initial version, of
which 34 were produced, was pow-
ered by 910-hp (678.6-kW) Kmsei 3
radiais and possessed a maximum
speed of 360 km/h (224 mph) at 1975 m
(6,480ft). As the improved Kmsei 41
and 42 engine became available in
1937 a new version, the G3M2, started
production and, with a total of 581 built
by mid-1941, was the principal variant.
With a top speed now increased to
374 km/h (232 mph), a bombload of up
to 800kg (l,7641b) carried externally
and a defensive armament of three 7.7-
mm (0.303-in) machine-guns, the
G3M2 possessed a maximum range of
4380 km (2,722 miles). A yet further im-
proved version, of which production
was undertaken by Nakajima during
1941-3, was the G3M3 with 1,300-hp
(969.4-kW) Kmsei 51 radiais and a top
speed of 415 km/h (258 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685ft).

Mitsubishi G3M2s were first flown in
action by the Japanese navy's Kanoya
Kokutai in August 1937 in raids on
Hangchow and Kwangteh in China. By
1940 four kokutais in China were
equipped with a total of about 130
G3M2s, a number that grew to 204 by
the date of Pearl Harbor with the de-
ployment of forces against Wake Is-
land, the Philippines and the Marianas.
And it was a force of 60 G3M2s of the
Genzan and Minoro Kokutais (with 26
Mitsubishi G4Mls of the Kanoya Koku-
tai) which, flying from bases in Indo-
China, found and sank the British
warships HMS Prince of Wales and
HMS Repulse as they steamed without
fighter protection off the Malayan coast
on 10 December 1941. The type was
known to the Allies as the 'Nell',

Mitsubishi C3M2 of the Genzan Kokutai flying from Saigon, Indo-China, in December 1941. This aircraft
participa ted in the sinking of HMS Prince of Wales and Repulse.

Specification
Mitsubishi G3M2 Model 22
Type: five/seven-seat medium/
torpedo bomber
Powerplant: two 1,075-hp (801.6-kW)
Mitsubishi Kinsei 45 14-cylmder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
374 km/h (232 mph) at 4200 m
(13780 ft); climb to 3000 m (9,843 ft) in
8.34 minutes; service ceiling 9130 m
(29,954 ft); maximum range 4380 km
(2,722 miles)
Weights: empty 4965 kg (10,946 Ib);
maximum take-off 8010 kg (17,659 Ib)
Dimensions: span 25.00 m (82 ft
0.25 in); length 16.45 m (53 ft 11.66 in);
height 3.685 m (12 ft 1.1 in); wing area
75.0ma(807.32sqft)
Armament: three 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
Type 92 machine-guns in a retractable
dorsal turret and two lateral blisters,
and one 20-mm Type 99 cannon in a
second dorsal turret, plus one 800-kg
( 1,764-lb) torpedo or equivalent bomb
load carried externally

A formation of Mitsubishi C3Ms
cross the Japanese coast during a
training exercise. This aircraft was
widely used, especially in the early
days of the war, on all kinds of
maritime operations, including
torpedo dropping, bombing and
patrol. Its successor, the same
company's C4M, was employed
alongside the G3M on similar

JAPAN

Mitsubishi Ki-67 'Peggy'
Like the Ki-21 and G4M, the Mitsubishi
Ki-67 was classified by the Japanese as
a heavy bomber, yet by Western stan-
dards would have scarcely rated the
medium bomber category. It was
nevertheless the best bomber to serve
Japan in the war, albeit too late to influ- i
enee the tide of events of the last year.
By then the American air raids on the
Japanese homeland were devastating
aircraft plants and production was
seriously affected. The Ki-67 Hiryu
(flying dragon) was designed to a 1940
specification, issued in 1941, for a
strategic bomber intended for use in
an anticipated war with the Soviet Un-
ion on the Sibena-Manchukuo border.
By depar t ing from established
Japanese practice and including
armour protection and self-sealing fuel
tanks, design of the prototype Ki-67
was protracted, and it was not until 27
December 1942 that the first aircraft
flew; it proved to be highly manoeuv-
rable and pleasant to fly, and posses-
sed a top speed of 538 km/h (334 mph).
In the same month it was decided to
adapt some Ki-67s as torpedo-
bombers. The army put forward such a

host of suggestions for additional
equipment that production suffered
long delays, and it was not until Octo-
ber 1944 that the Ki-67 (codenamed
'Peggy' by the Allies) was first flown in
combat by the 7th and 98th Sentais,
and by the navy's 762nd Kokutai in the
torpedo role during the battle off For-
mosa, Thereafter modifications were
held to a minimum as production was
afforded the highest priority; but by
then American raids (and a devastat-
ing earthquake in December 1944)
severely disrupted production, and no
more than 698 Ki-67s were produced,
some of them being flown in kamikaze
strikes in the last months of the war.

Specification
Mitsubishi Ki-67
Type: six/eight-seat heavy bomber
Powerplant: two 1,900-hp ( 1416.8-kW)
Mitsubishi Ha-104 radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
537 km/h (334 mph) at 6090 m
(19,980 ft); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
14.5 minutes; service ceiling 9470 m
(31,070 ft); range 2800 km (1,740 miles)
Weights: empty 8649 kg (19,068 Ib);
normal loaded 13765 kg (30,347 Ib)
Dimensions: span 22.50 m (73 ft
9.75 in); length 18.70 m (61 ft 4.25 in);
height 7.70 m (25 ft 3.2 in); wing area
65.85 m?' (708.8 sq ft)

Proving highly manoeuvrable and
fast, the Mitsubishi Ki-67 Hiryu was
used in the torpedo role (especially
during the Battle of Formosa).
Production of this effective aircraft
was severely restricted following
American bombing raids and an
earthquake.

Armament: single tramable 12.7-mm
(0.5-in) Type 1 machine-guns in nose,
two beam positions and tail, and one
20-mm Ho-5 cannon in dorsal turret,
plus a bombload of 800 kg ( 1,764 Ib) or
one 1070-kg (2,359 Ib) torpedo, or
2900-kg (6,393-lb) of bombs for
kamikaze mission
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Carrier
Aircraft

Carrierborne airpower reached such a peak in World War II that several

battles which took place over the Pacific were fought solely with carrierborne

aircraft. Elsewhere the carriers were protecting convoys, fighting submarines

and covering beach assaults.

The overwhelming importance
of carrierborne air power to

warfare at sea was only dimly
foreseen in the years which led
up to World War II. Historically, it
had been the battleship and the
naval gunnery which had domi-
nated the oceans ever since the
days of the Spanish Armada right
up to the Battle of Jutland. In
addition, battleships considerably
outnumbered carriers in navies
throughout the world.

Nevertheless, the 1930s saw
the evolution of the methods and
tactics that were to dominate the
Pacific War and which were also
to contribute greatly to the suc-
cessful conclusion of the war in
the Atlantic. It was the US Navy
that was eventually to become
the master of carrier warfare;
however, both the Royal Navy
and the Imperial Japanese navy
were able to make significant
contributions.

The demands made by this
new form of warfare were consid-
erable, especially upon the air-
craft used and upon the young
pilots who flew them. The 'con-
trolled crash' of a carrier landing
demanded strong nerves and a
strong aircraft. If the sea itself was
anything other than calm (which
unfortunately it so often was), the
motion of the waves would cause
the deck to pitch and roll alarm-

The US Navy led the field in carrier warfare. These Grumman TBF Avengers and F-6F Hellcats
are on the deck of USS Monterey in the Pacific theatre.

ingly, making landings rather
tricky.

In general, purpose-designed
carrier aircraft had inferior perfor-
mance when compared to their
land-based contemporaries -
although this did not prevent
the Fairey Swordfish from amass-
ing a war record which was sec-
ond to none - while conversions
of landplanes, such as the

Supermarine Spitfire produced
performance - at the expense of
durability. Instead, it was left
to the Japanese to show that the
carrier aircraft, in the shape of
the Mitsubishi AoM Zero, could
outfly and outfight its land-based
opponents.

It was, however, the swarm of
big, beefy US Navy aircraft, which
were based upon the navy's

massive American carrier force,
that was to prove decisive in the
Pacific. Led by the Grumman F6F
Hellcat and the Vought F4U
Corsair, US and Allied naval air-
craft in their thousands ranged
the skies over Japan during the
final months of the war, in a
display of naval air power
undreamed of only five years
before.
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Aichi D3A 'Val'
Although thought to be obsolescent
when Japan entered the war, the Aichi
D3A with fixed spatted landing gear
was the first Japanese aircraft to drop
bombs on American targets when air-
craft of this type took part in the great
raid on Pearl Harbor on 7 December
1941. Designed to a 1936 carrier-based
dive-bomber requirement, the pro-
totype was flown in January 1938 with a
529.4-kW (710-hp) Nakajima Hikari 1
radial, Production D3A1 aircraft had
slightly smaller wings and were po-
wered by the 745.7-kW (1,000-hp) Mit-
subishi Kinsei 43 radial. A dorsal fin
extension considerably improved the
aircraft's manoeuvrability, although
the armament of only two forward-
firing 7.7-mm (0,303-in) machine-guns,
with another of the same calibre in the
rear cockpit, was undeniably puny. Af-
ter limited land-based operations in
China and Indo-China, D3As were
flown in all major carrier actions dur-
ing the first 10 months of the war and
sank more Allied naval vessels than
any other Axis aircraft. Among British
casualties m D3A1 attacks were HMS
Hermes (the world's first carrier to be
sunk by carrier aircraft), and the cruis-
ers Cornwall and Dorsetshire, Heavy
losses among DSAls during and after
the Battle of the Coral Sea, however,
forced withdrawal by most of the survi-
vors to land bases. In 1942 the D3A2
was introduced with increased fuel
capacity and more powerful engine,
but by 1944 the aircraft were hopeless-
ly outclassed by American fighters; a

AichiDSAl oftheYokosukaKokutaiin 1940. 'Vais'were among the
most accurate of dive-bombers owing to the steep dive employed.

small number was subsequently em-
ployed in kamikaze attacks. Produc-
tion amounted to 476 DSAls and 1,016
D3A2. The Allied reporting name was
'Val'.

Specification
Aichi D3A2
Type: two-seat carrierborne dive-
bomber
Powerplant: one 969.4-kW ( 1,300-hp)
Mitsubishi Kinsei 54 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
430 km/h (267 mph) at 6200 m
(20,341 ft); climb to 3000 m (9,843 ft) in
5.76 minutes; service ceiling 10500 m
(34,449 ft); range 1352 km (840 miles)
Weights: empty 2570 kg (5,666 Ib);
maximum take-off 3800 kg (8,378 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14,38 m (47 ft 2.1 in);

TheD3A was the standard dive-
bomber of the Japanese air groups
during the early years of the
campaign. Its most notable

length 10.20 m (33 ft 5.6 in); height
3.85 m(12 ft 7.6 in); wmgarea34.90 m2

(375.7 sq ft)
Armament: two forward-firing 7,7-mm
(0.303-m) Type 97 machine-guns in the

successes were the attacks on Pearl
Harbor and the sinking of the British
carrier HMS Hermes. This is the
better-looking D3A2.

nose and one tramable 7,7-mm (0,303-
m) Type 92 gun in the rear cockpit,
plus one 250-kg (551 -Ib) bomb under
the fuselage and two 60-kg ( 132-lb)
bombs under the wings

Mitsubishi A6M 'Zeke'
The famous Mitsubishi A6M, popularly
known as the 'Zero', was the first car-
rierborne fighter in the world capable
of outperforming any contemporary
land-based fighter it was likely to con-
front. Because of inept Allied intelli-
gence it was able to achieve immedi-
ate air superiority over the East Indies ^
and South East Asia from the day Japan
entered the war. Designed under the
leadership of Jiro Honkoshi in 1937 as a
replacement for the neat but obsoles-
cent A5M, the prototype A6M1 was
first flown on 1 April 1939 with a 581.6-
kW (780-hp) Mitsubishi Zuisei 13 ra-
dial; production A6M2 fighters with
two wing-mounted 20-mm guns and
two nose-mounted 7,7-mm (0.303-m)
guns were fitted with the 708.4-kW
(950-hp) Nakajima Sakae 12 radial, and
it was with this version that the
Japanese navy escorted the raiding
force sent against Pearl Harbor, and
gained air superiority over Malaya, the
Philippines and Burma. In the spring of
1942 the A6M3 with two-stage super-
charged Sakae 21 entered service, la-
ter aircraft having their folding wing
tips removed. The Battle of Midway
represented the Zero's combat zenith;
thereafter the agile Japanese fighter
found itself ever more outclassed by
the American F6F Hellcat and P-38
Lightning. To counter the new Amer-
ican fighters the A6M5 was rushed to
front-line units; this version, with Sakae
21 engine and improved exhaust sys-
tem, possessed a top speed of 565 km/
h (351 mph), more A6M5s (and sub-
variants) being produced than any
other Japanese aircraft. It was five
A6M5s of the Shikishima kamikaze unit
that sank the carrier St Lo and dam-
aged three others on 25 October 1944.

Other versions were the A6M6 with
water-methanol boosted Sakae 31 en-
gine and the A6M7 fighter/dive-
bomber. Total production of all A6Ms
was 10,937. (The reporting name'Zeke'
was given to the A6M, and 'Rufe' to a
float version, the A6M2-N.)

Specification
Mitsubishi A6M5b 'Zeke'
Type: single-seat carrierborne fighter
Powerplant: one 820.3-kW (1,100-hp)
Nakajima NK2F Sakae 21 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
565 km/h (351 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); climb to 6000 m (19,685 ft) in
7.0 minutes; service ceiling 11740 m
(38,517 ft); range 1143 km (710 miles)

Feared by all Allied pilots before the
arrival of the Melica t in Pacific
waters, theA6M featured
astonishing m an oeuvrability and
good endurance, especially when
equipped with an underfuselage fuel
tank, as here. These A6M2s are on a
long-range figh ter pa trol.

Mitsubishi A6M2 of the fighter complement aboard
Hiryu during the a ttack on Pearl H arbor in December
1941.

Weights: empty 1876 kg (4,136 Ib);
normal loaded 2733 kg (6,025 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.00 m (36 ft 1.1 in);

length 9.12 m (29 ft 11.1 in); height
3.51 m (11 ft 6.2 in); wing area 21.30 m2

(229.28 sq ft)
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Armament: one 7.7-mm (0.303-in) Type
97 and one 13.2-mm(0.52-m)Type3
machine-gun in nose, and two wing-
mounted 20-mm type 99 cannon, plus
underwing provision for two 60- or 250-
kg(132-or551-lb)bombs

Mitsubishi A6M2 of the 6th Kokutai
based atRabaul, New Britain, in
November 1942.

JAPAN

Nakajima B5N 'Kate'
Designed to a 1935 requirement, and
already in service for four years when
Japan entered the war, the Nakajima
B5N was in 1941 without question the
best carrierborne torpedo-bomber in
the world. Powered by a Nakajima
Hikan radial engine, the low-wing
three-crew monoplane with inwards-
retracting wide-track landing gear
was exceptionally clean, and first flew
in January 1937. The following year
production B5N1 aircraft were
embarking in Japan's carriers and
shore-based units were deployed in
China. In 1939 the improved B5N2
appeared with a more powerful Sakae
11 engine in a smaller cowling,
although armament and bombload
were unchanged, and this version re-
mained in production until 1943, When
Japan attacked the USA the B5N2 had
wholly replaced the B5N1 with oper-
ational units, and 144 B5N2s were in-
volved in the fateful attack on Pearl
Harbor; within the next 12 months air-
craft of this type sank the American
carriers USS Hornet, Lexington and
Yorktown. Given the reporting name
'Kate' by the Allies, the B5N certainly
earned the respect of the Americans,
and in all the major carrier battles of
the Pacific War attracted the undi-
vided attention of defending fighters.
With its puny defensive armament of a
single machine-gun and laden with a
large bomb or torpedo, however, the
B5N began to suffer very heavily, and
although the type was fully committed
during the Solomons campaign the

survivors were withdrawn from com-
bat after the Philippine battles of 1944,
Thereafter, on account of their excel-
lent range, they were assigned to anti-
submarine and maritime reconnaiss-
ance duties in areas beyond the range
of Allied fighters. Production of all
B5Ns reached 1,149.

Specification
Nakajima B5N2'Kate'
Type: three-crew carrierborne
torpedo-bomber
Powerplant: one 745,7-kW (l.OOOhp)
Nakajima NK l B Sakae 11 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
378 km/h (235 mph) at 3600 m
(11,811 ft); climb to 3000 m (9,843 ft) in
7,7 minutes; service ceiling 8260 m
(27,100 ft); range 1990 km (1,237 miles)

These two BSNs are seen flying over
the mighty 70,000-ton battleship
Yamato (the largest ever). The
underfuselage shackles for the
torpedo (or bombs) are visible.

Weights: empty 2279 kg (5,024 Ib);
maximum take-off 4100 kg (9,039 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15,52 m (50 ft 11 in);
length 10.30 m (33 ft 9.5 in); height
3.70 m (12 ft 1.7 in); wing area 37.70 m2

(405.8 sq ft
Armament: one 7.7-mm (0.303-in) Type

Nakajima BSN of a Japanese navy
unit. This type was responsible for
many successful attacks on Allied
shipping in the Pacific theatre.

92 tramable machine-gun in rear
cockpit, plus one 800-kg ( 1,764-lb)
torpedo or an equivalent weight of
bombs

JAPAN

Nakajima B6N 'Jill'
At a time when the triumphs of the B5N
were still almost three years in the fu-
ture, the Japanese navy issued a spe-
cification for a replacement, recogniz-
ing that only limited overall design im-
provement of the B5N could be
achieved in the B5N2. Accordingly de-
sign went ahead in 1939 of the Naka-
jima B6N and, despite the navy's pre-
ference for the Mitsubishsi Kasei ra-
dial, a Nakajima Mamoru was selected
for the prototype which flew early in
1941, Superficially the B6N Tenzan
(heavenly mountain) resembled the
earlier aircraft, but the much in-
creased power and torque of the big
engine and four-blade propeller was
found to impose considerable direc-
tional stability problems, demanding
that the vertical tail surfaces be offset
to one side, Flight trials dragged on,
and were further delayed by troubles
during carrier acceptance tests; then
Nakajima was ordered to stop produc-
tion of the Mamoru engine, so mod-
ifications had to be introduced to suit
installation of the Kasei, In due course
B6N1 aircraft (of which only 133 were

built) were embarked in the carriers
Shokaku, Taiho, Hiyo, Junyo and Zuika-
ku, and took part in the great Battle of
the Philippine Sea of June 1943, many
being lost when the three first-named
carriers were sunk. In that month pro-
duction started of the slightly im-
proved B6N2 (of which 1,133 were pro-
duced before the end of the war), but
the heavy losses among Japanese car-
riers resulted in the 'Jill' being largely
deployed ashore, particularly after the
Battle of Leyte Gulf. Thereafter many
BSNs were consigned to the kamikaze
role.

Spécification
Nakajima B6N2'Jill'
Type: three-crew carrierborne
torpedo bomber
Powerplant: one 1379.5-kW ( 1,850-hp)
Mitsubishi MK4T Kasei 25 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
481 km/h (299 mph) at 4900 m
(16,076 ft); climb to 5000 m (16,404 ft) in
10.4 minutes; service ceiling 9040 m
(29,659 ft); range 1746 km ( 1,085 miles)
Weights: empty 3010 kg (6,636 Ib);
maximum take-off 5650 kg (12,456 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.89 m (48 ft

Nakajima B6N2 Tenzan of the
Imperial Japanese Navy. This type
was designed to supersede the BSN
and saw intensive use during the
latter part of the war.

10.2 in); length 10.87 m (35 ft 8 in);
height 3.80 m (12 ft 5.6 in); wing area
37.20m2 (400.43 sq ft)
Armament: one trainable 13-mm (0.51-
m) Type 2 machine-gun in rear cockpit
and one 7.7-mm (0.303-in) Type 97
machine-gun in ventral tunnel position,
plus one 800-kg ( 1,764-lb) torpedo or
an equivalent weight of bombs
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Yokosuka D4Y 'Judy'
Well-proportioned and purposeful in
appearance, the Yokosuka D4Y pos-
sessed an excellent performance and
owed much of its concept to the Ger-
man He 118, for whose manufacturing
rights Japan negotiated in 1938. De-
signed as a fast carrier-based attack
bomber and powered by an imported
Daimler-Benz DB 600G engine, the
D4Y1 was first flown in December
1941; D4Y1-C reconnaissance aircraft
were ordered into production at
Aichi's Nagoya plant, the first of 660
aircraft being completed in the late
spring of 1942. The first service aircraft
were lost when the Soryu was sunk at
Midway. Named Suisei (comet) in ser-
vice and codenamed 'Judy' by the
Allies, many D4Yls were completed
as dive-bombers, and 174 Suiseis of
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Koku Sentais were
embarked in nine carriers before the
Battle of the Philippine Sea. However,
they were intercepted by American
carriers, and suffered heavy casualties
without achieving any success. A new
version with 1044-kW (1,400-hp) Aichi
Atsuta 32 engine appeared in 1944 as

the D4Y2 but, in the interests of pre-
serving high performance, nothing
was done to introduce armour protec-
tion for crew or fuel tanks, and the sole
improvement in gun armament was
the inclusion of a 13.2-mm (0.52-in)
tramable gun (replacing the previous
7.92-mm/0.31-m gun) in the rear cock-
pit. This version suffered heavily in the
battle for the Philippines. Problems of
reliability with the Atsuta (DB 601) en-
gine led to adoption of a Kinsei 62 ra-
dial in the D4Y3, and this engine was
retained in the D4Y4 which was de-
veloped in 1945 as a single-seat
suicide dive-bomber. A total of 2,033
production D4Ys was completed.

Yokosuka D4Y3 of the Imperial Japanese Navy. This version introduced the
MitsubishiMK8PKinsei 62 radial engine, which avoided the reliability
problems of the earlier Aichi Atsuta engine.

Specification
Yokosuka D4Y3'Judy'
Type: two-seat carrierborne dive-
bomber
Powerplant: one 1163.3-kW(l,560-hp)
Mitsubishi MK8P Kinsei 62 radial
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
575 km/h (357 mph) at 6050 m
(19,849 ft); climb to 3000 m (9,843 ft)
4.55 minutes; service ceiling 10500 m
(34,449 ft); range 1520 km (944 miles)

Weights: empty 2501 kg (5,514 Ib);
maximum take-off 4657 kg (10.267 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.50 m (37 ft
8.75 in); length 10.22 m (33 ft 6.4 in);
height 3.74 m (12 ft 3.2 in); wing area
23.60m2 (254.04 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
7.7-mm (0.303-in) Type 97 machine-
guns in nose and one 13,1-mm (0.5-in)
Type 2 tramable gun in rear cockpit,
plus a maximum bombload of 560 kg
( 1,235 Ib)

USA

Curtiss SB2C Helldiver
Last of a long line of Curtiss aircraft to
carry the name Helldiver (the earlier
aircraft being inter-war biplanes), the
Curtiss SB2C was first flown as the
XSB2C-1 on 18 December 1940. Pro-
duction SB2C-1 aircraft featured an en-
larged fin and rudder assembly, in-
creased fuel capacity and four 12,7-
mm (0.5-in) guns in the wings. The
SB2C-1C carried an armament of two
20-mm guns in the wings. The SB2C-3
appeared in 1944 with more powerful
engine, and the SB2C-4 had provision
to carry eight 127-mm (5-in) rockets or
454 kg (1,000 Ib) of bombs under the
wings (in addition to the 454-kg/1,000-
Ib internal bombload); the SB2C-4 car-
ried radar in a small pod under the
wing, and the SB2C-5 had increased
fuel. Production amounted to 7,199 of
all aircraft, including 3QO by Fairchild
in Canada, 984 by the Canadian Car
and Foundry, and 900 produced for the
USAAF as the A-25A (most of which
were taken over by the US Marine"
Corps and redesignated SB2C-1A).
Helldivers first went into action on 11
November 1943 with a raid by VB-17
on Rabaul, During 1944 they gradually
replaced the Douglas SBD Dauntless,
and were in constant action against the
Japanese. Some 26 Canadian-built air-
craft were supplied to the UK.

Specification
Curtiss SB2C-4 Helldiver
Type: two-seat scout-bomber
Powerplant: one 1416.8-kW(l,900-hp)
Wright R-2600-20 radial piston engine

Curtiss SB2C-1 Helldiver of VB-8 aboard USS
Bunker Hill, serving in the Pacific theatre.

Right: These two SB2C-1C Helldivers
from VB-1 are on patrol in 1944. The
Helldiver was not liked by pilots or
ground crew and was referred to by
many derogatory nicknames, the
most common of which was 'The
Beast'. Despite its reputation, the
type put in m uch service in the thick
of the battle againstjapan.

Performance: maximum speed
475 km/h (295 mph) at 5090 m
(16,700 ft); initial climb rate 549 m
(1,800 ft) per minute; service ceiling
8870 m (29,100 ft); range 1875 km
(1,165 miles)
Weights: empty 4784 kg (10,547 Ib);
maximum take-off 7537 kg (16,616 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.16 m (49 ft 9 in);
length 11.18 m (36 ft 8 in); height 4.01 m
( 13 ft 2 in) ; wing area 39.20 n/
(422.0 sq ft)

Armament: two fixed forward-firing
20-mm guns in the wings and two 7.62-
mm (0.3-in) tramable guns in the rear

cockpit, plus a bomb load of 454 kg
( 1,000 Ib) under the wings and 454 kg
(1,000 Ib) internally

USA

Vought F4U Corsair Vough tF4U-lA Corsair of No. 17 Sqn, Royal New Zealand Air Force, based
on Guadalcanal island in theSolomon group during August 1944.

Distinctive yet not unattractive with its
inverted gull wing, the Vought F4U
Corsair was unquestionably the best
shipborne fighter of the war, and
gained an 11:1 kill: loss ratio in the
Pacific. Designed by Rex B. Beisel, the
XF4U-1 was flown on 29 May 1940, the
first production F4U-1 fighters being
delivered to VF-12 in October 1942,
although most of the early aircraft went
to the US Marine Corps. It was a land1
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based US Marine squadron, VMF-124,
that first flew the Corsair into action, on
13 February 1943 over Bougainville.
Additional production lines were set
up by Brewster and Goodyear, these
companies producing the F3A-1 and
FG-1 respectively. To improve the
pilot's field of view, later aircraft intro-
duced a raised cockpit, and the F4U-
1C had a four 20-mm cannon arma-
ment. The F4U-1D, FG-1D and F3A-1D
were powered by water-injection
boosted R-2800-8W engines, and
could carry two 454-kg (1,000-lb)
bombs or eight 127-mm (5-in) rockets
under the wings. Late in the war a
night-fighter version, the XF4U-2, saw
limited service with VFN-75 and VFN-
101. Wartime production of the Corsair
(which continued until 1952 with later
versions) reached 4,120 F4U-ls, 735
FSA-ls and 3,808 FG-ls; of these 2,012
were supplied to the UK's Fleet Air
Arm and 370 to New Zealand. Indeed,
if was the Royal Navy's Corsair Mk II
aircraft of No, 1834 Squadron that were
the first Corsairs to operate from a car-
rier when, on 3 April 1944, they took
part in operations against the Tirpitz.

Specification
Vought F4U-1 Corsair
Type: single-seat shipboard fighter
Powerplant: one 1491.4-kW (2,000-hp)
Pratt & Whitney R-2800-8 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
671 km/h (417 mph) at 6066 m
(19,900 ft); initial climb rate 881 m
(2,890 ft) per minute; service ceiling
11247 m (36,900 ft); range 1633 km
(1,015 miles)
Weights: empty 4074 kg (8,982 Ib);
maximum take-off 6350 kg(14,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.50 m (41 ftO in);
length 10.17 m (33 ft 4.5 in); height
4.90 m (16 ft 1 in); wing area 29.17 m2

(314.0 sq ft)
Armament: six forward-firing 12.7-mm
(0.5-in) machine-guns in the wings

The finest naval fighter produced in
the war, Vought's distinctive Corsair
was also an excellent ground-attack
platform with bombs and rockets.

Goodyear-built Corsair Mk IV (FC-ID) serving with No.
1850 Sqn, Fleet Air Arm, HMS Vengeance, whilst on
Pacific duty in 1945.

USA

Douglas SBD Dauntless
Developed directly from the Northrop
BT-1 (the Northrop Corporation be-
came a division of Douglas), the pro-
totype of the Douglas SBD Dauntless
two-seat carnerborne dive bomber
was in fact a much modified production
BT-1, Production orders for 57 SBD-1
and 87 SBD-2 aircraft were placed in
April 1939, the former being delivered
to US Marine Corps bombing and
scout-bombing squadrons, and the lat-
ter to US Navy scout and bombing
squadrons. The SBD-3, with two addi-
tional 12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns in the nose,
self-sealing tanks and R-1820-52 en-
gine, appeared in March 1941, and by
the time of Pearl Harbor in December
that year 584 SBD-3s had been deli-
vered. Some 780 SBD-4 aircraft (with
24-volt electrical system but otherwise
as the SBD-3 and produced at El
Segundo, California) were built in
1942; photo-reconnaissance modifica-
tions (the SBD-IP, SBD-2P and SBD-3P)
were also produced during 1941-2, A
new Douglas plant at Tulsa, Oklahoma,
built 2,409 SBD-5 aircraft with 894.8-kW
(1,200-hp) R-1820-60 engines, follow-

ing these with 451 SBD-6 aircraft with
-66 engines. The USAAF took delivery
of 168 SBD-3A, 170 SBD-4A and 615
SBD-5A aircraft as the A-24, A-24A and
A-24B respectively, bringing the total
Douglas production to 5,936 SBDs.
They were unquestionably one of the
USA's most important weapons in the
Pacific war, and sank a greater ton-
nage of Japanese shipping than any
other aircraft, as well as playing a key
part in the great battles of Midway, the
Coral Sea and the Solomons.

Specification
Douglas SBD-5 Dauntless
Type: two-crew carrierborne scout/
dive-bomber
Powerplant: one 894.8-kW (1,200-hp)
Wright R-1820-60 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
394 km/h (245 mph) at 4816 m
(15,800 ft); initial climb rate 363 m
( 1,190 ft) per minute; service ceiling
7407 m (24,300 ft); range 1770 km
(1,100 miles)
Weights: empty 3028 kg (6,675 Ib);

maximum take-off 4924 kg (10,855 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.65 m (41 ft
6.25 in); length 10.06 m (33 ft 0 in);
height 3.94 m (12 ft 11 in); wing area
30.19m2 (325.0 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
12.7-mm (0.5-in) machine-guns and
two tramable 7.62-mm (0.3-m) guns in
rear cockpit, plus a bombload of one
726-kg ( 1,600-lb) bomb under the
fuselage and two 147-kg (325-lb)
bombs under the wings
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F4U-1D aboard USS Essex (CV-9) in April 1945,
armed with rockets for softening-up attacks on
Okinawa.

Douglas SBD-4 Da un tless of VMSB-243,1st Marine
Air Wing, USMC, based on Munda, New Georgia
island (Solomons) in August 1943.
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Grumman F4F Wildcat
When first flown on 2 September 1937,
the Grumman XF4F-2 single-seat naval
fighter prototype proved to be only
16 km/h ( l O m p h ) faster than the
Brewster F2A-1, and only when a two-
stage supercharged XR-1830-76 was
fitted was the true potential of the de-
sign recognized, and a speed of
537 km/h (333.5mph) was recorded
during US Navy trials with the XF4F-3.
Some 54 production F4F-3 fighters
were ordered in August 1939, 22 of
which had been delivered by the end
of 1940. These aircraft (Grumman's first
monoplanes for the US Navy and later
named Wildcat) served with VF-4 and
VF-7, and were followed by 95 F4F-3A
aircraft with single-stage super-
charged R-1830-90 engines, The Wild-
cat was ordered by France in 1939 but
the entire batch of 81 aircraft was
transferred to the UK, with whose
Royal Navy they served as the Martlet,
being first flown in combat during
1940. US Navy and US Marine Corps
F4Fs were heavily engaged during the
early months of the war with the
Japanese, numerous aircraft being
destroyed on the ground, but also
scoring a number of outstanding vic-
tories. The F4F-4, with manually-
folding wings (of which 1,169 were
produced), was delivered during 1942,
and an unarmed long-range recon-
naissance version of this, the F4F-7,
had a range of over 5633km (3,500
miles), The F4F-4 was also built by
General Motors as the FM-1, and a
more powerful version, the FM-2, for
operation from escort carriers, FM-Is
and 2s were supplied to the UK as the
Wildcat Mk V and Wildcat Mk VI (the
name Martlet having been dropped).
F4F-4s were heavily committed in the
battles of the Coral Sea and Midway.
Total production of the Wildcat (ex-
cluding prototypes) was 7,885, includ-
ing 5,237 FM-Is and FM-2s by General
Motors, and 1,100 for the UK.

Specification
Grumman F4F-4 Wildcat
Type: single-seat shipboard fighter
Powerplant: one 894.8-kW ( 1,200-hp)
Pratt & Whitney R-1830-86 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed

General Motors (Grumman) Wildcat MkVI (FM-2) of No. 835 Sqn, Fleet Air Arm, aboard HMSNairansL in August 1944.

Although slow and unmanoeuvrable
when compared with the Mitsubishi
A6M, the Grumman F4F was the best
that the US Navy could field in the
early days of the war. Flown by
highly trained and brave pilots, the
Wildca t held its own un til more
modern aircraft arrived in service.

512 km/h (318 mph) at 5913 m
(19,400 ft); initial climb rate 594 m
(1,950 ft) per minute; service ceiling
10638 m (34,900 ft); range 1239 km (770
miles)
Weights: empty 2624 kg (5,785 Ib);
maximum take-off 3607 kg (7,952 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.58 m (38 ft 0 in);
length 8.76 m (28 ft 9 in); height 3.61 m
(11 ft 10 in); wing area 24.15 m2

(260,0 sq ft)
Armament: six forward-firing 12.7-mm

(0.5-in) machine guns; FM-2 had four
guns and provision to carry two 113-kg

(250-lb) bombs or six 127-mm (5-in)
rockets

Grumman F6F Hellcat
One of America's best wartime ship-
board fighters, and ably partnering the
F4U Corsair, the Grumman F6F Hellcat
was the logical development of the
F4F Wildcat, and was first flown as the
XF6F-3 on 26 June 1942; this was given
an uprated engine and flew again five
weeks later. Deliveries to VF-9 aboard
USS Essex started early in 1943; night-
fighter versions were the F6F-3E and
F6F-3N with radar in a wing pod. In
1944 the F6F-5 appeared with provi-
sion for 907 kg (2,000 Ib) of bombs and
two 20-mm cannon sometimes replac-
ing the inboard wing 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
guns: the radar-equipped night-fighter
version was the F6F-5N; production
totalled 6,435 F6F-5Ns, while 252 F6F-
3s and 930 F6F-5s served with the Brit-
ish Fleet Air Arm as the Hellcat Mk I
and Hellcat Mk II respectively. Pro-
duction of all F6Fs amounted to 12,275,
and official figures credited the US
Navy and Marine Corps aircraft with
the destruction of 5,156 enemy aircraft
in air combat, about 75 per cent of all

the US Navy's air combat victories in
the war. The Hellcat's greatest single
victory was in that largest of all carrier
operations, the Battle of the Philippine
Sea, in which 15 American carriers

embarked 480 F6F fighters (plus 2a2
dive-bombers and 199 torpedo-
bombers); by the end of a week's
fighting Task Force 58 had destroyed
more than 400 Japanese aircraft and

Grumman Hellcat Mkll of No. 800
Sqn, Fleet Air Arm, Hying from HMS
Emperor off the coast of Malaya in
September 1945. The Fleet Air Arm
adopted US-style midnigh t blue in
theFarEast and some aircraft
sported white bars each side of the
national insignia.

sunk three carriers, Hellcats were still
serving with the US Navy several years
after the war.
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Grumman F6F-6Hellcat of VF-12, US
Navy aboard USS Randolph
operating in Japanese waters in early
1945.

Specification
Grumman F6F-5 Hellcat
Type: single-seat shipboard fighter
Powerplant: one 1491.4-kW (2,000-hp)
Pratt & Whitney R-2800- 10W radial
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
612 km/h (380 mph) at 7132 m
(23,400 ft); initial climb fate 908 m
(2,980 ft) per minute; service ceiling
11369 m (37,300 ft); range 1521 km (945
miles)
Weights: empty 4190 kg (9,238 Ib);
maximum take-off 6991 kg (15,413 Ib)
Dimensions: span 13.05 m (42 ft 10 in);
length 10.24 m (33 ft 7 in); height 3.99 m
(13 ft 1 in); wingareaSl.03 n/
(334.0 sq ft)
Armament: six 12.7-mm (0.5-in)
machine-guns in wings, or two 20-mm
cannon and four 12.7-mm (0.5-in) guns
in wings, plus provision for two 454-kg
(1,000-lb) bombs

The Hellcat finally enabled the
Americans to defeat the Mitsubishi
A6M. This VD-5 aircraft was used in
the photo-reconnaissance role.

USA

Grumman TBF Avenger
Destined to become one of the best
shipborne torpedo-bombers of the
war, the Grumman TBF-Avenger first
saw combat during the great Battle of
Midway. The XTBF-1 prototype was
first flown on 1 August 1941 after an
order for 286 aircraft had already been
placed. The first TBF-1 aircraft
appeared in January 1942 and VT-8
('Torpedo-Eight') received its first air-
craft during the following May. On 4
June six .of VT-8's aircraft were laun-
ched at the height of the Battle of Mid-
way, but only one returned - and this
with one dead gunner and the other
wounded. Despite this inauspicious
start, production was accelerating as
General Motors undertook production
in addition to Grumman, producing the
TBM-1 version. Sub-variants included
the TBF-1C with two 20-mm cannon in
the wings, the TBF-IB which was sup-
plied to the UK under Lend-Lease, the
TBF-ID and TBF-IE with ASV radar,
and the TBF-1L with a searchlight in
the bomb bay. Production of the TBF-1
and TBM-1, as well as sub-variants,
were 2,290 and 2,882 respectively.
General Motors (Eastern Divison)
went on to produce 4,664 TBM-3 air-
craft with R-2600-20 engines, and the
sub-variants corresponded with those
of the TBF-Is. The UK received 395
TBF-IBs and 526 TBM-3Bs, and New
Zealand 63. The TBM-3P camera-
equipped aircraft and the TBM-3H
with search radar were the final war-
time versions, although the Avenger
went on to serve with the US Navy until
1954,

Specification
Grumman (General Motors) TBM-3E
Avenger
Type: three-crew carrierborne
torpedo-bomber
Powerplant: one 1416.8-kW (1,900-hp)
Wright R-2600-20 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed

Grumman TBF Avenger of the US Navy. Armament of the dorsal turret was one 0.5-calibre machine-gun.

444 km/h (276 mph) at 5029 m
(16,500 ft); initial climb rate 628 m
(2,060 ft) per minute; service ceiling
9174 m (30,100 ft); range 1625 km
(1,010 miles)
Weights: empty 4783 kg (10,545 Ib);
maximum take-off 8117 kg (17,895 Ib)
Dimensions: span 16.51 m (54 ft 2 in);

length 12.48 m (40 ft 11.5 in); height
4.70 m (15 ft 5 m); wing area 45.52 m2

(490.0 sq ft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
12.7-mm(0.5-m)guns, one 12.7-mm
(0.5-in) gun in dorsal turret and one
7.62-mm (0.3-in) gun in ventral
position, plus an offensive load of up to

907 kg (2,000 Ib) of bombs, or one
torpedo, in weapons bay

Avengers replaced the hopelessly
outclassed Devasta tor on the
torpedo squadrons from 1942
onwards. These Avengers are seen
on a practice torpedo run.
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Hawker Sea Hurricane
Based on the RAF's Hurricane, the
Hawker Sea Hurricane was introduced
to provide modern fighter protection
for convoys of merchant ships, Over
800 were delivered, the majority of
them being conversions of Hurricanes,
including many which had seen oper-
ational service. A number were mod-
ifications of newly delivered Cana-
dian-built aircraft.

The first version to appear was the
Sea Hurricane Mk IA fitted with cata-
pult spools so that they could be flown
from specially fitted merchant ships in
the event of the appearance of an
enemy aircraft. This was followed by
the Sea Hurricane Mk IB, which in
addition to the spools had deck arres-
ter gear to enable it to be used for
carrier operations. The Sea Hurricane
Mk 1C, of which only a few were pro-
duced, had four wing-mounted 20-mm
cannon in place of the machine-guns of
the earlier versions. Re-engmed with
the Rolls-Royce Merlin XX it became
the Sea Hurricane Mk IIB when fitted
with machine-guns, and the Sea Hurri-
cane Mk IIC with cannon. Canadian-
built aircraft also used these designa-
tions, irrespective of their original
mark numbers.

Sea Hurricanes first entered oper-
ational service in February 1941 with
No. 804 Squadron for deployment from
catapult-armed merchantmen, or
CAM-ships as they were generally
known. The first carrier squadron to
equip was No. 880 Squadron in March
1941, seeing action m July from HMS
Furious during a raid on the Arctic port
of Petsamo, The following month an
aircraft of No. 804 Squadron catapulted
from HMS Maphn accounted for a
Focke-Wulf Condor, The disadvan-
tage of this method of operation was

that unless the pilot could reach land
he had no choice but to ditch his air-
craft. The CAM-ship task and aircraft
were later passed on to the RAF's Mer-
chant Ship Fighter Unit at Speke,
When the first escort carriers came
into service with the Royal Navy, Sea
Hurricanes were attached to several of
them, seeing service in the Arctic and
the Mediterranean until being re-
placed in 1943 by Seafires and Wild-
cats.

Specification
Hawker Sea Hurricane Mk IIC
Type: carrierborne fighter
Powerplant: one 954.5-kW ( 1,280-hp)
Rolls- Royce Merlin XX V-12 piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
505 km/h (314 mph) at 5944 m
(19,500 ft); service ceiling 10516 m
(34,500 ft); range 1207 km (750 miles)
Weights: empty 2617 kg (5,770 Ib);
maximum take-off 3511 kg (7,740 Ib)

Dimensions: span 12.20 m (40 ft 0 in);
length 9.83 m (32 ft 3 m); height 4.00 m
(13 ft 1,5 in); wing area 23.92 m2

(257.5 sq ft)
Armament: four 20-mm cannon

After the failure of such types as the
Sea C la dia tor and Fulmar to provide
adequate fighter protection, the
Hurricane was hastily adapted for
carrier decks. The result was a fine
fighter which saw much action.

UK

Supermarine Seafire
Following the success of the Sea Hurri-
cane adaptation, a Spitfire VB was
fitted with a 'V arrester hook and satis-
factory trials were carried out in HMS
Illustrious towards the end of 1941. A
number of these aircraft with 'B1 type
wings were similarly modified and
named Supermarine Seafire Mk IB. In
May 1942 the Seafire Mk IIC began to
come off the production line, fitted with
the 'C type Spitfire wing with provision
for four 20-mm cannon, and having a
reinforced fuselage, catapult spools
and rocket-assisted take-off gear
(RATOG). A low-altitude version was
the Seafire L.Mk IIC, and a few were
fitted with cameras for photographic
reconnaissance work, being desig-
nated Seafire LR.Mk IIC. A manually-
operated folding wing was introduced
on the Seafire F.Mk III, and as with the
earlier mark there was a Seafire L.Mk
III variant for low-altitude work, a few
being modified as the Seafire LR.MK
III for photo-reconnaissance duties.

In 1945 the Gnffon-engmed Seafire
F.Mk XV appeared, with a sting-type
arrester hook, being followed by the
Seafire F.Mk XVII with a clear-view
bubble hood, cutaway rear fuselage
and increased fuel capacity. The Sea-
fire FR.Mk XVII reconnaissance
variant had two cameras. Based on the
Spitfire F.Mk 21, the Seafire F.Mk 45
had a later Griffon fitted with either a
five-blade propeller or two three-
blade counter-rotating propellers. The
clear-view bubble hood and cutaway

rear fuselage were fitted to the Seafire
F.Mk 46, a reconnaissance version
being the Seafire FR.Mk 46, The final
version, the Seafire F.Mk 47, and the
Seafire FR.Mk 47 variant, had power-
folding wings and other changes,

The Seafire participated successful-
ly in the North African landings in
November 1942, and later at Salerno
and the south of France, Its principle
failing was highlighted at Salerno,
where lack of wmdspeed over the car-
rier decks led to numerous collapsed
landing gears, Several squadrons
were active in the Pacific, and after the

war the Griffon-engmed versions re-
mained in service until 1954, many with
reserve squadrons.

Specification
Supermarine Seafire F.Mk III
Type: carrierborne fighter
Powerplant: one 1096-kW(l,470-hp)
Rolls-Royce Merlin 45, 50 or 55 V-12
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
566 km/h (352 mph) at 3734 m
(12,250 ft); service ceiling 10302 m
(33,800 ft); range 748 km (465 miles) on
internal fuel

Weights: empty 2449 kg (5,400 Ib);
maximum take-off 3175 kg (7,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.23 m (36 ft 10 in);
length 9.12 m (29 ft 11 in); height 3.48 m
(11 ft 5 in); wing area 22.48 n/
(242.0 sq ft)
Armament: two 20-mm cannon and
four 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-guns,
plus provision for one 227-kg (500-lb)
bomb or two 113-kg (250-lb) bombs

Seafires were poten t figh ters with
high performance for a deck-
launched aircraft but suffered a
great deal from weak
undercarriages and relatively high
landing speed.
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Fairey Albacore
Wholly eclipsed by the Swordfish,
which it was intended to replace, the
Fairey Albacore was in essence a
cleaned-up version of the celebrated
'Strmgbag' with an enclosed cabin to
improve the operational efficiency of
the crew and a Bristol Taurus radial to
provide higher performance despite
considerably greater weights. First
flown in December 1938, the initial
prototype was fitted with a wheel land-
ing gear, while the second had twin
floats. The Albacore, which was inevit-
ably called the 'Applecore1 in service,
differed from the Swordfish in being
used opera t iona l ly only on the
wheeled type of landing gear. The
type entered service with the Royal
Navy's Fleet Air Arm in 1940, and pro-
duction amounted to 798 aircraft, The
Albacore was first flown in action dur-
ing attacks on Boulogne in September
1940. Most Albacores were land-
based throughout their careers, but
the type's brief moment of glory ar-
rived when the Albacores from the
carrier HMS Formidable severely
damaged the Italian battleship Vittorio
Veneto during the Battle of Cape Mata-
pan in March 1941. After this time the
Albacore was occasionally used for
bombing in the Western Desert, usual-
ly at night to prevent the depredations
of Axis fighters, and the type played an
important part in the operations lead-
ing up to the Battle of Alamein in Octo-
ber 1942. In carrier operations the Alb-
acore saw service in the North Atlan-

Righ t: Inevitably called the _
'Applecore', the Albacore gave good
if undistinguished service, especially
in North Africa and the
Mediterranean. This aircraft is seen
dropping a practice 457-mm (18-in)
torpedo.

tic, Arctic, Mediterranean and Indian
oceans; and the type was also used
with some success as a support aircraft
during seaborne invasions, notably
those of Sicily, Italy and northern
France, the last in the hands of Royal
Canadian Air Force squadrons.

Specification
Fairey Albacore
Type: three-crew naval torpedo-
bomber
Powerplant: one 794.2-kW (1,065-hp)
Bristol Taurus II radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed

Fairey Albacore of the Fleet Air Arm. It was not as well liked as its
predecessor, the Swordfish, despite its enclosed cockpit.

259 km/h (161 mph) at 2134 m (7,000 ft);
climb to 1829 m (6,000 ft) in 8.0 minutes;
service ceiling 6309 m (20,700 ft);
range 1320 km (820 miles)
Weights: empty 3266 kg (7,200 Ib);
maximum take-off 5715 kg (12,600 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.24 m (50 ft 0 in);
length 12,13 m (39 ft 9.5 in); height

4.65 m (15 ft 3 in); wing area 57,88 m2

(623.0sqft
Armament: one forward-firing 7.7-mm
(0.303m) Vickers machine-gun and
two 7.7-mm (0.303-in) Vickers 'K'
machine-guns in the rear cockpit, plus
one 457-mm (18-in) torpedo or up to
907 kg (2,000 Ib) of bombs

Fairey Barracuda
Intended to replace the Albacore, it-
self a replacement for the Swordfish,
t he Fa i rey B a r r a c u d a was an
altogether more advanced aircraft
conceptually, and was designed as a
high-performance monoplane to meet
a 1937 requirement, The intended
powerplant was the Rolls-Royce Exe,
and the programme was delayed sub-
stantially when this engine was aban-
doned and the structure had to be re-
vised to accommodate a Merlin engine
from the same manufacturer. Thus the
"Barracuda prototype did not fly until 7
December 1940, and it was im-
mediately apparent that the perform-
ance of the heavy Barracuda would be
limited by the power available: the
939.6-kW (1,260-hp) Merlin XXX in the
Barracuda Mk I and the 1222.9-kW
(1,640-hp) Merlin 32 for the Barracuda
Mk II and Barracuda Mk III. At a time
when production priorities were
afforded mostly to the RAF, deliveries
of the Barracuda to the Fleet Air Arm
were slow to start, and it was January
1943 before Barracuda Mk Is began to
enter service with the Fleet Air Arm.
The Barracuda Mk I was little more
than a service-test type, only 23 being
built. The two main wartime models
were thus the Barracuda Mk II with
ASV Mk UN radar (1,635 built by
Fairey, Blackburn, Boulton Paul and
Westland) and the Barracuda Mk III
torpedo-reconnaissance version with
ASV Mk X radar (912 built by the pa-
rent company). The Barracuda saw
only limited service in home waters,
the highpomt of its career being a
highly successful strike on the German
battleship Tirpitz in April 1944; but in
the Pacific campaigns of 1944 and 1945
the Barracuda was one of the more
prominent British aircraft.

Fairey Barracuda Mk II ofthe Fleet Air Arm, complete with anti-submarine radar and underwing depth bombs.

Specification
Fairey Barracuda Mk II
Type: three-crew shipborne torpedo-
and dive-bomber
Powerplant: one 1222.9-kW (1,640-hp)
Rolls-Royce Merlin 32 V-12 piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
367 km/h (228 mph) at 533 m ( 1,750 ft);
climb to 1524 m (5,000 ft) in 6.0 minutes;
service ceiling 5060 m (16,600 ft);
range 1851 km ( 1,150 miles)
Weights: empty 4241 kg (9,350 Ib);
maximum take-off 6396 kg ( 14,100 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.99 m (49 ft 2 in);
length 12,12 m (39 ft 9 in); height 4,60 m
(15 ft 1 in); wing area 34.09 nr
(367.0 sq ft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
Vickers 'K' machine-guns in the rear
cockpit, plus one 735-kg ( 1,620-lb)
torpedo, or four 204-kg (450-lb) depth
charges, or six 113-kg (250-lb) bombs

Altogether more advanced than the
Albacore, the Barracuda was
delayed by difficulties with engine-
mounting. When it did reach service
in January 1943, the aircraft
acquitted itself well, especially
during the attacks on Tirpitz.
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Fairey Firefly
Numbered amongst the most success-
ful aircraft ever used by the Fleet Air
Arm, the Fairey Firefly served in its
various versions for nearly 15 years, a
total of 1,702 being produced before
production ceased in 1956, The pro-
totype took the air on 22 December
1941, and the first production Firefly
F.Mk I entered service in March 1943.
Later production Mk Is were fitted with
ASH radar, in which form they became
Firefly FR.Mk I reconnaissance
fighters. A number of aircraft were
produced as Firefly NF.Mk I night-
fighters equipped with a different
radio for night flying, and with
shrouded exhausts. Another night-
fighter version, the Firefly NF.MK II,
had AI.Mk X radar mounted on each
wing, whilst the Firefly F.Mk IA was a
modification of the Mk I brought up to
FR.Mk I standard by the addition of
ASH radar. A trial modification fitted
with a Griffon 61 and a nose radiator
was designated Firefly F.Mk 3, but this
was superseded by the Firefly FR.Mk
4 reconnaissance fighter with a Griffon
74. This went into service in 1946, but
from 1948 it gave way to variants of the
Firefly Mk 5 with improved equip-
ment, the surviving FR.Mk 4s being

converted to Firefly TT.Mk 4 target
tugs, Then followed the Firefly AS.Mk
6 anti-submarine reconnaissance and
strike aircraft, the final version to enter
first-line service, of which 152 were
delivered as such, including some
converted from Mk 5s on the produc-
tion line, in addition to many other Mk
5s converted after seeing service.
Other versions of the Firefly included
trainers and target drones, the last to
appear being the Firefly U.Mk 9 drone
in 1956.

The Firefly was an immediate suc-
cess on entering service, participating
in attacks on the German battleship
Tirpiiz as well as taking part in numer-
ous Norwegian raids. It was equally
successful in the Pacific, making raids
against Japanese occupied islands
early in 1945, and against the Japanese
mainland shortly before VJ-day. In the
post-war years several squadrons took
an active part in the Korean War, and
one squadron later carried out attacks
against Malayan bandits.

Specification
Fairey Firefly F.Mk I
Type: two-seat carrierborne fighter
Powerplant: one 1294-kW ( 1,735-hp)

Rolls-Royce Griffon IIB V-12 piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
509 km/h (316 mph) at 4267 m
(14,000 ft); service ceiling 8534 m
(28,000 ft); range 2092 km (1,300 miles)
Weights: empty 4423 kg (9,750 Ib);
maximum take-off 6359 kg (14,020 Ib)
Dimensions: span 13.56 m (44 ft 6 in);
length 11.46 m (37 ft 7 in); height 4,14 m
(13 ft 7 in); wing area 30.47 n/
(328.0 sq ft)

Fairey Firefly Mk Is reached
squadron service in October 1943,
and were soon active against such
targets as the Tirpitz. A transfer to the
Far East saw more action for the
aircraft, but, as with the Fulmar, it
was hampered by its size and two-
man crew.

Armament: four 20-mm cannon, plus
eight 27.2-kg (60-lb) rockets or two 454
(1,000-lb) bombs

UK

Fairey Fulmar Fairey Fulmar Mk I in standard early war Fleet Air
Arm finish.

The first true shipborne monoplane
fighter for the Fleet Air Arm, the eight-
gun Fairey Fulmar tends to be over-
looked in the part it played in the first
three years of the war, until replaced
by deck-operating adaptations of the
Hurricane and Spitfire, and by the
Martlet. Developed from the Fairey
P. 4/34 light bomber prototypes which
flew in 1937, the Fulmar fleet fighter
prototype was flown on 4 January 1940,
with production aircraft being com-
pleted soon after. Early trials showed
the aircraft to have a disappointing
performance, although it was recog-
nized as being a fairly large aeroplane
with the same engine as the Hurricane
single-seater. In 1942, after 127 pro-
duction Fulmar Mk 1 fighters had been
completed, the Fulmar Mk II
appeared with 939.6-kW (1,260-hp)
Merlin XXX, an engine which raised
the top speed to 438 km/h (272 mph).
Fulmar Mk Is of No. 808 Squadron of
the Fleet Air Arm were listed in RAF
Fighter Command's order of battle
during the Battle of Britain, although
they were not engaged in combat. By
November 1940, however, Fulmars
were in action from HMS Illustrious at
the time of the Battle of Taranto, and
soon afterwards from Ark Royal de-
fending the vital convoys sailing to
Malta. At the Battle of Cape Matapan
Fulmars from Formidable escorted the
Albacores and Swordfish which torpe-
doed the Italian battleship Vittorio

Right: Although powered by the
same Merlin engine as the Hurricane
and Spitfire, the Fulmar was
considerably larger and carried an
extra crew member. It was not the
equal of the best enemy fighters, but
gave a good account of itself.

Veneto. Early m 1942, as Japanese nav-
al forces sailed into the Indian Ocean
to threaten Ceylon, two squadrons of
Fulmars were based there as part of
Colombo's air defences; when con-
fronted for the first time by the much
superior carnerbased Mitsubishi A6M
fighters the Fulmars were utterly out-
classed and almost all were shot down
or damaged. A total of 450 Fulmar Mk
Us was built, and some served as night-
fighters.

Specification
Fairey Fulmar Mk II
Type: two-seat carrierborne fighter

Powerplant: one 939.6-kW ( 1,260-hp)
Rolls-Royce Merlin XXX V-12 piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
438 km/h (272 mph) at 5029 m
(16,500 ft); initial climb rate 402 m
( 1,320 ft) per minute; service ceiling
8291 m (27,200 ft); range 1255 km (780
miles)
Weights: empty 3349 kg (7,384 Ib);

maximum take-off 4627 kg (10,200 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.14 m (46 ft 4.5 in);
length 12.24 m (40 ft 2 in); height 3,25 m
(10 ft 8 in); wing area 31.77 n/
(342.0 sq ft)
Armament: eight 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
machine-guns in wings, and a few
aircraft also had a single tramable 7.7-
mm (0.303-m) machine-gun in the rear
cockpit

UK

Fairey Swordfish
Of all aircraft regarded as anachron-
isms the Fairey Swordfish torpedo-
bomber must be the supreme exam-
ple, for even back in the 1930s it
appeared archaic and cumbersome.
Stemming from an earlier design
whose prototype had crashed, the first
prototype Swordfish (the TSR.II) first
flew on 17 April 1934 and the produc-
tion Swordfish Mk I was prepared to

Specification S.38/34 with slightly
swept-back top wing; construction
was all-metal with fabric covering. By
the outbreak of war in 1939 a total of 689
aircraft had been delivered or were on

A Fairey Swordfish Mkll is 'struck
down ' following an an ti-submarine
patrol.
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FaireySwordfish Mkl of No. 820 Sqn serving
aboard HMS Ark Royal in 1939. This aircraft is
carrying the standard 457-mm (18-in) torpedo.

Throughout the later months of the
war, Swordfish were used on general
attacks against German shipping in
the North Sea. These were often
small vessels and their light defences
proved inadequate against the tough
Swordfish. Rockets were the
favoured weapon for these strikes.

order, serving with both wheel and
float landing gear aboard Royal Navy
carriers, battleships, battle-cruisers
and cruisers in the torpedo-spotter re-
connaissance role. Among the memor-
able events in which the old 'Stringbag'

Seemingly an anachronism in World
War II, the Swordfish remained
unmatched by any other British naval
aircraft in terms of battle honours. At
the heart of this was the aircraft's
immense sturdiness and basic good
design. This typically well-worn
example is carrying a practice
bomb.

Fairey Swordfish Mkll of No. 811 Sqn aboard HMS Biter in 1944, complete with
invasion stripes.

participated was the action at Tarante
on 11 November 1940, when Swordfish
aircraft from HMS Illustrious severely
damaged three Italian battleships; the
crippling of the Bismarck in the Atlan-
tic; and the suicidal attack on the Ger-
man warships, Scharnhorst, Gneise-
nau and Prinz Eugen during their
famous escape up the English Channel
in February 1942. Production of the
Swordfish was undertaken largely by
Blackburn, the Swordfish Mk II being
introduced with a strengthened lower
wing to allow eight rocket projectiles
to be mounted, the Swordfish Mk III

with ASV radar between the landing
legs, and the Swordfish Mk IV conver-
sion of the Mk II with a rudimentary
enclosed cabin. Production ended on
18 August 1944, by which time a total of
2,396 Swordfish had been completed,

Specification
Fairey Swordfish Mk II
Type: three-crew torpedo/anti-
submarine aircraft
Powerplant: one 559.3-kW (750-hp)
Bristol Pegasus XXX radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed

222 km/h (138 mph) at sea level; initial
climb rate 372 m (1,220 ft) per minute;
service ceiling 5867 m ( 19,250 ft);
range 879 km (546 miles)
Weights: empty 2132 kg (4,700 Ib);
maximum take-off 3406 kg (7,510 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12.87 m (45 ft 6 in);
length 10.87 m (35 ft 8 in); height 3.76 m
(12 ft 4 in); wing area 56.39 n/
(607.0sqft)
Armament: one fixed forward-firing
7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-gun and
one trainable 7,7-mm (0.303-in) gun in
rear cockpit, plus an offensive load of
one 457-mm ( 18-in) torpedo or eight
27.2-kg (60-lb) rocket projectiles
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Transport and
Assault Aircraft

Military transport aircraft were to make a significant breakthrough during

World War II by developing the ability to deliver manpower and weapons

direct to the battlefield from the air: this was the ultimate expression of

mobile warfare.

Douglas C-47 Dakotas and Waco CG-4 Hadrian gliders lining an airstrip in March 1945; both were
essential tools for delivering forces direct to the battlefield.

'W:
•e ought to have a
corps of at least 5000

parachute troops.'
Thus wrote Winston Churchill

to his chief of staff on 22 June
1940. This message was, in
effect, to give birth to the British
airborne division.

It has long been the dream
of military men to have the
means and the capability to
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transport large numbers of sol-
diers by air around the war zone,
and at least one Napoleonic print
exists showing this being
achieved across the English
Channel, each man under an indi-
vidual balloon! However, it was
the Soviet Union and not Britain
which was to give the dream
substance, for it was during the
summer manoeuvres of 1936

that a demonstration troop of
1200 Soviet soldiers complete
with 150 machine-guns served to
impress the world.

Even so, Nazi Germany was
quick to imitate such a
manouevre and it was her
paratroops and a new method
of transporting armed men, by
means of towed gliders, that first
saw both methods of transport

used in action during the opening
months of World War II. The
lessons learned from this experi-
ence were soon being applied by
the Germans to the altogether
larger action in Crete.

Up until this time, transport
aircraft had been used only as
aerial troop carriers. However,
following on from the advances
initiated by the Soviet Union
and Germany, a third method of
transportation now awaited
these aircraft: that of air-
landing operations in which
soldiers were disembarked
directly under fire on to enemy
territory. All three methods were
used on a scale hitherto only
imagined when the UK, the USA
and their allies invaded the conti-
nent of Europe in 1944, moving
by air not only men and arms,
but also heavy equipment and
vehicles, some (like the human
cargoes) even being deposited
by parachute.

Although made as perfect as
possible, the susceptibility to
error of these schemes was
brought sharply home by the
Arnheim operation, while the
aerial movement of armies had
spawned a whole range of ancil-
lary systems, such as the reclaim-
ing of gliders by the snatch
method. After almost 200 years
the dream had become a reality.



USA

Curtiss C-46 Commando
In common with its more prolific con-
temporary, the Douglas C-47, the Cur-
tiss C-46 Commando was initially de-
veloped for the civil market, in the
shape of the CW-20 prototype which
first flew on 26 March 1940 on the pow-
er of two 1193.1-kW (1,600-hp) Wright
Cyclone 586-C14-BA2 engines. The
aircraft featured a twin-finned tail unit
but this was soon changed to a large
single unit. In September 1940 a large
order was placed for a militarized ver-
sion which was to be designated C-46
and powered by the Pratt & Whitney
Double Wasp.

Quickly following the C-46 was the
main production version, the C-46A,
which featured double cargo doors
and a hydraulic winch. This allowed
the crew to load the aircraft without
ground assistance, Other mam ver-
sions were the C-46D with revised
nose and doors for paratroop opera-
tions, and the C-46F which introduced
more powerful engines and blunted
wing tips. The C-46E sported a step-
ped windscreen,

In service the C-46 proved reliable
and able to carry much greater loads
than the C-47, and the large-diameter
cabin allowed awkward items to be
carried. The cabin floor was streng-
thened to allow the airlift of light vehi-
cles and artillery,

The C-46 entered service in mid-
1942 and was used initially on local
duties, Its operations were soon ex-
tended to cover the South Atlantic
routes supplying the Allied troops in

Seen Aere Hying above the Himalayas
(the famous 'hump'between India
and China), the Curtiss C-46
Commando was capable of carrying
50 troops, compared with about 28
by the C-47.

North Africa but it was in Europe and
the Far East that the aircraft was used
extensively, its most famous route
being over the 'Hump' between India
and China. This consisted of moun-
tainous passes and treacherous
makeshift airfields, the cargoes often
consisting of ammunition and fuel, The
C-46 was used in most of the 'trucking'
operations during the last two years of
the Pacific war in the hands of the US
Army Air Force and the US Marine
Corps (designated R5C-1), and the
end of hostilities in the Far East spelt
the end of production for this hard-
working beast of burden. A total of

of 3,180 C-46s was built, and many of
these continued in US service through-
out Korea until the early days of the
Vietnam conflict. A handful continue in
small-scale civil freighting today.

Specification
Curtiss C-46 Commando
Type: paratroop and general transport
Powerplant: two 1491.4-kW(2,000-hp)
Pratt & Whitney R-2800-43 18-cylmder
air-cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
425 km/h (264 mph) at 3962 m
(13,000 ft); service ceiling 8412 m
(27,600 ft); range 3701 km (2,300 miles)

On account of its better performance
at altitude than the C-47 153 Sky train,
the Curtiss C-46 Commando was
extensively used by the USAAFin the
Pacific theatre and for the supply of
war matériel from India to China
over the 'hump'. Herelndian troops
embark in a C-46A.

Weights: empty 13374 kg (29,485 Ib);
maximum take-off 21773 kg (48,000 Ib)
Dimensions:span32.92 m(108 ftO in);
length 23,27 m (76 ft 4 in); height 6.71 m
(22 ft 0 in); wing area 126.16 m2

( 1,338 sq ft)
Armament: none
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USA

Douglas C-47 Skytrain
Probably the best known transport
aeroplane of all time, whether as an
airliner or military transport, the Doug-
las C-47 Skytrain evolved from the DC-
3 airliner which introduced new levels
of speed and comfort to travel during
the late 1930s. First flown as a commer-
cial aircraft on 17 December 1935, the
C-47 was not ordered by the US Army
Air Corps until 1940, the airline interior
giving way to bucket seats along the
cabin sides, and Pratt & Whitney R-
1830 radiais replacing the DC-3's
Wright Cyclones. Some 93 C-47s were
built before production switched to the
C-47A with 24-volt m place of 12-volt
electrical system; a total of 4,931 C-
47As was built. High-altitude super-
chargers and R-1830-90 engines were
introduced in 3,241 C-47B aircraft (in-
cluding 133 TC-47B trainers) intended
for use in South East Asia, Many other
variations were produced under sepa-
rate designations, of which the C-53
Skytrooper was the most important,
being in effect an airline standard air-
craft for military purposes. Wartime
mili tary product ion of the C-47

reached 10,048, plus an estimated
2,700 produced in the Soviet Union as
the Lisunov Li-2. It was also produced
in Japan as the L2D. In the USAAF the
C-47 became the standard transport
and glider tug in service from 1942
onwards, being flown in large num-
bers in every airborne forces opera-
tion during the war; furthermore, some
1,895 Dakotas served with 25 RAF
squadrons, the Dakota Mk I corres-
ponding to the C-47, the Dakota Mk II
to the C-53, the Dakota Mk III to the
C-47A and the Dakota Mk IV to the

Developed from the DC-2 and DC-3 airliners, theC-47was the most important
transport in the Allied inventory by the time of the invasion of France.

C-47B. As late as 1961 the USAF still
had over 1,000 C-47s on its inventory,
and the type was also used by the US
Navy as the R4D in several variants.

Specification
Douglas C-47 Skytrain (Dakota Mk I)
Type: three-crew 27-troop military
transport
Powerplant: two 894.8-kW (1,200-hp)
Pratt & Whitney R-1830-92 14-cylmder
radial piston engines

Performance: maximum speed
370 km/h (230 mph ) at 2591 m
(8,500 ft); climb to 3048 m (10,000 ft) in
9.6mmutes; service ceiling7315 m
(24,000 ft); range 2575 km (1,600 miles)
Weights: empty 8255 kg (18,200 Ib);
maximum take-off 11793 kg (26,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 29.11 m (95 ft 6 in);
length 19.43 m (63 ft 9 in); height 5.18 m
(17 ft 0 in); wing area 91.69 n/
(987.0sqft)
Armament: none

Above: The C-47'/Dakota gained
affection borne of familiarity among
Allied troops the world over,
affectionately dubbed 'OldBucket

Seats'and 'GooneyBird''. Shown here
is a USAAF aircraft in South East Asia
that survived a suicide ramming by a
Japanese figh ter.

A sight typical of any one of a score of
airfields in Britain occupied by the
C-47s and C-53s of the US IX Troop
Carrier Command in 1943-4. At peak

strength the command in Britain
fielded 52 squadrons in 13 groups,
with almost 900 C-47s/53s. This
picture was taken early in Ï944.

A C-47BSkytrain, the version
developed specifically for nigh ts
over the 'hump' to China. In the
opinion ofCeneralDwightD.

Eisenhower the C-47 joined the
bazooka, jeep and atomic bomb as
the Allied weapons that contributed
most to the victory in World War II.
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Consolidated C-87 Liberator
Whilst it is jnost widely remembered
as one of the most important bombers
to see wartime service, the Consoli-
dated B-24 Liberator also saw exten-
sive use as a transport. Initial deliver-
ies were to the British airline BOAC in
March 1941; designated LB-30A, the
first six aircraft were later transferred
to RAF Ferry Command, along with
aircraft subseguently delivered from
the USA.

By June 1941, the US Air Corps Fer-
rying Command was receiving B-24A
transports, these being similar in con-
figuration to the LB-SOAs, and going on
to see extensive wartime service
around the world.

From those initial models, plans
were put in hand to.produce a dedi-
cated transport variant, this taking
shape in 1942 as the C-87, a develop-
ment of the B-24D; 287 were ordered
by the USAAC.

Apart from use by the US Army and
US Navy (RY), this Consolidated C-87
version of the Liberator was also used
by the RAF which flew its Liberator
C.Mk VII transports for air trooping on
an extensive scale. The purpose of this
new mobility was at first the necessity
of moving men to India for operations
against the Japanese and the repatria-
tion of time-expired troops; six RAF
Liberators were earmarked for the
work in company with Short Stirlings
and Douglas Dakotas, there being two
each of these latter types.

With room for 38 men and stores, the
capacious ex-bomber was the subject
for several experiments into the new
art of mass-transportation of troops, so
that two were the subject of trials after

Both the USAAF and RAF flew the B-24 Liberator as VIP transports. The aircraft depicted here, an LB-30B diverted
from an RAF order to an early USAAF con tract, was a VIP transport based a t Boiling Field, Washington, in the
autumn of 1941. The prominent American flag marking was applied to emphasize America 's neutrality at that time.

the war to compare the advantages of
matting (on which the men could lie)
with those of conventional seats. But
the design was not without its prob-
lems, such as a weak nose wheel, so
swift had been the C-87's develop-
ment.

Specification
Consolidated C-87 Liberator
Type: air trooping and cargo transport
Powerplant: four 894,8-kW ( 1,200-hp)
Pratt & Whitney Twin Wasp R-1830-43
14-cylinder air-cooled radial piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
435.5 km/h (270 mph) at 6096 m
(20,000 ft), service ceiling 9754 m
(32,000 ft); range 3685 km (2,290 miles)
Weights: empty 16783 kg (37,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 28123 kg (62,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 33.53 m (110 ft 0 in);
length 20.45 m (67 ft 1 in); height 5.46 m
(17ft 11 in); wing area 97,55m2

( l ,050sqft )
Armament: none

Utilizing the aircraft's long range,
RAF Transport Command used
various versions of the Consolidated
Liberator, converted for trooping
and staff transport. Flying the

command's routes between the UK,
the Middle East and the Far East,
these makeshift transports served
with theRAF'sNos 46 and 229
Groups.

USA

Waco CG-4A Hadrian
The only US glider to see combat ser-
vice, the Waco CG-4A (known to the
British as the Hadrian and to the Amer-
icans as the Haig) was constructed
from steel tube and wood (covered
with fabric) with a large hinged nose to
allow the loading and unloading of
light vehicles, although the type could
also be used for the transport of 15 fully
armed troops who travelled seated on
benches along the fuselage walls.

Developed from the smaller XCG-3,
which seated only nine, the CG-4A, or
'Jayhawk as it was nicknamed, was
produced in large numbers at several
plants, Beech, Boeing, Cessna and
Ford all being involved, while the sub-
assemblies were the products of often
quite small cabinet-making firms.

Hadrians were first used in an op-
eration by British and American air-
borne forces, when they were em-
ployed in the preliminary assaults of
1943 which led to the capture of Sicily
during that summer. A second claim to
history was made in July of the same
year when a British-operated Douglas
Dakota towed one in stages from Mon-
treal to England in a total flying time of
28 hours over the distance of 5633 km
(3,500 miles). A load of vaccines for the
USSR formed the cargo.

A number of experiments were car-
ried out to investigate the possibility of
producing a powered version, and to
this end different engines (including
the Franklin four-cylinder horizontally-
opposed type) were tried out, a pair of
engines being fitted to the wing struts,
None of these PG variants entered full
production.

Two years of CG-4 production saw a
total of 12,393 delivered, and several
thousand of the type were in use in
1944 and 1945, not only for the D-Day
landings, but also for the Rhine cros-
sing. Later, a vast number was taken to
the Far East as a preliminary to the
planned invasion of Japan; had these
been used, it seems likely that some
would have been towed in side-by-
side pairs in the manner reported by
observers of the D-Day assault. An im-
proved version built in limited num-

bers was the CG-15A, with span re-
duced to 18.95 m (62 ft 2 m), a revised
nose and cantilever landing gear.

Specification
WacoCG-4A
Type: troop and supply glider
Performance: maximum towing speed
201 km/h (125 mph)
Weights: empty 1719 kg (3,790 Ib);
maximum take-off 4082 kg (9,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span 25.50 m (83 ft 8 in);
length 14.73 m (48 ft 3.75 in); height

Smaller and lighter than the British
Horsa glider, the American Waco
Hadrian could carry 15 troops, a
standard Jeep ora 75-mm howitzer
and crew. Towed by C-46s and
C-47s, Hadrians took part in landings
in Sicily, Burma, Normandy, Holland
and in the Rhine crossing. A total of
12,393 was delivered.

3.85 m (12 ft 7.5 in); wing area 83.61 nf
(900 sq ft)
Armament: none
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GERMANY

DPS 230
What was to become Nazi Germany's
chief troop glider for a substantial part
of the war years was designed before
1937, when the DPS 230 was demons-
trated to senior officers who were im-
pressed by the quick deployment of its
eight-man load when the glider land-
ed, having cast off from a Junkers Ju
52/3m at 1000m (3,280ft). Thus a pro-
duction contract quickly followed, a
small glider command being formed in
the next year.

The DPS 230A-1 initial production
model made history on 10 May 1940
when the fort of Eben-Emael on the
strategic perimeter of the Albert Canal
in Belgium was captured in the early
hours of the morning with little resist-
ance after a gliderborne party of
assault engineers had landed on its
roof. This was the first time in history
that gliders had been used in action
and the sortie was sufficient to prove
that troops delivered to a target in this
way had distinct advantages over pa-
ratroops; both types shared the com-
mon factor of a silent approach, but all
the gliderborne troops were concen-
trated at a single point and wasted no
time in linking up.

However, the major action in which
the DFS 230 was deployed was cer-
tainly that carried out exactly a year
later when Crete was invaded, the
numbers involved being indicated by
the fact that the lead group alone was
made up of 53 of these aircraft, On the
other hand, the losses sustained were
such that an operation of this type was
never again attempted.

One reason for the enormous waste
of life and matériel had been the small
capacity of the DFS, and reports cur-
rent at the time spoke of trains of up to

Above: First assa ult glider used by
any air force was the DFS 230A, of
which this example was allocated to I
Gruppe, Luftlandgeschwader l for
the invasion of Crete in 1941. Though
small in size, theDFS230A could
carry 10 troops and 275 kg (606 Ib) of
military equipm en t.

six gliders being towed by a single
Junkers Ju 52/3m, although the usual
number was two or three. The DFS
230B-1 was similar to the DFS 230A-1
but for a braking parachute and provi-
sion for defensive armament.

DFS gliders were also used in North
Africa, but probably the most interest-
ing operation in which they were in-
volved was the rescue of the impris-
oned Mussolini from the Rifugio Hotel,
Abruzzi by a party dropped from 12
DFS 230C-1 gliders (each with three
braking rockets in the nose), the Italian
dictator then being flown out in a
Fieseier Storch. A later version, the
DFS 230F-1, had a capacity of 15 men
but it was not produced in numbers.

Specification
DFS230A-1
Type: troop glider

Performance: maximum towing speed
210km/h(130mph)
Weights: empty 860 kg (1,896 Ib);
maximum take-off 2100 kg (4,630 Ib)
Dimensions: span 20.87 (68 ft 5.7 in);
length 11.24 m (36 ft 10,5 in); height
2.74 m (8 ft 11.9 in); wing area 41.3 m?1

(444.56 sq ft)

The German eight-man DFS 230A
glider featured in the first-ever
assault by glider-borne troops when
41 of these aircraft carried some 300
members of S türm-Abteilung Koch
into action against Fort Eben-Emael
and other key targets in Belgium on
10 May 1940. The DFS 230A also
participated in the costly invasion of
Crete.

GERMANY

Gotha Go 242 and Go 244
Capable of carrying either 21 troops
and their equipment or a military vehi-
cle, the Gotha Go 242 with its capa-
cious central pod and twin booms
offered obvious advantages over the
small DFS 230 in that its capacity was
something like three times greater.

Early models of both the freighter
(Go 242A-1) and troop (Go 242A-2)
versions appeared with rather crude
landing gears but 1942, the year when
the first examples were entering ser-
vice, saw the introduction of a more
refined landing gear with sprung oleo
legs at each side (Go 242B-2). Addi-
tionally, the Gotha was the subject of
trials of various rocket units to assist
take-off, and was developed as the Go
242B-2 and Go 242B-3 paratroop ver-
sions with a large loading door at the
rear, while the Go 242C version had a
hull and floats so that landings on water
were possible.

Some 1,500 Go 242 were delivered,
the first operational use of these being
made in the Middle East, but of this
total 133 were converted to Go 244
standard.

This was a powered glider version
with tricycle landing gear and two en-
gines mounted on forward extensions
of the tail booms, the first examples of
this type being delivered to operation-
al units in Crete and Greece in March
1942. Some also formed the equipment
of transport Geschwader in the Middle
East and southern USSR, but on the
former front they proved vulnerable to
anti-aircraft fire and were withdrawn,
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being replaced by Junkers Ju 52/3m or
Messerschmitt Me 323 transports.

Although the engines of most Go
244s were of French origin, some cap-
tured Soviet engines were tried, and
plans were submitted for nose-
mounted single-engine versions pow-
ered by the Argus As IOC or Junkers
Jumo 211. Other developments in-
cluded a pair designated Go 245 which
would have had Argus pulsejets
mounted under the wings and a con-
ventional fuselage.

Specification
Gotha 244B
Type: transport
Powerplant: two 850.1-kW (1,140-hp)
Gnome-Rhône 14N 14-cylmder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
290 km/h (180 mph) at 3000 m (9,843 ft);
service ceiling 7500 m (24,607 ft);

range 740 km (460 miles)
Weights: empty 5100 kg (11,244 Ib);
maximum take-off 7800 kg (17,196 Ib)
Dimensions: span 24.50 m (80 ft 4,6 in);
length 15.80 m (51 ft 10 in); height

Capable of lifting a standard
Kübelwagen or 21 fully-armed
troops, the Gotha Go 242 was
Germany's most-used glider, more
than 1,500 being produced. Seldom -

The Gotha Go 244B was a powered
version of the Go 242 glider, the
example shown carrying the insignia
of 4. Staffel, KGrzbV106, early in 1943
in the Mediterranean theatre. The
aircraft saw limited service in the
Balkans and among the Aegean islands.

4.70 m (15 ft 5 in); wing area 64.4 m?'
(693,2 sq ft)
Armament: four manually-operated
7.92-mm (0.312-m) MG34 machine-
guns

if ever-used for assault, the Go 242
was, however, employed on the
Eastern Front, the Balkans, Sicily and
the Western Desert in support of the
Wehrmacht in the field.



GERMANY

Heinkel He 11 IH and He 111Z
Originally built as a bomber and used
as a civil transport, the Siegfried and
Walter Günther Heinkel He 111 design
is better known as a bomber, so it is
something of a surprise to learn that
with the development of the special
transport matters had come full circle.

The designation of this variant was
He 111H-20/R1, which was built from
the outset as a paratroop transport with
accommodation for 16 men, and as
such had a ventral jump hatch and ex-
ternal racks for two 800-kg (1,764-lb)
supply containers. Similar to this type
was the He 111H-20/R2, the glider tug
version, although it was also capable of
employment as a freighter. Armament
included an electrically-operated dor-
sal turret with a 13-mm (0.51 -in) MG131
machine-gun.

The suffix of these designations indi-
cated that the necessary changes
were carried out by means of Rüst-
sätze, or standard equipment sets, and
this is also true of the earlier He 111H-
16/R2, which was fitted with boom-type
glider-towing gear in the rear of the
fuselage. Other conversions were the
He 111H-11/R2 glider tug, and the He
111H-23 for eight paratroops.

Yet probably the strangest version
of the basic He 111 design was that
which became known as the He 111Z-
1, consisting of two He 11 IH airframes
joined by a special centre section con-
taining a fifth Jumo liquid-cooled

motor, so that a span of 35.20 m (115 ft
5,8 in) resulted, as did a loaded weight
of 28500 kg (62,832 Ib). The task for this
model was to tow the huge Messer-
schmitt Me 321 glider, or even three
Gotha Go 242s, although the maximum
speed possible when this was done
was a mere 225 km/h (140 mph).

Historically the Heinkel transport is
of interest m that the type was re-
sponsible for one of the last paratroop
operations of the war. This took place
when aircraft of TGr 30 based at Gross-
ostheim dropped men behind the
Allied lines in 1944 during the battle of
the Ardennes.

Specification
Heinkel He 111H-16/R
Type: glider tug and paratroop
transport
Powerplant: two 1006.7-kW ( 1,350-hp)
Junkers Jumo 211F-2 12-cylmder
liquid-cooled piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
400 km/h (249 mph) at 6000 m
(19,685 ft); service ceiling 6700 m
(21,982 ft); range 1950 km (1,212 miles)
Weights: empty 8680 kg (19,136 Ib);
maximum take-off 14000 kg (30,865 Ib)
Dimensions: span 22.60 m (74 ft 1.8 in);
length 17.50 m (57 ft 5 in); height 4.40 m
(14 ft 5.2 in); wing area 87.6 ni2

One of the war's strangest
expedients was the Heinkel He 111Z
(Zwilling, or Twin), consisting of two
Hell Is joined together with a new
centre wing section anda fifth
engine. TheZ-1 glider-tug saw
limited service behind the Eastern
Front, capable of towing the huge
Me 321 or three Co 242 gliders.

(942.9 sq ft)
Armament: one 13-mm (0.51-in)
MG 131 in electrically-operated dorsal
turret, and one 20-mm MG FF cannon
in nose

GERMANY

Messerschmitt Me 321 and Me 323
Making its first flight in March 1941
behind a Junkers Ju 90 tug, the Mes-
serschmitt Me 321 (a massive welded
steel and wood glider with mixed ply
and fabric covering) had surprisingly
only one pilot on board, a man of suf-
ficient stature to use the controls by
physical means alone since there was
no power assistance, although later
three crew members became the
accepted complement.

Designed to transport a company of
soldiers, or an anti-aircraft gun, or a
tracked vehicle or the equivalent
weight of freight, the Me 321A initial
version was supported on the ground
by a multi-wheel bogie at each side,
although in the later Me 32 IB a more
conventional type with two large-
diameter wheels was adopted. Even
with a tow provided by means of three
Messerschmitt Bf 110s or one Heinkel
He 111Z, there was often insufficient
power to lift the huge glider off the
ground, so auxiliary rockets were pro-
vided. Trials were also made with
pulsejets to increase range after re-
lease from the tow.

This problem led to the evolution of
the similar Me 323D 'powered glider'
series with six piston engines and a
suitably-strengthened a i r f rame ,
although the prototype was fitted with
only four motors. Structurally similar to
the earlier design, all the powered
variants retained the clamshell doors
in the nose and reverted to the bogie
landing gear, and m this form the type
was capable of providing transport for
a minimum of 130 troops and a crew
which was now increased to five on the
Me 323D-6 variant which appeared in
December 1942. The additional mem-
bers were a pair of engineers to look
after the problem of engine synchro-
nization, while in the later Me 323E-1
version with engines of increased

power this number was augmented by
a further pair of men to operate an
extra two gun turrets.

Production was planned to continue
into 1945, but it in fact ceased in the
spring of the previous year when less
than 200 examples had been delivered
of the powered type, a design which
(like its predecessor) was understand-
ably unpopular with those who had to
fly it and which proved devastatingly
vulnerable to fighter interception.

Specification
Messerschmitt Me 323D-6
Type: heavy transport
Powerplant: six 850. l-kW(l, 140-hp)
Gnome-Rhône 14N 14-cylmder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
285 km/h (177 mph) at sea level; range
1100 km (684 miles)
Weights: empty 27330 kg (60,252 Ib);
maximum take-off 43000 kg (94,799 Ib)
Dimensions: span 55.00 m (180 ft
5,4 in); length 28.15 m (92 ft 4,3 in);
height 8.30 m (27 ft 2.8 in); wing area
300 m2 (3,229,3 sq ft)
Armament: varied, but frequently
consisted of a maximum of 10 7.92-mm
(0,312-m) MG34 or 42 machine-guns
aimed through the sides of the
fuselage, and five of similar calibre in
the nose and upper fuselage

777e six-engine Me 323 transport normally carried up to about 120 troops,
though in emergencies about 200 could be crammed in. The aircraft here was
an Me 323E with a defensive armament of six machine-guns and two 20-mm
cannon.

Born of desperation, the huge six-
engine Messerschmitt Me 323
transport was never intended for
fron t-line service, being employed
for movement of supplies and

reinforcements behind the Eastern
Front. When indeed they were used
to support the doomed Axis forces in
Tunisia in 1943 they were decimated
by Allied fighters over the sea.
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ITALY

Savoia-Marchetti S.M.81 Pipistrello
After Italy's surrender to the Allies in
September 1943, elements of the
Italian air force continued to serve
alongside theLuftwaffe. ThisSavoia-
MarchettiS.M.81 of the Gruppo
Trasporti 'Terraciano', Republica
Sociale Italiana, carried Luftwaffe
markings on the Eastern Fron t in
1944.

Like the larger Junkers Ju 52/3m which
it resembled, the Savoia-Marchetti
S.M.81 Pipistrello (bat) had originally
been designed as a bomber, the work
of Alessandro Marchetti, and as such
had seen service in both the Spanish
and Abyssinian wars; also like the Ger-
man, design it had its root in civil avia-
tion, being based on the S.M.73, which
also had a fixed landing gear arrange-
ment.

Dating as it did from 1935, the S.M.81
was already suffering a degree of
obsolescence when Italy entered
World War II, so that despite the
robust mixed construction which
proved capable of absorbing much
battle damage, it was rapidly replaced
as a bomber by the S.M.79, production
having ceased in March 1938 after 534
had been delivered; the 304 which re-
mained on the strength of the Regia
Aeronautica were converted to troop
carriers (18 men) after withdrawal
from front-line squadriglie.

In this capacity, the S.M.81 was rele-
gated to service on the African and
Eastern fronts, where it proved suf-
ficiently useful for production to be re-
sumed in 1943 of the version which by
then had been designated S.M.81/T.
However, the coming of the armistice
with the Allies in September 1943
meant that only about 80 of these addi-
tional aircraft were built, and only four
remained in the south by this time

although no less than two complete
transport units were still equipped
with the type in the 'Salò' Republic of
Italy (Fascist-controlled northern Ita-
ly). An interesting historical fact is that
one transport model of the S.M.81 was
later used as the personal transport of
Mussolini, a specimen that received
the inappropriate name Taratuga (tor-
toise),

A variety of different radial motors
was fitted, including the 484.7-kW
(650-hp) or 507.1-kW ,(680-hp) Alfa
Romeo 125 RC.35 or 126 RC.34 respec-
tively, the 484.7-kW (650-hp) Gnome-
Rhône 14K or the 499.6-kW (670-hp)
Piaggio P.X RC.35.

Specification
Savoia-Marchetti S.M.81/T
Type: troop transport
Powerplant: three 499.6-kW (670-hp)
Piaggio P,X RC.35 9-cylmder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
340 km/h (211 mph) at 1000 m
(3,281 ft); service ceiling 7000 m
(22,966 m); range 2000 km ( 1,243 miles)

Weights: empty 5800 kg ( 12,787 Ib);
maximum take-off 10500 kg (23,149 Ib)
Dimensions: span 24,00 m (78 ft 8.9 in);
length 17,80 m (58 ft 4.8 in); height
4.45 m (14 ft 7,2m); wing area 92.80 ma

(998.9 sq ft)
Armament: five 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
Breda-SAFAT machine-guns

The Italian Savoia-Marchetti S.M.81
'Pipistrello'served both as a bomber
anda troop transport. In the latter
role aircraft of the 37° Stormo took
part in the 1939 invasion of Albania;
dubbed Lumace ('slugs') on account
of their very low speed, they also
took part in the Axis evacuation of
Tunisia in 1943.

UK

Airspeed Horsa
It was December 1940 when the de-
sign staff of the Airspeed Company at
London Colney received Specification
X. 26/40 calling for a type capable of
taking 25 soldiers with their equipment
in a glider with a wing span greater
than that of a Wellington bomber. Ab-
out 11 months later one of a-pair of
Airspeed Horsa prototypes was towed
off from Fairey's Great West Aerod-
rome, later incorporated into London
Airport, by an Armstrong Whitworth
Whitley. Simultaneously, five more
were being put together at Portsmouth
to facilitate trial loading of military
vehicles.

Two types of glider were evolved,
the Horsa Mk I with a hinged door-
ramp on the port side and towed by a
T tow rope, and the Horsa Mk II with a
single cable and a hinged nose to
facilitate the loading of light guns etc.

Being made almost entirely of wood,
the Horsa could be manufactured quite
simply by the furniture industry, the
well-known firm of Harris Lebus pro-
ducing the majority, although the Au-
stin Motor Company produced a
quantity. The parent firm was re-
sponsible for a mere 700, the only Hor-
sas built, assembled and tested on a
single site. The overall total was 3,633.

One of the first uses of the Horsa was
when 30 were towed in daylight to
North Africa from the UK, and of this
total only three were lost, one alone

apparently to enemy action. A short
time later the type received its bapt-
ism of fire during the invasion of Sicily:
of 137 Waco Hadrian and Horsa gliders
despatched, only 12 reached their cor-
rect landing zones, and 10 of these
were Horsas, About a year later Horsas
were in use during the D-Day invasion,
and were employed in subsequent ac-
tions, including that at Arnhem when
about 600 were operated,

On occasions such as these 20 men
per aircraft were carried. The Horsa's

capacity being greater than that of the
Hadrian, many Horsas went for use by
US forces, although these continued to
be towed into action by British tugs.
Wheels, although able to be jettisoned,
were largely retained in action.

Specification
Airspeed Horsa Mk II
Type: troop and general transport
glider
Performance: maximum towing speed
161 km/h (100 mph)

Runway scene in Britain in 1944 as
Stirling MkIVs start their take-offs
with Horsa gliders in tow-
resplendent in their black and white
'invasion stripes'. The Horsa Mkll
had a hinged nose for ease of loading.

Weights: empty 3402 kg (7,500 Ib);
maximum take-off 6917 kg (15,250 Ib)
Dimensions: span 26.82 m (88 ft 0 in);
length 20.42 m (67 ft 0 in); height 6.40 m
(21 f tO in); wing area 106.65 m2

(l,148sqft)
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UK

Armstrong Whitworth Albemarle
Originally a Bristol design for a recon-
naissance bomber with Taurus motors,
the Armstrong Whitworth Albemarle
was transferred from its parent orga-
nization, When the prototype first flew
on 20 March 1940 it was something of a
pioneer in that not only did it incorpo-
rate composite steel and wood con-
struction, which would have facilitated
wide sub-contracting, but it also
boasted a tricycle landing gear, an
arrangement not hitherto used in the
UK on a production design,

Delivery of the first examples was
slow, not beginning until October 1941,
the first 42 Albemarle Mk I aircraft
alone being completed as bombers
and subsequently converted, the re-
maining 558 Albemarles being pro-
duced as special transports and glider
tugs. Manufacture was entirely sub-
contracted outside the aircraft indus-
try, final assembly being undertaken at
a plant set up at Gloucester by Hawker
Siddeley with the name of A.W.
Hawksley Ltd.

Before December 1944 when pro-
duction ceased, a total of 247 had been
delivered as tugs (Albemarle. Mk V
and Albemarle Mk VI for the most
part), the first RAF squadron to receive
the type being No. 295 in January 1943.
It fell to another squadron, No. 297, to
use the type first in action, when in July
1943 they towed gliders at the invasion
of Sicily in company with those of No.
296.

An example of the special transport
role of the Albemarle Mk II and Albe-
marle Mk VI took place during the D-
Day landings in June 1944: on this occa-
sion six Albemarles acted as path-
finders dropping men of the 22nd In-
dependent Parachute Company.
However, the type acted chiefly as a

glider tug, four Albemarle squadrons
taking Airspeed Horsas to France,
while in September two squadrons
from No. 38 Group took the gliders of
the 1st Airborne Division to Arnhem.
But probably the most abiding mem-
ory of the type is the pall of smoke in
which they taxied on return, caused by
the overheating engines having to
supply high power at low speed.

Specification
Armstrong Whitworth Albemarle
Mkll
Type: glider-tug and special transport
Powerplant: two 1185.7-kW (1,590-hp)
Bristol Hercules XI 14-cylmder radial
air-cooled piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
412 km/h (256 mph) at 3200 m
(10,500 ft); service ceiling 5486 m
(18,000 ft); range 2173 km (1,350 miles)
Weights: empty 10251 kg (22,600 Ib);
maximum take-off 16556 kg (36,500 Ib)
Dimensions: span 23.47 m (77 ft 0 in);
length 18.26 m (59 ft 11 in); height
4.75 m (15 ft 7 in); wing area 74.65 m?i

(803.6 sq ft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
manually-operated Vickers 'K'
machine-guns

This Armstrong Whitworth Albemarle MkV of No. 297 Squadron was
employed in the invasion of Sicily in July 1943. A generally unpopular aircraft
among both aircrew and passengers, it was unusual among British-designed
wartime aircraft in being fitted with a tricycle landing gear.

The Albemarle, of largely wooden
construction, having failed to find
favour as a bomber, entered service
as a transport with No. 295

Squadron, RAF, in January 1943 and,
as a glider tug towing Horsas, took
part in the landings in Sicily,
Normandy and Arnhem.

Armstrong Whitworth Whitley
The first glider-tug and paratroop
trainer had been an Armstrong Whit-
worth Whitley Mk II used by No. 1
Parachute Training School at Rmgway
in the summer of 1940, The drops were
made from a platform in place of the
rear turret, although exit was later
made via the ventral turret aperture,
and the aircraft made a strange sight
with its landing gear lowered to re-
duce speed on practice runs.

Initial use of the type in airborne
action was when Whitley Mk V aircraft
were used in the first British paratroop
action, the abortive operation 'Col-
ossus' of 10 February 1941 when an
attempt was made to destroy the
viaducts at Tragmo, Campagna, which
would have cut the supply of all water
to southern Italy.

The second paratroop action involv-
ing the Whitley was that led by Wing
Commander P.C. Pickering against
Nazi radar installations at Bruneval on
the night of 27/28 February 1942, the
aircraft in this case being found by No,
51 Squadron,

Used only for training was the Whit-
ley glider-tug. For this use the aircraft

Although Whitleys
were not used
operationally as glider
tugs, many were
converted to tow
Horsas with No. 21
Heavy Glider
Conversion Unitat
Brize Norton in 1943.

had their rear turrets removed, leaving
the position open, and Whitleys in this
configuration were a common sight
over the Oxfordshire countryside and
elsewhere, the former being those
which operated with Airspeed Horsas
from Brize Norton with No. 21 Heavy
Glider Conversion Unit.

In June 1943 the last Whitley from a
total of 1,814 was delivered by the pa-
rent company, 1,466 being of the Whit-
ley Mk V model distinguished by a
38.1-cm (15-in) increase to the fuselage
length and straight leading edges to
the fins.

However, not all airborne versions
were used for their intended role, it
being on record that the summer of
1943 saw some tugs pressed into ser-
vice to drop leaflets over the Low
Countries after a flight from Thruxton!

Specification
Armstrong Whitworth Whitley Mk V
Type: glider-tug trainer and paratroop
transport
Powerplant: two 853.8-kW (1,145-hp)
Rolls-Royce Merlin X 12-cylmder Vee

The venerable Whitley, veteran of
early wartime bombing missions,
was employed from 1941 as a troop
transport. In Operation 'Biting', the

liquid-cooled piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
357 km/h (222 mph) at 5182 m
(17,000 ft); service ceiling 5364 m
(17,600 ft); range 2655 km (1,650 miles)
Weights: empty 8768 kg (19,330 Ib);
maximum take-off 15195 kg(33,500 Ib)

airborne landing at Bruneval on 27
February 1942,12 Whitleys from
Thruxton dropped 119paratroops
round the German radar station.

Dimensions: span 25.60 m (84 ft 0 in);
length 21.49 m (70 ft 6 in) ; height 4.57m
(15 ft 0 in); wing 114.45 m2 (1,232 sq ft)
Armament: (as bomber) four 7.7-mm
(0.303-in) Browning machine-guns in a
power operated rear turret, and one
7.7-mm machine-gun in a nose turret
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General Aircraft Hamilcar
The General Aircraft Hamilcar was the
largest and heaviest glider used by the
RAF, and the first capable of accom-
modating a 7-ton tank. A total of 412 of
the Hamilcar Mk I was built after the
first flight of the prototype on 27 March
1942, all the tests being completed
within three weeks, This may in part
have been due to the previous con-
struction of a half-scale model for tests
at one-eighth of the loaded weight.

To facilitate the loading and rapid
unloading of heavy equipment, the
nose was hinged, this enabling vehi-
cles to be driven straight out im-
mediately on landing. This feature
proved invaluable at the first use of the
type in support of the 6th Airborne Di-
vision in Normandy at the beginning of
June 1944, when tugs were supplied by
units flying the Handley Page Halifax,
70 being used in the first action.

With an eye to re-use on the return
journey as well as improving take-off
from indifferent airfields, the powered
Hamilcar Mk X was evolved primarily
for the proposed invasion of Japan. The
powerplant for this variant consisted of
two 719.6-kW (965-hp) Bristol Mercury
31 radiais with simplified controls in-
cluding a single-lever engine opera-
tion, no cooling gills, fixed-pitch
wooden propellers, and hydraulic
hand-pumps to restore the 'sinking
undercarriage' (designed to ease
loading) to its original position. Single-
point towing was used for the Hamilcar
Mk X instead of the bifurcated system
of the pure glider Hamilcar Mk I. The
type was quite capable of being used
alternatively as a solo aeroplane with a
loaded weight not exceeding 14742 kg
(32,5001b). Maximum speed and
range were 233 km/h (145 mph) and
1135 km (705 miles) respectively.

It is interesting to note the fact that
the military load of the Hamilcar Mk I

consisted of some 50 per cent of the
all-up weight compared with 30 per
cent in the Hamilcar Mk X.

Specification
General Aircraft Hamilcar Mk I
Type: transport glider

Performance: maximum towing speed
241 km/h (150 mph)
Weights: empty 8845 kg (19,500 Ib);
maximum take-off 16783 kg (37,000 Ib)
Dimensions: span33.53 m ( 110 ft 0 in);
length 20.73 m (68 ft 0 in); height 6.17 m
(20 ft 3 in); wing area 154,03 m2

( 1,658 sq ft)

Seen benea th the wing of a Halifax is
a line-up of British Hamilcar assault
heavy gliders at the time of the
Normandy landings. The only Allied
aircraft capable of delivering a light
tank into battle, the Hamilcar could
carry a Tetrarch or Locust.

General Aircraft Hotspur
Toward the end of 1940 a British spe-
cification was issued for an assault glid-
er capable of flying 161 km (100 miles)
from its point of release at 6096 m
(20,000ft), and the General Aircraft
Hotspur Mk I was the result. In fact it
could glide only 134 km (83 miles), but
this was quite an achievement since
the original demand, that this be done
with a load of seven fully equipped
troops and a pilot, was really too strin-
gent.

The Hotspur Mk I had a span of
18,90 m (62 ft 0 in) and was distinguish-
able from the later models by having
cabin portholes. Despite the fact that
23 examples were built, the type was
not accepted for widespread oper-
ational use, being developed instead
into the Hotspur Mk II training glider
whose simple wooden construction
lent itself admirably to large-scale sub-
contracted manufacture,

Although never used for its intended
purpose, the Hotspur was neverthe-
less built in numbers and performed
useful service at glider schools where
dual instruction was carried out follow-
ing a period on single-engine po-
wered aircraft at an EFTS.

Apart from the reduced span, the
Hotspur Mk II differed in some detail
from the earlier Hotspur Mk I, which
had proved difficult to handle on the
ground. The changes included the
adoption of inset ailerons, revised sea-

ting and a deeper cockpit canopy,
although it retained the jettisonable
landing gear legs (and the central skid
on which the type was designed to
land after the wheels had been drop-
ped, although this facility was seldom
used).

The monocoque structure of the
glider naturally lent itself to quite a
high degree of adaptation, and a furth-
er variant was the Twin Hotspur, con-
sisting of two fuselages with outer wing

panels joined by a common centre
section and tailplane; although a pro-
totype was built in 1942 this version did
not go into production,

Specification
General Aircraft Hotspur Mk II
Type: training glider
Performance: maximum towing speed
145 km/h (90 mph)
Weights: empty 753 kg ( 1,661 Ib);
maximum take-off 1632 kg (3,598 Ib)

TheHotspurwas a familiar sight
throughout Britain during the war
years. Capable of being towed by
redundant biplanes, most members
oftheBritish airborne forces and
their pilots were introduced to
glider s in these all-wooden craft.

Dimensions: span 13.99 m (45 ft
10.75 in); length 12.11 m (39 ft 8.75 in);
height 3.30 m (10 ft 10 in); wing area
25.27ma(272sqft)
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Handley Page Halifax
Another bomber used for both glider-
towing and the dropping of paratroops
was the Handley Page Halifax, of
which the Halifax A.Mk III, Halifax
A.Mk V and Halifax A.Mk VII were"
commonly used throughout Europe for
this work, Indeed, the Halifax was the
only type capable of towing the giant
General Aircraft Hamilcar glider when
the latter was loaded with its light tank,
while the final version, the paratroop-
carrymg Halifax A.Mk 9 produced af-
ter the war, was able to take 16 men
with their associated equipment.

The first experimental flights of an
airborne forces' Halifax with a Hamil-
car glider took place in February 1942
at Newmarket, although the first oper-
ational sortie, which was carried out
nine months later on the night of 19/20
November, was conducted with two
Airspeed Horsas. This was Operation
'Freshman', which took men to attack
the German-run heavy water plant in
southern Norway. Halifaxes also towed
two Horsas apiece to North Africa for
the invasion of Sicily, Operation 'Hus-
ky' launched on 10 July 1943.

Operation 'Elaborate' mounted over
a period between August and October
1943 was intended to bring reinforce-
ments to this theatre, and 10 Halifaxes
plus Armstrong Whitworth Albe-
marles were used to take 25 Horsas.
Unfortunately five of the gliders fell
into the sea on the Portreath to Sale leg
of the journey, either due to bad
weather or enemy action, while three
force-landed in Portugal, together with
their Halifax tugs; another had to put
down in the sea, where it was lost.

Other operations with which the
Halifax is associated were, of course,
that at Arnhem and the final crossing of

the Rhine. In the latter the German
forces were on the defensive on 24
March 1945, when 440 tugs were in-
volved with an equal number of glid-
ers, both Hamilcars and Horsas, all the
troops in the former having emplaned
at Woodbridge. Almost half of this
force of tugs was made up of Halifaxes,
there being an equal number of Short
Stirlings and only a small number of
Douglas Dakotas.

Specification
Handley Page Halifax A.Mk III
Type: glider tug and paratroop
transport
Powerplant: four 1204.3-kW ( 1,615-hp)
Bristol Hercules XVI 14-cylmder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
454 km/h (282 mph) at 4115 m
(13,500 ft); service ceiling 6096 m
(20,000 ft); range 1733 km (1,077 miles)
Weights: empty 14969 kg (33,000 Ib);
maximum take-off 24675 kg (54,400 Ib)
Dimensions: span 30,12 m (98 ft 10 in);
length 21,82 m (71ft 7 in); height 6.32 m
(20 ft 9 in) wing area 116.13 m?
( 1,250 sq ft)
Armament: one Vickers 'K17,7-mm
(0.303-m) manually-operated
machine-gun in nose, four 7.7-mm
Browning machine-guns in power-
operated Boulton Paul dorsal turret,
and four guns of similar calibre in tail
turret (if fitted)

The powerful Handley Page Halifax was the only type used for glider towing
which could handle themassive General Aircraft Hamilcar glider when fully
loaded. It was also used for clandestine missions over Europe.

The H ali fax, apart from giving
excellen t service as a heavy bomber,
proved adaptable as a glider-tug
and transport during the war,
equipping a total of 13 RAF

squadrons. TheMkVHlversion,
shown here with a large ventral
freight pannier, entered service with
three squadrons shortly after the
war's end.

Short Stirling
From the beginning of 1944 the mam
role of the Short Stirling, designed as a
bomber, was that of glider tug and
transport operating with No. 38 Group,
Transport Command. The prototype of
the Stirling Mk IV, a converted Stirling
Mk III, had first flown in 1943, and
although the powerplant was un-
changed, considerable alteration had
taken place in the armament with the
nose and dorsal turrets deleted (the
former being replaced by a transpa-
rent fairing), and glider towing gear
was installed in the rear fuselage,
which retained the defensive turret in
this position.

The capacious fuselage meant that
the troop-carrying version was cap-
able of taking either 40 fully-equipped
soldiers or half that number of para-
troops, but the first use of the Stirling in
its new role was towing Airspeed Hor-
sa gliders into action when the conti-
nent of Europe was invaded on 6 June
1944, the aircraft being drawn from
Nos 190 and 622 Squadrons at Fairford
and Nos 196 and 299 Squadrons at
Keevil. The type also participated in

the historic action at Arnhem and in the
final assault across the river Rhine in
March 1945.

Production was dispersed among a
number of contractors, the largest
number (236) coming from Short &
Harland at Belfast; the Austin Motor
Company was responsible for 198, and
the remainder being produced by the
company's Rochester works. In all 577
Stirling Mk IVs were delivered,
although not all had originated in this
form, a number being converted Stirl-
ing Mk Ills.

Another task performed by this ver-
sion of the Stirling was the paradrop-
ping of supplies to parachute troops in
forward areas, as well as the delivery
of food and ammunition to Resistance
workers on the continent. The type
was also used to ferry petrol, a capac-
ity load consisting of 2841.25 litres (625
Imp gal) in 139 cans.

Specification
Short Stirling Mk IV
Type: glider tug and general transport
Powerplant: four 1230,4-k W ( 1,650-hp)

Bristol Hercules XVI 14-cylmder air-
cooled radial piston engines
Performance: maximum speed
451 km/h (280 mph) at 3200 m
(10,500 ft); service ceiling 5182 m
( 17,000 ft); range 4828 km (3,000 miles)
Weights; empty 19595 kg (43,200 Ib);
maximum take-off 31751 kg (70,000 Ib)

Dimensions: span 30.20 m (99 ft 1 in);
length 26.59 m (87 ft 3 in); height 6.93 m
(22 ft 9 m); wing area 135.63 m2

(l ,460sqft)
Armament: four 7.7-mm (0.303-m)
Browning machine-guns in power-
operated tail turret

Above: Formerly hea vy bombers,
Short Stirling glider tugs were
employed in all the major airborne
operations over Northern Europe in
1944-5. The Stirling Mk IV, seen here
taking off with a Horsa glider at
Harwell, Oxfordshire, belonged to
No. 295 squadron.

Converted to carry 40 troops, the
Stirling Mk V transport en tered
service with No. 46 Squadron, RAF
Transport Command, in February
1945 but was too late to see combat.
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Ai r-to-G round
Weapons

After World War I it was believed that air power would make all other machines of

war obsolete. World War II quickly exposed the limitations of air power: daylight

bombing could be prevented by aggressive fighter aircraft, and night bombing was

wildly inaccurate. But by 1943 new weapons and tactics had been developed.

An 'Upkeep' or bouncing-bomb equipped Avrò Lancaster of the RAF's 617 Squadron. This bomb
was a specially designed dam-busting mine.

The art of dropping
explosives from an aircraft at

great height is almost as old as
aviation itself. For example, it has
been recorded that in 1911
Giulio Gavotti dropped a
quartet of picric acid bombs of
1.8kg (41b) on Turkish troops in
the Libyan desert. Seven years
later the art of'launching' air-to-
ground weapons had progressed

414

a little bit futher than this crude
(but no doubt reasonably effec-
tive) experiment, and was begin-
ning to develop into a science.
This progress was as a direct
result of the design of such
specialist machines as the
Sopwith Salamander.

Such new developments
meant new tactics. That new
targets would have to include

armoured vehicles had already
became clear during the 'dress
rehearsal' of World War II that
was the Spanish Civil War. Soon
after this, refinements, such as
the Dinort extension rods
(added on to the noses of the
SC 50 bombs delivered by that
supreme exponent of the early
ground attack, the Junkers Ju 87)
were to become a commonplace

means of ensuring a maximum
blast effect over a wide area of
ground.

Although heavier guns were
soon in great demand as the
thickness of armour on 'hard-
skinned' vehicles began to
increase, it was really the re-
invention of the rocket as a
weapon that was to move the
science forward.

In addition, taking on a less
hit-and-miss aspect was the man-
ner of dropping conventional
free-fall bombs. The early meth-
ods of bombing merely entailed
destroying everything with huge
quantities of high explosive
released over a target. This rather
wasteful method later gave place
to what became known as con-
trolled 'carpet bombing'. It also
gave place to the system which
was to prove the comparative
crudity of earlier methods, name-
ly that of opening up buildings
by blowing the roofs off with
high explosive and then destroy-
ing the unprotected structures
with a rain of incendiary bombs.
Over and above all these
advances, some thoughts were
given to increasing the psycho-
logical effect of ground attack by
adding screamers to bomb fins
to augment the normal 'whistle',
and 'Jericho trumpets' on the
legs of diving Stukas.



GERMANY

German standard bombs
Three categories of standard bomb
were in use by the Luftwaffe, all in the
general-purpose group designated
according to their nature and weight.
First of these was the high explosive
SC (Sprengbombe Cylmdnsch), a thin-
walled type for normal free-fall use;
then there was the semi-armour pierc-
ing SD (Sprengbombe Dickwandig), a
thick-walled type; and finally there
was the armour-piercing PC (Panzer-
sprengbombe Cylmdnsch) with extra
thick walls,

Of these, among the most commonly
used were the SC 250 type, the second
part of the designation indicating the
weight of the explosive in kilogram-
mes (551 Ib), and eight of these or 32 of
the SC 50 or SD 50 (10 Ib) type would
make up a typical load for a Hemkel He
111 bomber, and be deposited on
target mixed with incendiaries.

Many of these bombs rapidly ac-
quired names so that while the latest of
the GP bombs (the SD 1700) for some
reason had none, the SD 1400 became
'Fritz', the slightly smaller SD 1000
being 'Esau'. Strangely, there was
none for the common SD 500 of which
there were two types, one with streng-
thening bands and trunnion bolts on a
differently shaped case. At the other
end of the scale the SC 1000 was 'Her-
man' and the SC 1800 was 'Satan'.

Carried either on external or inter-

Below: A Junkers Ju 88A-5 prepares
for take-off, carrying a pair ofSC 250
bombs underneath the wings
inboard of the engine nacelles.
Lacking capacious bomb bays, many
German bombers carried the
majority of their ordnance on
external mountings.

TheSC 2000 was among the heaviest of air-to-ground weapons used by the Luftwaffe. The number after the letter
designation was supposed tobe the weight of the weapon in kilograms but it actually weighed 1953 kg (4,306 Ib).

nal racks, German bombs were sus-
pended from single 'H1' or T lugs (or
less commonly a ring bolt), and were
colour-coded with a stripe between
the quadrants of the tail cone (or the
entire cone in the case of small bombs
such as the SC 50 etc.) denoting their
classification: SC was yellow, SD red
and PC blue.

Electrically-charged impact fuses
were fitted with charging plungers
above the main fuse body with its
tumbler switch, Below this lay the flash
pellet, Penthnte wax and picric acid to
complete the whole, although varia-
tions were incorporated such as the
Type 17 clockwork delayed action de-
vices or the Type 50 with a trembler
switch fuse acting as a booby trap, or
the infamous Z.U.S.40 set beneath the
normal fuse in such a way that the ex-
traction of one, made 'safe', activated
the other concealed beneath it,

Right: A HeinkelHe 111 could carry
up to 32 of the SC 50 (110-lb) bombs
seen here, although it was common
practice to mix a number of
incendiaries into the bombload.

SD 250s were thicker-walled than theSC series togive them limited armour-
piercing capability at the cost of a slight reduction in payload.



Specification
SC 2000
Type: high explosive bomb
Weights: 1953.2 kg (4,306 Ib)
Dimensions:length3.44 m ( l l ft3.4 in);
diameter 0.661 m (2 ft 2 in)
Filling: Tinalin

Above: This 1800-kg (3,968-lb)
German bomb was found at Barce,
an air base in Libya, in 1942. The
1800 kg bomb was one of the biggest
in general use by the Luftwaffe, and
was generally carried by Heinkel H e
Ills.

Allied forces found these German bombs scattered from a wrecked
amm unition train near Taran to. Most of the bombs appear to be of the SC 250
type, which had stiffening stays between thefins, whereas some larger bombs
had annular rings.

GERMANY

Ruhrstahl/Kramer X-l (Fritz X)
The agreed surrender of the Italian
fleet to the Allies on 9 September 1943
saw the battleships Italia (damaged)
and the Roma (sunk) as the targets of a
new type of air-launched weapon, the
Ruhrstahl/Kramer X-l (or Fritz X). This
was a free-fall bomb that could be
guided towards its target after release
from an altitude of about 6000 m
(19,685 ft); by the time it had reached
its target perhaps 2.4km (1.5 miles)
distant it had gained a velocity
approaching that of sound.

Control was by means of electro-
magnetically operated spoilers acti-
vated in sympathy with radio signals
from the aircraft (frequently a Dormer
Do 217) that, after releasing the bomb,
had its motors throttled back and was
taken to a higher altitude so that it was
over the target at the moment of im-
pact, the observer having kept track of
the missile with the aid of a convention-
al Lotfe 7 bombsight. Wire-link control
using transmission lines some 8 km
(4.97 miles) long was later discarded
as an economy measure.

Tests were begun in Germany dur-
ing 1942, later being moved to Italy,
Here pneumatic power was ex-
perimentally substituted for the elec-
tro-magnetic actuation of the spoilers,
but variations in temperature created
problems so the concept was drop-
ped.

The Allied assault on Italy meant that
the Fritz X was pressed into increased
use: the cruiser USS Savannah was suc-
cessfully attacked, as were some naval
transports, while in the confusion cre-
ated by a night attack two British cruis-
ers came into collision. Seven days la-
ter the battleship HMS Warspite was
hit by these armour-piercers, so that a
tow to Malta was necessary.

About 66 of the bombs were pro-
duced each month, far short of the
target figure, and about half of these
were used during tests conducted dur-
ing 1943 and into the following year.

But the real end to the Fritz X program-
me was brought about not by produc-
tion difficulties but by the high loss rate
among the bombers equipped to de-
liver the missile: because of the need
for relatively slow speed over the
target area, the launch aircraft became
particularly vulnerable.

Specification
X-l
Type: free-fall guided bomb
Powerplant: none
Performance: maximum speed
1035 km/h (643 mph)

This is all that remained of the
45,000-ton battleship Roma after two
X-l glide bombs struck her as she
steamed to Malta to surrender to the
Allies. The first bomb passed
through the ship and detonated
underneath; the second penetrated
the forward magazine, which blew
her in half.

Weights: round 1570 kg (3,461 Ib);
explosive 320 kg (705.5 Ib)
Dimensions: span (over fins) 1.352 m
(4 ft 5.2 in); length 3.262 m (10 ft 8,4 in);
fuselage diameter 0.562 m (1 ft 10.1 in)

GERMANY

German unguided missiles
Although ground attack was one of the
major roles of the Luftwaffe, this task
was generally carried out with con-
ventional aircraft armament, plus
either normal free-fall bombs up to the
250-kg (551-lb) capacity, or those of
specialist design including the small
SD 2 fragmentation ('butterfly') bomb,
which was first used on the opening
day of the German assault on the Soviet
Union, It was, however, this same
country that was to influence the Luft-
waffe's introduction of rockets as air-to-
ground weapons.

The slow advent of these weapons

was in part due to the lack of results
seemingly achieved by the Soviet 82-
mm (3.23-in) rockets, and the import-
ance of such unguided weapons
seemed to be further devalued by ex-
perience of German field trials, These
had taken place during 1942 when
Jagdgeschwader 54 had been tempor-
arily equipped for operational tests
against targets crossing Lake Ladoga
to supply Leningrad. The missiles em-
ployed were adapted army-type 210-
mm (8.27-m) rockets on launchers
under the wings of Messerschmitt Bf
109Fs. Unfortunately these rockets

proved almost impossible to aim since
their low velocity after release re-
sulted in a sudden drop in their trajec-
tory.

However, although these were dis-
carded, two years later some Focke-
Wulf Fw 190s were fitted with an im-
proved rocket variant in October 1944,
the first to be fitted to these aircraft.
These were Panzerschreck missiles of
88-mm (3.46-in) calibre, the design
source being originally the infantry
'bazooka'. Each aircraft was fitted to
take six of these weapons, and in De-
cember the new Panzerblitz Pb 1 mis-

sile (also of 88-mm calibre) was intro-
duced: this packed something like
twice the punch of the Panzerschreck,
but neither was used on any scale,

Specification
Panzerblitz Pb 1
Type: air-to-ground aircraft-launched
rockst
Weight: 6.9 kg (15.2 l ib)
Dimensions: length 0.70 m (2 ft 3,6 in);
diameter 8.8 cm (3.46 in)
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GERMANY

Henschel Hs 293
The beginnings of what was to evolve
into the Henschel Hs 293 were laid as
early as 1939, and a test model taking
the form of a glider was constructed
the following year, the ultimate inten-
tion being to develop a missile that
could be used against shipping under
remote control from a launching air-
craft.

Although a suitable rocket motor
was still not available, development
went ahead using a standard SC 500
bomb fitted with wings and tail unit,
although no rudder was incorporated,
and as time progressed the program-
me saw the fitting of the first version
with a propulsive unit, this taking the
form of a liquid rocket (using T-stoff
and Z-stoff propellants) slung under
the main body. An 18-channel radio
system ensured control.

It was anticipated that the missile
would be carried into action under a
parent aircraft, from which warm air
was channelled to prevent the missile
from freezing up at the high altitude at
which it was released, but at 1400 m
(4,595 ft) a maximum of 3 km (5 miles)
could be anticipated. Once released
the Hs 293 dropped some 90 m (295 ft)
before the rocket developed max-
imum thrust, and the parent aircraft
continued to fly a set course parallel
with the target, while permitting the
bomb-aimer to keep the missile in
sight and guide it with the aid of a small
control box on which was mounted a
miniature control column, keeping in
sight the red guidance flare in the tail,
the actual flight path being a series of
arcs as corrections were received.

The mam disadvantage of the Hs
293A was that the launching aircraft
had to maintain a steady, level course
and evasive action to escape AA fire
was impossible. An improved Hs 293D
with a television aiming system was
planned, but the war ended before it
could be constructed.

However, icing was a problem nev-
er really overcome and as a consequ-
ence further propulsion units were de-
veloped. But these were never taken
beyond the experimental stage.

The Henschel Hs 293A stand-off guided bomb was dropped from the carrier aircraft on a parallel course to the
target on the port side, and radio-guided to the target. A Hare in the rear of the bomb gave visible evidence of the
missile's position to the aimer.

Specification
Hs293
Type: rocket-propelled anti-ship
missile
Powerplant: one 600-kg ( 1,323-lb)
thrust Walter 109-507B rocket
Performance: maximum speed

900 km/h (559 mph)
Weights: round 1045 kg (2,304 Ib);
explosive 295 kg (650 Ib)
Dimensions: span 3.14 m (10 ft 3.6 in);
length 3.58 m ( 11 ft 9 in); fuselage
diameter 0.48 m( l ft 6.9 in); wing area
1.92m2 (20,67 sq ft)

Above: This Henschel Hs 293 has had
its rocket propulsion unit removed to
show the internal equipment. The
flare unit for visual location of the
missile in night can be seen at the
backofthe weapon.

Crew members learn to control the Henschel Hs 293 guided bomb in a
simulator. The guidance operators always sat on the starboard (right) side of
thecabin, and therefore it was always necessary to attack a target from the
port side and in the same movement direction.

A Henschel Hs 293A stand-off guided bomb. This example was found near
Parisin 1944 by Allied for ces. The flat disc around the nose of the bomb
prevented deep penetration before exploding.
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About 50 slightly smaller Ohka Mod-
el 22 aircraft (with a reduced 600-kg/
1,323-lb warhead and a gas turbine en-
gine, and designed to be carried by
Yokosuka P1Y1 Ginga bombers)
proved a failure as they were under-
powered, and the jet-powered Ohka
Model 33 (with the original-capacity
warhead and designed to be trans-
ported by the Nakajima G8N1 Renzan
bomber) was not completed by the
end of the war, The jet-powered Ohka
Model 43A and Ohka Model 43B (the
former with folding and the latter with
fixed wings) remained no more than
projects; an interesting feature of the
Model 43B was the facility for the pilot
to jettison the wingtips during the final
dive to increase impact speed.

Specification
Ohka Model 11
Type: rocket-propelled suicide

The Ohka Model 11 piloted Hying
bomb's shallow dive speed was
boosted by three solid fuel rockets.
The Ohka Model 22 was a longer-
ranged version powered by a Tsu-II
gas-turbine engine.

explosive missile
Powerplant: three Type 4 Mk 1 Model
20 solid-propellant rockets providing a
combined thrust of 800 kg ( 1,764 Ib)
Performance: maximum speed
649 km/h (403 mph) at 3500 m
( 11,485 ft); dive velocity 927 km/h
(576 mph); range 37 km (23 miles)
Weights: maximum take-off 2140 kg
(4,718 Ib); explosive 1200 kg (2,646 Ib)
Dimensions: span 5.12 m (16 ft 9.6 in);
length 6.066 m (19 ft 10,8 in); height
1.16 m (3 ft 9.7 in); wing area 6.0 m2

(64.59 sq ft)

JAPAN

Japanese standard bombs
Ranging from comparatively simple
bomb containers capable of taking 30
bombs weighing 0,735kg (1.61b),
each albeit for anti-aircraft work, via
the larger ones capable of scattering
no less than 76 such bomblets to the
800-kg (1,763.7-lb) general-purpose
high explosive naval bomb, Japan pos-
sessed a good range of air-to-ground
missiles in World War II. Smallest of
these was the 15-kg (33.07-lb) anti-
personnel type with a 10.16-cm (4-m)
diameter body measuring only 64 cm
(25.2m) in length.

In the majority of Japanese bombs,
fuses were carried in the nose, and it
was only on the introduction of the 50-
kg (110.23-lb) HE bomb that both nose
and tai l fuses were employed,
although this combination is usually
associated with the 250-kg (551.15-lb)
high explosive bomb, of which there
were two variants.

Construction of Japanese bombs fol-
lowed conventional lines with plain
fins lacking a ring, and prominently-
riveted sheet metal was frequently
employed. Forged steel was, howev-
er, used for the body of the 800-kg
(1,763.7-lb) armour-piercing bomb, an
impressive naval weapon with a pair of
B-2(b) tail fuses. Filling was Trmitro
Anisol with an aluminium plug in the
forward end of the cavity, deep in the
steel body, to prevent the filling taking
too great a shock on striking the target;
the single-piece machmed-steel body
had eight recesses in the nose for the
fixing of windshields if the bomb was
adapted as a projectile.

The most widely used Japanese
general-purpose bomb was the naval
250-kg type and its army equivalent.
There were two versions of the naval
weapon, the later model being slightly
larger with thicker walls and having a

continuous welded/spot-welded nose,
although the tail cone was still fastened
by rivets. The army favoured screwed
steel bodies and nose, with a welded
tail cone.

The Japanese armoury included a
contemporary of the German 'oil
bomb', used by the navy. This con-
tamed a central thermite core sur-
rounded by a mixture of kerosene, pet-
rol and alchohol-soap; alternatively
rubber pie-shaped pellets impreg-
nated with iron and aluminium were
packed round the explosive in its cen-
tral tube to act as a bursting and scat-
tering charge.

Specification
250-kg GP
Type: high explosive general-purpose
bomb
Weight: 250 kg (551.15 Ib)
Dimensions: length 1.937 m (6 ft 4.3 in);
diameter 30. Ocm (11.8 in)
Filling: preformed picric

Above: The Type 99 no. 80 750-kg GP
bomb was one of the largest bombs
regularly employed by the Japanese.

Left: The Japanese Type 2 no. 25 Mk
111 250-kg bomb had twisted fins to
spin-stabilize the bomb and to
activate the fuses by centrifugal
force.

Below: Japanese armourers unload bombs, probably of50-kg GP type, from a
truck. Judging from the Hying gear being worn, the photograph suggests that
the Hying crew members also acted as armourers and loaded their own
bombs into their aircraft.

The Type 97 no. 6 59-kgbomb was a general-purpose weapon carried by a
variety of Japanese aircraft, from heavy bombers to fighters.
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UK

British standard bombs
Although there existed in 1918 not only
the 816.5-kg (1,800-lb) GP high-
explosive bomb used principally by
No. 207 Squadron RAF, together with
the 1496.9-kg (3,300-lb) HE bomb in-
tended to be delivered by the Handley
Page V/1500, these were comparative-
ly crude weapons. The art of bomb
design was concentrated on the light-
er types, so that at the outbreak of
World War II offensive loads consisted
in the main of bombs weighing
113.4 kg (250 Ib) or 226.8 kg (500 Ib).

Certainly there was still scope for
the use of smaller free-fall bombs, and
these particularly came into their own
with the advent of the Hawker 'Hurri-
bomber1 equipped to take four 22.68-
kg (50-lb) bombs under each wing.

Nevertheless, British bombs did
present some variations of shape, and
while the ones carried by fighters soon
assumed near-conical noses with flat-
tened fronts, the majority were of con-
ventional appearance with 'egg-like1

contours until the introduction of the
'thousand-pounder1, the 453.6-kg type
designed for the external racks of the
Hawker Typhoon, all illustrations of the
advancing state of the art in refining
the shape of bombs for the RAF.

A degree of agreement was certain-

Left: The 54-kg(120-lb) GP HE bomb
was one of a series of new, improved
bombs of better aerodynamic shape
than those used since World War I.
This weapon replaced the old 50-kg
(112-lb)GPbomb.

Righ t: The 227-kg (SOO-lb) MC, Mklll
HE bomb was m uch more effective
than the earlier 500-lb GP bomb, due
to a higher filling-to-overall'Weight
ratio. The cropped annular vane
permitted four of these bombs to be
carried by the Mosquito bomber. It
did not affect stability.

ly evident concerning the design of
that vital part of a bomb, the tail, and
almost throughout the design of British
standard bombs, the assembly here
consisted of four sheet fins with a
broad ring containing their trailing
edges. These facts were m part dic-
tated by the British practice of stowing
bombs horizontally, the resultant re-
lease being the most aerodynamic that
could be achieved, since a bomb
dropping away from an aeroplane of
the time inevitably spun or otherwise

became unstable when struck by the
slipstream; it was the tail that finally
straightened its flight as the forward
momentum imparted by the launch
aircraft was lost and the downward
path commenced in an arc towards the
target as gravity exerted a pull, All
these factors were common to the stan-
dard bombs of the day which were all
of pre-1940 design and included the
largely-forgotten HE type of 54 kg
(120 Ib); there were different versions
of all types, some of these variants

being readily identified from their cas-
ing that might have strengthening
bands as on some '500-pounders'.

Specification
MkltoMkSGP
Type: general-purpose high explosive
bomb
Weight: 119.4 kg (263 Ib)
Dimensions: length 1.37 m (4 ft 6 in);
diameter 0.26 m (10.3 in)
Filling: TNT or Amatol 80/20

ThebombsoftheRAF.Fromthetop:9979-kg(22,000-lb)MC;5443-kg(12,000-
Ib) HC; nose of5443-kg (l 2,000-lb) MC; 3629-kg (8,000-lb) HC; 1814-kg (4,000-
lb)HC;(right) 862-kg(l,900-lb) GP; 907-kg (2,000-lb) AP; (front) 454-kg
(1,000-lb) and 227-kg (500-lb) GPs. The small bomb is 18 kg(40-lb).

454-kg (1,000-lb) MC bombs drop from an RAF bomber into the jungle of
Burma. Earlier RAF bombs had long annular tail vanes, but by cropping the
vanes of 227-kg (500-lb) bombs the bomb bay of Mosquitoes could
accommodate four instead of two of these weapons.

Airfields have always presented a challenge to the bomber, provingvery
difficult toknockout. Lacking today's specialist weapons, theRAFhad torely
on accuracy and delayed action bombs to frustrate repair work. Here, a stick
of bombs impacts on a Japanese airfield in Burma.

A 227-kg (500-lb) Mklll MC bomb is loaded on the wing rack of a Hawker
Typhoon. The pistol and detonator has not yet been installed in the nose of the
bomb; the armed bomb had pistols and detonators in both nose and tail.
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British heavy bombs
The largest of the British war-time
bombs was the well-known 'Grand
Slam', a 9979-kg (22,000-lb) missile de-
signed chiefly for deep penetration,
equipped with aerodynamically
shaped fins to impart an assisting twist
to its fall. Forty-one of these monsters
were dropped by specially-modified
Avrò Lancasters in 1945, the first on 14
March when Lancaster B.Mk 1 (Spe-
cial) PD112 of No, 617 Squadron, with
Squadron-Leader C.C. Calder at the
controls, demolished two spans of the
Bielefeld Viaduct with one of these
weapons only a single day after the
first test-drop had been made.

British heavy bombs of 5443-kg
(12,000-lb) capacity were of two types,
the most sophisticated being the Tall-
boy' designed for deep penetration,
and of which no less than 854 were
dropped by Avrò Lancasters following
the first attack with them on the night of
8/9 June 1944.

While the 'Tallboy' was of conven-
tional streamlined shape, the other
5443-kg missile was a departure from
common practice in that it was cylin-
drical and was in fact formed from
three 1814-kg (4,000-lb) 'Cookies'
bolted together (the sections being
clearly visible) with an annular-ringed
six-fin tail attached. This was the
General-Purpose 'Factory Buster', also
much used in 1944, but in fact first used
during a raid on the Dortmund-Ems
Canal during the hours of darkness of
15/16 September in the previous year.

'Big, beau t i fu l ' bombs were
pioneered by the 907-kg (2,000-lb)
version first used during the night
attack on the Emden shipyards on 31
March/1 April 1941. However, a com-
parison of weight alone is deceptive,
since the explosive power of the later
bomb was greater than that of the
fillings used at the beginning of the
war, when a 907-kg 'heavy' certainly
existed in armour-piercing form for
attacks on shipping, although the ver-
sion of a mere 227-kg (500-lb) weapon
was the accepted 'big bomb' in the
RAF.

The ordinary 'Cookie' had made its
operational debut over Wilhelm-
shaven on 8 July 1942, observers at the
time reporting that 'whole houses took
to'the air', thus gaining for the weapon
the name of 'Block Buster' in the UK,
although the Germans knew the type
as Bezirkbomben. The existence of
these was, however, not announced
until some time after their first use, not
in fact until September, and it was not

Above: The 1814-kg (4,000-lb) HCMk
III HE bomb had three pistols and
detonators in the nose. In the centre
of the bomb there was a continuous
tube with exploders linked into the
central detonator. These bombs had
a very high explosive filling to overall
weight ratio.

Right:A 1814-kg (4,000-lb) HCMk I
high-explosive bomb is wheeled up
to a Wellington B.Mklll. This was an
early version with a single pistol and
detonator in the nose. This example
is painted in the yellow-buff shade
originally used on high-explosive
bombs.

for a further two years that the general
public was to know the name of the
man who had taken such a prominent
part in the development of British war-
time bombs, Air Commodore Patrick
Huskinson, who had himself been
blinded during a raid by the Luftwaffe
in 1941.

Specification
GP'Factory Buster'
Type: general-purpose high explosive
bomb
Weight: 5443 kg ( 12,000 Ib)
Dimensions: length 5,33 m (17 ft 6 in);
diameter 1,02 m (3 ft 4 in)
Filling: 2358.7 kg (5,200 Ib) of Torpex
'cemented' within a 25.4-mm ( 1-in)
jacket of TNT

A typical scene on any Lancaster
base during later years of World War
II: a 3629-kg (8,000-lb) HC blast
bomb is brough t up by tractor for
loading into the capacious bomb bay
of a Lancaster. The Lancaster,
Manchester and Halifax could carry
these bombs in ternally.

British 25-lb rocket
British rockets employed a solid prop-
ellant inside a cast iron tube and «
mounted a variety of warheads and
fuses. Their bodies were a length of
7,62-cm (3-in) diameter cast pipe fitted
with a set of flat plate fins to constitute a
cruciform tail, and a pair of lugs by
means of which it was slung from the
aircraft's launching rail. On one end
was screwed the 11.34-kg (25-lb)
armour-piercing warhead, A solid-
propellant filling was packed into the
length of pipe that made up the greater
part of the missile, which was electri-
cally fired in such a way that, although
exhausting from the open end, burning
was initiated from the front, a system
necessary in order to ensure that the
balance of the rocket was not dis-

Three versions of the 11.34-kg (25-lb)
warhead existed, two armour-
piercing and one semi-armour-
piercing. The AP shell no. l,MkI
shown was used a t dive angle of 15
degrees or over, while the AP shell
no. 2, Mkl was used under 15
degrees. The SAP shown was for
training only.

turbed as the charge was consumed.
Concrete heads were employed for
practice.

Experimental work took up the
greater part of 1942, and included tests
mounted under the wings of the new
Hawker Typhoon, but it was the Haw-
ker Hurricane that was to fly the rocket
into action for the first time when air-
craft of No. 184 Squadron made Fighter
Command's first operational strike. Un-
fortunately the long rails necessary for
launching exacted a serious penalty
from the aircraft's performance, and
except from a very steep dive the mis-
siles were difficult to aim because of
their sharp trajectory drop, aiming
being by means of the standard Mk IIG
reflector gunsight, which was not real-

ly equal to the demands made on it.
This British innovation was disliked

by pilots because of its effect on per-
formance, and there was a sharp temp-
tation to expend them on the first avail-
able target, whatever it was, regard-
less of what warhead was being car-
ried.

Specification
Type: air-to-ground aircraft-launched
armour-piercing rocket
Warhead weight: 11.34 kg (25 Ib)
Dimensions: length 1.69 m (5 ft 6.5 in);
diameter 8.89 cm (3.5 in)
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British 60-lb rocket
With a similar basic concept to the
11.34-kg (25-lb) armour-piercing pro-
jectile, the rocket with a 27,22-kg (60-
lb) high explosive head became stan-
dard after 1943, while later in the war
fragmentation missiles of similar
weights were introduced,

By this time a method of delivery
designed to ensure maximum destruc-
tion of the target had been perfected,
This called for the aircraft formation,
now usually Typhoons, to make an
approach at between 1829 m (6,000 ft)
and 3048 m (10,000 ft), and from this the
leader would make the first dive at
about 40° to mark the target, he being
followed at a similar angle at 644 km/h
(400 mph) or at 30° when a lower
speed of some 612 km/h (380 mph) was
indicated. At an altitude of not more
than 152 m (500 ft) and a distance of
500 m (550 yards) from the target the
complete salvo, said to have a striking
power equivalent to the broadside
from a destroyer's guns, might be fired
before the pilot pulled up sharply and
took himself out of the radius of action,
there being about five seconds before
the shrapnel from the exploding rock-
ets constituted a real danger to the
aircraft that had launched them. Unfor-
tunately it is on record that some 25 per
cent of the rockets failed to detonate,
particularly in the earlier days, and
there was a definite tendency to
undershoot and the trajectory drop to
be inaccurately estimated.

Before the end of the war, zero-
length rocket rails were introduced
which affected the aircraft's perform-
ance less markedly. Some of these re-
vised the position of the missiles so that

The 76.2-mm (3-in) rocket was used
by the Royal Air Force for attacking a
variety of targets, including ships,
tanks, strongpoints, submarines and
troop concentrations. A number of
warheads were evolved for different
types of target; the most-used was
the 27.22-kg (60-lb) HE head shown
here.

a load of four weapons under each
wing was no longer carried side by
side but instead, on the Mk 7 installa-
tion, fitted in two vertical pairs. A varia-
tion of this was to be found on the Mk 6
fitted to the Bristol Beaufighter, which
grouped the four round a central fair-
ing from which they could be jetti-
soned,

Developments of the basic 27.22-kg
rocket included the 81.65-kg (180-lb)
projectile with its three tubes of prop-
ellant, and the Admomtor' with seven
motors inside a large diameter casing
fitted with six fins, and having a 113.4-
kg (250-lb) warhead.

Specification
Type: air-to-ground aircraft-launched
high explosive rocket
Warhead weight: 27.22 kg (60 lb)
Dimensions: length 1.88 m (6 ft 2 in);
diameter 15.24 cm (6 in)

A Hawker Typhoon MklB, with the old 'car door' type canopy, carries 76.2-
mm (3-in) rockets. The shells attached are the 27.22-kg (60-lb) SAP type. Other
types used were the 27.22-kg (60-lb) T'fragmentation shell, 11.34-kg (25-lb)
AP and 25-lb SAP shells, and concrete practice versions of these shells.

76.2-mm (3-in) rockets speed towards locomotives waiting in a siding, fired
from a South African Air Force Beaufighter. The 27.22-kg (60-lb) shell was
effective for penetrating locomotive boilers, but the 11.34-kg (25-lb) AP shell
was specified for use against merchant ships and submarines.

For use against 'soft' targets the 27-kg (60-lb) HE Type F shell was developed.
This was a thick-walled shell, which exploded into small high-velocity
fragments. Pilots using this weapon were warned not to use it under 550 m
(600 yards) because of Hying fragments.

Left:Debris nies high in the air after a
rocket strike by an SAAFBristol
Beaufighter against locomotives
waiting in a siding. This locomotive
target was in Yugoslavia during the
German occupation of that country.

Above: Four rockets are launched
from a Hawker Typhoon at a German
barge on the Wester Scheide. These
are 76.2-mm (3-in) aircraft rockets
with 27.22-kg (60-lb) semi-armour-
piercing shells. Heat from the rocket
motor ignited the thermal initiator.
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American bombs
Observers in 1945 were in the habit of
making comparison between what
they called the 'superior aerodynamic
shape' of British bombs and the more
standardized lines of those dropped
by the Luftwaffe. Be this as it may, the
United States probably displayed the
greatest variety of profiles among its
free-fall bombs, Almost German in
their appearance were the 907-kg
(2,000-lb) AN-M66 GPs used by the US
Army and Navy; this type proved its
value against ammunition dumps, rail-
way junctions, airfields and factory
sites, while a modified version of the
AN-M66 could be fitted with an AN-Mk
230 hydrostatic fuse, enabling it to be
employed against heavily armed sur-
face vessels, as well as submarines.
Either Amatol or TNT were the fillings
used for this type.

The 454-kg (1,000-lb) general-
purpose bomb resembled the larger
version, but probably less closely than
it did the 227-kg (500-lb) bomb with its
squat construction and a semi-braced
tail with sheet fins, which was really
the typical United States weapon of
World War II. Employed once more
by both the US Army and Navy, these
were used against similar targets to the
larger versions, their nose fuses being
in the mam of AN-M103 pattern,
although the AN-M125 long-delay time
fuse could be substituted if the target
justified such a change.

A feature of United States bombs,
some of which were equipped with
lugs permitting British-style single-

point suspension, was that they carried
an external arming wire. This ran fore
and aft of the lifting lug position, where
it was formed into an eye. From this
point it was led through the twin sus-
pension eyes to the nose and tail fuses.
The weight of the released bomb tug-
ged this wire free as it left the rack and
thus armed the missile in a crude but
effective safety system.

Both the Mk 1 and Mk 4 'thousand-
pounders' were declared obsolete in
1944, although they continued in ser-
vice as long as bases held any in store,
so that they remained in use until the
end of the fighting in one theatre or
another. These, in common with the
majority of American bombs for gener-
al-purpose use, had a tail formed by
four vanes welded to the tail cone
which was fastened to the body by
screws, A box form resulted from
webs connecting the fins, and the
whole was strut-braced internally,

At the opposite end of the scale of
United States bombs mention must be
made of the obsolete armour-piercing
types forming the 'M' series, Of these
the heaviest was the 408-kg (900-lb)
M6, which like the rest of the group
were converted artillery projectiles,

Specification
AN-M81
Type: high explosive fragmentation
bomb
Weights: 117.9 kg (260 Ib)
Dimensions: length 1.092 m (3 ft 7 in);
diameter 0.203 m (8 in)

The 454-kg (1,000-lb) armour-piercing bomb used by the USAAF was a thick-
cased weapon with an explosive filling to weigh t ra tio of only 14 per cen t.

A typical general purpose bomb in use with US forces was the 227-kg (500-lb)
weapon shown. It had an explosive filling to weight ratio of 51 per cent
brough t about by the use of a thin case. The bomb had two fuses, one in the
nose and the other in the tail.

This shower of bombs descends from B-17s during an 8th Air Force raid on
Germany in Jan uary 1945. Despite enormous advances in aiming techniques
and naviga tional aids, errors still occurred and sometimes it was not only the
wrong city that was bombed, but the wrong country.

The familiar pictures of Hiroshima have tended to obscure the fact that US
conventional raids on Japan often caused greater destruction; this is
Hammamatsu attera visit from the B-29 Superfortresses. Japanese cities
proved horribly vulnerable to incendiary munitions.

Armourers ride on two 454-kg (1,000-lb) GP bombs being brough t up for
loading in to Boeing B-17E day bombers of the United Sta tes Army Air Corps.
The front bomb still has the transit plug fitted in thenose; this would have
been replaced by the fuse and arming vane.

In the Pacific war the aircraft made little use of guided weapons, relying on
torpedoes and accurate bombing. Here a Japanese escort takes a direct hit
from a bomb dropped by a B-25 during an attack on a convoy offLeyte.
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American heavy bombs
Rapidly becoming known by the
generic title of 'concrete-piercers', Un-
ited States bombs designed for attacks
against reinforced targets of concrete
or steel construction were, although
formidable, never to rival the British
'heavies' in power and size.

Largest was the 725.7-kg (1,600-lb)
armour-piercing AN-Mk 1 fitted with a
single tail fuse, the AN-Mk 228 with a
0.08-second delay. Filled with pressed
'Explosive D' or TNT, the AN-Mk 1 was
formed from a single piece of steel,
forged and machined, with a pointed
nose, parallel sides and slight boat tail-
ing leading to a male-type base plate,
To this was fitted the normal box type
tail assembly while the body was
equipped with side trunnions between
the two suspension lugs on the upper
segment, with British single point be-
low.

Similar to this type m detail was the
AN-Mk 33, 272 kg (600 Ib) lighter but
capable of being used against similar
targets, which might also include bat-
tleships and cruisers. These smaller
bombs were later modified (as were
the Mk Is) for suspension by means of
screw-in lugs secured by bolts, thus
replacing those of the welded type
fitted to bands set in grooves in the
casing.

A second type of 454-kg (1,000-lb)
American bomb, intended for use
against land targets of concrete or

The US1814-kg(4,000-lb) light case
bomb was used for large-scale
demolition of targets such as
factories. 11 had an explosive filling to
weigh t ra tio of 80 per cen t.

steel construction, was the SAP (semi-
armour-piercing) type. This was cap-
able of having an alternative fitting of
either AN-M102A2 or AN-M103 fuses
m the tail and nose respectively so that
fragmentation could be achieved on
suitable targets. These weapons were
of single-piece cast or spun construc-
tion with streamlined, semi-pointed
noses m which a threaded opening re-
ceived a fuse-seat liner and steel plug,
which could be exchanged for an in-
stantaneous fuse if required,

A modified version of the generally
similar AN-M58 weighing only 227 kg
(500 Ib) was produced by the removal
of 4,31 kg (9.5 Ib) of the Amatol filling
and replacing it with 14.29 kg (31.5 Ib)
of steel to improve penetration. They
were then re-designated AN-M58A1.

Specification
AN-Mk 1
Type: armour-piercing high explosive
bomb
Weight: 721.2 kg (1,590 Ib)
Dimensions: length 2.11 m (6 ft 11 in)
Filling: compressed explosive 'D' or
cast TNT

A good example of the high concentra tion of bombing obtained by US day
bombers: the target in this case was Marifu railyard, two miles south ofOtaka,
Japan, which was bombed by Boeing B-29s of the 21st Bombardmen t Croup
during August 1945.

Soviet rockets
The Soviet Union may well be able to
claim that it pioneered the introduction
of the rocket as a modern aerial
weapon, but this was when they were
envisaged as air-to-air weapons,
tested first m 1937, the idea being that
all fighters would be equipped to carry
a battery of six to eight rockets on
underwing launchers. They were to
receive the designations RS-75 and RS-
82, the numerical suffix referring to
their diameters, 75 mm (2.95 in) and
82 mm (3,23 in) respectively.

A ground-attack version was de-
veloped during the following year, and
this was larger and of increased dia-
meter, This RS-132 was intended for
fitting to bombers.

Meanwhile the RS-75 was used for
the first time over Mongolia, during the
Nomonhan Incident against Japanese
aircraft, but although some successes
were claimed, the RS-75 and RS-82
missiles ceased to be mentioned in re-
ports after the opening months of the
war against Germany, although their
development was to make an impor-
tant contribution in another field.

This took the form of a specialized
ground-attack rocket, the RBS-82, that
was introduced m 1941. It was from this
that a new variant was produced with
an improved velocity and increased
propellant capacity as the armour-
piercing ROFS-132, while much the
same time saw the introduction of a
version intended for use against con-

crete defensive positions, the BETAB-
150DS.

It is perhaps not fully realized that
one of the contributions to the acclaim
heaped on the Ilyushm 11-2 aircraft as
the war progressed was the type's
effective use of 82-mm rockets, which
were deployed with success against
targets such as soft-skinned transport
and troop concentrations, particularly
if the latter were caught unprepared m
the open.

Introduced at a later date were the
RS-132 variants: similar to the ROFS-
132, these could be fitted with two
types of head, the solid version being
intended for building demolition,
while that with a hollow-charge head
was directed against armour.

Specification
RS-82
Type: air-to-ground aircraft-launched
rocket
Weight: 24.9 kg (55 Ib)
Dimensions: length 0.864 m (2 ft 10 in);
diameter 82 mm (3.23 in)

The Soviet Union 's rocket weapons
for airborne use were produced in
three sizes, RS-75, RS-82 and RS-132,
the numerals denoting the diameter
in millimetres. The RS-132 shown has
an explosive head for piercing
strongpoints. Il-2s used these bombs
and 37-mm cannon to great effect.

The 100-kg(220-lb) high-explosive bomb was a
standard weapon used by llyushin Il-2s for ground
attack work. The famous heavily-armoured attack
aircraft could carry six of these bombs.

The Soviet Union commenced production of airborne
rocket weapons in 1937, the first being the RS-75, a
750-mm diameter rocket. At first this was used for
air-to-air combat, but later these weapons were used
for ground attack. The rocket shown is equipped with
a fragmentation head.

A MiC-3 of the 12th Fighter Regiment in 1942 carries RS-82 rocket weapons
under the wings. This 82-mm rocket could be used as an air-to-air or air-to-
ground weapon. Firings of rockets of 75,82 and 132-mm diameter began in
the USSR in 1933, and theRS-75 was first produced in 1937.
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Light
A i re raft

Light aircraft were used for all manner of tasks in World War II, from everyday

missions like artillery spotting and general liaison duties to clandestine flights

behind the lines, carrying agents. Aircraft like the Lysander and the ubiquitous

Fieseier Storch performed valuable work throughout the war.

A British Taylorcraft Auster artillery observation plane. It played a vital part in the war effort,
being used for spotting and co-ordinating purposes.

The use of light aircraft by the
warring nations of World War

II for operational purposes (as
distinct from training tasks) was
widespread and covered a host
of duties. The reasons why they
were used so extensively are
equally diverse, ranging from
ready availability of the aircraft,
via low-cost production, opera-
tion and performance suitable

for a specific task, to simplicity
of training and flying.

In general terms the category
which was termed 'light aircraft'
may be said to include those
aircraft whose normal loaded
weight was below about 2750kg
(60601b), although in most
instances the true light aircraft of
World War II actually took off at a
third of this weight. At one end of

the scale the UK's Westland
Lysander was a relatively large
aeroplane but qualified for inclu-
sion in the category on account
of its outstanding agility, short
field performance and slow-speed
capability, attributes which should
all have rendered it ideal for that
nebulous duty undertaken by the
RAF during the first half of the
war: army co-operation.

When it was discovered that
the British Westland Lysander
(and the German Henschel Hs
126) actually fell short of the
requirements which the true
ground support role demanded
(for the harsh battle conditions
of the Blitzkrieg could never
have been countenanced), the
whole gamut of air operations
over the battlefield had to
change: the true army co-
operation duties (in particular
artillery observation) were
undertaken by genuine light-
planes (such as the Austers and
'Grasshoppers') while ground
support moved up the scale
to embrace the capabilities of
the high-performance fighter-
bomber.

For duties that involved
covert operations, such as the
transport of secret agents, the
rescue of airmen who had been
shot down in enemy territory
and in other duties involving the
use of remote or confined sites,
the lightplane was the obvious
solution to use. Of all the aircraft
employed in these tasks none
better than the Fieseier Storch
was ever produced: its great
agility became and then
remained forever legendary, even
after the helicopter had become
an accepted component of
arsenals all around the world.
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British Taylorcraft Auster series
In 1936 the Taylorcraft Aviation Com-
pany was formed in the USA to design
and manufacture lightplanes for pri-
vate use. Most successful of the pre-
war aircraft to emanate from this com-
pany were designated Models B, C,
and D, and in November 1938 Taylor-
craft Aeroplanes (England) Ltd was
established at Thurmaston, Leicester-
shire, to build these aircraft under li-
cence,

Six American-built Model As were
imported into the UK, followed by one
Model B. Of braced high-wing mono-
plane configuration, with a fabric-co-
vered wing of composite wood and
metal construction, the aircraft fea-
tured a fuselage and tail unit both of
welded steel tube with fabric cover-
ing. Accommodation within the en-
closed cabin was for two persons, sea-
ted side by side, and landing gear was
of basic non-retractable tailwheel
type, with mam unit shock-absorption
by rubber bungee. Powerplant of the
imported Model As consisted of one
30-kW (40-hp) Continental A-40 flat-
four engine.

The British-built equivalent to the
Model A was designated the British
Taylorcraft Model C, but this was soon
redesignated Plus C, reflecting the im-
proved performance resulting from in-
stallation of a 41-kW (55-hp) Lycoming
O-145-A2 engine.

Other than provision of split trailing-
edge flaps to improve short-field per-

The Auster AOP.6 was the las t development of the wartime Taylorcraft design.
With a more powerful deHavilland engine and a larger propeller (making
longer wheel struts necessary) it was actually a poorer performer in many
respects than its predecessors.

formance, the aircraft of the Plus-C de-
rived British Taylorcraft Auster series
were to change little throughout the
war. During this time more than 1,600
were built for service use, the Auster
Mk I entering service with No, 654
Squadron in August 1942.

At the height of their utilization, Aus-
ters equipped Nos 652, 653, 657, 658,
659, 660, 661, 662, 664 and 665 Squad-
rons of the 2nd Tactical Air Force, and
Nos 651, 654, 655, 656, 663, 666, 671, 672
and 673 Squadrons of the Desert Air
Force, They were used also in small
numbers by associated Canadian and
Dutch squadrons, Their initial deploy-
ment in an operational role was during

the invasion of Algeria, and they were
to prove an indispensible tool in the
Sicilian and Italian campaigns. Just
three weeks after D-Day, these un-
armed lightplanes were in the fore-
front of the action as the Allied armies
advanced into France.

Specification
British Taylorcraft Auster
Type: light liaison/observation aircraft
Powerplant: (Auster Mk V) one 97-kW
(130-hp) Lycoming O-290-3 flat-four
piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
209 km/h (130 mph) at sea level;
cruising speed 180 km/h (112 mph);

normal range 402 km (250 miles)
Weights: empty 499 kg (1,100 Ib);
maximum take-off 839 kg (1,850 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.97 m (36 ft 0 in);
length 6.83 m (22 ft 5 in); height 2.44 m
(8 ftO in); wing area 15.51 n/(167,0sq
ft)
Armament: none

Unglamorous and unglamorized
artillery observation aircraft played
a decisive part in the war; themain
British types were the five British
Taylorcraft Austers. This is the Mk III,
which had a de Havilland Gypsy
Major engine.

UK

Westland Lysander
First flown in prototype form during
June 1936, the Westland Lysander was
a two-seat high-wing monoplane army
co-operation aircraft with excellent
STO L capabilities. The first production
series was the Lysander Mk I, and air-
craft of this version entered service in
late 1938 with No. 16 Squadron, based
at Old Sarum. Lysanders went on to
equip some 30 RAF squadrons, and
these served in Europe, the Middle
East and the Far East. The type was
built in three marks, these being dis-
tinguished mainly by the different
powerplants used. The Lysander Mk I
featured the 664-kW (890-hp) Bristol

Mercury XII radial; the Lysander Mk
II, which was built in the UK by West-
land and in Canada by the National
Steel Car Corporation, had the 708-kW
(950-hp) Bristol Perseus XII radial; and
the Lysander Mk III, which was also
built in the UK and Canada, used the
649-kW (870-hp) Mercury XX or Mer-
cury XXX radial.

The Lysander operated in its in-
tended role for only a short time in the
war, European operations confirming
that such large and relatively slow air-
craft were deathtraps in the presence
of determined opposition, both ground
and air. However, the type went on to a

notably successful second career in
air-sea rescue, radar calibration and,
perhaps most significantly, agent
dropping and recovery in occupied
Europe. Total production was 1,368 air-
craft.

Specification
Westland Lysander Mk I
Type: two-seat army co-operation
aircraft and short-range tactical
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: one (664-kW) 890-hp
Bristol Mercury XII radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed

369 km/h (229 mph) at 3050 m
(10,000 ft); climb to 3050 m (10,000 ft) in
5.5 minutes; service ceiling 7925 m
(26,000 ft); range 966 km (600 miles)
Weights: empty 1844 kg (4,065 Ib);
normal loaded 2685 kg (5,920 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.24 m (50 ft 0 in);
length9.30 m(30 ft 6 in); height 3.51 m
(11f t 6 in); wing area 24.15 m2 (260, Osq
ft)
Armament: two forward-firing 7.7-mm
(0.303-in) machine-guns in wheel
fairings and two 7,7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-guns in the rear cockpit, plus
provision for eight 9.07-kg (20-lb)
bombs on stub winglets
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Letov S 328
The Czech Letov company began in
1932 the design of a general-purpose
biplane for service with the Finnish air
force. An equal-span single-bay bi-
plane with fixed tailwheel landing
gear and conventional braced tail unit,
this Letov S 328 had accommodation
for a pilot and observer/gunner in
separate open cockpits in tandem, The
S 328 F prototype for Finland was com-
pleted during 1933, its powerplant a
433-kW (580-hp) Bristol Pegasus IIM-2
radial engine. Armament comprised
two 7,7-mm (0.303-in) forward-firing
machine-guns in the upper wing, and
two more weapons of the same calibre
on a flexible mounting in the rear cock-
pit. Although no production aircraft
were ordered by Finland, political
changes and growing tension in
Europe caused the Czech air ministry
to order the type into production dur-
ing 1934 for use by its own air force in
the role of a bomber/reconnaissance
aircraft. A total of 445 was built under
the designation S 328, and most of
these were impressed for service with
the Luftwaffe or the new Slovak air
force when Bohemia-Moravia was
occupied by German forces in March
1939, but a small number were later
supplied to Bulgaria. When production
ended a total of 470 had been built, and
included 13 examples of a night-fighter
variant designated S 328 N which was
armed with four fixed forward-firing
and two tramably-mounted machine-
guns. Letov had plans to produced de-
veloped versions, one S 428 prototype
resulting from the conversion of an S
328 production aircraft by replacing
the standard powerplant with a 485-
kW (650-hp) Avia Vr-36 (licence-built
Hispano-Suiza 12Nbr) and with arma-
ment of four forward-firing machine-
guns.

Slovak S 328 aircraft took part in the

This Letov S 328 was one of three flown by Slovak patriots during the
Nationalist uprising of August 1944. The aircraft operated out of Tri Duby
airfield in the foothills of the Carpa thians, largely on reconnaissance duties
against Slovakia 's erstwhile masters, the Germans.

campaign against Poland in 1940 and
were operating on the Eastern Front in
1941, but by 1944 there came a rever-
sal of loyalties, many Slovak pilots de-
fecting to the USSR in their S 328s to
take part in operations against the Ger-
man forces on Soviet territory.

Specification
Letov S 328
Type: two-seat bomber/
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: one 474-kW (635-hp)
Walter-built Bristol Pegasus IIM-2
radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
280 km/h (174 mph)at 1800 m (5,905 ft);
service ceiling 7200 m (23,620 ft);
range 700 km (435 miles)
Weights: 1680 kg (3,704 Ib); maximum
take-off 2675 kg (5,897 Ib)
Dimensions: 13.70 m (44 ft 11.4 in);
length 10.40 m (34 ft 1.4 in); height
3.40 m (11 ft 1.9 in); wing area 67.10m2

(722.28 sq ft)
Armament: four 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-guns, two in upper wing and
two on flexible mount in rear cockpit,
plus up to 500 kg ( 1,102 Ib) of bombs

Widely used on the Eastern Fron t by Slovak and Luftwaffe pilots, the È 328 was
operated in the battlefield reconnaissance and light bomber roles as well as
nigh t harassm en t missions in 1943.

Repulogpégyàr Levante
In October 1940 Repulogpégyàr flew
the prototype of a parasol-wing two-
seat primary trainer which it desig-
nated Repulogpégyàr Levente I. This
was modified subsequently to serve as
the prototype of an improved Levente
II which entered service with the
Hungarian air force during 1943. By
then, Hungary had allied itself with
Germany and had participated in the
invasion of the USSR. The result was
that the 100 Levente Us built to serve
with the air force as primary trainers
were, in fact, deployed with operation-
al squadrons where they were used in
communications/liaison roles until the
end of the war.

Specification
Repulogpégyàr Levente II
Type: two-seat liaison/training aircraft
Powerplant: one licence-built 78-kW
(105-hp) Hirth HM 504 A-2 inverted
mime piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
180 km/h (112 mph); cruising speed
160 km/h (99 mph); service ceiling
4500 m (14,765 ft); range 650 km (404
miles)
Weights: 470 kg (1,036 Ib); maximum
take-off 750 kg (1,653 Ib)
Dimensions: span 9.45 m (31 ft 0 in);
length 6.08 m (19 ft 11.4 in); height
2.53 m (8 ft 3.6 in); wing area 13.50 m2

( 145.32 sq ft)
Armament: none

The Levente 11 was used on the Eastern Front as a comm unica tions and liaison aircraft by the Hungarian air force. It
was powered by a licence-built Hirth 4-cylinder engine, giving a maxim urn speed of 180 km/h (112 mph).
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JAPAN

Mitsubishi Ki-15
In July 1935 the Imperial Japanese
Army drew up its specification for a
new two-seat reconnaissance aircraft,
and Mitsubishi responded with a can-
tilever low-wing monoplane, the Mit-
subishi Ki-15. Service testing was com-
pleted without difficulty and the type
was ordered into production under the
official designation Army Type 97
Command Reconnaissance Plane
Model 1. In May 1937, a year after the
first flight, delivery of production air-
craft to the army began,

Just before that, however, military
observers in the west should have
gained some premonition of Japan's
growing capability in aircraft design
when the second (civil) prototype was
used to establish a new record flight
time between Japan and England.

The army's Ki-15-I had been re-
ceived in time to make a significant
impact at the beginning of the war with
China, the type's high speed giving it
freedom of the skies until China intro-
duced the- Soviet Polikarpov 1-16.
However, plans had already been
made to upgrade performance of the
KI-15-I, this being achieved by install-
ing the 671-kW (900-hp), smaller-dia-
meter Mitsubishi Ha-26-I engine, its in-
corporation providing an opportunity
to overcome what had been the major
shortcoming of the type, a poor for-
ward field of view past the large-dia-

meter Nakajima engine, The im-
proved version entered production for
the army in September 1939 as the Ki-
15-11, but before that the Japanese
navy, impressed by the performance
of this aircraft, ordered 20 examples of
the Ki-15-11 under the official designa-
tion Navy Type 98 Reconnaissance
Plane Model 1, Mitsubishi designation
C5M1. The navy acquired subsequent-
ly 30 C5M2 aircraft that were generally
similar except for installation of the
more powerful 708-kW (950-hp) Naka-
jima Sakae (prosperity) 12 engine.
When production ended almost 500 of
all versions had been built, the major-
ity being in first-line service when the

Pacific war started. Given the Allied
codename 'Babs', the type was rele-
gated to second-line roles in early
1943, but many survived to be used in
kamikaze attacks at the war's end.

Specification
Mitsubishi Ki-15-I
Type: two-seat reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: one 477-kW (640-hp)
Nakajima Ha-8 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
480 km/h (298 mph) at 4000 m
(13,125 ft); cruising speed 320 km/h
(199 mph) at 5000 m (16,405 ft); service
ceiling 11400 m (37,400 ft); range
2400 km (1,491 miles)

A Navy version oftheKi-15-II
designated C5M, featured the small-
diameter Ha-26-I engine. For its time
the 'Babs', as it came to be called by
the Allies, had an excellent
performance, superior to some
con temporary figh ters.

Weights: empty 1400 kg (3,086 Ib);
maximum take-off 2300 kg (5,071 Ib)
Dimensions: span 12,00 m (39 ft 4.4 in);
length 8.70 m (28 ft 6.5 in); height
3.35 m (11 ft 0 in); wing area 20.36 m2

(219.16 sq ft)
Armament: all versions had one 7.7-
mm (0.303-in) machine-gun on a
tramable mount in the rear cockpit

JAPAN

Tachikawa KÌ-36/KÌ-55
First flown in prototype form on 20
April 1938, the Tachikawa Ki-36 was a
cantilever low-wing monoplane of all-
metal basic structure, covered by a
mix of light alloy and fabric. Landing
gear was of fixed tailwheel type, the
main units enclosed in speed fairings,
and power was provided by a 336-kW0,
(450-hp) Hitachi Ha-13 radial engine.
The two-man crew was enclosed by a
long 'greenhouse' canopy and both
men had good fields of view, that of the
observer being improved by clear-
view panels in the floor. The type was
ordered into production in November
1938 as the Army Type 98 Direct Co-
Operation Plane. Generally similar to
the prototypes, the type was armed
with two 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-
guns and introduced the more power-
ful Hitachi Ha-13a engine. When con-
struction ended in January 1944, a total
of 1,334 had been built by Tachikawa
(862) and Kawasaki (472),

The handling characteristics and re-
liability of the Ki-36 made the army
realize that it was ideal for use as an
advanced trainer, resulting in de-
velopment of the Ki-55, intended
specifically for this role and having
armament reduced to a single for-
ward-firing machine-gun, Following
the testing of a prototype in September
1939, the army ordered this aircraft as
the Army Type 99 Advanced Trainer;
when production was terminated in
December 1943 a total of 1,389 had
been built by Tachikawa (1,078) and
Kawasaki (311).

Both versions were allocated the
Allied codename 'Ida', and the Ki-36
was first deployed with considerable
success in China. However, when con-
fronted by Allied fighters at the begin-
ning of the Pacific War it was found to
be too vulnerable, being redeployed
in China where it was less likely to be
confronted by such aircraft. It was also

The Chinese People's Liberation Army operated Tachikawa Ki-55 advanced
trainers in the years following 1945. Large numbers had been supplied to the
Japanese puppet regime ofManchukuo, and these fell into the hands of the
Communists (with the considerable assistance of the invading Russians).

considered suitable for kamikaze use
in the closing stages of the war, being
modified to carry internally a bomb of
up to 500kg (l,1021b).

Specification
Tachikawa Ki-36
Type:
Powerplant: one 380-kW (510-hp)
Hitachi Ha- 13a radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
348 km/h (216 mph) at 1800 m (5,905 ft);
cruising speed 235 km/h (146 mph);
service ceiling 8150m (26,740 ft);
range 1235 km (767 miles)
Weights: empty 1247 kg (2,749 Ib);
maximum take-off 1660 kg (3,660 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.80 m (38 ft 8,6 in);
length 8.00 m (25 ft 3 in); height 3,64 m
(11 ft 11,3 in); wing area 20.00 m2

(215.29sqft)
Armament: two 7.7-mm (0.303-in)
machine-guns (one forward-firing and
one on a tramable mounting in the rear
cockpit), plus an external bombload of
up to 150 kg (33 l ib)

The Type 98 Chokusetsu-Kyodoki (Direct Co-opera tion Plane) was built by
Tachikawa under the designation Ki-36. Trainer versions were designated
Ki-55 and were used for kamikaze attacks late in the war.
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GERMANY

Henschel Hs 126
In 1935 Henschel developed the para-
sol-wing Henschel Hs 122 short-range
reconnaissance aircraft as a replace-
ment for the Hemkel He 45 and He 46,
but although a few of the 492-kW (660-
hp) Siemens SAM 22B-engmed aircraft
were built, the Hs 122 was not adopted)
for Luftwaffe use. From it, however,
Henschel's chief designer Friedrich
Nicolaus derived the Henschel Hs 126
which incorporated a new wing, can-
tilever main landing gear and a canopy
over the pilot's cockpit, the observer's
position being left open. During 1937
Henschel built 10 pre-production Hs
126A-0 aircraft based on the third pro-
totype, and some were used for oper-
ational evaluation by the Luftwaffe's
Lehrgruppe reconnaissance unit in the
spring of 1938. Initial production ver-
sion was the Hs 126A-1, generally simi-
lar to the pre-production aircraft but
powered by the 656-kW (880-hp)
BMW 132dc radial engine, Armament
comprised one forward-firing 7.92-mm
(0.31-in) MG 17 machine-gun, plus one
similar weapon on a tramable mount-
ing in the rear cockpit, and five 10-kg
(22-lb) bombs or a single 50-kg (110-
Ib) bomb could be carried on an
underfuselage rack. A hand-held Rb
12,5/9x7 camera m the rear cockpit
was supplemented by a Zeiss instru-
ment in a rear-fuselage bay. Six of this
version were used by the Legion Con-
dor in Spam during 1938, being trans-

AHenschelHs 126B-1 of the tactical Aufklärungsstaffel 3.(H)l 21 as it appeared
on the Don fron t in Jan uary!943. Stalingra d was abou t to fall, and the initia five
in the East was at last to swing decisively in favour of the Soviet army and air
force.

ferred later to ihe Spanish air force,
and 16 were delivered to the Greek air
force. An improved but similar He
126B-1 was introduced during the sum-
mer of 1939, this incorporating FuG 17
radio equipment and either the Bramo
323A-1 or 671-kW (900-hp) 323A-2.

Production aircraft were built in Ber-
lin, at Schönefeld and Johanmsthal,
from 1938 and entered operational ser-
vice first with AufklGr, 35. By the out-
break of World War II the re-equip-
ment of He 45- and He 46-equipped
reconnaissance units with the Hs 126
was well under way. The type was
withdrawn progressively from front-

line service during 1942 on replace-
ment by the Focke-Wulf Fw 189. Just
over 600 aircraft were built.

Specification
Henschel Hsl26B-l
Type: two-seat short-range
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: one 634-kw (850-hp)
Bramo 323A-1 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
310 km/h ( 193 mph) at sea level;
service ceiling 8300 m (27,230 ft);
maximum range 720 km (447 miles)
Weights: empty 2030 kg (4,475 Ib);
maximum take-off 3090 kg (6,812 Ib)

Dimensions: span 14,50 m (47 ft 6.9 in);
length 10.85 m (35 ft 7.2 in); height
3.75 m(12 ft 3.6 in); wingarea31.60 m2

(340,15sqft)
Armament: two 7.92-mm (0.31-in) MG
17 machine-guns, plus one 50-kg (110-
Ib) or five 10-kg (22-lb) bombs

An early Hs 126 in pre-war markings
displays the distinctive parasol wing.
A contemporary of the Lysander, the
Henschel was initially more successful
because it operated under a
protective umbrella ofMesserschmitt
Bfl09 fighters and in conditions of
near-total air superiority.

Fieseler Fi 156 Storch
Best-known of all the Fieseler designs
because of its extensive use during
World War II, the Fieseler Fi 156
Storch (stork) was a remarkable STOL
(short take-off and landing) aircraft that
was first flown during the early months
of 1936. A braced high-wing mono-
plane of mixed construction, with a
conventional braced tail unit and fixed
tailskid landing gear with long stroke
main units, the Fi 156 was powered by
an Argus inverted-Vee piston engine,
and its extensively glazed cabin pro-
vided an excellent view for its three-
man crew. As with the Fi 97, the key to
the success of this aircraft was its wing
incorporating the company's high-lift
devices. The capability of this aircraft
more than exceeded its STOL ex-
pectations, for with little more than a

light breeze blowing it needed a take-
off run of only about 60 m (200 ft) and
could land in about one-third of that
distance,

Service tests confirmed that Ger-
many's armed forces had acquired a
'go-anywhere' aircraft, and for the re-
mainder of World War II the Storch
was found virtually everywhere Ger-
man forces operated, production of all
variants totalling 2,549 aircraft. The de-
signation Fi 156C-1 applied to a variant
intended to be deployed in liaison and
staff transport roles, and the Fi 156C-2
was basically a two-crew reconnaiss-
ance version carrying a single camera;
some late examples of the Fi 156C-2
were, however, equipped to carry one
stretcher for casualty evacuation, The
Fi 156C-3 was the first to be equipped

for multi-purpose use, the majority of
the type being powered by the im-
proved Argus As 10P engine, which
was also standard in the generally
similar Fi 156C-5 which had provision
to carry an underfuselage camera or
jettisonable fuel tank.

Because of their capability, Fi 156s
were used in some remarkable ex-
ploits, Best known are the rescue of
Benito Mussolini from imprisonment in
a hotel amid the Apennine mountains,
on 12 September 1943, and the flight
made by Hanna Reitsch into the ruins
of Berlin on 26 April 1945, carrying
Generaloberst Ritter von Greim to be
appointed by Adolf Hitler as his new
commander of the Luftwaffe.

Specification
Fieseler Fi 156C-2
Type: two-seat army co-operation/
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: one 179-kW(240-hp)
Argus As 10C-3 inverted-Vee piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
170 km/h (109 mph) at sea level;
economical cruising speed 130 km/h
(81 mph); service ceiling 4600 m
(15,090 ft); range 385 km (239 miles)
Weights: empty 930 kg (2,050 Ib);
maximum take-off 1325 kg (2,921 Ib)
Dimensions: span 14.25 m (46 ft 9 in);
length 9.90 m (32 ft 5.8 in); 3.05 m (10 ft
0 in); wing area 26,00 m2 (279.87 sq ft)
Armament: one rear-firing 7.92-mm
(0,31 -in) machine-gun on tramable
mount
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GERMANY

Focke-Wulf Fw 189 Uhu
In February 1937 the Reichsluftfahrtmi-
mstenum issued a specification for a
short-range reconnaissance aircraft.
Focke-Wulf responded with the
Focke-Wulf Fw 189 Uhu (eagle owl),
an all metal stressed-skm low-wing
monoplane that had an extensively
glazed fuselage pod, and twin booms
carrying the tail surfaces. The crew
nacelle provided accommodation for
pilot, navigator/radio operator and en-
gineer/gunner, and power for the pro-
totype was supplied by two 321-kW
(430-hp) Argus As 410 engines. Con-
struction of this aircraft began in April
1937, and designer Tank performed
the first uight in July 1938, It was a
dual-control trainer version which
gained the first order in the summer of
1939, These Fw 189B aircraft preceded
the Fw 189A into manufacture and ser-
vice, some being used as conversion
trainers by 9,(H)/LG 2 during the
spring and summer of 1940. In a similar
manner the construction of 10 Fw
189A-0 pre-production aircraft began
in 1940, some of them being delivered
to 9,(H)/LG 2 for operational trials, and
being followed by the initial produc-
tion Fw 189A-1. Further developments
of this version included the Fw 189A-1/
Trop which carried desert survival
equipment, and the Fw 189A-1/U2 and
Fw 189A-1/U3 which were equipped
as personal transports for the use of
Generalfeldmarschall Kesselring and
General Jeschonnek respectively. The
remaining Fw 189A variants included
the Fw 189A-2 introduced in 1942,
which had the tramably mounted MG
15 machine-guns replaced by twin
7.92-mm (0.31-in) MG 81Zs; the Fw
189A-3 two-seat dual-control trainer
which was built in limited numbers;
and the light ground-attack Fw 189A-4
which was armed with two 20-mm MG
151/20 cannon and two 7.92-mm (0.31-
in) machine-guns in the wing roots,
and had armour protection for the
underside of the fuselage, engines and
fuel tanks.

Total production of the Fw 189 then
amounted to 864 aircraft including pro-
totypes, built not only by Heinkel but
also by Aero in Prague from 1940 to
1943, and by SNCASO at Bordeaux-
Mengnac until 1944.

Fw 189s were supplied in small

Fw 189A-Is lined up fresh from the
factory, awaiting armament. Very
tough machines, they handled
superbly and some reportedly
returned minus one tail boom as a
result of ramming attacks by Soviet
aircraft.

A Focke-WulfFwl89A-l Uhu (owl) of Aufklärungsstaffel l.(H)/32 based at
Kemi, Finland, in the summer of1942. The later years of the war were to see
theFw 189 as the Wehr macht's primary tactical 'eye in the sky', particularly on
the Eastern Front.

numbers to the Slovakian and Hunga-
rian air forces operating on the Eastern
Front, in which theatre the type was
deployed most extensively by the Luft-
waffe, but at least one Staffel used the
type operationally in North Africa.

Specification
Focke-WulfFwl89A-l
Type: two-seat short-range
reconnaissance aircraft
Powerplant: two 347-kW (465-hp)

Argus As 410A-1 inverted-Vee piston
engines
Performance: maximum speed
335 km/h (208 mph); cruising speed
315 km/h (196 mph); service ceiling
7000 m (22,965 ft); range 670 km (416
miles)
Weights: empty 2805 kg (6,184 Ib;
maximum take-off 3950 kg (8,708 Ib)
Dimensions: span 18.40 m (60 ft 4.4 m);
length 12.03 m (39 ft 5.6 in); height
3.10 m (10 ft 2 in); wing area 38.00 m2

(409.04 sq ft)

A Focke-Wulf Fwl89A-2 of the
Hungarian 3/1 Short Range
Reconnaissance Squadron based at
Zamocz, Poland, in March 1944. The
A-2 model differed from theA-1
solely in having twinMCSlsin the
dorsal and tailcone positions.

Armament: two tramable 7,92-mm
(0.31-m)MG 15 machine-guns and two
fixed 7,92-mm (0.3 l-m)MG 17
machine-guns, plus four 50-kg ( 110-lb)
bombs

USA

Stinson L-l Vigilant
The two-seat light observation aircraft
had been an essential adjunct to US
Army operations, the concept dating
back to World War I. In the years be-
tween then and the late 1930s,
observation aircraft had, of course,
been developed to offer much im-
proved performance, some with high-
lift devices which made it possible for
them to operate into and out of quite
small unprepared areas.

When, in 1940, the US Army Air
Corps realized the need to reinforce
its aircraft in this category, specifica-
tions were circulated and resulted in
several contracts . Stinson was

awarded a contract for 142 of its de-
sign, a braced high-wing monoplane,
with an all-metal basic structure, part
metal- and part fabric-covered, desig-
nated Stinson O-49. To provide low-
speed and high-lift performance, the
whole of the wing leading edge was
provided with automatically-operated
slats, and the entire trailing edge was

A Stinson O-49F casualty evacua tion
plane fitted with twin Edo
amphibious floats comes in to land. It
was re-designated as theL-1 in 1942,
when the 'observation'classification
was changed to 'liaison '.
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occupied by wide-span (almost two-
thirds) slotted flaps and large slotted
ailerons which drooped 26° when the
flaps were fully down. The non-retract-
able tailwheel landing gear was de-
signed specially for operation from
unprepared strips. The powerplant
consisted of a 213-kW (285-hp) Lycom-
ing R-680-9 radial engine with a two-
blade constant-speed propeller. An
enclosed cabin seated two in tandem,
and the pilot and observer had an ex-
cellent field of view all around, above
and below.

A second contract covered the con-
struction of 182 O-49A aircraft, which
differed by having a slightly longer
fuselage and minor equipment
changes, Designation changes in 1942
resulted in the O-49 and O-49A be-
coming the L-l and L-1A respectively.
Both versions were supplied to the
RAF under Lend-Lease, and these
were given the British name Vigilant,

No further production of new Vigi-
lant aircraft followed, for the type was

superseded by the more effective
lightweight Grasshopper family.
Nevertheless, Vigilants saw quite
wide use in both the European and
Pacific theatres, the RAF operating
many of its aircraft for artillery liaison in
Italy, Sicily and Tunisia,

Specification
StinsonL-lA
Type: two-seat light liaison/
observation aircraft
Powerplant: one 220-kW (295-hp)
Lycommg R-680-9 radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
196 km/h (122 mph); service ceiling
3900 m (12,800 ft); range 451 km (280
miles)
Weights: empty 1211 kg (2,670 Ib);
maximum take-off 1542 kg (3,400 Ib)
Dimensions: span 15.52 m (50 ft 11 in);
length 10.44 m (34 ft 3 in); height 3,10 m
( 10 ft 2 in); wing area 30.56 n/(329 sq
ft)
Armament: none

A United States Army Air Force L-IF is seen in Burma. Converted from a
standardL-lA, it is metallic silver except for the top surfaces, which have
been sprayed olive drab.

USA

Taylorcraft L-2 Grasshopper
In 1941 the US Army conducted an
operational evaluation with four of
each of three types of two-seat light
aircraft for use in the artillery spotting
and liaison roles, the three types being
the Taylorcraft YO-57, the Aeronca
YO-58 and the Piper YO-59; all were
known as Grasshoppers. The success-
ful use of the aircraft during the US
Army's manoeuvres, operating direct-
ly with ground forces, resulted in in-
creased production contracts for all
three, although the Piper design was to
be the most prolific.

The first four Taylorcraft YO-57s
were standard civil Taylorcraft Model
Ds, powered by the 48-kW (65-hp)
Continental YO-170-3 flat-four engine,
and were followed by 70 basically-
similar O-57 aircraft. However, the
need to provide an all-round view re-
sulted in modifications to the cabin and

rear fuselage and the introduction of
trailmg-edge cut-outs at the wing
roots. Other alterations to fit the aircraft
for its specialized tasks included an
observer's seat which could be turned
around to face the rear, and the in-
stallation of radio. In this form the type
was designated O-57A and 336 were
manufactured.

A further 140 were built under the
designation L-2A, US Army aircraft of
this class having been reclassified,
from observation to liaison in 1942. The
YO-57s and O-57s were reclassified
L-2 and the YO-57As were redesig-
nated L-2A. Some 490 aircraft with spe-
cial equipment, built for service with
the field artillery, were designated L-
2B and the final variant, with a produc-
tion run of 900, was the L-2M, identified
by the fully cowled engine and the
fitting of wing spoilers.

Taylorcraft were involved in the
training programme of military glider
pilots, involving 43 impressed civil
machines which were used to provide
an initial powered flying course.

The company also developed a light
training glider version which was
known as the Taylorcraft ST-100 and
given the designation TG-6. The front
fuselage was extended and a 'glass-
house' canopy fitted, the landing gear
simplified and a skid added under the
nose; the lengthened nose necessi-
tated increased fin area. Production
totalled 253, including three for US
Navy trials,

Specification
Taylorcraft L-2A
Type: two-seat liaison aircraft/training
glider
Powerplant: one 48-kW (65-hp)

Continental O-170-3 flat-four piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
142 km/h (88 mph); service ceiling
3050 m (10,000 ft); range 370 km (230
miles)
Weights: empty 397 kg (875 Ib);
maximum take-off 590 kg (1,300 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.79 m (35 ft 5 in);
length 6.93 m (22 ft 9 in); height 2.44 m
(8 ft 0 in); wing area 16.81 n/( 181 sq ft)
Armament: none

A Taylorcraft L-2 A liaison aircraft is
seen in 1942. This was a fully
militarized version of the civilian
Taylorcraft Model D, with improved
rear vision and trailing edge cut-outs
at the wing roots. The design was the
progenitor of the British Auster.
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Aeronca L-3 Grasshopper
The name Aeronca Aircraft Corpora-
tion had been adopted in 1941 by the
company established in late 1928 as
the Aeronautical Corporation of Amer-
ica, One of its most successful products
was the Aeronca Model 65 highwmg
monoplane, developed to meet com-
mercial requirements for a reliable
dual-control tandem two-seat trainer.
The four of these aircraft supplied in-
itially to the USAAC became desig-
nated YO-58, and these were followed
by 50 O-58, 20 O-58A and 335 O-58B
aircraft, serving with the USAAF
(established on 20 June 1941). In the
following year the O (Observation) de-
signation was changed to L (Liaison),
and the O-58, O-58A and O-58B de-
signations became respectively L-3, L-
3A and L-3B Grasshopper. An addi-
tional 540 aircraft were delivered as
L-SBs and 490 L-3C aircraft were
manufactured before production en-
ded in 1944, The designations L-3D/
-3E/-3F/-3G/-3H/-3J were applied to
civil Model 65s with varying power-
plant installations and impressed into
military service when the United
States became involved in World War
II,

Most L-3s were generally similar,
with small changes in equipment rep-
resenting the variation from one to
another. All shared the welded steel-
tube fuselage/tail unit with fabric
covering, and wings with spruce
spars, light alloy ribs and metal frame
ailerons, all fabric-covered. Landing
gear was of non-retractable tailwheel
type, with the mam units divided and
incorporating oleo-spring shock-
absorbers in the side vees,

With the requirement for a trainer
suitable for glider pilots, Aeronca de-

An Aeronca L-3Cis seen during the
last months of the war. Together with
the Taylorcraft and Piper models of
the Grasshopper, theL-3Cwas
powered by a 65-hp 0-170-3
Continental piston engine.

An Aeronca L-3B of a US Army Air Force liaison/observation unit is seen in a
late war colour scheme. The various L-3 models differed only in equipment fit,
with A, Band C models being externally very similar. Over 1,400 L-3s had
been delivered by 1944.

veloped an unpowered version of the
Model 65, This retained the wings, tail
unit and aft fuselage of the L-3, but
introduced a new front fuselage pro-
viding a third seat forward for an in-
structor, the original tandem seats
being used by two pupils: all three
occupants had similar flying controls
and instruments. A total of 250 of these
training gliders was supplied to the
USAAF under the designation TG-5,
and three supplied to the US Navy for

evaluation were identified as LNR.
Production of Aeronca liaison aircraft
continued after the war, with planes
supplied to the USAF under the de-
signation L-16.

Specification
Aeronca L-3
Type: two-seat light liaison and
observation monoplane
Powerplant: one 48-kW (65-hp)
Continental O-170 flat-four piston

engine
Performance: maximum speed
140 km/h (87 mph); cruising speed
74 km/h (46 mph); service ceiling
3050 m (10,000 ft); range 322 km (200
miles)
Weights: empty 379 kg (835 Ib);
maximum take-off 590 kg ( 1,300 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10,67 m (35 ft 0 in);
length 6.40 m (21 f tO in); height 2,34 m
(7 ft 8 in); wing area 14,68 n/(158sqft)
Armament: none

USA

Piper L-4 Grasshopper
Evaluated for the role of artillery spot-
ting and front-line liaison, four exam-
ples of the Piper Cub Model J-3C-65
were acquired for this purpose by the
US Army Air Corps in mid-1941. These
were allocated the designation YO-59
and, almost simultaneously, 40 addi-
tional examples were ordered as O-59
aircraft.

Experience on manoeuvres made it
possible to procure a new version
more specifically tailored to the US
Army's requirements. This, desig-
nated O-59A, was of braced high-wing
monoplane configuration and was of
composite construction comprising
wooden spars, light alloy ribs and fab-
ric covering, The fuselage and braced
tail unit had basic structures of welded
steel tube and were fabric-covered.
Landing gear was of the fixed tail-
wheel type, and the powerplant of the
O-59A comprised a 48-kW (65-hp)
Continental O-170-3 flat-four engine.
Primary requirement of the O-59A
specification was improved accom-
modation for pilot and observer, which
was achieved with a modified enclo-
sure for the tandem cockpits to pro-
vide better all-round visibility. The

The original designation of the wartime military Cub was O-59, but these early
aircraft were subsequently identified in the 'liaison'category as L-4s when the
redesignation of'observation'aircraft was carried out in 1942. ThisL-4His
painted in standard Army drab. The wire and cork fuel indicator is clearly
visible.

type was later redesignated L-4A.
In 1942 Piper was requested to de-

velop a training glider from the basic
L-4 design, this involving the removal
of the powerplant and landing gear. In
its modified form it had a simple cross-
axle landing gear with hydraulic
brakes, and the powerplant was re-
placed by a new front fuselage to
accommodate an instructor, and he

and both pupils were provided with
full flying controls. A total of 250 was
built for the USAAF under the designa-
tion TG-8, plus three for evaluation by
the US Navy which designated them
XLNP-1.

Apart from the three XLNP- Is which
the US Navy acquired for evaluation,
this service also procured 230 NE-1
aircraft basically similar to the US

Army's L-4s, and these were used as
primary trainers. Twenty similar air-
craft procured at a later date were de-
signated NE-2, and 100 examples of
the Piper J-5C Cub which were ac-
quired for ambulance use (carrying
one stretcher) were originally HE-1.
When, in 1943, the letter H was allo-
cated to identify helicopters, the HE-Is
were redesignated AE-1.
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Specification
Piper L-4
Type: two-seat lightweight liaison
aircraft
Powerplant: one 48-kW (65-hp)
Continental O-170-3 flat-four piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
137 km/h (85 mph); cruising speed
121 km/h (75 mph); service ceiling
2835 m (9,300 ft); range 306 km (190
miles)
Weights: empty 331 kg (730 Ib);
maximum take-off 553 kg ( 1,220 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.74 m (35 ft 3 in);
length6.71 m (22 f tO in); height 2.03 m
(6 ft 8 in); wing area 16.63 n/(179sqft)
Armament: none

The Piper Cub was built in improved
versions up until 1981, and has been
used by a great many air forces. The
Israeli air force, opera tors of this
late-model Super Cub, have been
using the type since its creation in the
late 1940s.

USA

Stinson L-5 Sentinel
The Stinson (part of Vultee) 105 Voya-
ger was an attractive three-seat civil
lightplane, and in 1941 the US Army
acquired six of these civil aircraft
which it evaluated for use in a light
liaison role. Successful testing resulted
in an initial order of 1941 for 275 aircraft
to be powered by the Lycommg O-
435-1 flat-four engine. The following
order covered 1,456 similar aircraft,
under the designation L-5.

Construction of the L-5s was
changed from that of the original Voya-
ger design following a decision to re-
serve alloy materials for the construc-
tion of combat aircraft. Instead of the
mixed construction which had been
used for the wing and tail unit of the
Voyager, those of the L-5 were all-
wood, but retained the welded steel-
tube fuselage s t ructure . Other
changes included rearrangement of
the enclosed cabin to seat two in tan-
dem, a reduction in height of the rear
fuselage to provide an improved rear-
ward view, and the provision of clear
transparent panels in the roof. The ori-
ginal wing design had included lead-
ing-edge slots and slotted trailmg-
edge flaps, and these were retained.
The main units of the non-retractable
tailwheel type landing gear were
modified so that the stroke of the oleo-
spring shock-absorbers was almost
doubled.

The L-5C, of which 200 were built,
had provision for the installation of a
K-20 reconnaissance camera. In addi-
tion to the aircraft procured directly by
the US Army, eight commercial Voya-
gers were commandeered in 1941 and
designated AT-19A (later L-9A), and
12 others as AT-19B (L-9B).

Used extensively by the USAAF
throughout World War II, especially in
the Pacific theatre, many L-5s were
still in use to provide valuable service

Developed from the Stinson 105
Voyager, the L-5 Sentinel was used
extensively by the USAAF, especially
in the Pacific. This example is from
the 163rd Liaison Squadron, based
on Okinawa in themiddle of 1945.

during the Korean War. The RAF was
allocated 100 of these aircraft under
Lend-Lease, and these were used
widely in Burma for liaison spotting
and air ambulance duties under the
name Sentinel. The US Marine Corps
acquired a total of 306 L-5s of differing
versions, but all were designated OY-
1, the Y signifying origin from Consoli-
dated after a merger with Vultee in
early 1943. The US Marine Corps de-
ployed its Sentinels for similar missions
to those of the RAF and USAAF in sup-
port of its operations in the Pacific.

Specification
Stinson L-5
Type: two-seat light liaison aircraft
Powerplant: one 138-kW(185-hp)
Lycommg O-435-1 flat-four piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
209 km/h (130 mph); service ceiling
4815 m (15,800 ft); range 676 km (420

miles)
Weights: empty 703 kg (1,550 Ib);
maximum take-off 916 kg (2,020 Ib)
Dimensions: span 10.36 m (34 ft 0 in);
length 7,34 m (24 ft 1 in); height 2.41 m
(7 ft 11 in); wing area 14.40 m2 ( 155 sq
ft)
Armament: none

Above: Two of the 100 Stinson
Sentinels supplied under Lend-
Lease to theRAFin Burma flyover the
paddy fields. They were used for
artillery spotting, air ambulance and
general liaison duties.
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Polikarpov U-2
Occupying a unique position in Soviet
aviation history, the Polikarpov U-2
primary trainer biplane had an inaus-
picious start. The U-2TPK prototype,
which appeared in early 1927, had
been built to achieve economy in re-
pair and maintenance, the wings com-
prising four identical thick-section in-
terchangeable rectangular panels
with square tips. Similarly, a common
control surface was used for ailerons,
elevators and rudder. The result was a
biplane with very poor flight charac-
teristics. It had thus to be redesigned,
appearing as a neat, manoeuvrable bi-
plane having staggered single-bay
wing with rounded tips, conventional
cross-axle landing gear, and tandem
open cockpits for instructor and pupil.
Powered by a 75-kW (100-hp) radial
engine, the,new prototype made its
first flight on 7 January 1928. An im-
mediate success, it was placed in
quantity production, deliveries start-
ing in 1928, and by the time of the
German invasion of the Soviet Union in
mid-1941 over 13,000 had been com-
pleted.

Though its principle role was prim-
ary training, the U-2 was soon modified
as a light passenger transport, air
ambulance and agricultural aircraft.
Production continued on a massive
scale during World War II, and the U-2
took on an even wider range of duties,
including liaison, light attack, night nui-
sance raider and propaganda aircraft
complete with microphone and loud-
speaker.

After Polikarpov's death, on 30 July
1944, the U-2 was redesignated Po-2 in

his honour, and post-war it continued
in production in the USSR for several
years. Trainer and ambulance variants
were built on a large scale in Poland
from 1948 to 1953, Po-2s served with
many Soviet allies and a small number
still remain in flying condition in the
USSR and several other countries. The
total built is credibly reported to be in
excess of 40,000.

Specification
Polikarpov U-2VS
Type: trainer and multi-purpose
aircraft
Powerplant: one 75-kW (100-hp) M-11
radial piston engine
Performance: maximum speed
156 km/h (97 mph); service ceiling
4000 m (13,125 ft); range 400 km (249
miles)
Weights: empty equipped 635 kg
(1,400 Ib); maximum take-off 890 kg
(l,9621b)
Dimensions: span 11.40 m (37 ft 4,8 in);
lengths, 17 m(26 ft9.78 in); height
3.10 m (10 ft 2 in); wing area 33,15 m2

(356,84 sq ft)
Armament: none

A Soviet built U-2 supplied to the
Polish forces at the end of World War
II, preserved at a Polish museum.
Over 100 regiments, each of 42
aircraft, operated the 'Kuburuznile'
('Corn Cutter') at the height of the

Built on a large scale in Poland as the CSS-13, the Polikarpov U-2 (known as the
Po-2 after the designer's death in 1944) was used in a wide array of both civil
and military roles, and has probably been built in greater numbers and in
more variants than any other aircraft in history.

Meridionali Ro.37bis
Meridionali, then named Officine Fer-
roviarie Meridionali, first became in-
volved in the Italian aircraft industry in
1923, beginning manufacturing activi-
ties two years later by licence-con-
struction of Fokker designs. Subse-
quently, after two years under the
name Romeo, the title Industrie Mec-
caniche e Aeronautiche Meridionali
(IMAM) was adopted in 1936.

In 1934 the company had started de-
sign and production of a two-seat
fighter/reconnaissance biplane under
the designation Romeo Ro.37. This was
an unequal-span single-bay biplane of
mixed wood and metal construction.
Its design included fixed tailwheel
landing gear, all three wheels being
provided with speed fairings; a braced
tail unit incorporating a variable-inci-
dence tailplane; and accommodation
for two in tandem enclosed cockpits,
Power was provided by a 522-kW
(700-hp) Fiat A.30RA Vee engine. An
improved Ro.37bis was developed
subsequently, and this introduced an
optional radial powerplant comprising
either the Piaggio P. IX or P.X super-
charged engine. Both models proved
popular for their day, with production
of the Ro.37 and Ro.37bis exceeding
160 and 475 respectively, and export
orders were received from Afghanis-
tan, Hungary and from countries in
Central and South America.

Ro,37 and Ro.37bis aircraft were in-
volved in the Spanish Civil War from
October 1936 and were used exten-
sively by the Regia Aeronautica dur-
ing Mussolini's invasion of Abyssinia
between October 1935 and May 1936
and during the Italian occupation of

that country until 1941. Some 275
Ro.37bis aircraft were in service with
the Regia Aeronautica when Italy be-
came involved in World War II, and
these saw first-line service in the East
and North African campaigns and in
the Balkans. After withdrawal from
first-line service they found a variety of
uses, but all had been retired before
Italy's armistice with the Allies on 8
September 1943,

Specification
Meridionali Ro.37bis
Type: two-seat fighter/reconnaissance

aircraft
Powerplant: one 418-kW (560-hp)
Piaggio P. IX RC. 40 radial piston
engine
Performance: maximum speed
330 km/h (205 mph) at 5000 m
(16,405 ft); cruising speed 250 km/h
(155 mph); service ceiling 7200 m
(23,620 ft); maximum range 1120 km
(696 miles)
Weights: empty 1585 kg (3,494 Ib);
maximum take-off 2420 kg (5,335 Ib)
Dimensions: span 11.08 m (36 ft 4.2 in);
length 8.56 m (28 ft 1 in); height 3.15 m
(10 ft 4 in); wmgarea31.35 m2(337.46

sqft)
Armament: two fixed forward-firing
7,7-mm (0.303-m) machine-guns and
one gun of same calibre on tramable
mount in rear cockpit, plus up to 180 kg
(397 Ib) of bombs on underfuselage
racks

The Meridionali Ro.37 saw its heyday
during the Spanish Civil War. A few
soldiered on into World War II, this
example being captured during the
battle for Monte Corvino near
Salerno in 1943.
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